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E. M. Forster . . . set out the difference between a story and

plot. “The king died and then the queen died” is a story, he

wrote. But a sense of causality is needed to make a plot more

than just a sequence of events. “The king died and then the

queen died of grief” is a plot.

—The Economist 408
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Preface

Microbes vary. Some grow quickly, using resources inefficiently. Others

grow slowly, achieving efficient reproductive yield.

Why do evolutionary processes lead to such diversity? To answer that

question, we must ask: How do the fundamental evolutionary forces

shape biological design?

For example, comparing scarce versus abundant food, how do we

expect evolutionary forces to alter growth rate and metabolic design?

Comparison provides the key. If we can predict how traits change

when comparing different conditions, then we can reasonably say that

we understand the fundamental evolutionary forces of design.

We face two challenges. Conceptually, we must understand the fun-

damental forces to make good comparative predictions. Empirically, we

must translate data into the weight of evidence for or against the causal

role of specific forces.

This book develops comparative predictions for microbial traits. Re-

cent advances in microbial studies provide an ideal opportunity to test

those predictions about diversity and design, perhaps the greatest prob-

lems in biology.

I received financial support from the Donald Bren Foundation, the US

National Science Foundation, and the US Army Research Office.

A book is nothing without a home and someone who believes in you.

Thank you, Robin.
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1 Microbial Design

In the past, changes in gene expression and metabolic strate-

gies across growth conditions have often been attributed to the

optimization of . . . growth rates. However, mounting evidence

suggests that cells are capable of significantly faster growth

rates in many conditions. . . . Based on these observations, it

is clear that [design] objectives other than optimization of . . .

growth rates must be considered to explain these phenotypes.

—Markus Basan27

Why don’t microbial cells grow as fast as possible? Perhaps cells trade

growth rate for other attributes of success.

One widely discussed tradeoff concerns rate versus yield. Growing

faster uses resources inefficiently. Resources wasted to increase met-

abolic rate lower the resources available to build new biomass. Fast

growth rate reduces the reproductive yield.317,444

Suppose we observe microbes that grow more slowly than the max-

imum rate that they could achieve. We see mutations that enhance

growth. How can we know if the tradeoff between growth rate and yield

dominates in metabolic design?

Typically, we cannot know. An observed rise in rate and decline in

yield supports the tradeoff. But rejecting the rate-yield tradeoff hypoth-

esis is difficult. For example, the microbes may produce toxins to kill

competitors. If competitors are absent in our study, we may see increases

in both rate and yield as the unobserved toxin production declines.

Other tradeoffs may be hidden. Perhaps growth trades off with dis-

persal. Maybe the microbes typically grow under iron-limited conditions

and must trade growth rate for scavenging iron.

We could measure more tradeoffs. Although helpful, that approach

ultimately fails. We can never estimate the many tradeoffs across the

full range of natural conditions that shaped design.
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2 Microbial Design

Given those difficulties, how can we understand why growth rate is

sometimes maximized and other times not? In general, how can we

understand the forces that shape the design of microbial traits, such as

dispersal, resource acquisition, defense, and survival?

I advocate comparative hypotheses. As a focal parameter changes, we

predict the direction of change in a trait. For example, as the genetic

heterogeneity among competitors rises, we predict an increase in growth

rate.130,317 If the predicted direction of change tends to occur, then the

focal parameter associates with a causal force that shapes the trait,

revealing the fundamental forces of biological design.

This book divides into two parts. The first part presents the conceptual

tools for making comparative predictions. The second part develops

comparative predictions for metabolic traits.

We can use this approach to make comparative predictions for the

full range of microbial traits, providing a general method for the study

of biological design.

1.1 How to Read

Part 1 sets the theoretical background. How does one form and test

predictions about the forces that shape biological design?

Part 2 turns to unsolved puzzles in microbial metabolism. How can

we use Part 1’s principles for the study of design to advance the under-

standing of microbial evolution?

Readers primarily interested in microbes may wish to start with the

second part. As particular concepts arise in that second part, one may

follow the pointers to the first part to fill in the background.

Readers primarily interested in evolutionary concepts may wish to

start with the first part. The second part illustrates how to turn those

concepts into a fully realized program of empirical study.

Although each part stands alone, the real value comes from the syn-

ergy between parts. Full progress demands combining Part 1’s evolution-

ary concepts and general principles for studying causality with Part 2’s

application to metabolism, the engine of life.

That pairing between theory and application provides the best way to

study the forces that have shaped biological design.

To help readers find their preferred starting point and path through

the book, the following sections briefly summarize each chapter.
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Theoretical Background 3

1.2 Theoretical Background

Organismal traits often seem designed to solve environmental challenges.

Presumably, natural processes have shaped design. However, the under-

lying processes can be difficult to observe.

How can we study those causal forces of design? Somehow, we must

link the hidden forces to the observed traits. Part 1 develops the theoret-

ical background to meet that challenge.

Chapter 2 defines design in relation to biological fitness, the ultimate

measure of success. Three fundamental forces of design often dominate.

Marginal values measure trading one design for another. Reproductive

values weight different components of fitness, such as reproduction,

survival, and dispersal. Generalized kin selection links the similarity of

interacting individuals with the transmission of traits through time.

Chapter 3 turns to the causal analysis of design. We can rarely match

organismal traits to the forces of design that shaped those traits. Many

particular forces played a role. We cannot measure or infer all of them.

Instead, we must focus on change. Can we predict how change in a

specific factor alters a particular trait? For example, how does increasing

genetic variability between competitors alter reproductive rate?

Comparing states of a particular factor isolates partial causality, the

change caused holding all else constant. Comparative prediction be-

comes the building block of causal understanding. How does a changed

factor alter a trait, mediated by a fundamental force of design?

Chapter 4 illustrates comparative predictions. The examples link

changes in environmental factors to predicted changes in the metabolic

traits of microbes. Each hypothesis associates the predicted change in a

metabolic trait to a causal force of biological design.

The following chapters of Part 1 fill in the theoretical background

needed to develop comparative predictions. Part 2 uses that theory to

make comparative predictions about organismal design, with emphasis

on microbial metabolism.

Chapter 5 reviews various forces that shape biological design. Marginal

values, reproductive values, and generalized kin selection play key roles,

as noted above. Natural history modulates forces of design. Examples

include demography and complex life cycles, the scaling of spatial and

temporal environmental variability, and the different timescales over

which competing design forces act.
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4 Microbial Design

Chapter 6 notes that biological design concerns organismal traits.

However, the nature of traits often remains vague. Different problems

arise when studying the evolutionary origin of traits versus the modifica-

tion of traits. Some traits change within an organism in response to the

environment. Other traits may be genetically fixed, varying only between

individuals rather than within them.

Chapter 7 extends discussion of traits that vary within an individ-

ual. Much of evolutionary design concerns the control of such traits

in response to environmental signals. This chapter reviews principles

of engineering control theory as they may be applied to biological de-

sign. Error-correcting feedback is perhaps the single greatest principle

of design in both human-engineered and biological systems.

Chapter 8 contrasts this book’s comparative predictions with historical

antecedents. Darwin developed comparison in the study of adaptation.

Classic phylogenetic comparative methods extended Darwin’s vision.

This book differs primarily in the scale of change. Prior analyses

typically studied change between species or higher taxa. By contrast,

design forces often act at smaller scales of change. Those smaller

scales set the focal point for this part’s theory and the following part’s

application to microbial metabolism.

1.3 The Design of Metabolism

In microbes, large populations and short generation times provide oppor-

tunity to observe small-scale changes in action. Progress in technology

and measurement opens new windows onto those small-scale changes.

Part 2 takes advantage of this new era in the study of biological design

to advance the testing of comparative hypotheses.

Chapter 9 explains the focus on metabolism. Extracting and using

the free energy driving force from food is a universal challenge of life.

Microbial metabolism provides a good starting problem to sharpen our

tools in the study of biological design.

Chapter 10 illustrates comparative hypotheses and tests by analyzing

microbial growth rate, typically measured as the increase in biomass.

Growth rate seemingly provides the simplest trait by which to measure

fitness, the long-term contribution to the future population.

However, tradeoffs arise. Faster short-term growth may use resources

inefficiently. Lower efficiency reduces reproductive yield per unit food
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The Design of Metabolism 5

uptake, slowing long-term growth as food gets used up. Comparatively,

decreasing the available food raises the marginal gains for yield efficiency.

Enhanced gains for yield predict lower short-term growth rate, driven by

the fundamental force of marginal valuations between alternatives.

This chapter lists many comparative hypotheses. Those hypotheses

link changes in natural history to predicted changes in growth rate.

The analysis then turns to testing comparative hypotheses. Examples

illustrate the kinds of data that have recently been collected in natural

and laboratory populations.

Chapter 11 develops the universal challenge of extracting free energy

from food to drive the processes of life. The thermodynamic driving

force of free energy comes from moving low entropy electrons in food

to high entropy electrons in final electron acceptors, such as oxygen.

Metabolic design exploits the increasing entropy between food and

final electron acceptors to drive coupled reactions that decrease entropy.

The decreased entropy of the driven reactions creates the ordered mole-

cules of life or the entropy disequilibria, such as ATP versus ADP, that

act as storage batteries to drive subsequent order-creating processes.

Textbook descriptions of biochemical thermodynamics often fail to

emphasize how the entropy disequilibria in food drive the entropy dise-

quilibria of life.18,47,294 Studying metabolic design requires focus on the

flux of those coupled disequilibria through metabolic cascades.

Metabolic flux also depends on the resistance to reactions from chem-

ical activation barriers. Cells modulate resistance by using enzyme

catalysts or by changing the biochemical conditions. Net flux depends on

the thermodynamic driving force divided by the resistance to reaction,

an analogy with Ohm’s law of electric current flow.

Chapter 12 describes how cells modulate flux by altering the thermo-

dynamic driving force. The greater the displacement of a reaction from

equilibrium, the greater the driving force and the rate of reaction. High

driving force also causes the loss of potentially usable entropy change,

typically dissipated as heat.

This chapter analyzes the design of glycolysis in terms of the thermo-

dynamic tradeoff between reaction rate and usable entropy yield. Recent

technical advances allow direct in vivo measurement of the driving force

for individual reactions within the glycolytic cascade.

Those direct measurements open up new possibilities to study com-

parative hypotheses. For example, environmental changes in cellular
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6 Microbial Design

competition and genetic variability may alter the fine-scale design of met-

abolic flux control. Large-scale biochemical changes between alternative

glycolytic pathways also pose interesting puzzles of design.

Overflow metabolism presents a key challenge. Many microbes excrete

post-glycolytic products that contain most of the usable entropy in

the original food source. Why overflow usable food? Disequilibria,

thermodynamic driving force, and the tradeoff between rate and yield

play important roles. Changed conditions alter overflow, providing a

model to test comparative hypotheses about metabolic design.

Chapter 13 discusses the modulation of flux by altering the resis-

tance of reactions. Mechanisms include varying enzyme concentration,

modifying enzyme structure, and spatially separating reactants.

Changes in metabolic design may alter thermodynamic driving force or

the resistance to reactions. Small changes typically occur by modulating

current biochemical pathways. Larger changes may lead to different

biochemical pathways. Other design goals shape pathways, such as the

need for precursors to build particular molecules.

Constraining forces interact with design forces. For example, cell size

constrains space for protein catalysts. Limited proteins impose tradeoffs

between the potential to modulate different reactions.

Flux control has been widely discussed. However, clearly specified

comparative hypotheses remain scarce with regard to the forces of design

and constraint that have shaped metabolic diversity. This book sets the

foundation on which to build comparative hypotheses and provides

many examples of such hypotheses.

Chapter 14 turns to the observed diversity in metabolic pathways.

The biochemical detail in this chapter raises many puzzles, setting a

challenge for comparative predictions and tests of metabolic design.

In one example, different glycolytic pathways have different yields

of ATP, NADH, and NADPH, each of which create distinct disequilibria

that drive different cellular processes. In another example, the diverse

final electron acceptors of catabolism create different entropy gradients,

which greatly influence metabolic design. Weak gradients pose special

design challenges.

Metabolic electron flow sometimes happens between cells of the same

or different species. Distributed electron gradients raise novel puzzles

in metabolic design. Those puzzles often depend on how particular

biochemical disequilibria enhance or limit electron flow.
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The Design of Metabolism 7

This chapter also analyzes the regulation of alternative sugar cata-

bolism within cells and cellular shifts between different complex carbo-

hydrate food sources. The chapter’s conclusions synthesize puzzles of

design for variant pathways.

Chapter 15 emphasizes tradeoffs, which set the basis for design. For

example, faster growth reduces food use efficiency. Less permeable

membranes protect against attack but slow resource uptake.

However, particular tradeoffs often fail to reveal design. Suppose

growth rate, yield efficiency, and defense trade off. Less attack reduces

investment in defense, potentially increasing both growth rate and yield.

Without measurement of defense, one might see only the simultaneous

rise in rate and yield, apparently contradicting the rate-yield tradeoff.

Comparative hypotheses about the tradeoffs themselves may help.

For example, more abundant food weakens the tradeoff between growth

rate and yield efficiency.

The more completely one understands the range of potential tradeoffs,

the more effectively one can make comparative predictions. This chapter

provides a preliminary catalog of the tradeoffs that shape the metabolic

design of microbes.

Chapter 16 highlights the forces that shape overflow metabolism, the

cellular excretion of usable food. Several challenges for inferring design

emerge. Forces act over different timescales. Each empirical method

reveals particular forces and timescales while hiding others.

Progress requires explicit consideration of the challenges and limita-

tions in the study of biological design. The importance of clear compara-

tive predictions and partial causation rises once again.

Chapter 17 continues the analysis of model problems in metabolic

design. Part 1’s forces of design play an important role as we broaden

the range of metabolic traits and natural history.

When exposed to multiple foods, how do cells express alternative cata-

bolic pathways? Sometimes, preferred foods repress pathways for other

foods. Other times, cells simultaneously express different pathways. In

some clonal populations, cells differ in expression patterns. Various

design forces shape expression. Testable comparative predictions follow.

How do cells overcome limited access to final catabolic electron accep-

tors such as oxygen? Cable bacteria form filaments with electric wires.

The wires pass electrons from anoxic zones to oxic zones, creating strong

catabolic flux. Linked cells form various multicellular lengths, altering
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8 Microbial Design

life cycles, spatial competition, and the forces of design.

Other species use extracellular shuttle molecules to move electrons

from cell surfaces to distant electron sinks. Shuttles, once released from

producing cells, can be used by any neighboring cells. Such publicly

shareable resources create special challenges. Demography and genetic

mixing alter design forces in predictable ways.

When life cycles pass through habitats that prevent catabolism, how do

cells store and use resources? Microbial wastewater treatment provides

an interesting model system. The treatment passes bacteria through

alternate anaerobic and aerobic habitats. Food is available only during

the anaerobic phase. However, lack of oxygen prevents catabolism.

In that anaerobic habitat, cells transform food into internal storage.

During the aerobic phase, cells catabolize the internal stores. Varying

the alternative habitats changes the demographic forces of design.

Wastewater treatment and other industrial applications provide excel-

lent model systems to test comparative predictions about the forces that

shape metabolic design.

Chapter 18 revisits problems in the study of biological design.
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Theoretical Background
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2 Forces of Design

Are the plants not perhaps the real adherents of the doctrine

of marginal utility, which seems to be too subtle for man to

live up to?

—R. A. Fisher, Letter to Leonard Darwin36

Natural selection favors traits that increase success. To start, we must

understand what we mean by success.

The first section discusses fitness, the ultimate biological measure

of success. Three fundamental forces influence fitness: kin selection,

reproductive value, and marginal value.122 Each force expresses how

changed traits drive change in the future genetic composition of the

population.

The second section considers difficulties in measuring fitness. One

can rarely measure all components of success. Progress requires an

indirect and informative way of gaining insight into the forces that shape

design. The following chapter promotes comparative analysis, perhaps

the only realistic solution.

2.1 What Is Fitness?

Fitness is the genetic contribution to the future population, the ultimate

measure of success.106 In the study of design, we ask whether a changed

trait increases or decreases future genetic contribution. Altered traits

that enhance genetic contribution spread. Altered traits that reduce

genetic contribution disappear.

Tradeoffs occur. Is it better to reproduce faster but ultimately make

fewer progeny? Or does natural selection favor slower reproductive rate

and ultimately more total progeny? What about other tradeoffs with

reproductive rate, such as survival or the ability to disperse and colonize

new locations?392
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12 Forces of Design

A full measure of overall success requires that we combine the differ-

ent components, such as reproduction, survival, and dispersal, to obtain

a proper measure of fitness.

The best way to appreciate the multifaceted nature of fitness is to

analyze the forces that shape various microbial traits. Part 2 provides

many examples. Here, I highlight general principles to pave the way for

later applications. Chapter 5 develops the theory in more detail.

Three Fundamental Forces

Kin selection and similarity selection.—The genetic and phenotypic simi-

larities between neighboring individuals influence genetic contribution

to the future population. For example, an individual that outcompetes

a genetically identical clonemate adds little to its ultimate genetic rep-

resentation in the future population. By contrast, an individual that

outcompetes a genetically distinct competitor enhances its future repre-

sentation in the gene pool.122,167

Similarities between organisms often arise by kinship. However, other

causes of similarity occur. For example, organisms may sort themselves

spatially based on their particular traits.448 Or synergistic traits between

organisms may increase their spatial association by enhancing the joint

survival of successful pairs.113,119 Processes that enhance or degrade

spatial associations can influence similarity more strongly than kinship.

Genetic similarity can influence potentially cooperative traits. For

example, secreted siderophores for iron uptake or secreted enzymes for

exodigestion can be publicly shareable goods that enhance the growth

rate of neighbors.441 If those neighbors are genetically similar to the

secreting individual, then the cooperative benefits to neighbors can

enhance the secretor’s genetic representation in the future population.

Those competitive and cooperative social aspects of fitness are rela-

tively easy to study. By measuring the correlations between interacting

individuals and basic fitness components, such as reproductive rate and

yield, one obtains a reasonable estimate of the relation between traits

and fitness. Simple theories about social traits can be tested directly,

particularly when measuring genetic correlations, reproductive rates,

and total reproductive yield under controlled laboratory conditions.

Demography and reproductive value.—Simple concepts of fitness based

on similarity typically ignore essential demographic aspects of popu-
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What Is Fitness? 13

lations. Demography includes the intrinsic aging of resource patches,

the variation in resource quality over space, and the key roles of dis-

persal and successful colonization in determining the long-term genetic

contribution to the future population.

Those demographic aspects lead to reproductive value, the second

force that contributes to a total measure for fitness. Reproductive value

describes the relative strength of each fitness component with regard to

its contribution to the future genetic composition of the population.61,106

For example, in a growing population, faster reproduction is better than

greater survival because offspring in a growing population form an

expanding clonal lineage. In a declining population, greater survival is

typically better than faster reproduction because offspring in a declining

population form a shrinking clonal lineage.

The relative valuation of reproduction versus dispersal also requires a

proper translation into future contributions. In a rich and uncrowded

habitat, a nondispersing offspring has a relatively large expectation

of contribution to the future population. Rapid reproduction and low

dispersal may be favored. In a poor and crowded habitat, a nondispersing

offspring has a relatively low expectation of future contribution. Slow

reproduction and high dispersal may be favored.

In general, one cannot simply count up the individuals that result

from survival, reproduction, and dispersal to obtain a measure of fitness.

Instead, each component of success must be translated into fitness by

the two key forces.122,405 Kin or similarity selection, in the context of com-

petition and cooperation, determines how changes in traits alter genetic

contributions to the population. When calculating how changes in traits

alter total genetic contributions to the future population, reproductive

value determines how to weight different components of fitness.

Marginal value.—The third force compares gains and losses of different

fitness components on a common scale. Suppose, for example, that

microbial growth rate trades off with yield. To evaluate how natural

selection shapes metabolism, we calculate how much additional growth

rate can be achieved for each small (marginal) loss in yield. A small

reallocation of resources from yield to growth defines the marginal costs

and benefits.

With an excess of available resources, large marginal gains in short-

term growth rate may impose relatively small marginal losses in long-
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14 Forces of Design

term reproduction because the wasted resources to fuel faster growth

can be offset by the excess supply.

By contrast, with limited resources, faster growth may deplete re-

sources sooner. Depleted resources cause greater marginal losses in

long-term reproductive yield.

In general, marginal valuations provide a common currency with which

to analyze tradeoffs.

Units of Selection and Timescale

The three forces of fitness define how traits, such as metabolism, influ-

ence the contribution of genes to future generations. That description

of forces leaves open the question of which genes. For example, a trait

may have different fitness consequences for horizontally transmitted

genes on plasmids and vertically transmitted genes on chromosomes.

Such conflicts between different genetic units of selection can powerfully

influence the evolution of traits.54,205 In this book, I typically focus on a

simple notion of chromosomal (vertical) success, unless otherwise noted.

I have defined fitness in terms of genetic contribution to future gener-

ations. However, selection may work differently on different timescales,

associated with different periods in the future.133,236 Suppose, for exam-

ple, that a relatively slow growth and high yield metabolism provides

the greatest contribution of genes to the distant future. By contrast,

a mutant with relatively rapid growth and lower yield increases imme-

diately, despite having lower long-term success. The long and short

timescales conflict. That conflict may lead to heterogeneity in the tuning

of metabolism.

The relative dominance of the different timescales depends on various

factors. For example, local interactions over short timescales may favor

rapid growth to outcompete neighbors. By contrast, distant interactions

over longer timescales may favor slow growth and greater reproductive

yield to outperform remote groups when competing by dispersal for

colonization of new resource patches.

We can develop comparative predictions for how changes in environ-

mental attributes and demographic parameters alter the balance of short

and long timescales and the tuning of microbial traits. Later chapters

present many comparative predictions.
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The Difficulty of Measuring Fitness 15

2.2 The Difficulty of Measuring Fitness

The demographic components of reproductive value illustrate the chal-

lenges of empirical study. To measure long-term genetic contribution,

one must evaluate success over the complete cycle of growth in a re-

source patch and colonization of new resource patches. Measuring

success over a complete cycle may not be easy to do when the stages of

growth in a particular location are complex and resource patches vary

over time and space.

Nonetheless, the analysis of microbial design must confront the full

measurement of fitness. It is often misleading to focus on a single

component, such as a short-term measure of growth, or on a single

tradeoff, such as survival versus dispersal.

Comparison solves the problem of measuring fitness. Before turning

to comparison in the next chapter, let us first consider more fully the

difficulties of testing hypotheses about design.

The study of parasite virulence provides an interesting historical

example. The early theory began with a few key tradeoffs, such as

virulence versus transmission or, equivalently, survival within hosts

versus dispersal to new hosts.14,52,117 Within a few years, the theory

developed a broader synthesis that fully combined the concepts of kin

selection and reproductive value into a comprehensive understanding

of fitness.122 Yet, despite many thoughtful developments of the theory,

the dominant slogan of empirical study has often been reduced to the

tradeoff between virulence and transmission, as if nothing else mattered.

Empirical studies of parasites sometimes fail to find clear evidence

of a tradeoff between virulence and transmission.1,175 From that failure,

one might conclude that the theory cannot explain the design of parasite

traits in relation to virulence by using the fundamental concepts of

fitness and adaptation. However, the real problem is that any attempt

to focus on a single tradeoff or a single dimension of fitness will always

yield inconsistent results and an apparent failure of the evolutionary

principles of biological design.

For example, in an expanding epidemic, enhanced transmission and

dispersal to new hosts have a stronger reproductive value weighting

because a growing population corresponds to an expanding descendant

lineage. By contrast, in a declining epidemic, reduced virulence and

greater within-host survival have a stronger reproductive value weight-
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ing because a declining epidemic corresponds to a shrinking lineage

of descendants associated with transmission to new hosts.117,230 Ag-

gregating over different epidemic patterns may lead to inconsistent

virulence-transmission tradeoffs.

The study of microbial design is at risk of a similar failure. The proper

measure of fitness is conceptually challenging and empirically difficult.

Faced with those difficulties, it is natural that people have sought simple

aspects of success, such as growth rate or relative dominance in pairwise

competitions. Those simple attributes can be measured precisely. But

precision in limited dimensions does not substitute for full analysis.

Even a strong attempt at full analysis will probably fail. For example,

suppose we find a microbe that grows at a rate far below its potential

maximum. Numerous mutations increase growth rate. What is the

function of growing slowly?

Ideally, we would measure all of the different components of fitness

and all of the tradeoffs between those components. Maybe, under severe

resource stress, the slow-growing design survives better than a fast-

growing alternative. If so, we would then have to consider how often the

organism faces severe resource stress over time and space.

Would such temporal and spatial stresses be sufficient to claim that

the slow-growing type has higher fitness than a fast-growing alternative?

If so, why does the microbe not adjust its growth rate to match the

conditions, growing more slowly when stress is likely and faster when

abundant resources are likely? What about the tradeoff between growth

and dispersal under different resource conditions?

The point is that one cannot realistically explain any single phenotype

in a particular biological scenario. Very many parameters influence the

fitness of that phenotype. One cannot know all of them. If the full

measurement of fitness is difficult, what can be done realistically to

advance the study of biological design?
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[Economics] undertakes to study the effects which will be pro-

duced by certain causes, not absolutely, but subject to the

condition that other things are equal, and the causes are able

to work out their effects undisturbed. Almost every scientific

doctrine . . . will be found to contain some proviso to the effect

that other things are equal: the action of the causes in ques-

tion is supposed to be isolated; certain effects are attributed

to them, but only on the hypothesis that no cause is permitted

to enter except those distinctly allowed for.

—Alfred Marshall262

The prior chapter showed that one never fully measures fitness. The first

section of this chapter argues that comparative predictions provide a

way forward. A comparative prediction describes how a change in some

condition alters a trait, mediated by a fundamental force of design. The

logic of comparative predictions and the broad listing of predictions for

microbial traits set the primary themes of this book.

The second section contrasts evolutionary and organismal responses.

A changed condition may favor an evolutionary response in the popu-

lation. A change may also trigger a phenotypically plastic organismal

response in individuals. In simple cases, theory makes the same compar-

ative prediction for evolutionary response and organismal response.

The third section develops the notion of a fundamental force as a

partial cause. To give a physical example, gravity is a fundamental force

that acts as a partial cause of motion but is rarely by itself a complete

explanation of motion. Comparative predictions isolate fundamental

forces and partial causes.

The fourth section briefly reviews recent progress in causal inference.

I set the causal study of organismal design within the larger context of

formulating and testing causal hypotheses.
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The fifth section specifies the structure of comparative predictions.

That section also presents notation for writing comparative predictions.

The sixth section reviews the goals and approach. Subsequent chap-

ters develop comparative predictions. Those predictions reveal the

fundamental forces that shape microbial design.

3.1 Comparative Predictions

Testable hypotheses follow from comparative predictions. For exam-

ple, as the genetic correlation and kin selection relatedness between

individuals rise within groups, theory predicts greater cooperative and

less competitive trait expression. Tests on microbes support that com-

parative prediction.441 Here, I focus on the structure of comparative

predictions and the analysis of causality.

Advantage of Comparison

Microbes often secrete publicly shared factors, such as iron-scavenging

siderophores.216,235 Once released from a cell, the publicly available

molecules can be used by neighboring cells. Greater production by

an individual cell cooperatively benefits the local group. By contrast,

“cheating” nonproducers outcompete neighbors by using the secreted

factors of others and saving the cost of production.

Numerous studies support the comparative kin selection prediction

in the introductory paragraph of this section. Under high relatedness,

relatively more individuals cooperatively produce a shared public good.

Under low relatedness, relatively fewer individuals produce the public

good, acting as nonproducing cheaters that outcompete neighbors.216

In such comparisons, one does not have to measure all components

of fitness. The prediction only requires that, aggregated over a vari-

ety of common conditions, there be an overall tendency for increased

relatedness to associate with increased cooperative trait expression.

Notion of Causality

Comparison provides a reasonable notion of causality. If I repeatedly

observe or make a change in condition A, and the predicted direction

of change in B tends to happen under a variety of circumstances, then

A seems to be a cause of B. We do not have to know all of the factors
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involved and all of the different conditions. We only need to know that

we predicted a particular direction of change, and we tended to see that

direction of change.

Of course, confounding correlations and other difficulties can com-

plicate causal inference. Later sections discuss ways to increase the

accuracy of causal analysis.

Inference

Statistical inference for comparisons is often simple.107 If I predict the

direction of change in five independent tests, then the probability that I

would be right by chance in all five cases is p = 1/25 ≈ 0.03.

The probability that I would be right by chance 59 or more times in

100 trials is also p ≈ 0.03, from the binomial probability distribution.

A prediction with a small tendency in the right direction can provide a

significant indication of an underlying force.

We can restate the issue for comparison and public goods. It is difficult

to say, in any particular example, whether a certain level of relatedness

should be associated with a particular level of public goods secretion. By

contrast, we can make a strong prediction about the direction of change

in public goods secretion with a change in relatedness.

A comparative directional prediction greatly simplifies inference. We

do not need to measure fitness accurately with respect to the broad

context that shaped design, a measurement that is usually not possible.

It may not be easy to observe or experimentally create the proper

comparison. But without such comparison, there can be no reasonable

and broadly applicable way to study the forces of design.

Tradeoffs

The role of comparison arises in a slightly different way for tradeoffs. For

example, it is difficult to say whether a rise in dispersal trades off against

a decline in survival. Or whether a pathogen’s benefit from increased

transmission between hosts trades off against its cost for greater virulent

damage to its host. Such associations between traits depend on the

underlying mechanism and various confounding factors.143

Consider anthrax as an example of the coupling between virulence

and transmission. In some habitats, the dominant mode of anthrax

transmission is via airborne spores. After pulmonary infection, the
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pathogen causes few symptoms during the early stages of spread within

the host. Only when the bacteria rise to very high density within the host

does anthrax express its severe toxins. Those toxins rapidly kill the host.

A dead mammalian carcass dries up and releases vast numbers of spores.

The severe virulence relates directly to the mode of transmission.

This analysis of anthrax in terms of a virulence-transmission tradeoff

does not arise from a testable hypothesis confronted with meaningful

data. Instead, it describes observations for one example. Inference is

always weak in the analysis of a single case.

To study whether a particular tradeoff dominates design, we must

express a comparative prediction.143 For example, as conditions change

to increase a hypothesized mechanistic coupling between virulence and

transmission, the observed association between those components of

fitness should increase.

The challenge here is to find the correct understanding of the biologi-

cal mechanisms so that one can accurately predict the coupling between

fitness components. For example, we might argue that airborne trans-

mission imposes a stronger virulence-transmission tradeoff than does

vector-borne transmission. The data may prove us to be either right or

wrong about that comparative prediction.

A similar problem concerns the tradeoff between survival and dis-

persal. Various microbial mechanisms facilitate dispersal, such as the

secretion of molecules that aid movement over surfaces. In some situa-

tions, the cost of expressing dispersal-related traits may reduce survival.

Comparatively, the more patchy resources are over time and space,

the more strongly microbes may be favored to trade local survival for

dispersal to new patches.

The tradeoff between survival and dispersal also depends on the cost

associated with the particular mechanism of dispersal. For a low-cost

mechanism, the association between survival and dispersal may be weak

because the marginal loss in survival for an increase in dispersal is small.

Thus, wide variation in dispersal rate may be only weakly associated

with variation in survival and in overall fitness.

The low association between dispersal and fitness would lead to a

weak signal in comparative hypotheses. By contrast, strongly associated

marginal changes in dispersal costs and fitness benefits would lead to a

strong signal in comparative hypotheses.

In summary, we should consider tradeoffs as traits to be studied

directly. As for any trait, we make a comparative prediction. Does an
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Figure 3.1 Each pairwise tradeoff embeds within a multidimensional tradeoff,
confounding the direct study of pairwise tradeoffs.300 This plot shows tradeoffs
between three traits. Suppose, for example, that x is growth rate, y is biomass
yield per unit of food intake, and z is toxin production to kill competitors.
Assume fitness is x+by+cz, with the constraint that x2+y2+z2 = 1. For fixed
values of z, the optimal (x,y) pairs lie along the surface curves perpendicular
to the arrow line, often called the Pareto frontier. Comparatively, greater b
values predict an increase in y and a decrease in x because of an x versus
y tradeoff. The additional z dimension leads to the additional comparative
prediction that, as c increases, the optimal (x,y) pairs follow along the surface
curve on the unit sphere in which both x and y decrease, as shown in the curve
with arrows for b = 2. Thus, we may see rate and yield both decrease as toxin
production is increasingly favored. If we did not know about toxin production,
it would seem as if observed variation were moving orthogonally to the rate
versus yield tradeoff, apparently contradicting the existence of that tradeoff. As
long as we focus on explicit comparative predictions in terms of changes in b
or changes in c, we have a reasonable chance of matching predictions to the
forces that shape design.

altered circumstance predict an increase or decrease in the strength of

the tradeoff and its importance in shaping design? Comparative predic-

tions about the direction of change provide the only simple, consistent

approach to theory and empirical tests (Fig. 3.1).

The essential role of comparison in the study of biological design is

not a new idea.173 Darwin emphasized comparison throughout his work.

His focus on comparison was one of his great conceptual innovations.

Comparison allowed him to revolutionize the analysis and interpretation
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of historical processes as forces that shape the observed diversity of

biological design.

3.2 Evolutionary Response versus Organismal Response

Comparison focuses on change in trait expression. For example, a

microbe may increase siderophore secretion in response to an increase

in its genetic relatedness with its neighbors.

Traits change in two different ways. First, increased siderophore

secretion may be an evolutionary response to changed conditions. The

altered conditions favor genetic change in the population, causing an

increase in secretion.

Second, increased secretion may be a phenotypically plastic response

of individuals to changed conditions. Individuals sense altered con-

ditions and change their trait expression in response. The response

function maps each condition to an expression pattern. Evolutionary

forces shape the response function.82,321,443

In some simple comparative predictions, we may be able to ignore

the distinction between the evolutionary change in trait values and the

evolutionary change in trait response functions.

For example, increased relatedness between neighbors will tend to

favor greater public goods secretions in both cases. In the first case

of fixed trait expression, evolutionary forces will tend to favor genetic

change in the population that increases trait expression.

In the second case of phenotypically plastic trait expression, evolu-

tionary forces will tend to favor genetic change in the response function.

The favored response function will typically map low relatedness to

relatively low expression of public goods secretion and high relatedness

to relatively high expression.

In both cases, a change from low to high relatedness predicts increased

expression. Evolutionary forces ultimately shape trait expression in the

same way. We arrive at the same comparative prediction.

In this simplest description of evolutionary forces and comparative

predictions, we do not have to distinguish between evolutionary response

and phenotypically plastic organismal response.

The most general approach considers all traits as arising from re-

sponse functions. Genetically fixed traits sit at one endpoint, such that,

for a given genotype, all environments map to the same trait expres-
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sion. Maximally plastic traits sit at the other endpoint, in which each

environment maps to a different expression for the trait.

Must we pay attention to the lability of the response function when

formulating comparative hypotheses? The ideal answer is: the more we

can do so, the better. The pragmatic answer remains an open problem.

I will often ignore the distinction and focus on comparative predictions

for trait values. In some cases, such as explicit consideration of design

in the control of plastic trait expression, the response function becomes

the focus of analysis.

Future work will need to clarify the limits on simplification. In my

view, it is better to start too simply and then add necessary complexity,

rather than to start with too much complexity and then subtract to find

minimal sufficiency. It is easier to see what is missing in simplicity than

it is to see what is not needed in complexity.

3.3 Fundamental Forces and Partial Causes

In physics, gravity is a fundamental force that acts as a partial cause

of motion. Gravity by itself rarely provides a complete explanation of

motion. In this case, a fundamental force is a component of the various

causes of motion.

In biology, I use fundamental force to mean a widespread evolutionary

process that shapes organismal design. Only the component forces of

natural selection can give rise to design. Other evolutionary forces act

as constraints with respect to design.

For example, ephemeral resource patches favor dispersal. Stable

resource patches favor local survival. These examples illustrate how

resource patch demography influences the relative reproductive value

of dispersal and survival. Put another way, resource patch demogra-

phy is a partial cause of design, mediated by the fundamental force of

reproductive value.

When considering the design differences between two microbes, sev-

eral fundamental forces likely play a role. For example, increased genetic

correlation between neighbors alters the fundamental force of kin selec-

tion that shapes cooperative traits. A cooperative trait might be secretion

of exoenzymes for external digestion or secretion of other shareable

public goods.
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(a)

P F T

(b)

P F

C

T
Figure 3.2 Partial causes and causal inference. (a) A partial cause in isolation.
The parameter, P, influences the trait, T, mediated by the force, F. (b) A covariate,
C, causes an association between the parameter and the trait independently of
the mediating force. If the confounding effect of C is not resolved, one may
obtain an incorrect estimate for the causal effect of P on T.

Increased genetic correlation may influence two opposing forces. On

the one hand, increased correlation enhances the shared genetic interests

of neighbors, favoring greater expression of cooperative traits. On the

other hand, increased correlation raises the competition between related

genotypes, favoring lesser expression of cooperative traits.6,112,333,404,449

In this case, each force acts in a pathway of partial causation. The first

partial cause favors higher trait expression. The second partial cause

favors lower trait expression. The net effect may be one way or the other,

or no change at all. I develop examples of opposing partial causes in

subsequent chapters.

Decomposition of change into partial causes provides significant in-

sight into the forces that shape design, perhaps the best insight that we

may achieve.

3.4 Causal Inference

Figure 3.2a shows a pathway of partial causation. The parameter, P, in-

fluences the microbial trait, T, mediated by the force, F. Partial causation

expresses a comparative prediction. A rise in P predicts the direction

of change in T. The predicted direction of change depends on how the

pathway of partial causation functions.

Partial causation is always embedded within a larger set of causes.

In Fig. 3.2b, the covariate, C, influences both the parameter and the

trait. Some of the observed association between the parameter and the

trait arises from the common cause, C, rather than the focal pathway,

P→ F→ T. Thus, it is often misleading simply to measure how observed

variation in a parameter associates with observed changes in a trait.
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P F

C

T
Figure 3.3 An intervening variable, C, is often mistaken for a covariate, leading
to incorrect inference about causality. In Elwert & Winship’s example, given in
Pearl & Mackenzie,312 we equate the potentially confounding paths, P→ C← T,
with three features of movie actors, Beauty → Celebrity ← Talent. Beauty and
talent contribute to celebrity. However, beauty and talent are not associated
with each other in the general population. Thus, it would be a mistake to treat
C as a covariate when analyzing the relation between P and T, because C does
not cause an association between P and T.

To isolate the parameter P’s partial causative effect on the trait, T, we

must remove the causal arrows leading into P, or adjust for those causes.

Four approaches isolate the causal effect.312

First, controlled randomization of the “treatment” values of P clears

potential associations of P with T via indirect confounding causes. In

other words, randomization breaks the pathways with arrows going into

P. However, it may not be possible to conduct a suitable randomized

controlled experiment for the evolutionary response of a trait to changed

parameters and evolutionary forces.

Second, one can estimate the causal effect of the parameter sepa-

rately for each level of each covariate. Conditioning on covariate values

removes their potential confounding effect. However, one must success-

fully identify all of the covariates and then measure them.

The analysis of covariation also requires that one distinguish between

a covariate as a common cause, P ← C → T, as in Fig. 3.2b, and an

intervening variable that is caused by both the input and the response,

P→ C← T, as in Fig. 3.3.

In Fig. 3.3, the variable C does not create an association between P

and T. Correcting for C induces a spurious correlation between those

variables,312 as explained in the caption of Fig. 3.3.

Mistaken correction for an intervening variable happens when the

direction of causation is ignored. Direction of causality is rarely con-

sidered in standard analyses of covariation, leading to many mistaken

inferences.312
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In the third approach to isolating the partial causative effect of P,

one directly manipulates the value of P, breaking any incoming causal

arrows. The change has to be maintained for a sufficiently long period

to achieve a full response. In addition, the intervention becomes a new

causal influence into P and so must not itself be correlated with T via a

confounding pathway.

The fourth approach, counterfactual analysis, estimates how an imag-

ined manipulation of P would change T. In this case, the observed data

without manipulations of P can sometimes provide information about

how such a change in P would be expected to alter T. The analysis is

counterfactual because it runs counter to the factual value of P. Counter-

factual analysis has greatly advanced in recent years.283,312

Those four approaches describe the methods emphasized by Pearl &

Mackenzie.312 However, in the study of natural history and biological

design, one sometimes has to use a weaker observational approach.

If one can aggregate several observed cases of variable P, then any

causal paths into P may be sufficiently randomized to reveal the partial

causal effect of P on T. Correcting for known correlates, such as common

ancestry, strengthens causal insight.

These details support the claim that one can study partial causation in

the context of a larger set of causes. The pathways of partial causation

are the building blocks of causal understanding.

This book develops hypotheses of partial causation for microbial de-

sign. How, in theory, do fundamental forces shape microbial traits? How

do environmental and biotic parameters influence those fundamental

forces? The broad set of comparative predictions builds the necessary

foundation for future progress.

3.5 Structure and Notation of Comparative Predictions

Comparative predictions have the form

∆ parameter⇒ ∆ force⇒ ∆ trait. (3.1)

A change in a parameter changes a fundamental force, which changes a

trait.

A comparative prediction emphasizes how the direction of change in

a parameter predicts the direction of change in a trait. A force mediates
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the causal pathway of change. For example,

P→ F ⊣ T

states that an increase in the parameter P causes an increase (→) in

the mediating force F, and an increase in F causes a decrease (⊣) in the

trait T. The positive and negative effects multiply through a pathway,

so the combination of positive (→) and negative (⊣) effects yields a net

negative cause P ⊣ T.

Two negative effects, P ⊣ F ⊣ T, yield a net positive cause, P → T.

When a causal effect may be up or down depending on the context, we

write P −↕ T.

The example

patch lifespan→mutant overgrowth ⊣ secretion

states that the longer resource patches last (∆ parameter), the greater

the selective pressure favoring novel mutants that can overgrow the local

population (∆ force). Overgrowth mutants may gain their advantage by

not secreting external, shareable factors, such as exoenzymes used to

digest complex carbohydrates (∆ trait). Reduced secretion of publicly

shared factors saves the cost of production.

In comparative predictions, changed parameters act as partial causes

of changed traits, mediated by particular forces.

3.6 Recap and Goal

Let’s restate the problem. Precise measurements of clonal population

growth or other particular components of genetic transmission do not

translate directly into the understanding of organismal design. Organ-

ismal success has many components that must be combined into an

overall fitness measure.

Components of fitness often vary over temporal and spatial scales.

One cannot measure all aspects. When evaluating a particular microbe

and its design, almost always one will be missing a key component of

success.

Focusing on comparison and the fundamental forces often solves the

problem. When considering the differences in design between similar

microbes, what is the single most important force that explains the

observed differences? This question has four aspects.
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First, faced with the inability to measure everything that matters,

comparison is the only way forward. Comparison focuses measure-

ment on the changes in parameters and forces that cause differences in

organismal design.

Second, in the study of design, usually one compares small differences

between similar organisms rather than vast changes between different

kinds of organisms. Partial analysis of how specific forces alter particular

traits makes sense.

Third, among the many forces that may explain differences in design,

only a few forces can be the most important ones. It would be ideal to

know all of the causal forces. But it is wise to aim first for understanding

the most important partial causes in commonly occurring contexts.

Fourth, causal inference provides methods to study pathways of par-

tial causation. This book focuses on theoretical predictions for partial

causation rather than on inference. However, it will be important to con-

nect the predictions to empirical study through the methods of causal

inference.

I turn now to my main goal, the development of causal hypotheses.
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To offer a precise and defendable causal effect estimate, a

well-specified theory is needed to justify assumptions about

underlying causal relationships.

—Morgan & Winship283

Comparative predictions arise from fundamental forces. This chapter

presents brief examples.

The first section focuses on metabolism. The fundamental forces

shape the tradeoffs between growth rate, reproductive yield, and other

components of fitness. Testable comparative predictions follow, reveal-

ing the forces that shape metabolic design.

The second section discusses how to test comparative predictions.

A comparative prediction describes the expected direction of change

in a trait in response to a change in conditions. Support follows when

the overall tendency of observed change in the trait is in the predicted

direction.

The third section describes microbial “cancers.” When an isolated

genetic clone grows in a long-lasting resource patch, mutants arise that

increase growth rate. The mutants overgrow their clonemates because

of their short-term competitive advantage, like a tumor overgrows its

surrounding tissue. However, the mutants often disappear over the long

term because of reduced overall fitness.

The fourth section analyzes heterogeneity in the production of se-

creted molecules. The secreted molecules include iron-scavenging si-

derophores, glycan-digesting exoenzymes, and quorum-sensing signals.

Once a molecule is secreted, the benefits may be shared publicly by

neighboring cells. Relatively vigorous cells may produce more of the

publicly shared goods because vigorous cells suffer lower marginal costs

of production when compared with less vigorous cells.
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The fifth section evaluates the stages in the lifespan of a resource

patch. At early stages, a secreted molecule provides cooperative benefit

to the current and several future generations. At later stages in the

patch’s lifespan, a secreted molecule provides less future benefit. Coop-

erative traits may decline with the age of a patch as the marginal gains

decay. In general, demography powerfully shapes the design of traits.

Subsequent chapters develop many comparative predictions. Those

comparative predictions relate fundamental forces to microbial design,

providing the basis for future empirical and theoretical studies.

4.1 Metabolism and Growth Rate

Recent studies focus on the design of microbial metabolism.364 The

question arises: Designed to achieve what particular goal?

One possibility is growth rate. By growing faster, a microbe outcom-

petes its neighbors. However, microbes often do not maximize growth

rate.27 Various mutants grow faster. Natural selection does not favor the

full potential for growth maximization.

If microbes are not evolving to maximize growth rate, then what is the

design target?364

Example Tradeoff: Rate versus Yield

Perhaps growth rate trades off against yield.317,444 Roughly speaking,

yield is the conversion efficiency of available resources into reproductive

output or biomass.

The idea is that growing faster uses resources to increase speed,

reducing the resources available to produce offspring. There is a tradeoff

between rate and yield.

For example, a microbe can make more of a cell surface transporter to

increase its rate of nutrient acquisition.453 The extra resources devoted to

nutrient transport reduce the net yield at which the nutrient is changed

into biomass.

Figure 4.1 shows comparative predictions for the rate-yield trade-

off. Those predictions arise from the analysis of specific mathematical

models.130 I emphasize two predictions.

Mixing ⊣ relatedness ⊣ rate. Increased genetic mixing of colonists in a

resource patch lowers the relatedness (genetic similarity) between neigh-
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Figure 4.1 Rate versus yield tradeoff in microbial metabolism. Increasing height
corresponds to greater growth rate and lower efficiency yield of reproductive
biomass per unit resource input. The text explains the roles of genetic related-
ness (numbers above curves) and expected patch survival time (x-axis). Patches
begin with a fixed amount of resource. There is no further resource influx. Time
is expressed in dimensionless units. From Figure 1 in Frank.130

boring cells within a patch. Lower relatedness favors faster growth rate

to outcompete neighbors and gain genetic representation in future gen-

erations, a rise in fitness. By contrast, when relatedness is high between

neighbors, then outcompeting genetically similar neighbors by faster

growth provides little gain in terms of future genetic representation in

the population.130,317

In Figure 4.1, the number above each curve is the genetic relatedness

between neighbors within a patch. As relatedness declines, the curves

increase in height. The height represents the fraction of resources

devoted to faster growth rate. More rapid growth lowers yield.

The large increase in growth rate as genetic relatedness declines shows

the dominant influence of population genetic structure on metabolic

design. Genetic relatedness associates with the fundamental force of kin

or similarity selection.

Patch lifespan → marginal yield ⊣ rate. Increased lifespan of resource

patches enhances the marginal benefit of yield efficiency, which de-

creases growth rate. In a long-lived patch with limited resources, all

resources may be consumed. The longer patches last, the greater the

marginal fitness gain from increased yield efficiency.
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By contrast, a short-lived patch favors fast growth because the patch

will disappear before all of the available resources are used up. With

excess resources during the patch lifespan, metabolic efficiency provides

relatively little marginal gain in fitness.

Figure 4.1 illustrates the effect of patch lifespan on metabolic design.

Each patch begins with a fixed amount of resource. As average patch

lifespan increases, the probability of resource depletion rises. Resource

depletion favors greater yield and reduced growth rate.

The figure shows the declining growth rate with increasing lifespan.

Variable patch lifespan associates with the changing fundamental force

of demography.

These rate versus yield predictions demonstrate the power of key

environmental parameters to shape the design of microbial metabolism.

Changes in those parameters alter the fundamental forces of similar-

ity selection and demography. Simple comparative predictions follow.

Those comparative predictions provide testable hypotheses.

Problem: Other Tradeoffs

However, a model focused solely on rate versus yield can mislead. For

example, shorter patch lifespan may greatly increase the importance

of dispersal. If so, declining patch lifespan may associate with greater

dispersal, lower growth rate, and reduced yield.

We could analyze dispersal as another tradeoff with rate and yield.

What about tradeoffs with toxin production, defense against attack, and

survival by production of quiescent and long-lived spores? We could

include those. But a model of everything is a model of nothing.

Solution 1: Comparative Predictions for Traits

We will do better by focusing on the trait of interest rather than all of the

possible tradeoffs. How does changing genetic relatedness alter growth

rate? How does patch lifespan alter growth rate?

We cannot predict the expected changes exactly without knowing all

of the tradeoffs. But we can often predict the direction of change. With

that in mind, let’s look again at the predictions about growth rate from

the earlier subsection. When necessary, we modify those predictions to

avoid stating tradeoffs explicitly.
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Mixing ⊣ relatedness ⊣ rate. Genetic mixing reduces relatedness, which

predicts an increase in growth rate. Here, we do not invoke a tradeoff.

The prediction focuses entirely on how competition between increasingly

different types favors faster growth.

In this case, we make an implicit assumption about tradeoffs in rela-

tion to more genetic mixing. The gains in fitness from increased growth

rate are greater than the associated losses in other components of fitness.

This assumption will probably be true in many cases. Competition

between types directly and powerfully affects fitness. Other components

of success tend to be less direct.

We may sometimes be wrong. But we aim only to be right about the

direction of change in a trait significantly more often than we are wrong.

Meanwhile, we can study many different models of tradeoffs. How

often does the theory support our simplifying assumptions? In empirical

tests, how often do observations support the directional prediction? We

revisit these issues in Chapter 10.

Patch lifespan ⊣ marginal rate → rate. When time is short, it pays to

grow fast. In other words, as patch lifespan decreases, the marginal gain

in growth rate rises. Here, each ephemeral patch begins with a fixed

amount of resource, which may be consumed over the patch lifetime.

The second part of the comparative prediction says that the more

strongly the marginal gain for growth rate changes, the more strongly

the growth rate itself changes in the same direction.

Without a specific tradeoff, the argument is that shorter patch lifespan

typically favors more rapid growth. That argument concerns a partial

pathway of causation, ignoring other possible causes.

When considering all potential causes, some tradeoffs may lead to

a different outcome. For example, shorter patch lifespan may strongly

favor increased dispersal at the expense of reduced growth rate. The

net effect of shortened patch lifespan on growth rate depends on the

balance of alternative forces through different pathways of causation.

Over all tradeoffs, the total causal effect of shortened patch lifespan on

growth rate will often depend on the details of several causal pathways.

Despite potential complications, reduced lifespan of fixed resource

patches does favor faster growth when considered as a partial pathway

of causation. We should not lose sight of the likely possibility that, over

all reasonable conditions, the simple qualitative prediction about the
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direction of change makes theoretical sense and may be supported by

empirical test (Section 4.2).

Solution 2: Comparative Predictions for Tradeoffs

We often do not know which tradeoffs dominate. To solve that problem,

the previous subsection aggregated over various potential tradeoffs.

Over all likely tradeoffs, what is the general tendency for the direction

of change in a trait? Such predictions do not depend on the details of

particular tradeoffs.

However, we often wish to understand the tradeoffs that shape design.

How can we study those tradeoffs?

The solution always comes back to formulating a comparative predic-

tion. How does change in some parameter alter the tradeoff?

Consider an example prediction. As sugar becomes more limiting, the

tradeoff between growth rate and reproductive yield strengthens.

This example predicts the intensity of the tradeoff. Low sugar avail-

ability, which imposes free energy limitation, enhances the free energy

tradeoff between rate and yield. By contrast, high sugar availability

provides excess free energy, which reduces the relative importance of

the free energy tradeoff between rate and yield. An overall negative rate-

yield association may still occur under excess sugar, but the negative

association may become weaker and more variable.

The actual change in tradeoff intensity depends on the underlying

mechanisms that couple traits and on the abundances of the various

resources that limit growth. However, aggregating over different under-

lying mechanisms and levels of other resources, we may expect a general

tendency for increased sugar availability to make the negative rate-yield

association weaker and more variable.

Put another way, with excess sugar, some other nutrient probably

becomes limiting, which strengthens an alternative tradeoff that may

limit growth rate or yield efficiency.

The more specific we can make comparative predictions in relation to

the underlying mechanisms and the levels of other potentially limiting

resources, the more we can claim that support for those predictions

reveals the forces that shape design.

In summary, comparative predictions provide a direct way to study

the tradeoffs that shape design. In theory, how do changed conditions
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alter the relative strength of particular tradeoffs? For such comparative

predictions, do we observe support by empirical test?

4.2 Support by Empirical Test

I used the phrase support by empirical test with regard to comparative

predictions about particular traits or tradeoffs. The phrase means that,

over many different situations, the overall tendency of observed change

will be in the predicted direction. Simple comparative predictions and

empirical tests provide the only widely applicable way to study the

fundamental forces of design.

I will not say how such empirical tests should be done. That problem

is not an easy one. But I am confident that, once the conceptual challenge

is clearly understood by the broad community of scientists, progress

will follow.

In general, two factors set the rate of progress on big problems. Clarity

of conceptual framing focuses attention. Innovation in empirical study

and measurement technology opens the way to real progress.

Neither factor always leads. Novel measurement technologies pro-

vide new kinds of data, which set new conceptual puzzles. Conceptual

progress, in turn, demands new kinds of measurement. My claim is

that, in the study of microbial design, conceptual issues currently limit

progress.

As the conceptual approach builds, the demand will naturally shift

back to the empirical side. The scientific community is fantastically good

at solving empirical challenges once compelling conceptual challenges

have been presented.

4.3 Patch Lifespan and Microbial Cancer

Natural selection often tunes microbial metabolism to growth rates below

the maximum that could be achieved.27 Section 4.1 showed that trading

reduced growth rate for increased yield may increase fitness. In that

analysis, long-term fitness includes a full demographic cycle. A cycle

begins with growth in temporary resource patches and completes with

dispersal to colonize newly arising resource patches.

If a resource patch lasts long enough, mutants with higher growth

rates will likely arise within that patch. For example, a gene duplication
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of a transporter can increase the uptake rate of a limiting resource

and enhance growth rate.204,470 A mutant with faster reproductive rate

overgrows neighbors and dominates the local patch.

In a patch initially colonized by a single genetic clone, an overgrowth

mutant is like a microbial cancer.135 The population begins as a geneti-

cally uniform multicellular soma. The fast-growing mutant then spreads

in the “body” like a cancerous tumor.

Timescale

The fast-growing mutant gains fitness in the short term within its

patch.236 But it may lose fitness over the long term because fast growth

often trades off against other components of fitness, such as survival or

yield.84 Low yield reduces the total number of progeny that can poten-

tially disperse to colonize new patches. Over a complete demographic

cycle, a fast-growing mutant may have lower total fitness than a genotype

with slower growth and higher yield.

This conflict between fitness components acting on different time-

scales can influence the design of metabolism.129,130,133,135 For example,

relatively short patch lifespans typically do not allow sufficient time for

new mutants to arise and overgrow the population. In that case, the long

timescale over the full demographic cycle dominates. The analysis in

Section 4.1 focused on that long timescale.

By contrast, relatively long patch lifespans with continual resource

influx emphasize the mutant overgrowth process within patches. The

nonmutant descendants of the initial colony progenitors inevitably face

strong selective pressure from their fast-growing mutant siblings.

The within-patch selective pressure from mutants favors the initial

progenitors to evolve faster growth and consequently lower yield so

that their nonmutant descendants can better compete with mutant sib-

lings.129,130,133,135

Example: Rate versus Yield

I use yield as an example of an alternative fitness component that trades

off with growth rate. Similar ideas about microbial cancers arise with

tradeoffs between growth rate and other fitness components, such as

dispersal. Yield provides a convenient example because of prior mathe-

matical analyses and simple underlying logic.
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Figure 4.2 Rate versus yield tradeoff as influenced by cancer-like overgrowth
mutants. Curves show the predicted rate-yield combination expressed by the
initial progenitors that colonize patches. Within a patch over its lifetime, the
combination may evolve toward higher rate and lower yield. The axes are the
same as in Fig. 4.1, with average patch lifespan expressed as expected patch
survival time. In this case, patches have continual resource influx, allowing
continual reproduction and cellular death throughout the patch lifespan. Num-
bers above the curves show mutation rates, with a mutation rate of zero for
the lowest curve in each panel. Panels (a) and (b) differ in decay rates, which
correspond to both the cellular death rate and the decay rate of the membrane
transporters that mediate the growth versus yield tradeoff. Units for all quanti-
ties expressed nondimensionally. Full details in Figure 2 of Frank.130

Figure 4.2 illustrates the role of changing patch lifespan on the rate

versus yield tradeoff. The bottom curve in each panel shows the rate-yield

combination favored by selection when there is a single clonal colonist

and no within-patch mutation, corresponding to a genetic correlation

within patches of 1.0 in Fig. 4.1.

The upper curves in each panel of Fig. 4.2 show increasing mutation

rates. Higher mutation rates and longer patch lifespans favor faster

growth and lower yield among the initial progenitor genotypes that

colonize patches.

Above each panel, the decay rate parameter describes both the death

rate of cells and the decay rate of transporters. Faster cellular decay

associates with more rapid cellular turnover, which enhances the rate

at which overgrowth mutants spread. Faster transporter decay favors

more investment in the production of new growth-related transporters,

reducing yield and increasing the relative dominance of rate over yield.
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Figure 4.3 Causal pathways by which mutant overgrowth influences the rate
versus yield tradeoff in metabolism. These pathways derive from Fig. 4.2, based
on the model in Frank.130

Alternative Causal Pathways

Figure 4.3 shows the various causal pathways that influence the rate-yield

tradeoff in metabolism. In the upper pathway, increases in mutation

rate, decay rate, and patch lifespan all increase the spread of overgrowth

mutations in the local population. The figure describes the increase

in mutational overgrowth in terms of the enhanced weighting of the

short-term forces favoring growth rate within the patch relative to the

long-term forces favoring yield, which dominate the competition between

patches.

We can describe the increase in mutational overgrowth in terms of

several alternative forces. For example, more mutations reduce genetic

similarity because the rise and spread of mutations increase genetic

heterogeneity. The initially pure clone becomes a genetic mixture.

Alternatively, more mutations enhance the weighting of short-term

forces within the patch relative to long-term forces between patches by

increasing the within-patch genetic variation.

Or, the greater competition that arises within patches via fast-growing

mutants weights the reproductive value (RV) component of relative

growth rate more strongly than the reproductive value component of

dispersal to colonize new patches.
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Alternative Comparative Predictions

The different ways of specifying cause lead to several equivalent com-

parative predictions, each emphasizing a different description of the

fundamental driving force of change

patch lifespan→ short-timescale weight→ rate

patch lifespan ⊣ relatedness ⊣ rate

patch lifespan→ within-patch variation→ rate

patch lifespan ⊣ RV dispersal weight ⊣ rate.

Each prediction describes the same partial causal relation between pa-

rameter and trait, patch lifespan → rate. In each case, greater patch

lifespan increases rate by weighting more heavily the upper pathway of

partial causation in Fig. 4.3.

The partial causal relation, patch lifespan → rate, can be described

by a variety of fundamental forces that mediate the causal relation.

The fundamental force is the middle expression in each of the listed

predictions. The fact that alternative descriptions can be used for the

same prediction often leads to needless controversy and confusion.

It is best to keep in mind all of the alternative ways for describing

forces. Each expression differs slightly in emphasis and potential insight.

The biology of a particular problem often makes clear which expression

is most helpful.

Balance of Opposing Forces

In Fig. 4.3, increasing patch lifespan also tends to reduce rate via the

lower partial pathway of causation, patch lifespan ⊣ rate. The net ef-

fect of a change in patch lifespan through those opposing pathways

of partial causation depends on the relative strength of the two path-

ways. Figure 4.2 shows the resolution of opposing forces for particular

assumptions.

An ideal empirical analysis studies each partial pathway of causa-

tion in isolation. Separation can sometimes be achieved experimentally

by controlling the alternative pathway. Separation can sometimes be

achieved statistically by developing causal inference procedures for data

analysis that correct for the alternative pathway.
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This section emphasized the opposition of forces acting over short and

long timescales. In nature, those opposing forces likely create diversity

in metabolic traits over time and space. Understanding that metabolic

diversity remains an open challenge for both theoretical and empirical

analysis.

4.4 Heterogeneity in Public Goods

Microbes often secrete molecules. Siderophores scavenge iron. Exoen-

zymes break down large glycan molecules. Quorum sensing signals

provide information to other cells about population density.

Secretion imposes a cost of production. The secreted molecule, once

released, often benefits all neighboring cells. In other words, the secretor

bears the cost, and the neighborhood gains the benefit of the publicly

shared good.

Many studies of microbial public goods have been published. However,

those studies rarely evaluate cellular heterogeneity in the capacity to

secrete public goods.216,388,441

Consider vigorous cells. Producing an additional secreted molecule

will cause little harm to other processes. The particular reason for greater

vigor or access to resources does not matter.

Struggling cells, with limited energy or resources, pay a relatively

larger marginal cost for each additional secreted molecule. Two predic-

tions follow.127

Vigor ⊣ marginal costs ⊣ secretion. At the individual cellular level, in-

creasing vigor reduces the marginal costs of production, which favors

greater secretion of public goods.

Het vigor → het costs → het secretion. At the population level, increas-

ing heterogeneity (het) in vigor increases heterogeneity in the marginal

costs of production, which favors greater heterogeneity in the secretion

of public goods.

These abstract predictions lack biological detail. However, the logic

should apply to many different secretion traits. Broadly applicable

predictions reveal principles for understanding microbial design.
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4.5 Stage-Dependent Growth

Some processes may limit patch lifespan. Resources may be ephemeral.

Pathogens may be cleared from a host.

A patch’s reproductive value rises with the number of dispersers

produced over the patch lifespan. A cooperative trait, such as secretion

of a public good, can increase population size and total dispersal.

The benefit for secreting public goods depends on the stage in the

patch’s lifespan. Greater secretion early in the lifetime of the patch

may provide population growth benefits that carry forward over several

generations. For example, if the decay rate of a secreted exoenzyme is

slower than the cellular generation time, then the enzyme continues to

function over several generations.

Secretion near the end of the patch lifespan provides relatively limited

benefits. Stage-dependent decline in marginal benefits leads to the

comparative prediction128

stage ⊣marginal benefits→ public goods.

Increasing stage reduces the benefits of secreting public goods. Lower

benefits decrease secretion. Overall, the predicted secretion rate declines

over the course of a patch’s lifespan. The stage in a patch’s lifespan is

similar to age, emphasizing the broad role of demography in shaping

the design of microbial traits.

Many factors potentially alter the costs and benefits of traits at differ-

ent stages in a resource patch’s lifespan. Changes in those age-specific

factors predict changes in trait expression over a patch’s lifetime. De-

mography is a fundamental force that alters traits.

4.6 Summary

This chapter sketched the logic and structure of comparative predictions.

Later chapters develop predictions for particular microbial traits. Those

predictions concisely express testable hypotheses about the causal forces

of microbial design.

The predictions also provide the basis for future theoretical work. That

future theory must develop more realistic analyses for the interaction of

multiple forces. Teasing apart the multiple evolutionary processes that

act simultaneously is a major challenge in the study of design.
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There is no falsification before the emergence of a better theory.

—Imre Lakatos220

Comparative predictions arise from the fundamental forces of design.

This part of the book introduces the theory toolbox. I emphasize con-

cepts and demonstrate applications.

Later chapters present many comparative predictions. One can test

those predictions without studying the theory. However, a strong the-

oretical foundation enhances application to challenging problems and

opens new predictions.

This chapter focuses on conflict, cooperation, and life history compo-

nents of fitness. The theory depends on the temporal and spatial scales

of success and on variability in performance. The next chapter focuses

on the nature, origin, and modification of traits. The final theory chapter

introduces design principles for the regulation and control of traits.

The first section of this chapter presents the tragedy of the commons.

The forces of design often favor individuals to outcompete their neigh-

bors. Resources devoted to competition reduce the resources available

for reproduction. Inefficient use of common resources for reproduction

degrades the success of all individuals. This tragedy of the commons

powerfully shapes the design of many microbial traits.

The second section demonstrates that similarity between neighbors

reduces the tendency to compete and increases cooperative efficiency.

Change in neighbors’ similarity leads to strong comparative predictions

about microbial traits. Similarity sometimes arises by kinship, which

correlates genotypes between neighbors. Other processes also influence

similarity, modulating a common force that shapes microbial design.

The third section measures the marginal gains and losses in trade-

offs. For example, how does natural selection alter traits to balance the

competitive gains against neighbors versus the cooperative efficiency of
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resource use? The balance typically occurs when the marginal gain for

slightly better competitive success equals the marginal loss for slightly

worse efficiency. If the marginal gain in competition were greater than the

marginal loss in efficiency, then selection would alter traits to enhance

competition. Traits change until marginal gains and losses balance.

The fourth section shows that repression of competition may enhance

efficiency. If a trait prevents neighbors from competing, then individuals

can increase their success only by raising the group’s shared efficiency.

Repression of competition provides an alternative to similarity for re-

ducing competitiveness and increasing efficiency.

The fifth section considers the production of public goods. A public

good is something produced by an individual that benefits all neighbors.

The producing individual bears the cost, whereas all neighbors share

the benefit. A vigorous individual pays a smaller marginal cost of pro-

duction because a unit of production takes up a smaller fraction of a

vigorous individual’s total resources. The population splits into vigorous

producers and weak nonproducers.

The sixth section weighs different components of fitness on the com-

mon scale of reproductive value. A fitness component’s reproductive

value measures its genetic contribution to the future population. For

example, we may consider the tradeoff between faster reproduction in

a rare habitat versus slower reproduction in a common habitat. The

benefit in the rare habitat must be weighted by the low contribution of

that habitat to the future population. Similarly, the cost in the common

habitat must be weighted by its high future contribution.

Demographic analysis provides the exact weighting of different fitness

components by their projected future contribution. Fitness components

include fecundity, survival, dispersal, and success in different habitats.

Changes in demographic parameters alter the relative reproductive val-

ues of fitness components in tradeoffs. Altered reproductive values

cause changes in key traits, leading to strong comparative predictions.

The seventh section evaluates traits expressed at various stages in

a colony life cycle. Fitness at each stage depends on survival to that

stage multiplied by the number of successful dispersers produced at

that stage. Traits that increase survival at an early stage in the colony life

cycle have high reproductive value because they enhance the probability

of survival to all future stages. By contrast, traits that increase survival

only at late stages in the colony life cycle have low reproductive value.
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The exact reproductive value weighting of survival and fecundity

components at each stage can be calculated by demographic analysis.

Changes in reproductive value weightings across stages predict changes

in stage-specific trait expression.

The eighth section reviews the three key measures of value. Similarity

enhances the value of cooperative traits by increasing the shared inter-

ests of neighbors. Marginal values compare how changed trait values

alter different components of success. Reproductive values weight fit-

ness components by their relative contribution to the future population.

The final two sections raise additional forces. The spatial and temporal

scaling of competition alters the fitness valuation metrics. Variability in

performance alters the fitness value associated with a trait. Modulated

fitness values change the design of traits.

5.1 Tragedy of the Commons

In a single battle the Peloponnesians and their allies may be

able to defy all Hellas, but they are incapacitated from carrying

on a war. . . . Slow in assembling, they devote a very small

fraction of the time to the consideration of any public object,

most of it to the prosecution of their own objects . . . and so,

by the same notion being entertained by all separately, the

common cause imperceptibly decays.

—Thucydides410

Cells within a clone share genes. Outcompeting clonal neighbors provides

no benefit. The gained genetic transmission is offset by lost transmission

of the same genes. With no chance to gain by competition, selection

favors clonal traits that use common resources most efficiently.

Genetic diversity breaks common interest. Genotypes gain in the short

term by outcompeting neighbors. Better competitors take more of the

common resources or contribute less to the common good.

Degrading the commons reduces long-term efficiency. The better

competitors initially increase but ultimately do worse over the full demo-

graphic cycle. Changed conditions that increase short-term competition

between genotypes also lower long-term efficiency.

Thucydides perfectly expressed the conflict between self-interest and

group efficiency in this section’s epigraph. Hardin172 named this conflict
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the tragedy of the commons. Frank115,117 showed that the tragedy of the

commons powerfully shapes the design of microbial traits.

5.2 Similarity Selection and Kin Selection

In the tragedy, dissimilar neighbors gain by competing. Increased sim-

ilarity favors greater cooperation. More cooperation reduces wasteful

competition and enhances success for all group members.

Fitness

A simple tragedy model illustrates the fundamental force of similar-

ity.114,115,117,122,128 The model begins by writing the expected fitness of an

individual, w, in terms of the individual’s competitiveness, y , and the

average competitiveness of its neighbors, z, as

w = y
z
(1− z). (5.1)

The relative success of an individual is y/z, the individual’s competitive-

ness relative to its neighbors.

Greater investment in competitiveness reduces efficiency. For example,

if individuals invest more in cell surface transporters to extract resources

from the commons, the cost of extra transporters takes away from

resources that might otherwise have gone directly into reproduction.

Let y and z vary between 0 and 1. Values denote the fraction of

maximal competitiveness. Less competitive individuals use resources

for reproduction more cooperatively and efficiently. Thus, the group

efficiency increases with 1− z.

Individual fitness in eqn 5.1 is proportional to the group success, 1−z,

multiplied by the relative success of an individual within the group, y/z.

In other words, efficiency in use of the commons sets the total success

of the group. Competitiveness of individuals against their neighbors sets

their share of the total.

Here, neighbors means those individuals in the neighborhood, which

includes the focal individual. For example, if the neighborhood has two

individuals, including the focal individual, then one-half of the average

value in the neighborhood comes from the focal individual.
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Analysis of Similarity

What level of competitiveness maximizes individual gain? Under sim-

ple assumptions,115,122,405 we find the maximum by setting to zero the

derivative of w with respect to individual competitiveness, y . Using the

standard chain rule of differentiation yields

dw
dy

= ∂w
∂y
+ ∂w
∂z

dz
dy

= 0. (5.2)

Notation aids interpretation. Let

−Cm =
∂w
∂y

Bm =
∂w
∂z

r = dz
dy

,

so that
dw
dy

= −Cm + rBm = 0. (5.3)

The term −Cm is the direct effect of the focal individual’s phenotype

on its own fitness. Traditionally, in these models, one studies altruistic

traits that reduce the focal individual’s fitness and provide a benefit to

its neighbors. Examples include secretion of siderophores and secretion

of exoenzymes. The marginal cost for the altruistic trait to the focal

individual is Cm, in which a positive cost reduces fitness.

The term Bm is the direct effect of the average group phenotype on

the focal individual’s fitness. In a model of altruism, Bm is the marginal

benefit to the focal individual for an increase in the average altruistic trait

expression of neighbors. For example, the focal individual gains as its

neighbors increase their secretion of public goods, such as siderophores

and exoenzymes.

The value of r is the slope of the group phenotype on the focal

individual’s phenotype. That slope measures the similarity between the

focal individual and its group.

If we let c = Cm and b = Bm, an increase in an individual’s trait

enhances its fitness when dw/dy > 0, which occurs when rb − c > 0.

That condition has the same form as Hamilton’s rule for the spread of

an altruistic trait.166–168 Technically, Hamilton’s rule differs from this

expression, although the interpretation is similar (Section 15.6).120–122

When trait values are at maximum fitness, individuals cannot do better

by changing their phenotype. For simple assumptions, that means that

everyone must have the same phenotype, y = z = z∗, and any deviants
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do worse.122 Therefore, we can find the maximum by solving eqn 5.3 at

the point y = z = z∗.

Assuming that all individuals have the same phenotype is not realistic.

But the goal of this model is not to match reality. Instead, we clarify how

various forces act to shape the design of phenotypes. If we can identify

the broad characteristics of those forces, then we can make testable

comparative predictions.

Eqn 5.3 applies when we can write individual fitness, w, in terms

of individual phenotype and group average phenotype, y and z. The

equation suggests how various forces shape the design of traits. In

particular, the force of similarity expressed by r interacts with the forces

of marginal costs and benefits, Cm and Bm.

Application to the Tragedy

The tragedy of the commons illustrates the role of similarity in the

balance of forces. Applying the methods in the previous subsection to

eqn 5.1 yields

−Cm =
1− z∗
z∗

rBm = −
r
z∗
.

From eqn 5.3 we obtain114,115,117

z∗ = 1− r . (5.4)

The competitiveness, z∗, rises toward its maximum value as r becomes

small and the similarity of an individual to its group declines.

When all individuals express the maximal fitness trait value, z∗, their

fitness is 1− z∗ = r . That result follows from the fitness expression in

eqn 5.1 evaluated at the maximum, y = z = z∗.

Thus we have the tragedy. Lower similarity, r , favors greater competi-

tiveness, z∗. Everyone’s fitness decreases because fitness is 1− z∗.

Greater similarity rescues the tragedy: as r increases, z∗ declines.

Everyone’s competitiveness declines and their fitness rises.

We could have a more complicated functional relation between com-

petitiveness and fitness. The tragedy remains whenever greater competi-

tiveness enhances individual success relative to neighbors and greater

competitiveness degrades the efficiency of the group.

In summary, similarity modulates the design of competitive traits.

Greater similarity between neighbors alleviates the tragedy, reducing

competitiveness and increasing individual and group success.
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Application to Public Goods

A public good is something produced by an individual that benefits all

neighbors. The producer pays the cost of production. Everyone gains the

benefit. An individual that reduces its production lowers its own cost but

still shares in the benefits of public goods produced by others. Cheating

nonproducers raise their competitiveness against their neighbors.

We can match the public goods problem to the fitness expression in

eqn 5.1. Lower individual production raises competitiveness against

neighbors. Thus, we can think of z as reduced production and 1− z as

the average level of public goods production. Then the favored value of

public goods production from eqn 5.4 is

1− z∗ = r .

Once again, greater similarity, r , favors more cooperation. In this case,

cooperation means the level of public goods production, 1− z∗.

Other mechanistic assumptions lead to different fitness expressions.

For example, suppose 1−y is the public goods productivity of a randomly

chosen individual, and group success is proportional to the average

public goods productivity, 1−z. In this case, assume that an individual’s

reproductive vigor is equal to one minus its public goods production,

1− (1−y) = y .

Here, vigor directly affects an individual’s reproduction rather than

affecting its ability to compete with neighbors. Fitness is an individual’s

intrinsic vigor, y , multiplied by the neighborhood’s quality determined

by its public goods productivity, 1− z, such that

w = y(1− z).

Following the standard procedure, the favored level of public goods

production is

1− z∗ = r
1+ r . (5.5)

We have the same qualitative comparative result. Rising similarity, r ,

predicts increased public goods production, 1− z∗.

Phenotypic Similarity

The similarity in the prior subsections depends only on phenotype.

The individuals could be members of the same species or members of

different species.
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For example, the habitat may be divided into many small resource

patches. In each patch, two individuals may compete for a common

resource. Similarity describes, on average, how closely matched the level

of competitiveness is between patchmates. Similarity is high when strong

competitors tend to match with strong competitors and weak competi-

tors with weak competitors. The weak competitors can be thought of as

strong cooperators.

The cause of matching does not matter. It may be that, for mem-

bers of different species, strong cooperators use similar cues to find

resources. Or, for members of the same species, similar phenotypes may

be associated spatially because they share common genotypes.

Whatever the cause of phenotypic similarity, the association within

patches influences success in reproduction. In the tragedy model, the

more similar the trait values, the more individuals are favored to reduce

their competitiveness and share in enhanced efficiency.

Genotypic Similarity to Neighbors’ Phenotype

Success in reproduction only influences evolutionary pattern when the

associated traits transmit to future generations. If the descendants do

not inherit the successful traits, then no evolutionary response occurs.

In the prior phenotypic analysis, we focused on an individual with trait

y in a group with average trait value, z. Suppose our focal individual has

a combination of heritable factors that, on average, causes their bearers

to express trait values, g, such that121,122

y = g + ϵ. (5.6)

The trait value depends on the genetic value, g, plus an environmental

or error term, ϵ. The average of ϵ is zero. The average trait value is the

average genetic value, ȳ = ḡ. Here, genetic means transmissible factors

that influence trait expression.

Changes in g determine the evolution of average trait values. We can

rewrite the general expression for trait evolution in eqn 5.2 as

dw
dg

= ∂w
∂y

dy
dg
+ ∂w
∂z

dz
dg
= 0. (5.7)

From eqn 5.6, we have dy/dg = 1. Let r = dz/dg, the slope of average

group phenotype on the transmitted genetic value of the focal individual.
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Then we recover all of the results above but with r now describing the

transmitted component of phenotype.122

Causes of Similarity

In many cases, similarity between the focal individual and its neighbors

arises because of genetic similarity. For example, the group may share a

recent common ancestor, forming a kinship group. Or the genetic simi-

larity may arise because similar genotypes tend to aggregate spatially,

independently of common descent.

The method described here does not depend on the cause of similarity,

r , between the neighbors’ average phenotype and the focal individual’s

genetic value. Restrictive assumptions about similarity arise in other

methods, such as Hamilton’s inclusive fitness, strictly defined notions of

kinship, or group selection.122,136

Sometimes the more restrictive assumptions and methods provide

special insight. However, in most cases, one gains little practical value

by the special assumptions of the other approaches. Here, I will use the

simpler and typically more general analysis, leading to expressions such

as eqn 5.7.

Mutation Degrades Similarity

A single cell may colonize a resource patch. As the clone expands,

the genetically identical cells have perfect similarity, r = 1. Inevitably,

mutations arise within the clone, degrading similarity. As mutations

increase in frequency and r declines, the cohesive force of similarity

breaks down. Selection favors greater competition within the group,

reducing cooperation and efficiency.

Common descent and kinship set a tendency for similarity and coop-

eration. But the true causal force depends only on current similarity.

Past history does not matter for selection. Only current phenotype and

future genetic transmission matter. “The Pedigree of Honey/Does not

concern the Bee.”85

If mutation and selection enhance phenotypic similarity, then r rises

even though nucleotide divergence increases. Once again, the causal

force depends on the phenotypic similarity of neighbors relative to the

actor’s genetically transmissible trait value, measured by r , rather than

on history, kinship, or nucleotide similarity.122
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Choice of Phrase: Similarity Selection or Kin Selection

Similarity selection provides the most accurate phrase. However, similar-

ity often arises by common descent and kinship. Kin selection is widely

used. Few people recognize similarity selection.

Anyone who understands the basic principles should immediately rec-

ognize the historical broadening of concepts that derived from the origi-

nal usage of kin selection.136 However, the literature strongly suggests

that kin selection ignites wasteful controversy and misunderstanding.

Social selection is sometimes used280,352 for the same concepts as

similarity selection, emphasizing that similar social partners do not

have to be kin.113,120,122 However, social selection is also used in other

contexts,255,442 and the phrase does not emphasize the essential factor

of similarity.

In this book, I will use both similarity selection and kin selection, which

I regard as interchangeable phrases.

Cooperation between Species

For the r coefficient in eqn 5.7, only the average phenotypic value of

neighbors matters. Those neighbors, comprising z, may be from differ-

ent species.113 The “relatedness” coefficient is the slope of the average

phenotypic value of neighbors on the focal individual’s genetic value.

The fact that correlated trait values between different species can

drive cooperation between those species raises interesting questions in

theory and application.73,87,110,113,116,119,170,171,460

Are correlated traits between species necessary for cooperative evolution

between species? That depends on how one defines cooperation between

species. Suppose, for example, that species A gains from something

produced by species B. Then, if an individual of species A, at a cost to

itself, provides something that enhances the growth of species B, the

additional beneficial product made by species B returns a benefit to

members of species A.

In this case, species B acts passively as a part of the environment,

and we do not consider this as an evolutionary problem of cooperation

between species. But, in terms of ecological process, we may sometimes

wish to view this process as an aspect of mutual benefit between species

because A is enhancing B’s growth, and B is enhancing A’s growth.
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Evolutionarily, the problem concerns which individuals in species A

receive the return benefit. If, initially, a particular individual of species A

performs a cooperative act that benefits species B, and the return benefit

from B does not come directly to the initially cooperative A individual but

instead to other A individuals, can that cooperative behavior increase?

This setup is equivalent to a public goods problem. The initial species

A actor effectively releases a factor that is beneficial to all of its species

A neighbors that can receive the return benefit from B.

If the A recipients are related to the initial A actor, then the cooperative

behavior can increase. In this case, species B is a passive reflector of

the behavior, and the neighborhood comprising z is the group of A

individuals that may act cooperatively and receive return benefits. We

could refine that a bit. But typically what matters is that the A actor and

the A recipients have sufficiently positive relatedness, r .

What processes create trait correlations between species? If species B

varies phenotypically in the return benefit provided to species A, then

trait correlations between species can matter.113,116,119 A correlation may,

for example, be between the greater than average tendency of local A

individuals to provide a benefit to nearby B individuals and the greater

than average tendency of those nearby B recipients to provide a return

benefit to the original A cooperators.

What causes such correlations between species? Familial identity

by descent is out because kinship does not occur between species. In-

stead, spatial associations likely arise by physical linkage or codispersal

between individuals of different species.

Spatial linkage between species creates genetic associations in the

same way that, in classical Mendelian genetics, physical linkage of genes

on chromosomes creates linkage disequilibria. Mixing the paired mem-

bers of different species by uncorrelated dispersal is similar to chromo-

somal recombination.

Selection of favored combinations between species also creates as-

sociations.113,116,119 When genetic variants in each of two species work

well together and are spatially near each other, the paired individuals

reproduce more successfully. Bad gene combinations between species

reproduce less.

The expansion of good pairs and loss of bad pairs creates genetic asso-

ciations between species in the same way that positive epistasis between
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genetic loci creates linkage disequilibria in Mendelian genetics. Overall,

the associations depend on the balance between the enhancement by

physical linkage or positively selected pairings and the degradation by

uncorrelated dispersal.

How do novel cooperative codependencies between species arise? It could

happen in a stepwise process.171 First, species B acts as a passive reflector

of A’s behavior. Some genetic variants of A act relatively more coopera-

tively toward B. The enhanced growth of B returns benefits to individuals

of A who are genetically correlated with the initial cooperators.

After this first step, in which the cooperative behavior of A toward B

rises to a high level, the reciprocal cooperative behavior of B toward A

evolves by the same process. Variants of B enhance A’s growth. Those

A individuals with enhanced growth return additional benefits to B

individuals who are genetically correlated with the cooperative behavioral

tendency toward A.

As the mutually beneficial traits become common in each species,

the pairs may evolve to depend on each other. Such dependency arises

because each species becomes part of the environment of the other

species.

Instead of sequential steps, the two processes may overlap because

both A and B vary genetically in the tendency to produce traits that

enhance the growth of the partner species. In this case, there will be

a transient period during which particular pairings between species

work well together because the pairs carry mutually enhancing genetic

variants.113

That positive synergism will create genetic associations between

species in cooperative behaviors. Such synergism may allow mutual

cooperation and codependency to arise in cases for which such mutual-

ism would not evolve without the extra impetus provided by the genetic

correlations between species.

Once strong synergism evolves between species, the genetic variation

in cooperative tendency on each side may decline. The genetic correla-

tions act as a transient impetus to push the species over the required

threshold for the evolution of mutually beneficial traits and possible

codependency. With strong codependency, the mutualism becomes

irreversible.116
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5.3 Tradeoffs and Marginal Values

In the tragedy model, increased competitive success against neighbors

reduces the efficiency of resource use. Such tradeoffs between fitness

components often occur.

Typically, the maximum success arises when the marginal gains be-

tween the alternative fitness components become equal. Suppose, for

example, that two fitness components trade off against each other. If

investing a little more in one component provides a gain that is greater

than the loss for investing a little less in the other component, then it

pays to shift investment toward the first component.

A maximum occurs only when marginally shifting investment between

the two components does not alter overall success. In other words, the

marginal changes for each component must be the same.

For example, consider a tragedy model in which individual competi-

tiveness against neighbors depends on the resource uptake rate, y . The

average resource uptake rate in the local group is z. Let the focal indi-

vidual’s share of local group success be I(y, z), and the group efficiency

in using resources be G(z). Individual fitness is122

w = I(y, z)G(z),

the product of the individual’s competitive share of group success, I,
and the overall group’s success, G.

In the prior section, I = y/z and G = 1 − z. Here, we consider the

more general functional forms, which may include nonlinear relations.

Normalizing fitness to be one at the evolutionarily favored trait value

often helps to obtain a consistent interpretation of forces. Writing

w = I(y, z)
I(z∗, z∗)

G(z)
G(z∗)

yields a normalized fitness of one when evaluated at the fixed point,

y = z = z∗.

We obtain the trait value that maximizes fitness by following the steps

in eqn 5.7, yielding

dw
dg

= Iy
I
+ r

(
Iz
I
+ Gz
G

)
= 0,
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in which a subscript means a partial derivative with respect to that

variable. All functions are evaluated at the fixed point. Matching marginal

costs and benefits to eqn 5.3 yields

−Cm =
Iy
I

Bm =
Iz
I
+ Gz
G
.

We weight the marginal benefits by r to measure the marginal valuation

with respect to the focal individual’s fitness. The marginal costs and

benefits equalize at the maximum, yielding

Cm = rBm.

A simple example of nonlinearity arises when I = y/z and G = 1− zs
for 0 < s ≤ 1. This example describes the earlier tragedy model but

with more rapid degradation of group success, G, as average group

competitiveness, z, rises from zero. With these assumptions

z∗ =
[

1− r
1− r(1− s)

]1/s

.

When s = 1, we recover z∗ = 1− r in eqn 5.4. As s declines, the degrada-

tion in group success rises at an increasing rate as group competitiveness,

z, increases from zero. That greater loss in group efficiency for small in-

creases in competitiveness reduces the favored level of competitiveness

and, equivalently, increases the favored level of cooperation.

5.4 Repression of Competition

Competition degrades efficiency. In a competitive group, everyone’s

success may decline. All would do better if some mechanism repressed

competition.7,123 Repression of competition is sometimes referred to as

policing115,336 or cheater control.411

Consider a simple extension of the tragedy model in eqn 5.1,

w = (1− cα)
(
a+ (1− a)y

z

)
(1− (1− a)z).

Individual and average group competitiveness, y and z, remain the same.

The trait α is an individual’s investment in repressing competition be-

tween group members. The group average for repression of competition

is a. The level of repression in the group varies between a = 0 for free

competition and a = 1 for complete repression of competition.
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In the first term, c is the cost to an individual for investment in

policing competition.

In the second term, an individual’s competitive success in the group

depends on the fraction of resources divided fairly in the absence of

competition a, plus the fraction of resources divided under competi-

tion, 1− a, multiplied by the relative success of the focal individual in

competition, y/z.

In the third term, group success degrades in proportion to the fraction

of resources allocated by open competition, 1 − a, multiplied by the

average competitive level of group members, z.

Following the prior section, we assume that all variation vanishes

at the maximum of fitness, so that y = z = z∗ and α = a = a∗. We

find those maximum values by evaluating how fitness changes with

individual competitiveness, y , and investment in policing to repress

competition within the group, α. The derivatives dw/dgy = 0 and

dw/dgα = 0 express the changes in fitness with the genetic values for

the traits.115,123 Let the similarity coefficients be the same for the two

traits, r = dz/dgy = da/dgα.

When r > 1− c, investing in policing to repress competition does not

provide sufficient benefit to individuals, and a∗ = 0. With no policing,

competitiveness rises to the tragedy of the commons value z∗ = 1− r ,

as in eqn 5.4.

We can write the condition equivalently as c > 1 − r . We then see

that when similarity, r , is sufficiently high, the amount of competition,

z∗ = 1− r , that could be repressed and provide gains for policing falls

below the cost of policing, c. Thus, strong similarity and an intrinsic

tendency to cooperate disfavor repressing competition because there is

relatively little intrinsic competitive tendency to repress.

As similarity declines, the tendency to compete rises. With more

competition, the potential gains for repressing competition increase.

Figure 2 of Frank123 shows the quantitative analysis of this model. The

joint evolution of policing mechanisms that repress competition, a∗, and

competitiveness, z∗, respond in interesting ways to changes in the costs

of policing and competitiveness.

Comparatively, mechanisms that repress competition tend to be more

strongly favored as the similarity between neighbors declines.115 Similar-

ity by itself favors self-restraint and reduced competitiveness. Thus,

r→ self-restraint ⊣ repression of competition.
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Many articles discuss repression of competition in microbes.397,411,439

Despite the potentially powerful force favoring repression of competition,

it remains unclear how often such mechanisms occur in nature.

5.5 Heterogeneity in Vigor and Public Goods

Public goods arise when an individual bears the cost for a trait and all

group members share equally in the gains.

Repression of competition provides a public good. Individuals pay

the cost to repress competition. Group members share the gains for

reduced competitiveness and increased efficiency. Similarly, secreted

molecules also provide public goods. Secreting individuals bear the cost

of production. All neighbors share the benefits.

The costs for producing a public good may vary between individu-

als. Some individuals may be more vigorous or have access to greater

resources. The relative cost to an individual for expressing a public good

declines as vigor increases. More vigorous individuals may be more likely

to express public goods because of their lower relative costs.118 This

section summarizes the models in Frank.127

No Heterogeneity

We first establish the basic setup without heterogeneity between individ-

uals. Let fitness be

w =
[

1− c(y)
1− c(z∗)

]
b(z)
b(z∗)

. (5.8)

Individual production of the public good, y , reduces the direct individual

component of fitness by the cost, c(y). We normalize the individual

fitness component by 1−c(z∗) to get a meaningful scale for costs, where

z∗ is the average of y across all groups in the population.

The average of individual contributions to public goods within the

focal group is z. The group’s public goods provide a benefit to individual

fitness by the group efficiency term, b(z). We normalize the benefit by

the population average value, b(z∗).
We evaluate dw/dg = 0 at y = z = z∗ to find the trait favored by

selection, as in prior sections. The marginal costs and benefits equilibrate

at Cm = rBm, yielding
c′

1− c = r
b′

b
,
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in which primes denote the slopes of each function obtained by differ-

entiation. For linear costs and benefits, c(y) = y and b(z) = z. When

evaluated at y = z = z∗, we obtain

z∗ = r
1+ r .

This result differs from eqn 5.5 because I switched from considering z
as competitiveness in the prior model to considering z as cooperative

public goods production in this model. I switched notation here to match

the analysis in Frank,127 which the following subsections summarize.

Baseline Success and Startup Costs

There may be some productivity in the absence of the public good. For

the linear case, we may write benefits as b(z) = s + z, so that there is a

fixed productivity of s in the absence of the public good.

Producing a public good may require turning on a complex pathway.

Making a low level of a public good may be significantly costly because

of the startup costs of production. Increasing production from low levels

may not add much additional expense. For the linear case, assume that

c(y) = k+y for y > 0 and c(0) = 0, in which k is the startup cost for

producing the public good.

Using these benefit and cost assumptions in eqn 5.8, we obtain

z∗ = r(1− k)− s
1+ r . (5.9)

Higher baseline success, s, and startup costs, k, reduce production of

public goods.

Individual Heterogeneity

Suppose individuals divide into classes, j, with resource or vigor level,

1+δj , such that δj describes the class deviation in vigor from the central

value of one. Then we can write individual fitnesses as

wj =
 1+ δj − c(yj)

1+ δj − c
(
z∗j
)
 b(z)
b(z∗)

,

in which yj is the contribution to public goods for a focal individual in

class j, and z∗j is the optimal value for class j individuals at equilibrium.
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The values of z and z∗ are the group average and population average

values of the trait.

If we assume linear costs and benefits with baseline success, s, and

startup costs, k, as in the prior subsection, then following our usual

methods and the details in Frank,127 we obtain

z∗j = 1+ δj − k−
s + z∗
r

,

in which z∗ is given by eqn 5.9. If the parameters satisfy z∗j ≥ 0 for all

of the classes, j, and we assume a symmetric distribution centered at

zero for deviations in resources or vigor, δj , then

z∗j − z∗ = δj .

Class j individuals deviate in their public goods expression from the

central value of z∗ by δj , their deviation in vigor from the average.

Comparatively, we obtain the two predictions given in Section 4.4 for

heterogeneity. First,

vigor ⊣marginal costs ⊣ secretion.

Increasing vigor reduces the marginal costs of production, which favors

greater production of public goods. Marginal costs decline with vigor

because, as δj rises, a small change in costs, c, has proportionately less

effect on baseline individual fitness, 1+ δj − c. Second,

het vigor→ het costs→ het secretion.

Increasing heterogeneity (het) in vigor increases heterogeneity in the

marginal costs of production, which favors greater heterogeneity in the

production of public goods.

5.6 Demography and Reproductive Value

A trait often influences different components of fitness. For example,

faster growth of a pathogen within a host increases the pathogen’s

number of progeny and the dispersal to other hosts. Faster pathogen

growth may also decrease the host’s lifespan, reducing the survival of

the pathogen.

To study microbial traits that trade off dispersal versus survival,

we must consider the relative valuation of those two distinct fitness
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components. Life history theory analyzes the reproductive values of

different fitness components.61,403

Similarity selection often affects the various reproductive value com-

ponents of fitness in different ways. Thus, we need to combine the

life history analysis of reproductive value with the analysis of similar-

ity.122,405

This section briefly illustrates the main concepts. Chapter 8 of

Frank122 provides details, extending Taylor & Frank’s405 original analysis.

Principles

Different fitness components associate with different classes of repro-

duction. For example, we may label dispersers as class 1 individuals and

nondispersers as class 2 individuals. The transmission of trait values to

the future flows separately through the two classes.

We wish to study the total fitness effect caused by a change in trait

value. To obtain the total effect, we analyze the consequences for each

class and then combine the results into an overall effect.

The fitness consequence for each class depends on that class’s contri-

bution to the future population. The contribution has three aspects.

First, the number of individuals in class j influences the contribution

of that class. We write uj for the frequency of class j.
Second, when class j individuals contribute to class i, the value of

that contribution must be weighted by the reproductive value of class i,
written as vi.

For example, if class i represents dispersing individuals, then we must

weight the contribution to class i by the expected relative contribution

of a disperser to the future population.

Third, the relative contribution of class j to class i iswij . For example,

we may be interested inwij(y, z), expressing the effect of an individual’s

trait, y , and the group average trait, z, on the contribution from j to i.
The overall fitness valuation for the contribution of class j to class i

is viwijuj . Summing all transitions yields

W =
∑
ij

viwijuj = vAu. (5.10)

Here, v is the row vector of reproductive values per individual for each

class, u is the column vector of class frequencies, and A is the matrix of

wij fitness values.
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We can study the direction of change in traits and find trait values

that maximize fitness by analyzing dW/dg, as in earlier sections. The

extended method here accounts for the different numbers of individuals

in various classes and the different reproductive valuations for various

components of fitness.

Dispersal versus Survival

Consider a tradeoff between the production of dispersing progeny and

the future survival in the current habitat. This brief summary follows

the model in section 8.3 of Frank.122

This example has two classes. Dispersers that successfully colonize

a new patch form class 1. The new colonizers and their nondispersing

descendants form class 2. Let the fitness components be

A =
[

0 β(y)/D
1− t 1− δ− z

]
. (5.11)

Entries in row i and column j denote wij , the contribution of class j
individuals to class i. Thus, w11 is zero because newly arrived colonizers

of class 1 do not make dispersers but instead survive locally at rate

w21 = 1− t to form the surviving lineage of colonizers as class 2.

The component w12 = β(y)/D describes the contribution of the

local lineage to dispersers that successfully colonize a new patch. The

local lineage’s investment in making dispersers is y , and β(y) is the

functional relation between dispersal investment and dispersal success.

Dispersal success is normalized by the density-dependent factor, D, in

which greater density-dependent limitation reduces dispersal success.

The componentw22 = 1−δ−z describes the survival of the colonizing

lineage within its patch. The intrinsic loss rate is δ, which combines de-

struction of the patch, loss of the colonizers from a continuing resource

patch, or death of a host when the colonizers are parasites.

The intrinsic loss rate is increased by z, which is the patch average of

the trait value y that determines the number of successful dispersers.

As successful dispersal rises, the local survival rate decreases.

When evaluating total fitness,W , from eqn 5.10, we need the individual

reproductive values, v, for the classes when evaluated at demographic

equilibrium, y = z = z∗, derived in Frank122 as

v∝
[
1− t λ

]
,
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in which “∝” means proportional to. The reproductive value of new

colonizers is discounted by 1− t, the probability of surviving the initial

delay after colonization and before producing dispersers. The reproduc-

tive value of residents is augmented by λ, the population growth rate,

because residents have average reproductive success λ during the period

when new colonizers do not reproduce. The value of λ is the dominant

eigenvalue of the fitness matrix A evaluated at y = z = z∗.

The class frequencies at demographic equilibrium are proportional to

u∝
[
β(z∗)/D

λ

]
.

To obtain the trait values that maximize the total fitness in eqn 5.10, we

evaluate dW/dg = 0 at y = z = z∗, which includes

dA

dg
=
[

0 β′(z∗)/D
0 −r

]

and the vectors v and u at demographic equilibrium, leading to a solution

that must satisfy v1β′(z∗)/D = v2r , which yields

β′(z∗) = rλD
1− t .

If we assume that dispersal success is β(z) = zs , with s < 1, then

dispersal success rises at a diminishing rate with investment in dispersal,

yielding the solution

z∗ =
[
s(1− t)
rλD

]1/1−s
. (5.12)

The various terms interact to determine the favored dispersal rate, z∗.

However, we can get a sense of partial causation by considering how z∗

changes in response to partial changes in the terms. In particular, a rise

in t lowers the initial survival of colonizers within a patch, decreasing

investment in dispersal. Similarly, a rise in λ raises the growth of patch

residents, lowering the relative value of colonizers and also decreasing

investment in dispersal.

A decrease in density-dependent limitation, D, increases the opportu-

nity for dispersers to find new patches, raising dispersal. Smaller values

of s cause more rapid saturation of dispersal success, lowering dispersal

investment.

This model also expresses the tragedy of the commons. Reduced

similarity, r , favors more dispersal, which decreases local survival and
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the long-term quality of the local patch. In other words, dispersal is

a competitive trait that degrades the local commons by more rapidly

extracting local resources to develop dispersal-enhancing traits.

These conclusions provide a rough qualitative sense of how various

forces shape dispersal. In each case, I emphasized how a change in some

factor leads to a partial pathway of causation favoring either an increase

or a decrease in dispersal.

Alternative Mechanistic Effects on Dispersal and Survival

In the fitness matrix of eqn 5.11, individual trait value, y , influences

dispersal, and the group average trait, z, influences local survival. These

assumptions express a tragedy type model, in which individuals compete

for resources to increase the dispersal of their progeny, and competitive-

ness degrades the local commons.

Alternatively, successful dispersal may require joint action by neigh-

bors, so that dispersal depends on the group average trait, z. Each

individual’s cooperative contribution to joint action, y , reduces its own

survival but does not affect the survival of neighbors. These assumptions

create a public goods problem. Individual traits contribute to dispersal,

which arises from shared public goods.

In the prior model, we change from the original tragedy assumptions

to the public goods problem by switching y and z in the fitness matrix

of eqn 5.11. We then obtain the same form for the favored trait value as

in eqn 5.12, but with the similarity coefficient, r , now in the numerator

rather than the denominator

z∗ =
[
rs(1− t)
λD

]1/1−s
.

In this case, increasing similarity favors greater cooperative contribution

to dispersal as a public good, with a greater individual cost through

lower survival.

These examples show how alternative mechanistic aspects of traits

can reverse the direction of trait evolution favored by a particular force.

The Central Role of Demography

Under different assumptions, a rise in population growth rate may pro-

vide better opportunities for dispersal rather than better success for
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residents. In that case, increasing population growth rate, λ, would

associate with greater investment in dispersal.

The point is that demographic processes can strongly influence the

direction of trait evolution. In studies of microbes, past work has empha-

sized similarity and kin selection but has paid relatively little attention

to demographic aspects of populations.

5.7 Stage-Dependent Traits in Life Cycle

Suppose some microbes colonize a resource patch. They grow for many

generations. They also send dispersers to colonize other patches. Those

dispersers can be thought of as the reproduction or fecundity of the

group. Total reproduction over the colony life cycle depends on how

long the colony survives.

Over the colony life cycle, how do the fundamental forces shape

competitive and cooperative traits? We must consider, at each stage in

the life cycle, how traits influence an individual’s relative share of the

group’s current and future genetic transmission. We must multiply that

reproductive share by the total productivity of the group.

We could use the demographic methods of the previous section to

analyze the various components of fitness. However, it is easier in

this case to write a single expression that combines the fecundity and

survival components of fitness over the full life cycle. This section briefly

summarizes Frank’s128 analysis.

Cycle Fitness

A colony grows through j = 0,1, . . . temporal stages. The fitness of a

focal individual in the jth stage is

wj = I
(
yj , zj

) ∞∑
k=j
λ−kG(zk). (5.13)

The first term, I, describes an individual’s share of the colony’s long-term

success. In a tragedy model, I increases with an individual’s competitive

trait expression, yj . For example, I = yj/zj expresses the relative

competitive success of an individual with trait yj when competing in a

group with average competitive trait value, zj . In a public goods model,

I decreases with greater individual expression of the public good, yj .
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The second term describes the reproductive value for the colony in

the jth stage. That value is the sum of the colony success, G, in the

current stage, j, and in all future stages. The colony success for each

stage is multiplied by the discount for the amount the population size

has grown, λ−k, since colony inception at stage j = 0. We discount future

reproduction by the expansion of the population size because a single

progeny represents a declining share in an expanding population.

The group success in stage k can be divided into survival and fecundity

components of reproductive value,

G(zk) = S(zk)F(zk).

The survival to stage k is S(zk), which depends on the group average

trait expression in each stage up to and including the current stage,

zk = z0, z1, . . . , zk. Similarly, the fecundity F(zk) also depends on the

current and prior trait expression.

We find the trait vector, z∗, that maximizes fitness by simultaneously

evaluating dwj/dgj = 0 for all j when evaluated at y = z = z∗.

Tragedy and Public Goods Models

Suppose the colony grows without producing dispersers from genera-

tions k = 0,1, . . . , g − 1. Then surviving colonies remain at constant size

and produce migrants in proportion to their fecundity in each of the

following generations.

With those assumptions, the components of individual success, group

survival, and group fecundity are, respectively

I
(
yj , zj

)
= yj
zj

S(zk) = S
(
z∗k
)[ 1− zj

1− z∗j

]θ(g−1−j)

F(zk) = F
(
z∗k
)[ 1− zj

1− z∗j

]
.

Individual success follows the standard tragedy model. An individual’s

share of group success in the jth generation is the ratio of its competitive

trait, yj , relative to the group average, zj .
Survival to generation k depends on the survival in each of the pre-

ceding generations. Thus, any cooperative enhancement of survival in a
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particular generation carries a benefit forward to all future generations.

In this model, deviations in group trait values only influence survival

during the juvenile generations, j < g − 1.

In each juvenile generation, j, the survival consequence of a deviation

in group trait value, zj , is [(1− zj)/(1− z∗j )]θ . That value multiplies for

each of the g − 1− j juvenile generations over which it acts. Any conse-

quence to total survival over the juvenile period also affects cumulative

survival to future reproductive generations. The value of S
(
z∗k
)

is the

baseline survival rate to generation k in a group without deviant trait

values.

The fecundity consequence for a deviation in group trait value is (1−
zj)/(1− z∗j ). The value of F

(
z∗k
)

is the baseline fecundity in generation

k in a group without deviant trait values.

This model assumes the typical tragedy of the commons form, in

which increasing z corresponds to greater competitiveness and degrada-

tion of group success. We can also interpret this model as a public goods

problem, in which 1−y is an individual’s public goods production and

1− z is the group’s average production. Then decreasing z corresponds

to greater cooperative contribution to public goods and an increase in

group success.

With these alternative model interpretations, we can think of 1−z∗j : z∗j
as the ratio of the cooperative to competitive tendency in trait values.

Solving dwj/dgj = 0 for all j when evaluated at y = z = z∗ yields

z∗j , the favored trait value in each generation j. When expressed as the

cooperative to competitive tendency, 1− z∗j : z∗j , we obtain

r
(
1+ γj

)
: 1− r ,

with the enhanced demographic component for the cooperative tendency

caused by the trait’s contribution to colony survival as

γj =

θ(g − j − 1) j < g − 1

0 j ≥ g − 1.

This model illustrates the increased selective force on cooperative

and competitive traits during the early stages of colony growth, when j
is small. More detailed mechanistic assumptions for trait action would

lead to more specific predictions for particular traits. For example, a

secreted public good that decays more slowly than the generation time
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would be strongly favored early in the colony growth cycle but would be

less advantageous later in the colony life cycle.

The declining value of new secretions arises in two ways. First, public

goods may already be present in the environment because of the slow

decay from secretions in prior generations. Second, cooperative traits

later in the colony life cycle typically have lower reproductive value.

5.8 The Three Measures of Value

This section briefly summarizes the primary measures of value. Three

exchange rates transform the various effects of traits into the common

currency of contribution to the future population.122

First, interacting individuals may have similar trait values or share

similar genes. The coefficient, r , relates the similarity of individuals to

the consequences for reproductive success and heritable transmission

to the future, the primary currency.

Second, marginal values compare a trait’s effects on different compo-

nents of fitness. The favored trait value, when altered by a small amount,

typically causes equal marginal gains and losses between its associated

fitness components. If a changed trait caused a larger marginal gain in

one component than the offsetting loss in another component, then the

trait value would tend to change until it settled near the favored balance

of marginal gains and losses.

Third, reproductive value compares a trait’s influence on different

pathways of heritable transmission to the future population. For exam-

ple, a trait may influence survival, fecundity, and dispersal. A gain in

one component may be offset by a loss in another component. To com-

pare the gains and losses, each component must be expressed in terms

of its ultimate contribution to the future population, the component’s

reproductive value.

We may also assign reproductive values to different life stages or to

different kinds of habitat. In each case, the classification can be used

to analyze the class’s relative contribution to the future population,

which is its reproductive value. In tradeoffs, the fundamental forces

typically favor traits that positively influence classes with relatively high

reproductive value.
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5.9 Scaling of Time and Space

Forces acting over short timescales may oppose forces acting over longer

time periods. Consider a fast-growing mutant. The mutant outcompetes

its neighbors, rising in frequency immediately, over a short timescale.

Faster growth may associate with poor conversion efficiency of food

into reproduction. Poor yield typically acts over a longer timescale as

resources slowly become depleted (p. 138).

Inefficient resource use may, for example, lower a group’s long-term

production of dispersers to colonize new habitats. Group against group

competition happens more slowly than the direct competition between

individuals within groups.446

The design of traits depends on the balance between within-group

forces acting over short timescales and between-group forces acting over

long timescales.133,168,269,433,447

The spatial scale of competition influences the relative weighting of

different timescales. When the spatial scale of competition is large,

and individuals compete globally with each other across all spatial loca-

tions, then relative success depends only on the direct and immediate

competition between individuals. The short timescale dominates.

When the spatial scale of competition is small, and individuals com-

pete locally, then total success depends on the balance of the two forces.

Competition within groups favors fast growth, acting over short time-

scales. Competition between groups favors high yield, acting over long

timescales.

Short timescales act rapidly and ubiquitously. Long timescales act

slowly and sporadically. All else equal, the short timescales dominate.446

But all else may not be equal.168 If there is relatively little variation

between individuals within groups, then within-group competition has

relatively little consequence. The long timescale of between-group com-

petition dominates.

By contrast, if most of the variation occurs between individuals within

groups, then not much difference occurs between groups. Limited

between-group variation means that there is only a small force of com-

petition at that longer scale. The short timescale of within-group compe-

tition dominates.

The next subsection sketches the basic theory for relative variation

and timescale. The following subsection considers situations in which
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competitive and cooperative interactions happen at different spatial

scales.

Timescale and the Processes that Generate Variation

The force acting at each scale depends on the intensity of selection.133

Within groups, we may write the opportunity for outcompeting neighbors

as the intensity of selection, sw .

Selection has consequences only when competition occurs between

differing individuals. If individuals carry the same genes, then with

regard to evolutionary change, it does not matter which one wins in

competition. We express the differences between individuals within

groups as Vw , the within-group variance.

The evolutionary force within groups scales as swVw , the product

of the potential for differences in success multiplied by the variance.

Between groups, we write sbVb, the potential for differential success

between groups multiplied by the variance between groups.

When the two scales oppose each other, then traits evolve toward a

balance between the opposing forces,

sbVb = −swVw . (5.14)

Equality requires changing the sign on one side of the equation because

opposing forces have opposite signs.

The variance between groups, Vb, versus the variance within groups,

Vw , determines the relative weighting of selection at the global versus

local spatial scales.168,434 We can relate those variances to similarity

and kin selection by expressing the values as descriptions of relative

similarity. To begin, we write the total variance as

Vt = Vw + Vb.

We then define the relative similarity of individuals within groups as the

fraction of the total variance that is between groups,

r = Vb
Vt
.

The more of the total variance that occurs between groups, the lower the

fraction of the total variance that occurs within groups. Less variability

within groups is the same as more similarity within groups. Here, r
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is the correlation coefficient between individuals within groups, which

expresses the coefficient of similarity within groups.

Substituting those identities for similarity and variance into eqn 5.14,

the balance of opposing forces occurs when

sbr = −sw(1− r). (5.15)

As similarity within groups, r , increases, the force, sbr , between groups

rises and the force, sw(1− r), within groups declines. The balance shifts

toward selection between groups. Thus, as r rises, selection increasingly

favors traits that enhance competition between groups, often reducing

competition or raising cooperation within groups.112

The basic tragedy of the commons model follows directly from the

balance of forces. Group success in the basic tragedy model of eqn 5.1 is

1− z, and thus sb = −1, the slope of group success with respect to the

average trait value in groups, z. The selective intensity within groups is

sw = (1− z)/z, which is the partial change in individual fitness, w, with

respect to the change in individual character value, y , holding constant

group phenotype, z. Substituting these values for selective intensity into

eqn 5.15 and evaluating at the fixed point z∗ yields the basic result for

the tragedy, z∗ = 1− r , given in eqn 5.4.

The distinction in this section arises from a focus on the relative

timescales for the different forces and a clearer spatial separation of

processes within and between groups. With those explicit considerations

of dynamics, we get a better sense of the forces that shape traits.

For example, the previous analyses of similarity selection took r as a

given value. But what, in fact, determines the value of r?

If the generation of variation happens slowly, on a long timescale

compared with selection, then the distribution of variation within and

between groups arises by the way in which individuals assort spatially.

Common ancestry is often the most powerful cause of spatial assortment

and similarity within groups. In that case, similarity and the associated

value of r arise by kinship, leading to the natural interpretation of

similarity selection as kin selection.

In many multicellular organisms, new variation arises slowly. Most

aspects of similarity depend on kinship. Other factors may sort similar

individuals into groups, but kinship typically dominates.

Microbes differ. Short generation times and large population sizes

mean that mutation and selection within groups can create new variation
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relatively rapidly compared to spatial sorting by common descent. Thus,

the processes that generate the distribution of variation may happen on

the same timescale as selection. Kinship and common descent do not

necessarily dominate the spatial patterns of similarity and variance.

The generation of new variation within groups degrades the local

similarity and decreases r over time. The decay of within-group similarity

shifts the balance of forces toward within-group competition, reducing

the potential for within-group cooperation.

The dynamic changes of force that increase within-group competition

may lead to microbial cancers, in which highly competitive variants arise

and overgrow their neighbors, degrading the long-term success of groups

(Section 4.3).

In microbes, different species often strongly interact over short spatial

and temporal scales. Similarity selection occurs between species when

processes other than kinship cause similarity in trait values.113,116,119

Spatial Scale of Competition versus Cooperation

Competitive and cooperative interactions may happen over different

spatial scales. For example, secreted public goods may act locally, co-

operatively benefiting only close neighbors. By contrast, key resources

that competitively limit growth may diffuse over relatively longer spatial

scales.

Those different spatial scales influence the costs and benefits that

shape cooperative traits. Consider the expression of fitness from section

7.1 in Frank,122

w = bz − cy
az(b − c)+ (1− a)z̄(b − c) ,

in which an individual invests y in cooperative public good secretion, at

cost cy to itself. The average level of altruistic public goods expression

in the neighborhood is z, with beneficial effect bz on fitness. The focal

individual’s reproduction is therefore proportional to bz − cy , which is

the numerator.

The denominator is the intensity of competition for scarce resources.

Competition increases as the average reproductive success rises. The

overall level of competition combines local and global components of

reproductive competition.
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The average local reproduction in the neighborhood is the average

of bz − cy , which is z(b − c) because the local average of y is z. The

average in the population is z̄(b − c). The parameter a is the spatial

scale of density-dependent competition. An increase in the reproductive

success of neighbors by a proportion δ increases local competition by

a factor aδ. An increase in the average reproductive success of the

population by a proportion γ increases global competition by a factor

(1− a)γ.

Using our standard method in eqn 5.7 to find the trait value favored

by natural selection, we obtain the condition for the cooperative trait to

increase,122

dw
dg

= r[b − a(b − c)]− c > 0,

in which the marginal benefit is Bm = b−a(b−c), and the marginal cost

is Cm = c.

Comparatively, as a rises and competition for resources becomes

increasingly local, the tendency for cooperative trait expression declines.

Local competition reduces the benefit of cooperative traits because an

increase in neighbors’ vigor from enhanced cooperative expression is off-

set by the increased competition among those more vigorous individuals

for the same locally limiting resources. Put another way, limited local

resources reduce the potential for enhanced success through cooperative

traits.6,112,333,404,449

In general, a trait may alter various components of fitness acting at

different spatial scales. The changed balance of forces at the various

scales modifies the trait’s design.

5.10 Variable Environments

Reproduction multiplies. If a population grows by µ in each genera-

tion, the total population growth is µ × µ = µ2 after two rounds of

reproduction.

Variation in reproduction lowers fitness. For the same average popu-

lation growth rate of µ, if the rate goes up by δ in the first generation

and down by the same amount in the second generation, then total

growth is (µ + δ)(µ − δ) = µ2 − δ2. Variation in reproduction reduces

success.99,154,176,223,304,331,341,414
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The multiplicative nature of reproduction leads to the geometric mean

principle. The next subsection discusses the geometric mean, which

shows how variation discounts value.

The current literature emphasizes the geometric mean principle but

mostly ignores other aspects of variation that influence value. We obtain

a deeper sense of biological design by thinking about what traits do in

organismal life history and how different kinds of variation alter value.

After introducing the geometric mean, the following subsections show

other ways in which variation influences value.131,144,153,234,274,306,337

Geometric Mean

The total growth after t generations is the product of the growth, λi, in

each generation,

Λ =
t∏
i=1

λi.

Because growth multiplies, there must be some value, λ, that we can

multiply with itself t times to get the same total growth. In symbols, t
multiplications of λ is λt . Thus, we can write λt = Λ as the total growth

and then figure out what sort of average value λ is.

Taking the natural logarithm of both sides yields the same equality,

now written as a sum of logarithms on the right-hand side,

log
(
λt
)
= log

∏
i

λi

 =∑
i

log(λi).

Define m = log(λ) and note that log(λt) = t log(λ) = tm. Then

m = 1
t

∑
i

log(λi)

is the average of the logarithmic growth rate, the Malthusian parameter.

The geometric mean is defined as λ = em. Total growth is t multiplica-

tions of the geometric mean growth rate,

λt = emt .

Variation in the individual growth rates per generation reduces the

geometric mean and the total growth. As noted above, if we let µ be
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the arithmetic mean growth rate per generation and suppose, over two

generations, that growth fluctuates up and down by δ, then

λ2 = (µ + δ)(µ − δ) = µ2 − δ2.

Increasing fluctuation, δ, always reduces the total growth.

No simple mathematical expression describes exactly how increasing

variation causes a greater discount to the total growth. For arithmetic

mean and variance in growth rate per generation, µ and σ 2, the geometric

mean is approximately

λ ≈ µ − σ 2/2µ.

The smaller the variance relative to the mean, the better the approxi-

mation will be. Because the arithmetic mean growth rate is often near

one in evolutionary models, µ ≈ 1, the geometric mean approximation is

often written as

λ ≈ µ − σ 2/2.

In summary, the geometric mean measures the long-term growth

rate. Increased arithmetic mean growth per generation, µ, may lead to a

lower geometric mean fitness value if the enhanced growth also causes

a sufficiently large increase in the variance, σ 2. In general, variation in

performance discounts long-term value. Natural selection often favors

traits that reduce variation in performance.

Absolute versus Relative Success

The geometric mean has often been claimed as a one-step principle

for calculating the valuation discount caused by trait variability. How-

ever, other aspects also influence the relation between variability and

value.131,144

Consider the distinction between absolute and relative success. The

geometric mean calculates total growth, a measure of absolute success.

Relative success is what matters in biology. If one genotype increases

tenfold, that increase describes significant success. However, if a com-

petitor increases 100–fold, then the original type has greatly declined in

frequency.

The traits that dominate the observable patterns of nature associate

with greater relative success. To describe how relative success affects

the relation between variability and the discount in value, I summarize

Frank & Slatkin’s144 extension of Gillespie’s153 analysis.131,306
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Figure 5.1 Increasing variation in reproductive success reduces fitness, from
eqn 5.16. The fitness loss from negative fluctuations outweighs the fitness
gain from positive fluctuations. Thus, equally frequent negative and positive
fluctuations return a net loss. Redrawn from Frank & Slatkin.144

Consider alternative genotypes that encode different trait values. Let

q1 and q2 be the frequencies of the alternative genotypes. After one

round of reproduction, the updated frequency for the first type is

q′1 = q1

(
R1/R̄

)
= q1F1,

in which R1 is the reproductive success or absolute fitness of the first

type, R̄ = q1R1 + q2R2 is the average reproductive success of the two

types, and F1 is the relative fitness of the first type. This equation

emphasizes that relative fitness is what controls frequency change and

the evolution of traits.

Writing out the definition of relative fitness explicitly in terms of

frequency and absolute reproductive success yields

F1 = R1/R̄ =
R1

q1R1 + q2R2
. (5.16)

A gain in absolute success causes a smaller ultimate benefit than the loss

imposed by an equal and opposite decline in absolute success (Fig. 5.1).

Put another way, diminishing return causes variability in absolute success

to impose a discount on relative success.

The curvature between absolute and relative success depends on

frequency (Fig. 5.2). A rare type has a nearly linear relation between
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Figure 5.2 The curvature of relative fitness versus reproductive success depends
on frequency. The numbers above each curve show q1. Rising frequency
increases the curvature between absolute and relative success. Greater curvature
leads to a bigger fitness value discount. The curve for q1 = 0.1 shows that there
is little curvature when a type is rare, providing an advantage for rare types.
Based on eqn 5.16, with R2 = 1. Redrawn from Frank & Slatkin.144

reproduction and relative fitness. A common type has a strongly dimin-

ishing relation between reproduction and relative fitness.

More strongly diminishing returns cause variability in reproductive

success to impose a greater penalty on relative fitness. Thus, common

types, with more strongly diminishing returns between absolute and

relative success, suffer a greater discount than do rare types. In general,

the variability discount to relative fitness is frequency dependent.144,274

Competition for resources makes relative success particularly impor-

tant. Over time, one cannot simply multiply the reproductive successes

of each type independently and then compare the long-term geometric

means. Instead, each bout of density-dependent competition causes

interactions between alternative types.

The fitness measure of relative success in eqn 5.16 accounts for

density-dependent interactions. But that equation does not tell us the

temporal and spatial scales over which density-dependent competition

acts. Different scalings of competition alter the relation between trait

variability and relative fitness value.

Competitive scale varies widely among microbes. How does a change

in competitive scale alter the relation between trait variability and fitness?

The theory for that question has not been developed in a general way.
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Expected Change in Frequency

The previous subsection analyzed the frequencies of two competing

types, q1 and q2. The updated frequency of q1 after a round of compe-

tition is q′1 = q1F1, in which F1 is the relative fitness of that type. Thus,

∆q1 = q′1 − q1 = q1(F1 − 1). Using the definition of relative fitness in

eqn 5.16, we can write the change in frequency for the first type as

∆q1 = q1q2

(
R1 − R2

R̄

)
.

The reproductive successes fluctuate randomly. If the fluctuations in

success are small relative to the average success and we normalize the

success values to be close to one, then the approximate expected change

in frequency is131,144,153

E
(
∆q1

)
≈ q1q2

{
(µ1 − µ2)+

[
cov

(
R2, R̄

)
− cov

(
R1, R̄

)]}
, (5.17)

in which µ1 and µ2 are the expected reproductive successes for types 1

and 2.

Hierarchical Structure of Variability

Suppose the variance in success for an individual of genotype 1 is σ 2
1 .

Then the variance in the genotypic success is var(R1) = ρ1σ 2
1 , in which ρ1

is the correlation between randomly chosen individuals of that genotype.

When all individuals have the same success, ρ = 1, then individual

and genotypic variance are the same. As individuals become less corre-

lated, the genotypic variance declines because the variance of an average

decreases with the number of uncorrelated samples. We may also write

var(R2) = ρ2σ 2
2 for type 2, and cov(R1, R2) = ρ12σ1σ2, in which ρ12 is

the correlation between randomly chosen individuals of types 1 and 2.

If, for simplicity, we assume ρ12 = 0, then eqn 5.17 becomes131,144

E
(
∆q1

)
≈ q1q2

{(
µ1 − q1ρ1σ 2

1

)
−
(
µ2 − q2ρ2σ 2

2

)}
. (5.18)

On average, type 1 increases in frequency when

µ1 − q1ρ1σ 2
1 > µ2 − q2ρ2σ 2

2 . (5.19)

Rare types, with smaller q, gain an advantage. That rare-type advantage

occurs because the curvature between reproductive success and fitness
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increases with frequency (Fig. 5.2), making common types more sensitive

to the fitness value discount for variability in reproductive success.

The rare-type advantage tends to push frequencies away from zero, fa-

voring a mixture of types. However, stochastic fluctuations in frequency

often cause loss of one of the types, leading to fixation of the other type.

Over time, the frequencies tend to be biased toward the type with the

greater geometric mean fitness. That long-term bias can most easily be

seen by starting with equal frequencies, q1 = q2 = 1/2. At that frequency

midpoint, type 1 tends to be favored when

µ1 − ρ1σ 2
1 /2 > µ2 − ρ2σ 2

2 /2.

This expression compares the geometric means of the two types. A type

can potentially lower its overall variance, ρiσ 2
i , and increase its success

by reducing the correlation between individuals, ρi.

Bet-Hedging

Reducing the correlation between individuals is one type of bet-hedging.

For example, if individuals stochastically express alternative traits, then

the genotype increases the chance that a subset of individuals match the

current state of a varying environment. In general, bet-hedging strategies

tend to reduce the overall variance of a genotype’s success.159,400

Spatial Scale of Competition

In the previous subsections, competition occurs in one large population.

This subsection considers a population distributed over many inde-

pendent spatial locations. Competition happens within each separate

location.

Temporal fluctuations within each location induce frequency depen-

dence, favoring the rare type (eqn 5.19). When there is only a single

location, one of the types typically becomes fixed after a period of time

because the random fluctuations in frequency are too strong relative

to the directional tendency of evolutionary change. Fixation is biased

toward the type with the highest geometric mean.80

By contrast, in a population distributed over many separate locations,

the rare-type advantage typically maintains a mixture of types. The

tendency for mixture arises in the following way.234
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In each time period of local competition, the rare types gain on average

in each patch because of their intrinsic frequency-dependent advantage.

The population-wide fluctuations in each round of local competition

become small because of the averaging effect over the many patches.

We can therefore treat eqn 5.18 as an essentially deterministic process.

The rare-type frequency dependence now dominates. The equilibrium

frequency of types can be obtained from eqn 5.18 by solving E
(
∆q1

)
= 0,

which yields144

q1

q2
= µ1 − µ2 + ρ2σ 2

2

µ2 − µ1 + ρ1σ 2
1

.

Each ρ is the correlation between individuals of a type measured within

each patch. This result shows that geometric mean success does not

always provide the correct fitness value.

Relation between Traits and Variable Performance

The previous subsections assumed that an individual’s variability in re-

productive success is a given parameter. This subsection briefly summa-

rizes how an individual’s multiple traits combine to determine its overall

variability in performance. See the details and examples in Frank.131

We begin with a single trait for resource acquisition, in which repro-

ductive success is

R = 1+ f(δ).

Random fluctuations in resource acquisition, δ, with mean zero and

variance, Vx , affect reproductive success by f(δ). If fluctuations are

relatively small, then the approximate average reproductive success is

µ ≈ 1+ f ′′Vx/2,

in which f ′′ is the second derivative of f evaluated at zero.337 Typically,

f ′′ < 0 because the benefits of resource acquisition have diminishing

returns. Thus, greater fluctuations, Vx , reduce expected reproductive

success. All else equal, resource acquisition strategies with less variabil-

ity yield higher average reproductive success than those strategies with

more variability.

The variance in an individual’s reproductive success is approximately

σ 2 ≈ f ′2Vx,

in which f ′ is the derivative of f evaluated at zero.
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To keep the focus on trait variability within individuals, I give only the

geometric mean reproductive success for an individual in this subsec-

tion. A full analysis of fitness valuation requires the additional aspects

discussed in the prior subsections.

An individual’s geometric mean reproductive success is approximately

G ≈ µ − σ 2/2µ ≈ 1−
(
f ′′ − f ′2

)
Vx/2. (5.20)

Now consider two different traits that provide additive returns. How

should an individual divide its investment between those two traits?

Assume that reproductive success is

R = x[1+ f(δ)]+y
[
(1− γ)+ g(ϵ)

]
,

in which x and y are the fractions of total resources invested in each

trait, γ is the small discount in expected return for the second trait, and

ϵ is the small random fluctuation associated with the second trait.

Assuming that the fluctuations δ and ϵ are uncorrelated, Vx = Vy , and

f ≡ g, the geometric mean reproductive success for an individual is

µ − σ 2/2µ ≈ G + B(x,y),

in which G is the geometric mean in eqn 5.20 for allocating all resources

to the first trait, x = 1, and B(x,y) is the benefit obtained when mixing

allocation of resources between the two traits, with x +y = 1 and

B(x,y) = f ′2
[
1−

(
x2 +y2

)]
Vx/2−yγ.

Optimizing B to obtain the best mixture of allocations between the two

traits yields

x∗ = 1
2

(
1+ γ

σ 2

)

y∗ = 1
2

(
1− γ

σ 2

)
,

in which γ is the discount in expected return for the second trait, and σ 2

is the variance in individual reproductive success per trait, with γ < σ 2.

It pays to invest some resources in y , the trait with lower expected

return. The lower expected return is offset by the benefit from reduced

overall variance in performance obtained from averaging the returns
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over the two uncorrelated traits. This mixed allocation is another type of

bet-hedging, the combining of alternative traits to reduce the variation

in performance.

In both biology and financial investing, returns tend to multiply over

time. Thus, reduced fluctuations enhance the multiplicative (geometric)

average return. In financial investing and modern portfolio theory, the

geometric mean plays a key role in the allocation of resources among

alternative asset classes.40 In biology, one can think of different traits as

different asset classes.
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The prior chapter summarized the forces that change fitness value.

Fitness value considers traits abstractly. This chapter reviews how traits

develop, what causes traits to vary, and where new traits come from.

The first section contrasts abstract and mechanistic aspects of traits.

Abstractly, changed genetic mixing predicts a change in growth rate.

That abstract prediction provides broad insight. But it also ignores the

mechanistic basis of growth.

Mechanistically, growth depends on the underlying biochemistry and

biophysics. The fundamental forces of value shape design through mech-

anistic change. Mechanistic insight improves the accuracy of comparative

predictions and broadens the understanding of design.

The second section discusses the modification of traits. In some cases,

small changes to existing traits may be sufficient. Attack less. Disperse

more. Heritable quantitative variation often exists, providing the basis

to adjust traits.

Big environmental shifts may require large changes in traits. Large

variants may not exist. To meet that challenge, the processes that gener-

ate variation may evolve. Increased mutation, genomic rearrangement,

and genetic mixing generate greater variation. Generative processes

modify the evolutionary rate of traits.

The third section considers the origin of traits. How do cells acquire

resistance to a novel toxin? How can a cell switch to a novel food source?

In the first step, a novel genotype may arise. However, complex traits

often require the simultaneous evolution of several components. A single

genetic novelty by itself may be of little value.

Alternatively, the path to a novel trait may begin with a phenotypic

variant of a common genotype. The initial phenotypic variant may not

produce the favored trait. But it can bring a genotype closer to the

favored form.

With a partial solution from an initial phenotypic variant, subse-

quent genetic variants can more easily transit to a novel character. This

phenotypes-first sequence greatly accelerates evolutionary discovery.
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Organisms often plastically adjust phenotypes to match the environ-

ment. Because plasticity typically covaries several mechanistic compo-

nents, plasticity may generate variety in the right direction with regard

to a novel challenge. Genetic variation and selection can then modulate

the initial variety, steadily moving toward the favored form.

6.1 Nature of Traits

More genetic mixing reduces similarity between neighbors, which en-

hances growth rate to outcompete genetically distinct neighbors. In

particular,

genetic mixing ⊣ similarity ⊣ growth rate,

which expresses an interesting and testable comparative prediction. This

prediction considers growth rate abstractly, ignoring the mechanisms

that determine the trait.

What determines growth rate? Genes do not encode growth rate.

Instead, genes influence the expression of molecules, which alter the

uptake of substrates and the sensing of food concentrations. Nucleotide

sequences affect the binding kinetics of transcription factors, which

trigger switching between metabolic pathways.

Do these mechanisms matter when trying to understand the forces

that shape growth rate? At one level, they do not. The comparative

prediction for genetic mixing typically holds for different mechanistic

assumptions. Not always, but likely often enough that one expects the

predicted direction of change in growth to happen more often than not.

At another level, the mechanistic basis of traits provides deep insight

into the forces that shape design. Consider two contrasting mechanisms

that influence growth rate.

First, a gene duplication may increase the expression of a cell surface

transporter that pulls sugar into the cell. Greater uptake rate for sugar

may enhance growth rate. Making more transporters requires additional

resources, reducing the efficiency yield at which a unit of sugar is trans-

formed into a unit of reproductive biomass. This mechanism creates a

tradeoff between growth rate and reproductive yield.

Second, a nucleotide substitution in an enhancer of gene expression

may trigger a faster switch of metabolism between alternative sugars.

That faster switch reduces the variance in growth rate by speeding

metabolic transitions when conditions change.
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Mechanism provides new predictions. Suppose, for example, that

increased resources favor high growth rate at the expense of reduced

yield. If transporter duplications alter substrate uptake, then enhanced

growth may be mediated by the gain of duplicated transporter genes.

Alternatively, suppose that fluctuating conditions favor mechanisms

to reduce the variance in growth at the expense of lower average growth.

Modified enhancers may reduce grow rate variance by speeding the

switch between alternative food sources. The costs for mechanisms of

fast switching may reduce overall average growth rate.

In this book, I present many abstract, mechanism-free predictions.

Those abstract predictions are simple, general, and broadly applicable.

I also develop many predictions that depend on mechanism. Those

mechanism-based predictions provide essential insight into the design

of traits. We need both abstract and mechanistic perspectives to enhance

our understanding of design.

6.2 Modification of Traits

Comparative predictions forecast the direction of change in traits. Often,

we focus on quantitative changes. Grow faster. Secrete less.

When the change is small, heritable variation typically exists or arises

de novo. Natural selection can often make small quantitative adjust-

ments in traits.

Large environmental shifts create strong forces, which may favor sig-

nificantly changed traits. Big changes in traits may depend on enhanced

generative processes to provide new sources of variation,

large environmental shift→ strong forces→ generative processes.

This prediction considers generative processes, including genetic mu-

tation and genomic rearrangement, as traits shaped by the forces of

design. A generative process functions by modifying the evolutionary

rate of other traits.308,311

6.3 Origin of Traits

Upon exposure to a novel toxin, resistance may require a novel mecha-

nism. By what evolutionary sequence does a new resistance trait arise?

In general, how do new traits evolve?
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Genes First

Perhaps novel genotypes arise by chance. A new genotype may create

a new trait or qualitatively alter an existing trait. For example, a new

genotype may produce a novel antitoxin or significantly alter an existing

antitoxin. First, the genotype arises by chance. Then selection of the

genetic variant follows.

The range of traits produced by genetic variants depends on the

physical basis by which phenotypic variants arise. For example, if a novel

antitoxin requires only a change in the external binding site that attaches

to the toxin, then such novelty may arise relatively easily.

By contrast, if existing antitoxins lack the required mechanisms to

neutralize a newly encountered toxin, then simply modifying the binding

properties of existing antitoxins is not sufficient. Both novel binding and

neutralization aspects may be required. Such novelty may rarely arise by

just a few simple genetic changes.

The genes-first pathway to novelty has been widely discussed in evolu-

tionary theory.305 The remainder of this section focuses on an alternative

pathway to novelty that has received less attention.

Phenotypes First

Perhaps a novel phenotype first appears by variant trait expression

among individuals with a shared genetic basis for the trait. Eventu-

ally, new genetic variants may heritably stabilize the favored pheno-

type.23,132,142,183,268,270,358,431,432,443,451

For example, cells may use generic pumps to excrete toxins from

the cell. Toxin pumping may vary stochastically between cells because

pumps depend on a small number of intracellular molecules. Upon initial

challenge by a toxin, the survivors may be those phenotypic variants

that, by chance, highly express toxin pumps.

Among the survivors, subsequently arising genetic variants may up-

regulate toxin pump expression, modifying the original trait. Increase of

those new genetic variants permanently raises trait expression, stabiliz-

ing the favored change.

Cell division rate provides an alternative mechanistic pathway to

increased resistance. Suppose the toxin works only against actively

dividing cells. Cells vary stochastically in the time between cell division.

Quiescent cells resist attack.
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Among quiescent cells that survive, a descendant lineage may even-

tually gain a mutation for a novel resistance trait, such as a modified

antitoxin or a variant cell-surface receptor. Increase of the new genetic

variant stabilizes the favored change.

In general, a phenotype-first process to generate variability can greatly

increase the rate at which traits evolve in response to strong environ-

mental challenge. The evolutionary response may modify an existing

trait or create a novel trait.

Stochasticity Smooths the Fitness Landscape

Phenotype-first variation accelerates evolutionary discovery by smooth-

ing the fitness landscape.132 Modification of an existing trait illustrates

the theory. The same principles apply to the origin of new traits.

Suppose that each genotype produces an average trait value, µ. The

value of µ varies between genotypes. We can write the probability dis-

tribution of phenotypic expression for a given genotype as p(x|µ), the

probability of observing a phenotypic value of x for a genotype with

mean value µ. In the following examples, I assume a normal distribution

with variance γ2 for all genotypes.

The top row of Fig. 6.1 shows the distribution of phenotypes for a

genotype with mean value µ. The solid curve traces a distribution with a

relatively small variance. The dashed curve follows a distribution with a

relatively large variance.

The second row in that figure shows the fitness, f(x), associated with

each phenotype, x. On the left, fitness is high only when the phenotype

is very close to the optimum. Other phenotypic values have zero fitness.

The third row shows the average fitness, F(µ), of a genotype with

mean phenotype, µ. The average fitness weights each fitness value, f(x),
by the probability, p(x|µ), of expressing the phenotypic value, x, as

F(µ) =
∫
x
p(x|µ)f(x)dx. (6.1)

This transformation for fitness begins with the initial fitness landscape

that associates a phenotype, x, with a fitness value, f(x). The distribu-

tion of phenotypes, p(x|µ), expressed by each genotypic value, µ, acts

as a smoothing filter to produce the final fitness landscape, F(µ).
The transformed fitness landscape in the lower left of Fig. 6.1 illus-

trates the smoothing process. The original fitness landscape, f(x), in the
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Phenotype

(a) (b)

f(x)

p(x|µ)

F(µ)

Figure 6.1 Variable phenotypes and fitness. Each column shows how the
distribution of phenotypes expressed by a given genotype, p(x|µ), smooths
the fitness function, f(x), to give the expected fitness, F(µ), for a genotype
with average phenotype µ. The smoothing follows eqn 6.1. These examples use
normal distributions, N (µ, δ2). The distribution p has variance δ2 = γ2, the
shape of f follows a curve with variance σ 2, and F follows a curve with variance
γ2 + σ 2 (see Frank132). (a) The solid and dashed curves show the phenotypic
expression, p(x|µ),which followsN (µ,1/2) andN (µ,5), respectively. Fitness,
f(x), has the shape of a normal distribution with vanishingly small variance,
N (0, σ 2 → 0). Thus, expected fitness, F(µ), is the same as the phenotypic
expression, p. (b) The same structure as in (a), except that f(x) is much wider,
following N (0,7). Thus, F(µ) now follows N (0,7.5) and N (0,12) for solid
and dashed curves, respectively. In each plot, the baseline is set to 4.3% of the
peak in that plot. The baseline truncates phenotypes with low vigor, setting
their fitnesses to zero. From Figure 2 of Frank.132

panel above is a narrow peaked function. To survive and obtain nonzero

fitness, a phenotype must almost exactly match a specific expression.

If each genotype produces a particular phenotype without any varia-

tion, then, using Maynard Smith’s268 language, matching a genotype to

the favored form would be like searching for a needle in a haystack. By

contrast, if each genotype produces a distribution of phenotypes, then,

as in the bottom row, matching a genotype to the favored form would be
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f(x)

p(x|µ)

F(µ)

Phenotype

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.2 A broad expression of phenotypes smooths a multipeak fitness
landscape. (a) The dashed curve shows broader phenotypic expression, p(x|µ).
(b) The fitness landscape, f(x), has multiple peaks. (c) Broad phenotypic
expression (dashed curve) smooths the realized fitness landscape, F(µ), to a
single peak. In this example, the narrow and broad phenotypic expression
patterns followN (0, γ2) with variances of 0.04 and 0.16, respectively. Fitness
is given by f(x) =

∫ 1
y=−1[3(1 + y)2 + 1]N (y,σ 2)dy , with σ 2 = 0.0225. The

value of F(µ) is calculated from eqn 6.1, yielding the expression for f(x) in the
prior sentence with the variance replaced by σ 2 + γ2. The baseline truncates
small values. From Figure 4 of Frank.132

like searching for a needle in a haystack when someone tells you when

you are getting close.

Put another way, phenotypic smoothing transforms the problem of

exactly matching a target phenotype, without any clue about how close

the current genotype is, into the problem of climbing a smooth fitness

gradient to a local peak. Natural selection is very bad at finding special

traits for which nearby phenotypes have low fitness. Natural selection

is very good at improving traits by climbing a fitness gradient toward a

local peak.
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Peak Shifts on Smoothed Landscapes

Multipeak fitness landscapes provide the classic model for the origin of

new traits.62,455,456 Figure 6.2b illustrates a multipeak landscape. Suppose

the phenotypes of a population cluster near the middle peak. That

population cannot evolve toward the higher peak by climbing a fitness

gradient.

Put another way, small quantitative modulations of the current trait

cannot improve performance. Instead, a qualitatively distinctive shift in

the trait may be required to achieve the higher peak.

How can a population discover the improved trait when small modifi-

cations of the existing trait reduce fitness? Stochasticity of phenotypic

expression provides one solution. Stochasticity can smooth the fitness

landscape, transforming the difficult peak-shift problem into the simple

problem of climbing a smooth fitness gradient.132

Suppose the phenotypic expression for a given genotype varies. Fig-

ure 6.2a shows two examples for stochastically variable expression,

p(x|µ), which is the distribution of phenotypes, x, for a genotype with

mean phenotype, µ. Once again, we can apply eqn 6.1 to obtain the

fitness landscape that matches each genotype’s mean phenotype, µ, to

its fitness, F(µ).
Small amounts of phenotypic stochasticity, shown by the solid curves,

partially smooth the landscape in Figure 6.2c. However, distinctive peaks

remain. The population cannot climb a smooth gradient from the middle

peak to the higher peak.

Greater phenotypic stochasticity (dashed curve) smooths the land-

scape into a continuously rising gradient toward a single peak. Natural

selection can push the population up the smooth gradient to the peak.

Increased stochasticity transforms the difficult problem of shifting

between peaks into the easy problem of climbing a hill. Phenotypic

stochasticity accelerates the discovery of novel trait expression.

Phenotypic Plasticity and New Traits

Stochasticity accelerates evolutionary rate. However, stochasticity typi-

cally confines phenotypes within an existing set of trait values.

How can evolution discover qualitatively distinctive traits in response

to environmental challenge? New genetic variants may produce novel

traits. However, creating complex novel traits in one step may be difficult.
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Instead, novel phenotypes may first arise when individuals respond

to new environments by adjusting their development, physiology, or

behavior. This phenotypes-first pathway for generating novelty may play

an important role in the evolution of new traits.443

If novel traits created by phenotypic plasticity partially meet the new

environmental challenge, then natural selection of genetic variants can

favor quantitative improvements of those novel traits, climbing a local

fitness gradient. This process transforms the difficult problem by which

evolutionary process discovers novelty into the simple process by which

natural selection climbs a hill to improve an existing trait.

Comparatively, greater phenotypic plasticity increases the rate at

which novel traits evolve in response to environmental challenge. For ex-

ample, the rate at which a microbe acquires resistance to a novel toxin or

drug may increase with the microbe’s plastic response to environmental

stress. Consider a speculative scenario to illustrate the process.

Suppose a microbe comes under attack by a novel toxin. The toxin

enters the cell by binding to a cell-surface receptor. If the cell can

survive for a period without the receptor, then shutting down receptor

expression in response to the toxin may allow the cell to resist attack.

To shut down receptor expression, the cell must evolve a sensor for the

toxin and the regulatory pathways that link the sensor to the expression

of the receptor. Simultaneous evolution of coordinated components is

difficult. The sensor alone provides no advantage. A regulatory switch

provides no advantage without appropriate sensors.

Genetic mutations rarely provide such simultaneous jumps in multiple

traits. A genes-first pathway for the origin of complex traits seems

difficult. Put another way, no simple gradient of increasing fitness exists

for natural selection to climb.

However, cells often have pre-existing regulatory pathways for re-

sponding to environmental cues. Such phenotypic plasticity greatly

enhances the opportunity to evolve new traits. For example, a generic

cellular response to attack may shut down the expression of several

receptors, including partial reduction of the target receptor for the toxin.

The existing plasticity of the cell already creates a phenotype that

is close to the required trait. In the next evolutionary step, a novel

mutation may link an existing sensor, partially stimulated by the toxin,

to the general defense response. That step would climb up the fitness

gradient, in which a direct change in one character raises fitness.
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Once a specific receptor is linked to the regulatory control that

switches expression, further genetic variants that modulate the response

may be favored by climbing the hill of increasing fitness.

In this scenario, the evolutionary path started with a phenotypic

variant induced by the cell’s intrinsic phenotypic plasticity. Then genetic

variants in sensors and regulatory wiring improve the initial phenotype.

The difficult problem of novel trait discovery transforms into the simple

problem of continual improvement by small changes.

Phenotypes-First Pathway Accelerates Evolution

A genotypes-first pathway for new traits is easy to understand. Mutations

arise randomly. Large populations contain many mutants. A new envi-

ronmental challenge favors one of the pre-existing mutant genotypes.

The genotypes-first pathway suffers from a major difficulty. Selection

can favor only those traits that originate by genetic changes, which we

may broadly call mutations. Discovering novel traits by mutation may

not happen easily. For example, how do two mutually beneficial traits

arise when neither one alone provides value?

A phenotypes-first pathway can accelerate trait discovery. Each exist-

ing genotype produces a range of phenotypes. The first step requires

only that a genotype express a trait that gains a little bit with respect

to a novel challenge. That first favored form arises by nonheritable

phenotypic variability.

Subsequently, selection favors those genotypes that can produce phe-

notypes more closely matched to the target. The difficult problem of

discovery transforms into the relatively simple problem of hill climbing.

Phenotypes first does not automatically discover two synergistic traits.

But it makes discovery easier because plasticity often responds to envi-

ronmental challenge by modulating suites of interacting mechanisms.

By covarying mechanistic components, plasticity generates pheno-

typic variety that may be in the right direction with respect to a novel

challenge.443 That phenotypes-first step toward discovery smooths the

fitness landscape. A smoothed landscape provides a more direct path of

genotype change, accelerating the process of novel trait evolution.

Despite the long history and extensive literature on phenotypes-first

trait discovery, this aspect of adaptation remains an underappreciated
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evolutionary force. Comparatively, greater stochasticity of trait expres-

sion or greater phenotypic plasticity increases the rate of novel trait

discovery, mediated by the smoothing of the fitness landscape.
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How do organisms adjust their traits to changing conditions? When

perturbed, how do traits return to their target values? Responsiveness

and homeostasis pose universal challenges of regulatory control.

The key comparative question is: How do different environments

change the favored design of regulatory control? To address that ques-

tion, this chapter introduces the various challenges that control systems

must solve. Those multiple challenges lead to key tradeoffs in the design

of regulatory control.

Consider, for example, a receptor that takes up a food source. Ideally,

more available food stimulates greater receptor expression. Less food

reduces expression. How does the cell adjust?

Food could directly stimulate receptor production. If receptors de-

cay at a constant rate, then raising production in proportion to food

availability is sufficient to control receptor number.

In that feedforward control process, information flows in one direction.

The external signal of food availability alters the internal process of

production. The production rate in response to food availability can be

designed to give a particular target level for receptor number, as long as

the decay rate of receptors remains constant.

Feedforward control cannot correct errors. If some unknown process

destroys receptors more quickly than normal, the actual number of

receptors would not match the ideal number. Feedforward control has

no process to reduce errors.

The first section introduces error-correcting feedback. The difference

between the target value and the actual value feeds back as input into the

control process. With a measure of error, the system improves simply

by adjusting to reduce the error. Error-correcting feedback is perhaps

the greatest principle of design.

The second section contrasts feedforward and feedback control. The

example describes homeostatic maintenance of a setpoint in response to

environmental perturbations.
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The third section notes that error-correcting feedback typically re-

quires signal amplification. A system reduces error more quickly when it

amplifies the signal carrying information about the error. Signal amplifi-

cation may require additional energy, a cost of error correction. Signal

amplification may also cause instability, another cost of error correction.

The fourth section develops the benefits of error-correcting feed-

back. When system dynamics are uncertain, feedforward cannot correct

mismatches between the target and the actual output. By contrast,

error-correcting feedback robustly adjusts for uncertainties.

Error correction also compensates for poorly performing internal

system components. That reduced pressure on component performance

often favors designs with less costly, lower-performing components.

Error-correcting feedback at the system level begets more errors at the

component level, the paradox of robustness.

The fifth section develops the tradeoff between responsiveness and

homeostasis. Better responsiveness requires rapid adjustment to en-

vironmental change. However, the more rapidly a system adjusts to

change, the more sensitive the system becomes to disturbances that

perturb a homeostatic setpoint.

The sixth section raises problems of sensor design. Sensors obtain

information about the external environment and the internal state. How

should sensors be tuned for their sensitivities to different frequencies

of change? How can arrays of sensors be designed to improve control?

How do different environments favor distinct sensor designs?

The seventh section summarizes various tradeoffs in control design.

The tradeoffs lead to comparative predictions about control.

7.1 Error-Correcting Feedback and Robustness

Authors often note the precision of molecular control and response.198,375

Yet, at a small scale, biology is anything but precise. It is instead highly

stochastic and error-prone.94,199

Some molecules occur in low, widely fluctuating numbers. Changes

in temperature affect fluctuating molecular motion, binding rates, and

reaction times. Environmental signals mix useful information with noise.

Sensors are imperfect. Mutation and recombination alter components

and swap parts.

How does precise function arise from such a mess? Finely tuned

components are, at best, costly to produce and maintain, and often
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cannot be made. How do biological systems design robust performance

in spite of sloppy components?

Error-correcting feedback is the great principle of robust design. The

error measures the difference between a system’s actual output and its

target. By feeding back the error as an input, the system can move in the

direction that reduces the error.70,89,138,471

Error correction compensates robustly for misinformation about sys-

tem dynamics and for perturbations to system components. Excellent

performance often follows in spite of limited information, sloppy com-

ponents, and noisy signals.

The following sections emphasize general principles. Those principles

provide the foundation on which to develop specific predictions.

7.2 Principles of Control

Control transforms environmental and internal inputs into biological

outputs. Resource gradients stimulate motion. High sugar concentration

increases matching cell surface receptors. Slow temperature fluctua-

tions cause metabolic adjustments. Rapid temperature fluctuations are

homeostatically buffered, leaving metabolic processes unchanged.

What regulatory control design best modulates those input-output

transformations? Comparatively, how do we expect a changed pattern

of inputs to alter regulatory design? For example, as input sugar concen-

tration fluctuates more rapidly, how should regulatory design change to

cope with the increased noise in the input signal?

The following summary highlights a few key aspects from earlier

publications.138–140

What is Design?

Design implies a strong statement about how something came to be.446

Molecular systems and mechanisms of regulatory control can be particu-

larly difficult to interpret. If we see the production rate of a molecule

increase with temperature, is that a designed feature?

Reaction rates tend to increase with temperature for physical reasons.

Often, an increasing reaction rate with temperature must be regarded

as an inevitable physical consequence rather than a designed feature.

But some increases in reaction rate seem to be designed responses to

enhance performance, such as a rise in the production rate of heat shock
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proteins.244 In general, a modifiable component that has been tuned to

achieve some goal forms part of a designed system.

Consider a biochemical system that includes both production and

degradation rates of some molecule. If the regulatory control system

modifies the degradation rate to track some target setpoint of molecular

abundance, then degradation acts as a designed error-correcting feed-

back mechanism. In this case, degradation rises and falls with the error

between the current molecular abundance and the target abundance.

What Conditions Favor Error-Correcting Feedback?

There are two, and only two, reasons for using feedback. The

first is to reduce the effect of any unmeasured disturbances

acting on the system. The second is to reduce the effect of any

uncertainty about systems dynamics.

—Glenn Vinnicombe426

A system transforms inputs to outputs. The system design must handle

unpredictable external disturbances and unpredictable internal compo-

nents that alter the dynamics of the transformation.

An error-correcting design robustly corrects for uncertainties. But

error correction requires costly additional machinery. When do the

benefits outweigh the costs? Comparatively, how do changed conditions

alter the predicted tendency for error-correcting designs?

This subsection focuses on uncertainty about system dynamics. How

does error correction compensate for unpredictable internal compo-

nents? How much benefit does an error-correcting design provide when

compared to a design without error correction?

The theory concerns biological function, as opposed to the biophysical

details of particular mechanisms. The functional principles guide the

development of comparative predictions.

Begin with a fixed process, P . The process takes input u and produces

output y , as in Fig. 7.1a.

System design modulates the input-output transformation to achieve

particular goals. Contrast two alternative designs. In Fig. 7.1b, a second

process, C , controls the input into P . In biology, the fundamental forces

of design shape C. For simplicity, we can think of this problem as an
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Figure 7.1 Alternative designs for control of a process, P . (a) The intrinsic
uncontrolled process, taking input, u, and producing output, y . (b) Modulation
of the input signal, u, by a designed control process, C. The controller takes
an external input, r , which may be an environmental variable or an internal
reference signal that defines the system’s target setpoint. In this feedforward
open loop, inputs flow to outputs without feedback. (c) A closed loop feeds
back the error, e = r −y , as the system input. Redrawn from Frank.138

engineering task in which we design C optimally, subject to given target

goals, tradeoffs, and constraints.

The controller, C, takes an input, r . The input may come from an

environmental sensor, providing information about sugar concentration,

temperature, or other external or internal environmental attributes. Or

the input may come from another internal component that sets the

desired output of our system.

The system in Fig. 7.1b does not have error-correcting feedback. The

feedforward open loop follows a direct and continuous path of transfor-

mations from the external signal, r , to the control signal, u, and then to

the final output, y .

Figure 7.1c shows error-correcting feedback. The output, y , feeds back

to the input through a closed loop. The error, e = r −y , is the difference

between the current input and output. If r is the target setpoint for the

system, then we design the system to increase its output when the error

is positive and decrease its output when the error is negative.
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To track the setpoint input, r , in the open loop of Fig. 7.1b, we must

know the process, P , to design the controller, C. Any misinformation

about P or unknown disturbance of the signals leads to a mismatch

between the actual output and the target output.

In the closed error-correcting loop of Fig. 7.1c, the system receives

continuous updating of its distance and direction from its target. The

system can correct for misinformation about the dynamics of P and for

any unknown disturbances to the system.

Example of Process and System Design

The benefit of error correction depends on the kinds of disturbances

and uncertainties. This subsection illustrates uncertainty in process

dynamics. See Frank139 for details.

Process dynamics.—The alternative system designs in Fig. 7.1 show pro-

cess dynamics as P , an unspecified process that takes input u and pro-

duces output y . To develop a specific example, assume that P follows a

basic second-order differential equation,

ẍ +αẋ + x = u. (7.1)

For a1 + a2 = α ≥ 2 and a1a2 = 1, we can write the system as a pair of

first-order equations,

ẋ1 = −a1x1 +u (7.2a)

ẋ2 = −a2x2 + x1, (7.2b)

with system output y = x2. Figure 7.2a shows the mechanistic inter-

pretation of this system. In the first step, an external input, u, drives

production of x1, which has a constant decay rate of a1. This mechanism

is among the simplest and most common processes, in which stimulated

production is balanced by intrinsic decay. The dynamics describes an

exponential process in which the level of x1 at time t is

x1(t) =
∫ t

0
e−a1τu(t − τ)dτ

when starting from an initial value of zero. For constant input, u, the

value is

x1(t) =
u
a
(
1− e−a1t

)
,
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Figure 7.2 Examples of system process, P . These examples show alternative
mechanisms for second-order dynamics. (a) A cascade of exponential processes.
The incoming signal u stimulates production of x1, which degrades at rate
a1. The level of x1 stimulates production of x2, which degrades at rate a2.
Dynamics given in eqn 7.2. (b) The first part of this mechanism is the same as
the upper panel, with u stimulating production of x1, which degrades at rate α.
In addition, x1 and x2 are coupled in a negative feedback loop. Dynamics given
in eqn 7.3. Redrawn from Frank.139

which, over time, approaches the ratio of the stimulation rate divided by

the degradation rate, u/a. The second step in the mechanistic cascade

of Fig. 7.2a is also an exponential process, with input x1 and output

y = x2.

When α < 2, the mechanistic basis cannot be split into a cascade of

separate exponential processes. For any real value of α, including α ≥ 2,

we can rewrite the second-order system in eqn 7.1 as a different pair of

first-order processes,

ẋ1 = −αx1 − x2 +u (7.3a)

ẋ2 = x1, (7.3b)

with system output y = x2. Figure 7.2b shows this process as a negative

feedback loop between two components, x1 and x2. Negative values of

x may arise. We can add constants to prevent negative values.

When α = u = 0, the system is a pure oscillator that follows a sine

wave. For 0 < α < 2 and u = 0, the system follows damped oscillations

toward the equilibrium at zero because the degradation of x1 at rate
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−α causes a steady decline in the amplitude of the oscillations about

the equilibrium. Overall, eqn 7.1 describes several basic mechanistic

processes and associated dynamics.

Performance metrics.—The squared distance between the system’s target

setpoint and its actual output provides a common measure of perfor-

mance. The sum of the squared deviations over time measures the total

performance.13,138,303,471

We must consider two major aspects of performance. First, how well

does the system respond to an environmental input that changes for a

significant period of time? Second, how well does the system reject brief

environmental fluctuations and maintain its internal homeostasis?

Control theory evaluates responsiveness by analyzing how closely a

system tracks a step change in the input setpoint. In particular, suppose

the system initially adjusts to a constant input, r = 0. Then the input is

changed in a step to r = 1 and kept at that level. How closely does the

system match the input over a period of time?

Suppose the step change happens at t = 0. Then we may measure the

total performance over T units of time in response to a step change as

Js =
∫ T

0

(
e2 + ρũ2

)
dt. (7.4)

Here, the error, e = r − y , measures the deviation from the setpoint,

in which each variable is a function of time. Thus, e2 is the squared

distance from the setpoint.

The second term, ũ = u− r , captures the cost of the control signal.

In Fig. 7.1, the designed systems modify the external signal, r , with a

control process, C , that sends the control signal, u, to the fixed system

process, P . Modifying the external signal by the control process, C , may

require energy or other costs. Thus, the amount of change in the signal,

ũ, may associate with the cost of control.

Homeostatic maintenance of system output can be measured in vari-

ous ways. Control theory typically analyzes the system’s response to a

large instantaneous perturbation. Technically, r = 0 at all times, except

at a single instant when r becomes infinitely large.

If we apply the perturbation at time zero and measure the system’s

subsequent deviation from the zero setpoint, then we measure the
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response to a perturbation as

Jp =
∫ T

0

(
y2 + ρu2

)
dt. (7.5)

Because r = 0, the squared error e2 = (r −y)2 reduces to y2, the square

of the system output. Similarly, ũ2 = (r −u)2 = u2.

For both measures, smaller values of J mean smaller distances from

the optimal trajectory. Thus, lower values of J associate with greater

performance.

We may combine these measures of responsiveness and homeostasis

into an overall performance metric as

J = Js + γJp, (7.6)

in which γ describes the weighting of the homeostatic performance

in response to perturbation relative to the tracking performance in

response to a step change in the environmental reference signal. Optimal

performance minimizes J .

Optimal control.—First, we consider the intrinsic process by itself. The

system, shown in Fig. 7.1a, is u → P → y . The process, P , given by

eqn 7.1 and repeated here for convenience,

ẍ +αẋ + x = u,

depends on the single parameter, α.

The value α =
√

1+ γ optimizes the performance metric J (eqn 7.6).139

A minimal value of J means that the system tracks as closely as possible

to the target value. Here, we assume no cost for amplifying control

signals, thus ρ = 0 in the calculations of Js and Jp.

The optimized system remains second order because we have only

the single parameter α to tune. This optimized second-order system

remains prone to oscillation and to overshooting target output values.

Adding a controller process to modulate the input, u, can improve

performance. We have two different control designs to consider, the

open loop in Fig. 7.1b and the error-correcting closed loop in Fig. 7.1c.

Both architectures for control take an input, r , and produce an output,

y . We can think of both systems as r → G → y , in which G describes

all of the dynamics and transformations of the input that ultimately

produce the output. The characteristics of the internal processing, G,

differ between the two architectures.
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Figure 7.3 Dynamics of the intrinsic process, P , from eqn 7.1, with γ = 1 and
optimal parameter α =

√
1+ γ =

√
2 (light curves) compared with the optimized

open and closed loop systems with process G in eqn 7.7 with p = 1/√γ = 1
(dark curves). (a) The unit step response. (b) The impulse perturbation response.
From Frank.139

Suppose we take the dynamics of P as known and fixed at the opti-

mum with α =
√

1+ γ, and find the optimal control process, C. That

optimal control process differs between the two architectures because

of the distinct ways in which open and closed loops transform input

signals.138,471

However, the best overall internal processing, G, has the same dy-

namics for both architectures when the control process is limited to

a second-order differential equation in its input, r , and output, u. In

particular, G is given by139

ẋ = −p(x − r), (7.7)

with p = 1/√γ and final output, y = x. Figure 7.3 compares the

dynamics of the optimized process, P , without additional modulation by

control (light curves) and with modulating control (dark curves).

The uncontrolled process has reasonably good response characteris-

tics because we chose the parameter α to optimize performance. For

γ = 1, the uncontrolled process has performance J =
√

2. Optimized

control improves the response characteristics, yielding an improved

performance metric, J = 1.

7.3 Error Correction and Signal Amplification

The optimized open and closed loops have the same overall system

dynamics in eqn 7.7. However, they construct those dynamics in different

ways. The following example illustrates the differences.
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Steering a Car

Suppose you are the driver, acting as the system’s controller, C. You

produce the control signal, u, to alter the control of the car’s internal

steering process, P , which sets the car’s direction, y . In other words,

you move the steering wheel, which changes the car’s mechanism for

setting the direction.

In an open loop, you receive the input signal, r , which is the current

direction of the road. In this case, you cannot see the actual direction of

the car, as if you were remotely steering a car you cannot see based on

the current direction of the road, which you can see.

You move the steering wheel to match the input signal’s direction.

You believe the steering mechanism is accurate, keeping the unseen

direction of the car on its course. But you cannot check. An inaccurate

steering mechanism misaligns the car. You cannot fix that error.

As the input signal about the road’s direction changes, you apply mild

pressure to the steering mechanism to adjust its setting for the desired

direction. Because you do not know the car’s current direction, you do

not know how close or far off you are from matching the car’s direction

to the road.

The match depends on how accurately you perceive the road’s direc-

tion, how accurately you transform the perceived direction into steering

changes, and how accurately the steering mechanism adjusts the car’s

direction. The car remains on course only when each step is accurate.

Steering in an error-correcting feedback loop is different. You perceive

the input signal, e = r−y , which is the error between the road’s direction

and the car’s direction. With information about the error, you steer by

adjusting to the error. When the car is too far left, you turn right. When

too far right, you turn left.

Signal Amplification

The greater the error, the harder you turn. The harder you turn, the

faster you correct the error. Put another way, greater amplification of

the error signal more rapidly reduces the error. Or, as stated by Åström

& Murray [17, p. 320]

Feedback and feedforward have different properties. Feed-

forward action is obtained by . . . precise knowledge of the
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process dynamics, while feedback attempts to make the error

small by dividing it by a large quantity.

Dividing the error by a large quantity is equivalent to amplifying the

error signal to reduce the error more rapidly. The harder you turn to

correct steering errors, the more quickly you reduce the error.

Comparatively, error-correcting systems tend to amplify control sig-

nals more strongly than do open loop feedforward systems. The faster a

system must reduce errors, the more strongly it tends to amplify error

signals. Error correction and signal amplification are among the great

principles of systems design.

Stability versus Performance

Signal amplification causes strong responses, which can make a system

prone to instability.

Consider steering. If you are to the left of your target direction and

turn hard to the right to compensate, the car may swerve past the target

and end up too far to the right. Turn too hard back to the left and you

may overshoot again. Overshooting risks instability and total loss of

control. Unstable demise is a major risk of error correction with high

signal amplification.

The more strongly instability poses a systemic risk, the greater the

need for a design to include a margin of safety. Typically, a broader

stability margin requires reducing signal amplification and slowing the

response to errors. A slower response lowers performance.

7.4 Robustness to Process Uncertainty

In the car example, error correction adjusts for inaccuracies in the

steering mechanism. If you are off course because of inaccurate steering,

the observed error tells you what you need to do to get back on course.

In general, error correction compensates for variability in process

dynamics. Figure 7.4 illustrates error-correcting robustness to process

variability for the second-order dynamics of eqn 7.1. In that equation,

the parameter, α, determines process dynamics.

As α varies from its optimal value, the performance cost metric, J,

increases. Larger values of J associate with greater distance from optimal

tracking and thus with worse performance.
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Figure 7.4 Sensitivity of open loop (dark curve) and closed loop (light curve)
systems to parametric variations in dynamics. The y-axis shows the perfor-
mance cost metric, J, and the x-axis shows the process dynamics parameter,
α. The optimal value is at α =

√
2, which minimizes the performance, J . From

Frank.139

The figure shows the great sensitivity and lost performance for the

open loop without error correction (dark curve). Performance degrades

rapidly as α varies from its optimal value. Open loop control cannot

compensate for the misspecification of process dynamics.

The performance of the error-correcting process degrades relatively

little with variation in process dynamics (light curve). In that case, the

constant input of the error between the target output and the actual

output allows the system to improve its performance without prior

information about system dynamics.

Robust design in life and in human engineering would not be possible

without error correction. Building and maintaining precise components

are very costly and perhaps impossible. With error correction, systems

can perform robustly with sloppy components and limited information.

The Paradox of Robustness

The ultimate effect of shielding men from the effects of folly,

is to fill the world with fools.

—Herbert Spencer

The better a system becomes at compensating for perturbations and

errors, the better the system can handle imprecise and erratic system
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components. System robustness weakens the selective pressure acting on

the system’s components. Weaker selective pressure on the components

leads to decay in their performance.

Overall, the more robust a system, the more the system’s components

will tend to decay in performance. Better error correction begets more

errors.124,125,134

Component decay may take the form of increased variability or sloppi-

ness in function. Alternatively, weaker selective pressure on components

may cause them to decay to less costly and lower performing designs. In

the latter case, the economics of efficiency favors robust systems to use

cheaper components.

Comparatively, the better a system is at buffering fluctuations in its

components, the more the components will tend to accrue genetic vari-

ability349,427,435 and stochastic variability in expression, and the more

those components will tend to decay to cheaper, lower performing

states.125

Within systems, performance will be more sensitive to some compo-

nents than to others. The less sensitive the system is to fluctuations in

a particular component, the more variable and lower performing that

component will tend to be.140

In theory, the paradox of robustness should be a ubiquitous aspect of

control systems. If so, the paradox likely plays a key role in biological

design throughout the history of life. However, this aspect of design has

received little attention in theory or application.

7.5 Responsiveness versus Homeostasis

Microbes must respond to environmental change. When a new food

source arrives, cells change to acquire and digest the food. Faster re-

sponse of the required traits typically provides a benefit.

Microbes must also maintain steady expression levels in a stable

environment. Homeostatic maintenance poses a challenge because envi-

ronmental signals often fluctuate significantly over short time periods.

Slower response to changing signals typically improves homeostasis.

Overall, fast response improves tracking of true environmental change,

whereas slow response improves homeostatic maintenance relative to

noisy environmental fluctuations. This tradeoff between responsiveness

and homeostasis shapes many aspects of design.89,138,303,471 Figure 7.5

illustrates the tradeoff.
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Figure 7.5 The tradeoff between responsiveness and homeostasis. Smaller
performance values correspond to better performance. The parameter γ from
eqn 7.6 determines the relative weighting between responsiveness to an en-
vironmental change and the ability to maintain a homeostatic setpoint when
perturbed by a single large impulse disturbance. Larger γ weights homeostatic
performance more heavily. The different curves in each panel show different
costs, ρ, for the control signal, u. The control signal penalty, given as log10 ρ, is
−4 (light line), −2 (medium line), and 0 (dark line). (a) Responsive performance
to a step increase in the environmental input signal, measured by Js in eqn 7.4.
(b) Homeostatic performance in response to an impulse perturbation in the
environmental input signal, measured by Jp in eqn 7.5. Redrawn from Frank,139

which also provides details on the assumptions and the optimization methods
used to obtain the curves.

All curves arise from minimizing the performance metric in eqn 7.6,

repeated here for convenience,

J = Js + γJp.

The first component, Js , is the total distance between the system’s

output value and the recently shifted target value caused by a long-

term environmental change. Smaller values mean closer tracking of the

environment and more successful performance.

The second component, Jp , is the total distance between the system’s

output value and its homeostatic setpoint. At time zero, the system

receives a large instantaneous environmental impulse, which then imme-

diately disappears. The impulse perturbs the system from its setpoint.

Greater perturbed deviation and longer time of return to the setpoint

increase Jp . Larger performance values associate with worse homeostatic

maintenance and less successful performance.

The parameter γ determines the relative weighting between the two

components of performance. Larger γ weights the homeostatic compo-

nent more heavily.

Figure 7.5a shows the responsiveness component of performance. The

performance value rises and success declines as γ increases because
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a stronger weighting of homeostasis reduces responsive success. In

essence, the system responds more slowly, protecting homeostasis from

being perturbed by fluctuations but simultaneously slowing the system’s

ability to respond to real change.

Figure 7.5b shows the opposing change in homeostatic performance.

Larger γ values weight this component more strongly, favoring lower

(better) performance values.

The different curves in each panel of the figure correspond to different

cost weightings, ρ, for the control signal, u. As ρ rises, control signals

become more costly. In this example, responsiveness requires a stronger

control signal than does homeostasis. As the cost of the control signal

rises, responsiveness becomes relatively expensive, altering the balance

of the system toward favoring homeostasis over responsiveness.

The tuning of system design for responsiveness versus homeostasis

also depends on the frequency spectrum of environmental change. When

environments tend to change slowly, at low frequency, systems gain

by being more responsive to altered conditions. When environments

fluctuate rapidly, systems gain by improving homeostasis, which typically

means that they respond more slowly to change.

Put another way, as systems become better at coping with high-

frequency noise, they often degrade in the speed of their response to

longer-term changes. Alternatively, as they become better at responding

rapidly to change, they become more sensitive to short-term perturba-

tions that disrupt homeostasis.

One can plot a system’s response to different frequencies of in-

puts. Such Bode plots play a central role in engineering control de-

sign.89,138,303,471 How can one tune a system to be more responsive to

certain input frequencies and less sensitive to perturbations at other

frequencies? And, comparatively, how does a change in responsiveness

at particular frequencies alter the predicted mechanistic attributes of

trait design?

7.6 Sensors

Matching the environment requires external sensors. Maintaining homeo-

stasis requires internal sensors.

Sensor design raises several challenges. What frequencies of environ-

mental change provide useful information? What frequencies should be

ignored? Typically, low-frequency signals represent long-term environ-
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mental changes that require adjustment. High-frequency fluctuations

represent noise that should be ignored.

Each sensor has a particular response profile to different frequencies.

How best to tune frequency response? Mechanistically, how are sensors

built from biological components?

Sensors can be thought of as estimators of parameters given some

data. Optimal estimation often follows from analysis of Fisher informa-

tion, a way of quantifying the information in data about a parameter of

a probability distribution.44

That information abstraction only gives a hint about the many prob-

lems of sensor design. Individual sensors necessarily have particular

frequency and magnitude sensitivities. Given variable sensor sensitivity,

what is the best design of sensor arrays to meet particular environmental

challenges?137,196

What is the best temporal and spatial deployment of sensors? How

does one balance the benefits of information versus the costs of sensors

and the use of the acquired information?

Comparatively, as the frequencies of meaningful signals change, how

does sensor design change? How does a change in the magnitude of key

signals alter sensor design?

Sensors provide a great challenge in the study of biological design.

A broad comparative theory has yet to be developed. Only through

comparative predictions can one study the forces that shape design.

7.7 Control Tradeoffs

This chapter emphasized tradeoffs in the regulatory control of trait

expression.139,140

Open Loop versus Error-Correcting Closed Loop

Error correction provides benefits when a system does not have perfect

information about disturbances and dynamics. By measuring the error

between the target output and the actual output, a system can continu-

ously adjust itself to improve performance. It can also compensate for

sloppy or faulty components.

Error correction requires additional sensors to measure the error and

strong signal amplification to reduce the error. Simpler open loop control
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may be better when a system has good information about its dynamics

or the costs of error correction are high.

Comparatively, error correction is more strongly favored as informa-

tion about dynamics declines, perturbations increase, or components

become less reliable. In other words, robust design becomes more

strongly favored as dynamics become less predictable.

Robustness and Decay

The more robust an error-correcting system becomes, the more compo-

nent performance tends to decay. By correcting for variable or faulty

components, error correction reduces the benefit of precise and highly

optimized components. As the benefit and associated force favoring

component performance declines, the components tend to decay to

lower cost and lower performance. Components may also become more

variable in their output. Robust system design may often lead to highly

stochastic system components.

Performance versus Stability

High performance often means adjusting quickly to a changed environ-

ment. Fast adjustment requires a strong force in the direction of the

new target. The stronger the force, the more rapid the adjustment and

the greater the chance of overshooting the target. Overshoot requires a

strong countering force to reverse direction. Overshoot in the opposite

direction may occur.

Increasingly larger overshoots cause instability. Typically, the danger

of instability rises with the speed of adjustment. To prevent dangerous

and potentially lethal instability, systems may pay the cost of reduced

performance in order to lower the risk of instability. The greater the

margin of safety is, the lower the average performance will be.

Comparatively, environments that impose greater perturbations fa-

vor systems designed with greater stability margins and lower average

performance.

Responsiveness versus Homeostasis

Systems must respond to long-term environmental change and avoid

being perturbed by short-term noise. These goals of responsiveness
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and homeostasis often trade off against each other. A more responsive

system adjusts rapidly to environmental change. But a system that

responds quickly is sensitive to rapidly fluctuating false signals.

Comparatively, noisier environments favor greater homeostasis at

the expense of responsiveness. By contrast, dominant low-frequency

environmental changes favor greater responsiveness. Greater cost of

control typically favors homeostasis over responsiveness because a re-

sponsive design tends to require costly internal signal amplification to

track environmental change.

Sensor Design

The theory of sensor design requires greater development. Some obvious

tradeoffs arise. In sensor arrays, more low quality sensors trade off

against fewer high quality sensors. Greater numbers of sensors provide

better spatial coverage. Combining inputs from multiple sensors may

require more cost to compute the output signal from the multiple inputs.

When tuning sensors, what factors favor particular frequency bands

of sensitivity and particular magnitudes of sensitivity? What is the

best combination of sensitivities in an array? Mechanistically, how

do cells achieve sensor designs with particular functional attributes?

Comparatively, how do changes in environmental parameters alter sensor

design?
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8 Studying Biological
Design

[A]ll observation must be for or against some view if it is to be

of any service!

—Charles Darwin76

What does it mean to say that we understand biological design? We must

understand how particular causal forces have shaped the designs that

we see in nature.

How do we match a causal force to the shaping of design? We must

build on the idea that a change in force causes a change in state.

Why a change in force? Because many forces may initially be in balance.

We identify a force and its consequences when the force changes.

How do we infer forces when studying biological design? Usually, we

do not observe forces directly. Instead, we must infer what we cannot

see. We suppose that an unseen force mediates between an observable

partial cause and an observable effect, P→ F→ E.
What is an observable partial cause? A change in something measur-

able that we think may have an effect. Greater resource flow. Increased

lifespan of resource patches. More competition between genotypes.

Why the partial qualifier for a cause? Because every effect has many

causes. Each cause partially determines outcome. Many things alter

growth rate. Increased resource competition may be one partial cause.

What is an observable effect? A change in any measurable attribute

that we consider related to design. A trait, a tradeoff, the amount of

variability in something, the dynamic tendency to fluctuate, the way an

organism adjusts to its environment.

What is a mediating force? A process that mediates between cause

and effect, defined inductively by the accumulation of reasonable in-

terpretations. Kin selection mediates between a causal change in the

genetic similarity of competitors and the effect on growth rate.
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Why is cause used for both the observable change in the condition,

P, and the mediating force, F? The observable change that drives the

process is what we see as a cause. The unobservable force acts as the

mediating causal process that shapes design.

What is a comparative prediction? A change in some condition, acting

as a partial cause, that leads to a change in some effect, mediated by a

force, P→ F→ E. Comparing different conditions predicts the direction

of change in the designed effect.

Why must we use comparative predictions to study design? In practice,

inferring cause requires associating the change in one observable with

the change in another observable. Inferring cause depends on change,

and change arises from comparison.

What is the relation between observable change and inferred cause?

Observable change is the story. Inferred cause is a compelling plot to

explain the story.

How can comparative predictions mislead? We can observe predicted

associations, but our explanations may give the wrong reasons for the

observed associations. The best we can do is to test for potential con-

founding factors and to test over many different conditions.

Are there alternative ways to study the causes of design? Not really.

Consistency between an observed story and an explanatory plot is good

but leaves open too many alternative consistent plots. Comparison

restricts alternatives more strongly than does consistency.350

My emphasis on comparison is not new. Darwin often made comparative

predictions about how a novel environmental challenge would likely

cause an altered design for a matching trait.

Darwin also understood the importance of using phylogenetic history

to develop meaningful comparisons.75 A changed environment might

cause all species of a genus to share a novel design. All of the altered

species together count as a single change because they share by common

descent the same single change in design.

The number of separate comparative observations of change depends

on the number of independent events when mapped onto the phyloge-

netic history.173

Darwin’s comparative method applies to historical, uncontrolled com-

parisons. By contrast, the experimental method provides well-controlled

comparisons. With proper randomization, we increase the isolation of
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partial causes. Greater isolation improves the chance that an observed

association between a putative cause and a consequent effect is mediated

by the hypothesized force rather than by other correlated causes.

Given the highly developed understanding of comparison, why have I

emphasized that aspect so strongly? Because most theory about biologi-

cal design and most studies that discuss the causes of biological design

do not focus sufficiently on comparison.

Three reasons may explain the lack of emphasis on comparison. First,

biological data are often collected for reasons other than inferring the

causes of design. Data often present a pattern rather than how pattern

changes with some hypothesized cause. An observed pattern invites a

consistent explanation. Consistency greatly dominates over comparison

in the literature.

Second, evolutionary theory, which should drive the study of design,

often fails to highlight comparative predictions. If a theory does not ex-

plicitly conclude and strongly emphasize that, as a condition A changes,

the theory predicts that the design feature B changes in a specific way,

then that analysis has failed to provide the proper impetus for study.

Third, there is often a mismatch in scale. Forces of design may change

relatively quickly. Observed changes in traits may be measured over

longer timescales. Microbes provide opportunities to match the scales

of force and change. That potential match of scales in microbial studies

motivated this book.

There are, of course, many examples of comparative predictions and

empirical tests. But progress is slowed by the more numerous studies

that emphasize consistency rather than comparison.

Part 1 summarized the forces that, in theory, shape biological design.

Those forces lead to comparative hypotheses across many aspects of

design and across all forms of life.

In Part 2, I apply the comparative analysis of design to microbial me-

tabolism. To develop that topic, I synthesize the current understanding

of microbial metabolism, critique the recent literature’s approach to

the study of design, and present an improved way to study design by

emphasizing comparative predictions and empirical tests.
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The Design of Metabolism
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9 Microbial Metabolism

Catabolic biochemistry extracts free energy from food. Core catabolism

arose early in evolutionary history. Modern microbes express many

design variants around the basic catabolic core.208

Design variants arose for several reasons. Alternative food sources

require specialized processing. Disparate environments alter the re-

dox flow of electrons. Different catabolic products provide alternative

precursors for building new molecules.

Biochemical innovations change opportunity, leading to novel forces

that further alter design. Diversity also arises because different biochem-

ical designs accomplish the same function.

Core catabolism sets a primary challenge in the study of biological

design. If we cannot explain design variants in the most basic aspects of

microbial biochemistry and energetics, we are not going to succeed for

the diverse physiological and behavioral adaptations of life that build on

core energetics.

This second part of the book analyzes the design of microbial metab-

olism. What are the great puzzles in understanding metabolic design?

How do we go about solving puzzles of biological design?

To address those questions, I synthesize current knowledge about

microbial catabolism and its consequences for microbial fitness. That

synthesis highlights puzzles of biochemical design. I then go after my

primary goal: solving puzzles of design in biology.

To achieve that goal, I build on the principles in Part 1. My primary

method for analyzing design is comparative prediction. Can we predict

how a change in some environmental attribute alters metabolic design?

To say that we understand design, we must formulate such com-

parative predictions and test those predictions. This second part lays

the foundation for generating comparative predictions about microbial

metabolism. Along the way, I develop many specific predictions.

The methods of approach and the listing of comparative predictions

light the way forward in the study of metabolic design. The same ap-

proach illuminates design throughout life.
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This chapter introduces comparative hypotheses for microbial growth

rate. Later chapters develop the underlying thermodynamics, biochem-

istry, and mechanistic details of metabolism.

The first section restates the problem of analyzing design. Growth

rate plays a special role. Designs that grow faster over a sufficiently

long period of time dominate life. Determining what is a sufficiently long

period of time presents a key challenge. Comparative hypotheses about

design meet that challenge.

The second section considers how to test comparative hypotheses. The

broad range of modern empirical methods provides wide opportunity.

The third section lists comparative hypotheses. The immediate growth

rate trades off against other key life history traits, influencing the long-

term growth rate and the favored design.

The fourth section focuses on the life history tradeoffs. Empirical

study of those tradeoffs can be difficult. I advocate hypotheses that

predict how changed conditions alter the relative strength of competing

tradeoffs.

10.1 Comparative Hypotheses in the Study of Design

Successful designs increase. Success means becoming more common

over a sufficiently long period of time, a higher long-term growth rate

than the alternatives.

However, we can rarely measure long-term growth rate or identify all

of the forces that cause variation in growth rate. To study design, we

must seek the most effective ways to gain partial insight. This section

briefly reviews Part 1’s methods.

Example: Rate versus Yield

To drive metabolic processes faster, additional resources may be re-

quired. Resources used to increase growth rate lower the resources

available to produce biomass yield. Rate trades off against yield.317,444
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Suppose a growth cycle begins with a fixed amount of food. Faster

growth rate in the short term exhausts the food resources more quickly,

reducing the total biomass yield over the full growth cycle.

The long-term growth rate is the total number of descendants (yield)

divided by the time period. The rate versus yield tradeoff is an exchange

between the short-term and long-term growth rates.

Like most tradeoffs, the opposition of rate and yield expresses a partial

truth but also hides other important factors. Figure 10.1 illustrates one

potential complication. Progress requires understanding both the power

and the limitation of simple tradeoffs in the study of design.

Comparative Predictions

The rate versus yield tradeoff makes a simple comparative prediction.

The longer fixed-resource patches last, the more strongly the forces

of design favor slower initial growth to achieve higher long-term yield.

Equivalently, the shorter resource patches last, the more likely it is

that patches disappear before all resources are used up, reducing the

cost of rapid inefficient growth and favoring faster initial growth rate

(Section 4.1).130

We can write the prediction as

patch lifespan→marginal yield ⊣ rate.

Increased lifespan of resource patches enhances (→) the marginal benefit

of yield efficiency, which decreases (⊣) the short-term growth rate. Equiv-

alently, when patch lifespan declines and time is short, it pays to grow

quickly. Chapter 3 introduced the logic and notation for comparative

predictions.

This comparative prediction identifies a simple, powerful force that

likely plays an important role in shaping growth rate. However, such

predictions depend on all else being equal. Of course, all else is not equal.

How can we retain the benefit of simple clarity and mitigate the cost of

oversimplification?

Focus on General Tendency

If patches disappear before resources are used up, the gain rises for

faster short-term growth and lower long-term yield efficiency. Shorter

patch lifespans generally favor growing more quickly.
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Growth rate
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Figure 10.1 Multiple causes influence the rate-yield association. The plot
shows an example of a three-way tradeoff between rate, yield, and maintenance.
Here, growth rate is µ(q), with q as food uptake rate. Yield is y(q) = cµ(q)/q,
biomass production per unit food uptake, with c as a scaling constant. When
food uptake rate q is low, growth increases slowly with q because most re-
sources go to maintenance, m. As food uptake increases, more resources are
devoted to growth until growth ultimately saturates. We can write an example
S-shaped relation between µ(q) and q as µ(q) = (q −m)a/(4a + (q −m)a),
with a = 1.7, m = 1, and q > m. With these assumptions, growth and yield
initially increase together as the relative allocation to maintenance declines.
As maintenance becomes a small fraction of the total allocation, the rate-yield
tradeoff dominates, causing rate and yield to become negatively associated.65,322

In lab studies, fast-growing yeast and E. coli strains often have a negative associ-
ation between growth rate and yield as expressed by the rate-yield tradeoff.65,326

However, at slower growth rates, a positive association between growth and
yield may be observed.65,288,322

Confounding causes may obscure that general tendency. For example,

short patch lifespan may put a high premium on dispersal. Greater

investment in dispersal may reduce growth rate. In that case, shorter

patch lifespan may lead to lower observed growth rate.

Observed pattern will not match the general tendency in every case.

However, the general tendency should hold when studied over many

different conditions. If sufficient randomization of the confounding

factors occurs by aggregating over various situations, then the observed

tendency for change should match the predicted effect.
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Consider Alternative Comparative Predictions

Studying a single comparative prediction in isolation hides confounding

causes. Variation in outcome will be high and the signal will be weak.

Listing alternative predictions helps. For patch lifespan and growth

rate, we may consider alternatives such as

patch lifespan→marginal yield ⊣ rate

patch lifespan ⊣marginal dispersal ⊣ rate

patch lifespan ⊣ genetic similarity ⊣ rate.

The first line repeats the prediction that increased patch lifespan raises

the marginal benefit of reproductive yield, favoring reduced growth rate.

The second line expresses a tradeoff between dispersal and growth

rate. Longer patch lifespan reduces the marginal benefit of dispersal. If

dispersal trades off against growth, then less dispersal enhances growth

rate. Thus, increasing patch lifespan raises the growth rate.

The third line assumes that longer patch lifespan allows mutations

or new immigrants to reduce genetic similarity within patches. Reduced

similarity increases competition between genotypes, which favors faster

growth rate (Section 5.2). In this pathway of partial causation, increasing

patch lifespan raises the growth rate.

With a better sense of potential alternatives, we can more clearly

isolate partial causes (Fig. 4.3). In the first pathway, the mediating causal

force arises from the marginal valuation of total reproductive yield over

the full demographic cycle. We can design comparisons and statistical

analyses to separate that explanation from alternative partial causes.

The more complete our description of alternative causal pathways,

the more likely we can isolate and study the strength of particular forces

that shape design.

This book develops many comparative predictions for microbial traits.

Those predictions provide the foundation on which to build alternative

causal explanations and empirical tests. New studies will often need

additional predictions matched to the particular problem.

Study Comparative Hypotheses about Tradeoffs

Predictions about design often arise from tradeoffs. Longer patch life-

span alters the value of growth rate versus yield efficiency. Shorter patch

lifespan alters the value of dispersal versus growth rate.
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Tradeoffs may conflict. For example, if resource usage dominates,

shorter patch lifespan favors faster growth at the expense of lower yield.

If the need to get out of short-lived patches dominates, shorter patch

lifespan favors dispersal at the expense of slower growth.

Conflicting tradeoffs and inconsistent predictions make it difficult to

test hypotheses. Two approaches help.

First, one can aggregate comparisons over different conditions, as

previously noted. Aggregation highlights the average effect. If reduced

patch lifespan typically causes growth rate to increase, then resource

usage apparently dominates over the need to get out of patches. The rate

versus yield tradeoff dominates over the dispersal versus rate tradeoff.

The dominating tradeoff may vary between cases. But the more im-

portant effect tends to emerge when aggregated over many conditions.

Second, one can formulate comparative predictions about the trade-

offs. Explicit predictions allow direct testing of tradeoffs.

Consider the three-way maintenance versus growth rate versus yield

tradeoff in Fig. 10.1. As resources increase, maintenance allocation

becomes less important. The dominating tradeoff shifts from growth

rate versus maintenance to growth rate versus yield. In general, one can

predict the relative strength of competing tradeoffs as environmental

parameters change.

10.2 Testing Comparative Predictions

This section reviews the kinds of empirical data that may be used to test

comparative predictions. The potential for comparative tests justifies

this book’s conceptual framework and specific hypotheses. I illustrate

primarily with metabolic traits. I mention a few other traits.

Lactobacilli: Where There is Variation, There is Hope

Lactobacilli provide agricultural, industrial, and medical value. Their

genetics and biology have been analyzed extensively. Some species

specialize narrowly on particular carbohydrates and habitats. Other

species occur broadly across food sources and ecological niches.90,264,382

Lactobacilli’s widely varying metabolism and ecology offer good oppor-

tunities for comparative study. Prior work sequenced multiple genomes,

inferred phylogeny, and associated genetics to metabolism and other

key traits.90
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Martino et al.264 analyzed 54 Lactobacillus plantarum genomes isolated

from different environments. Their fine-scale phylogenomic resolution

and association of strains with different habitats and metabolic traits

laid the foundation for future tests of comparative hypotheses.

Secreted Proteins: Comparative Tests in Natural Populations

Secreted proteins often function as public goods, which are costly to the

producer and potentially beneficial to all neighbors. Chapters 3 and 4

introduced public goods and some comparative predictions.

A recent study’s abstract summarizes its main conclusions:149

We test the hypothesis that the frequency and cost of extra-

cellular proteins produced by bacteria, which often depend

on cooperative processes, vary with habitat structure and

community diversity. . . . [B]acteria living in more structured

habitats encode more extracellular proteins. . . . Community

diversity . . . [enhances] proteins implicated in antagonistic in-

teractions and . . . [reduces] those involved in nutrient acqui-

sition. Extracellular proteins are costly and endure stronger

selective pressure for low cost and for low diffusivity in less

structured habitats and in more diverse communities. Finally,

bacteria found in multiple types of habitats . . . encode more

extracellular proteins than niche-restricted bacteria.

This study shows that one can formulate broad comparative hypothe-

ses and test those hypotheses in natural populations. The particular

concepts, methods, and conclusions will always be open to debate and

improvement. That is the path of progress.

Additional Comparative Studies in Natural Populations

Resource-rich environments associate with high ribosomal number and

fast growth.—Increased resources favor higher growth rate and lower

biomass yield efficiency,

resources ⊣marginal yield ⊣ rate.

As resources increase, the marginal benefit of yield efficiency declines.

Lower gain from yield raises the relative benefit of fast growth. Thus,

increasing resources favor faster growth.
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Roller et al.343 associated the number of ribosomal RNA (rRNA) oper-

ons with growth rate and yield efficiency in 1167 bacterial species. Maxi-

mum growth rate approximately doubled with a doubling of rRNA copy

number. Yield efficiency declined with maximal growth rate and rRNA

copy number.

The number of ribosomes apparently limits the potential rate of

protein production and thus growth rate. The cost of building and

running extra ribosomes seems to degrade the biomass yield efficiency

per unit of food intake.

Roller et al.343 argued that resource-poor environments favor genome

streamlining and a reduction in costly chemotactic traits. Thus, rela-

tively large genomes and increased chemotaxis indicate resource-rich

environments.

Among the 1167 bacterial species, they found significant positive

correlations between increased indicators of resources, higher numbers

of rRNA operons, faster growth rates, and lower yield efficiencies.

Resource-poor environments emphasize maintenance at the expense of

growth and yield.—Laboratory studies often measure physiology under

resource-rich conditions. By contrast, many microbes live under resource-

poor conditions.50,185,286,346,367

To analyze life history under slow growth conditions, Müller et al.288

studied the methanogen Methanococcus maripaludis in low-resource en-

vironments. At the most limited resource levels measured, cells devoted

30–50% of catabolic free energy to maintenance. Cells grew slowly and

had low biomass yield efficiency.

As food availability rose from that low level, relative allocation to

maintenance declined and both growth rate and yield increased. That

pattern follows the model in Fig. 10.1.

In contrast with Roller et al.’s343 observed associations between growth

rate, ribosome number, and other cellular attributes, this methanogen

maintained relatively constant ribosomal number, cell size, and protein

content over wide variations in growth rate.

Müller et al.288 suggest that different conditions may shift the rel-

ative dominance of alternative tradeoffs. For example, high resource

environments may favor faster growth rate at the expense of increased

maintenance costs for high ribosomal numbers, as indicated by Roller

et al.’s343 study.
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Frequent changes in resource level may favor reducing ribosomal

maintenance costs in exchange for greater metabolic responsiveness. In

particular, maintaining relatively constant ribosome numbers may free

resources for a quick growth-rate upshift in response to a rapid increase

in resources and a quick growth-rate downshift as resources dissipate.

Finally, low-resource environments may favor trading reduced respon-

siveness for lower maintenance costs of regulatory control.

It would be interesting to clarify and test comparative predictions for

the shifting dominance of alternative tradeoffs as conditions change.

Rare versus dominant oceanic bacterial genomes differ in regulatory

complexity and potential for fast growth.—Yooseph et al.463 annotated

metagenomic data from 137 oceanic isolates. Most taxa are typically

rare. A few abundant taxa occur widely.

Genomic analysis suggests that rare microbes grow slowly in poor

environments and rapidly in rich environments. By contrast, the widely

distributed microbes have smaller genomes and seem limited to slow

growth rate.

The common, slowly growing taxa have less transcription-regulated

control and fewer genes for energy-linked uptake of resources. They also

tend to lack genes for chemotaxis, motility, and anaerobic metabolism.

Those limitations suggest less capacity for ramping up metabolism and

growth in rich environments.

Broad metagenomic surveys suggest potential comparative differences.

Subsequent studies could test explicit comparative hypotheses.

Increased resources associate with greater chemical warfare.—In Norway,

organic acids increase in snow over the spring months, indicating an

increase in microbial populations. Metagenomic analysis of microbial

snow communities showed an associated increase in antibiotic resistance

genes. The increased antibiotic resistance may be caused by greater

chemical warfare associated with rising resource level, microbial density,

and competitive interactions.38

Habitat nickel concentration associates with a tradeoff between nickel

tolerance and growth rate.—Serpentine soil has relatively high nickel

abundance.46 That metal creates a stressful, toxic environment for many

microbes.324 Greater tolerance to toxicity may trade off against other

components of success.
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Porter & Rice324 compared metal tolerance and growth rate between

serpentine and nonserpentine soils in Mesorhizobium bacteria. Greater

soil nickel concentration was associated with greater metal tolerance

and lower growth rate.

Lab Studies of Natural Isolates

Lab studies provide opportunity for controlled experiments and focused

tests of comparative hypotheses. However, lab studies also change or

remove many of the challenges faced by organisms in their natural

environments.

The absence of numerous challenges shifts the balance among various

tradeoffs that shape design. Thus, lab studies are easier to control and to

understand, but they are not necessarily easier to interpret with regard

to the forces that shape design. To interpret design, one must combine

insights from multiple approaches.

Many lab studies have been published in recent years. This subsection

mentions a few studies that analyzed natural isolates. The following

subsection describes a few experiments of model lab microbes.

Increased resources and patch lifespan alter functional gene classes.—

Song et al.390 cultured natural soil sample isolates. They grew replicates

in different nutrient levels and sampled those replicates after different

time periods of growth.

Metagenomic analysis measured the changes in various functional

gene classes with changes in nutrient level and growth period. I highlight

a few interesting associations.

Low-nutrient environments enriched genes associated with carbo-

hydrate metabolism. Genes associated with antibiotic resistance also

increased, perhaps caused by increased competition and greater invest-

ment in attack and defense.

High-nutrient environments enriched genes associated with cell divi-

sion and the cell cycle. Interestingly, dormancy and sporulation genes

also increased.

Sampling after a short growth period enriched genes associated with

quorum sensing and biofilm formation, toxin-antitoxin systems, and

extracellular iron acquisition.

Sampling after a long period of growth enriched genes associated with

chemotaxis and cell motility.
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These changes may arise from altered species composition rather than

evolutionary change within a species. Nonetheless, the selective sorting

of functional attributes reveals the forces that shape design.

The authors presented clear comparative hypotheses and experiments

to test those hypotheses. This approach provides a useful template for

future studies. There will, of course, always be debate about experimen-

tal methods, data analysis, and conclusions. My point here concerns the

general way in which to form comparative hypotheses and tests.

Increased periods of starvation enhance survival in resource-poor envi-

ronments.—Baker et al.22 obtained human saliva isolates. The isolates

were first cultured in the lab under high food availability conditions that

maintained a broad diversity of species. Then, after adaptation to the

culture conditions, the experimenters imposed starvation.

The starvation conditions altered the ecological dominance of species,

favoring two Klebsiella and one Providencia species. The survivors have

relatively large genomes, which can catabolize a broader array of food

sources than many potential competitors. The survivors also expressed

various cyclic depsipeptides that may kill competitors. Those survivors

have wide spectra of antibiotic resistance, suggesting broad success in

interspecies chemical warfare.

Within the dominant lineages, particular single nucleotide mutations

increased in frequency. Some of those mutations occurred in genes

previously shown to have a growth advantage in stationary phase, when

resources are limited and starvation may be common.

Gene expression patterns also evolved within lineages. For example,

competition under starvation increased negative regulation of flagellum

motility, negative regulation of biofilm formation, and positive regulation

of carbohydrate metabolic processes.

This experiment highlights the significant potential for testing com-

parative hypotheses. A controlled change in environmental condition

leads to strong selective sorting of variant traits. In this particular study,

no clear comparative hypothesis was promoted at the start, and the

conclusions about particular traits are weak. But the methods suggest

great promise.

As annotations of gene sequences to functional classes improve, we

will obtain a more refined match between observed nucleotide changes

and particular traits. Similarly, better annotations will improve the
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interpretation of changing gene expression patterns. Those analytical

improvements coupled with well formulated comparative hypotheses

will provide insight into the forces that shape organismal design.

Random mutagenesis method indicates how changed conditions alter par-

ticular genes and traits.—Wu et al.457 inoculated gnotobiotic mice with

15 human gut bacterial species. They introduced diverse mutations into

four of the human-derived bacterial species by transposon-induced mu-

tagenesis. The mice received different diets, defining the environmental

change for comparison.

This approach did not test a specific comparative hypothesis. Instead,

the broad mutagenesis method provided information about the evolu-

tionary response of diverse genes and associated traits under different

dietary conditions.

The introduced mutations created gene-specific markers. Changes in

gene frequencies were estimated by comparing the frequencies of the

markers after growth with the initial frequencies introduced into the

mice.

Dietary differences between the mice altered many nutrients available

to the in vivo bacterial community. Thus, one can associate changes in

nutrients with differences in evolutionary response measured by gene

frequency changes.

Wu et al.457 also analyzed in vitro experiments of cultured bacteria.

Specific nutrients were varied in vitro to evaluate the role of specific

factors in altering the frequencies of particular genes.

Finally, this study measured changes in gene expression profiles. The

broad measurement of gene frequency and gene expression changes pro-

vided detailed information about evolutionary response under different

conditions.

This particular experiment focused on dietary changes. Thus, most of

the strongly responding genes play a role in the uptake and biochemical

processing of food sources.

The same approach could be used to test comparative hypotheses. One

could measure in detail how particular demographic and environmental

variables alter the evolutionary response of particular traits.
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Experimental Evolution of Model Species

Numerous studies evolve microbes under controlled lab conditions.20,93

Experiments often focus on model species, such as Escherichia coli and

Saccharomyces cerevisiae. I briefly summarize a few examples.

Increased resources favor high growth rate.—Some experiments grow

microbes through multiple generations of serial passage. In each gen-

eration, a population increases for a period of time and then a sample

is transferred to fresh media. If the transfer is done before depleted

resources limit growth, then these experimental conditions typically

favor increased growth rate.231,406

Lewis et al.239 used metabolic flux models to predict which pathways

would be upregulated or downregulated to maximize growth rate. They

tested their predictions by comparing gene expression profiles of an

E. coli strain before and after serial passage that favors increased growth

rate. They found a very strong match between their model predictions

for changes in gene expression and the observed expression profiles.

Increased growth rate over the fixed time interval in each generation

can arise from the increased rate of biochemical reactions or from the

greater biomass efficiency yield per unit of resource taken up.366

Lewis et al.239 and prior studies under similar growth conditions363,406

found evidence supporting both faster reaction rates and increased yield

efficiency. Thus, rate versus yield is not the primary tradeoff shaping

design under these conditions of excess resources.

Figuring out which tradeoffs dominate under particular conditions

is often difficult. Explicit comparative hypotheses about how tradeoffs

change in response to changing conditions may be necessary.

Reduced resources favor high yield.—Chemostats provide an alternative

to serial passage. Resources flow into the chemostat, and excess cells

and waste products flow out. The greater the flow rate, the faster the

microbes must grow to balance dilution. The dilution rate expresses the

resource flow rate and the approximate steady-state growth rate.

Postma et al.326 studied S. cerevisiae metabolism at various dilution

rates. At a low dilution rate below 0.30 h−1, associated with low re-

source flow, input glucose was completely transformed into biomass and

CO2. These conditions lead to a low growth rate and a maximum yield

efficiency of 0.50 g of biomass per gram of glucose.
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Increased dilution rate up to 0.38 h−1 and faster associated growth

led to production of acetate, pyruvate, and a reduced biomass yield of

0.47 g per gram of glucose. Further increases in dilution and growth

rates triggered aerobic alcoholic fermentation in addition to respiration,

with a decrease in biomass yield to a low of 0.16 g per gram of glucose.

Three notable points arise. First, chemostats typically create a steady

level of resource limitation. In this particular chemostat experiment, the

limiting resource conditions emphasize the rate versus yield tradeoff.

Second, this study primarily measures metabolic changes of cells in

response to altered conditions rather than evolutionary changes within

lineages. We must consider both the physiological response function

of traits to changed conditions and the evolution of the response func-

tion as the environment changes. Experiments can test comparative

hypotheses about both physiological and evolutionary aspects of change.

Third, interpreting comparisons between widely diverged species

may be difficult. The genomic and physiological contexts for the prior

bacterial example and this yeast example are so different that comparing

rate versus yield aspects between them may provide only limited insight.

Comparisons of parameter changes require considering all else equal.

One achieves all else equal for other attributes by matching, controlling,

randomizing, or correcting. In the study of biological design, approxi-

mating all else equal may require aggregating over various instances of a

well-chosen comparison and hoping for partial randomization of other

attributes. The meta-trend may be the most useful signal.

More competitors for the same food resource increase growth rate and

decrease yield.—Ketola et al.207 tested this comparative hypothesis by

experimental evolution of lab-adapted bacterial species. They grew the

focal species Serratia marcescens alone or mixed with three other species

chosen from a pool of six alternatives.

The focal species evolved a higher growth rate and lower yield when

mixed with competitors compared with growing alone. This rate-yield

change in response to increased mixtures supports the comparative

theory discussed in Section 4.1.

Another study did not observe the same clear increase in growth rate

for mixed species versus single species.226 The experimental setup and

the species analyzed differed between the two studies. Ketola et al.207

propose hypotheses to explain the differing results.
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Here, the only important point is that one can test comparative hy-

potheses about microbial growth and yield by using experimental evolu-

tion. Further hypotheses and tests will be needed to clarify why differing

results occur in different situations.

More open space for colonization increases motility and decreases growth

rate.—Gude et al.164 measured the changing abundance of two competing

E. coli strains, labeled A and B. When grown in shaken flasks, strain A

greatly increased in frequency relative to B, because A has a higher

growth rate in direct competition.

When both A and B are inoculated into a small spot on a soft-agar gel,

strain A outcompeted B near the inoculation site. By contrast, strain B

dominated beyond the neighborhood of the initial inoculation. These

patterns arose because A had a higher growth rate and B had greater

motility.

This growth-motility tradeoff led to spatial coexistence when suffi-

cient space existed for B to realize the benefit of its superior dispersal

potential. Thus, the more space available for colonization, the more

strongly selection favors dispersal rate at the expense of growth rate.

It is common to think of metabolism in terms of biochemistry and the

flux through pathways to optimize growth or yield. However, metabo-

lism often trades off with other aspects of success when organisms are

considered in their ecological, demographic, and life history context.

The design of metabolism and its biochemical attributes can only be

understood within a broad analysis. Comparative tests, such as this

growth-motility experimental analysis, will enhance the understanding

of design.

Later chapters discuss specific attributes of biochemistry and me-

tabolism that influence growth rate and yield. The ultimate goal is to

combine the mechanistic details of particular biochemical pathways with

the broader study of comparative life history.

Scale of Change in Design

Plata et al.323 did a broad comparative analysis of growth across diverse

bacterial families. They also analyzed the metabolic phenotypes associ-

ated with deletion of particular genes, providing a link between genes

and metabolic function.
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The broad scope of their study allowed comparison of evolutionary

rates at different scales of taxonomic divergence. Among several conclu-

sions (p. 369): “We also find that although a rapid phenotypic evolution

is sometimes observed within the same species, a transition from high

to low phenotypic similarity occurs primarily at the genus level.”

This scaling of evolutionary change calls attention to how one should

interpret experimental evolution studies in relation to biological design.

In particular, short-term evolutionary response within lineages may

perhaps be limited by genetic variation or constrained by mechanism,

whereas long-term response associated with higher taxonomic divergence

may find ways around those short-term constraints.

In summary, the studies in this section hint at how one might associate

changed conditions to changed traits. The examples typically highlight

a specific comparison. The studies do not arrive at comprehensively

supported conclusions. But they do show the potential for testing com-

parative hypotheses.

10.3 Comparative Predictions about Growth Rate

This section focuses on growth as an abstract trait, emphasizing general

concepts. I include predictions previously mentioned. The next section

introduces comparative predictions about tradeoffs between growth rate

and other life history traits.

These abstract predictions about growth rate complete the introduc-

tory overview of metabolism in relation to life history. The following

chapters develop predictions about growth based on mechanistic aspects

of biochemistry and metabolism.

General Factors

These predictions give a sense of how an isolated force may influence

design. In any real application, one must adapt the predictions to account

for the variety of forces acting simultaneously and the opportunities for

isolating individual forces.

Mixing ⊣ similarity ⊣ rate. Increased genetic mixing lowers the genetic

similarity (relatedness) between neighbors. Lower similarity favors faster

growth rate to outcompete neighbors, enhancing relative genetic rep-
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resentation in future generations. When similarity is high, outgrowing

neighbors provides little gain, reducing the benefit of fast growth.130,317

Resources ⊣ marginal yield benefit ⊣ rate. Increased resources reduce

the marginal gain from efficient yield conversion of resources into repro-

ductive output. Lower gain from yield efficiency raises the relative benefit

of fast growth under a rate-yield tradeoff. Thus, increasing resources

favor faster growth.

Resources ⊣ marginal dispersal benefit ⊣ rate. Increased resources re-

duce the marginal benefit of dispersal. Lower investment in dispersal

raises the growth rate.

Resources ⊣ marginal attack benefit ⊣ rate. Increased resources lower

the marginal benefit of killing competitors. Less investment in attack

raises the growth rate.

Attack → marginal defense benefit ⊣ rate. Increased attack by neigh-

bors raises the marginal benefit of defense. More investment devoted to

defense lowers the growth rate.

Timescale and Demography

Immediate growth rate may trade off against long-term success. For

example, growing faster in the short term may lead to reduced overall

yield and production of descendants in the long term. Long-term success

is a measure of growth rate on a longer timescale: the total number of

descendants divided by a relatively long total period of time.

What is the proper timescale over which to understand organismal

design? That question is among the most important and most difficult

problems in analyzing design.

If some particular design has the highest immediate growth rate, then

that design will be increasing in frequency and becoming more dominant

in the short term. If that same design has relatively low growth rate over

long time periods, then that design will be decreasing and less prevalent

over that longer time scale.

A timescale between the instantaneous and the infinite must dominate

the designs that we observe. For the problems that I focus on in this book,

the demographic life cycle often provides a convenient time unit.122

Suppose lineages colonize resource patches, grow on those patches,

disperse descendants from those patches to colonize new patches, and

then die within their natal patches.
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Designs with the highest growth rate over a full cycle will tend to

increase and dominate. A high long-term success over the full cycle may

associate with relatively low instantaneous growth rate by, for example,

a tradeoff between the immediate growth rate and the long-term yield.

Various tradeoffs may create a similar opposition between immediate

growth rate and long-term success. Comparative predictions follow.

Patch lifespan → marginal yield ⊣ rate. The longer a patch lasts, the

more likely resources will be depleted and the more strongly total repro-

duction depends on yield efficiency. A rate-yield tradeoff may associate

higher long-term yield with lower immediate growth rate.

Patch lifespan ⊣ similarity ⊣ rate. The longer a patch lasts, the more

likely mutation or additional genetic mixing reduces similarity among

neighbors. Reduced similarity favors faster growth to outcompete unre-

lated neighbors.

Patch lifespan ⊣ marginal dispersal benefit ⊣ rate. The shorter a patch

lasts, the more quickly lineages must disperse to colonize other patches.

More investment in dispersal may reduce immediate growth rate.

Heterogeneity → evolvability ⊣ rate. Heterogeneous and unpredictable

environments often favor a faster rate of adaptive evolution. Evolvability

traits include greater recombination, higher mutation rate, and more

stochasticity in trait expression. Greater evolvability provides a long-

term benefit that may trade off against immediate growth rate.308,311

10.4 Comparative Predictions about Tradeoffs

Tradeoffs vary with context, making them difficult to study. One gains

the most insight by comparatively predicting how changes in context

alter the relative strength of different tradeoffs. In particular, chang-

ing conditions strengthen some tradeoffs and weaken others. Testing

comparative predictions reveals the shifting dominance of alternative

tradeoffs.

Resources ⊣ marginal changes → rate vs yield. Greater resources sat-

urate growth, reducing further marginal changes in growth and yield.

Reduced marginal changes weaken the growth-yield tradeoff.

Patch lifespan → marginal changes → rate vs yield. Longer patch life-

span increases the chance of resource limitation. More limited resources
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enhance marginal cost and benefit changes, increasing the strength of

the rate versus yield tradeoff.

Resources ⊣ marginal gains → rate vs dispersal. High resource levels

saturate growth and limit the benefits of dispersal, weakening the trade-

off between growth rate and dispersal.

Patch lifespan ⊣ marginal gains → rate vs dispersal. Shorter patch life-

span increases the marginal gains of growth and dispersal, strengthening

the tradeoff between growth and dispersal.

Resources ⊣ warfare benefit → rate vs attack–defense. An increase in

resources reduces the benefit of killing neighbors to gain a competitive

advantage. Smaller gains in warfare decrease the intensity of tradeoffs

between growth rate and attack or defense traits.

Patch lifespan → warfare benefit → rate vs attack–defense. Increased

patch lifespan may associate with a greater chance of resource limitation.

More limited resources enhance the benefits of warfare and increase the

intensity of tradeoffs between growth rate and attack or defense traits.

Heterogeneity → evolvability gain → rate vs evolvability. Unpredict-

able environments enhance the gain from evolvability. Those greater

gains may strengthen the tradeoff between long-term evolvability and

immediate growth rate.

This chapter’s predictions provide very rough qualitative guides. In any

application, this initial list helps to locate a starting point, to see what

is missing, and to advance by refined assumptions and further analysis.

Past empirical studies illustrate the potential methods that may be used

to test the honed comparative predictions.
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11 Thermodynamics:
Biochemical Flux

The general struggle for existence of animate beings is there-

fore not a struggle for raw materials . . . nor for energy . . . but

a struggle for entropy.

—Ludwig Boltzmann43

What organisms feed on is negative entropy.

—Erwin Schrödinger362

Prior chapters emphasized abstract problems. How do changing envi-

ronmental factors alter the fitness costs and benefits of traits? How do

those fitness costs and benefits shape organismal design?

The remaining chapters link those abstract questions to the biochem-

istry of microbial metabolism. New comparative predictions follow.

This chapter reviews thermodynamics. The first section begins with

free energy, the force that drives biochemical reactions. Free energy

measures the production of entropy. Negative entropy in food provides

the source for the catabolic increase in entropy, fueling life.

The second section analyzes metabolic reaction rates. Enzymes en-

hance biochemical flux by lowering the free energy barrier of interme-

diates. The lowered barrier reduces the resistance against reaction.

Biochemical flux equals the free energy driving force divided by the

resistance barrier against flux.

The third section links biochemical flux to design. Increased driving

force trades off greater flux against lower metabolic efficiency. Reduced

resistance trades off greater flux against the cost of catalysis. The costs

and benefits of adjusting force or resistance shape metabolism.

Subsequent chapters build on these principles to develop comparative

predictions for metabolic design.
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11.1 Entropy Production

We have constantly stressed that thermodynamic systems do

not tend toward states of lower energy. Therefore the ten-

dency to fall to lower free energy must not be interpreted

literally in terms of falling down in energy. The Universe falls

upward in entropy: that is the only law of spontaneous change.

The free energy is, in fact, just a disguised form of the total

entropy of the Universe . . . even though it carries the name

“energy.”

—Peter Atkins18

Textbooks emphasize that free energy drives chemical reactions. A

reaction proceeds if the inputs have greater free energy than the outputs.

The greater the drop in free energy, the faster the reaction will be.

Organisms must acquire free energy from their food and use up that

free energy to drive their metabolic processes.

The confusion arises because free energy does not measure energy,

it measures entropy. Total energy is always conserved. The cause of

change is always an increase in total entropy.

In many chemical applications, it is sufficient to calculate free energy

without understanding its meaning. But a clear conceptual view helps to

understand broader problems of metabolic design.

This section reviews entropy production, the force that drives chem-

ical reactions. Sections 11.2 and 11.3 link entropy change to tradeoffs

between reaction rate and metabolic efficiency.
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Change in Free Energy Measures Change in Entropy

[T]he natural cooling of a hot body to the temperature of

its environment can be readily accounted for by the jostling,

purposeless wandering of atoms and quanta that we call the

dispersal of energy. . . . All chemical reactions are elaborations

of cooling, even those that power the body and the brain.

—Peter Atkins18

Food provides chemical bonds with concentrated energy. Breaking the

food’s chemical bonds disperses the energy. Dispersing energy increases

entropy. Increasing entropy is a general kind of cooling.

We can think of the chemical bonds in food as storing negative entropy.

The amount of negative entropy is the potential to produce entropy by

dispersing the energy contained in the chemical bonds. Organisms feed

on negative entropy.362

To analyze metabolism, we must track the flow of entropy between

the chemical reactions and the environment. In chemistry, we typically

partition the world into the system on which we focus and the surround-

ing world. We call the surrounding world the bath because we think of

the system as an isolated container floating in a large bath with constant

temperature and pressure.

If the system produces heat, the bath soaks up and disperses that

heat. The temperature in the system remains constant at the external

bath’s temperature. If the system cools, then the bath transmits heat to

the system, maintaining uniform temperature. Similarly, pressure in the

system equilibrates with the large external bath.

The total entropy is the bath’s entropy plus the system’s entropy,

St = Sb + Ss .

By the Second Law of thermodynamics, the change in entropy is never

negative,

∆St = ∆Sb +∆Ss ≥ 0. (11.1)

In this setup, the system exchanges heat energy with the bath. Total

energy never changes. But energy can change location or form.

The dispersal of heat energy from the system to the bath, ∆Hb, moves

concentrated energy from the system to dispersed energy in the bath.
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Energy is more dispersed in the bath because the bath is very large and

disperses the energy widely, with essentially no change in temperature.

As heat energy disperses, it cools and increases in entropy.

The transfer of heat energy to the bath and its dispersal raises the

entropy of the bath by

∆Sb =
∆Hb
T
,

in which T is temperature.

Combining the prior equations yields the total change in entropy,

∆St =
∆Hb
T
+∆Ss ≥ 0. (11.2)

A reaction proceeds when total entropy increases, ∆St > 0. The change

in total entropy depends on the heat produced by the reaction and

dissipated through the bath, ∆Hb/T , plus any change in the internal

entropy of the system, ∆Ss .
The heat term is negative when a reaction sucks up heat, causing heat

to flow from the bath to the system. The internal system entropy term

is negative when the reaction creates products with less entropy than

the initial reactants. The reaction proceeds only when the overall total

entropy increases.

The entropy expression in eqn 11.2 is equivalent to the classic expres-

sion for Gibbs free energy used in all textbooks on chemistry. I show the

equivalence because it is important to understand that entropy is the

ultimate driver for the reactions of metabolism.

I noted above that the transfer of heat energy to the bath raises the

entropy of the bath by ∆Sb = ∆Hb/T . Energy has units in joules, J.

Entropy has units J K−1, in which K is temperature in kelvins. Thus, we

can write the change in heat energy in terms of the change in entropy as

∆H = T∆S.

Because energy is conserved, the change in the heat energy of the

bath must be equal and opposite to the change in the heat energy of the

system. Thus ∆Hb = −∆Hs , and

∆Sb = −
∆Hs
T
. (11.3)

We can combine eqns 11.1 and 11.3 to write the total change in entropy

required for a reaction to proceed as

∆St = −
∆Hs
T
+∆Ss > 0. (11.4)
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Multiplying by −T changes the units of the terms to energy and reverses

the direction of change required for a reaction to proceed,

∆G = ∆Hs − T∆Ss < 0, (11.5)

in which ∆G = −T∆St is the change in the Gibbs free energy. The word

energy is misleading because total energy can never change. The change

in Gibbs free energy quantifies the energy that is free and available to do

work, not the change in energy.

A decrease in free energy is actually an increase in entropy. It is the

increase in entropy that determines the capacity to do work.

For example, concentrated energy in a chemical bond can be relatively

“hot” compared with its surrounding environment. As the “heat” dis-

perses and cools, the heat flow can potentially be captured to do work.

Dispersed energy is cold and cannot do work.

An ordered system tends to increase in entropy toward its naturally

disordered maximum entropy equilibrium. Work gets done when one

can capture the dissipation of an ordered disequilibrium in one system

to drive the increasingly ordered disequilibrium of another system.

The Essential Coupling of Disequilibria

The central lesson of the Second Law is that natural processes

are accompanied by an increase in the entropy of the Universe.

A coupling of two processes may cause one of them to go in

an unnatural direction if enough chaos is generated by the

other to increase the chaos of the world overall.

—Peter Atkins18

Metabolism couples chemical reactions. One reaction moves a system

toward its equilibrium, producing entropy as it dissipates the disequilib-

rium. The partner reaction is driven away from its natural equilibrium,

decreasing entropy.

As digestion breaks down the chemical bonds in food, the increase

in entropy can be coupled to reactions that drive the production of

ATP. The increasing disequilibrium of ATP against ADP stores negative

entropy in a usable form, a battery that can be tapped to do work.
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Metabolic reactions dissipate the ATP–ADP disequilibrium to increase

entropy. That increase in entropy drives the coupled entropy-decreasing

reactions that build the ordered molecules needed for growth and other

life processes.47,86,181,182,201

Entropy-producing and entropy-decreasing reactions must be directly

and necessarily coupled. The paired reactions proceed only if their

combined change produces entropy. Understanding the molecular es-

capement mechanisms that couple reactions poses one of the great

problems of modern biology.47,58,59

Consider two coupled reactions. The first reaction breaks down a food

molecule into two parts,

Food PartA+ PartB,

producing entropy ∆S1 > 0. The second reaction drives the production

of ATP, increasing the disequilibrium of ATP relative to its components

ADP and Pi, as

ADP+ Pi ATP.

Increasing disequilibrium reduces entropy, ∆S2 < 0, or, equivalently,

increases negative entropy. The paired reactions when coupled should be

thought of as a single process that, mechanistically, necessarily combines

the two half-reactions,

Food+ADP+ Pi PartA+ PartB+ATP.

The process proceeds if the total entropy change is greater than zero,

∆S1 + ∆S2 > 0, or equivalently, ∆S1 > −∆S2. Here, −∆S2, the negative

entropy captured in the driven reaction producing ATP, must be less

than ∆S1, the entropy produced in the driver reaction digesting the food.

If the reactions are not coupled, the second reaction producing ATP

cannot proceed. Instead, the first reaction disperses the concentrated

energy in the food, increasing entropy by ∆S1. Typically, that entropy

increase associates with the dissipation of heat. The heat spreads out

through the bath and is lost.

When the reactions are coupled, some of the entropy produced by the

driver reaction is stored as negative entropy in the driven reaction. The

fraction of entropy captured by the driven reaction provides a measure

of efficiency,
−∆S2

∆S1
< 1. (11.6)
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Because the total entropy produced by the combined reactions must be

greater than zero, ∆S1 +∆S2 > 0, some of the entropy produced must

escape unused. In every metabolic reaction, the organism loses some of

its negative entropy.

Entropy Change in the Dissipation of Disequilibrium

Entropy change drives reactions. Total entropy change arises from the

combined move toward equilibrium in the driver reaction and move away

from equilibrium in the driven reaction. This subsection describes the

relation between entropy and equilibrium. I use ATP as an example.

The terminal phosphate bond in ATP is commonly described as a high-

energy bond. However, when ATP is at equilibrium with its components,

the forward and back reactions

ADP+ Pi ATP

happen at equal rates. There is no change in entropy or free energy in

either direction.

ATP at equilibrium with ADP cannot drive other reactions. It is not

the energy in the phosphate bond that drives reactions. Instead, it is the

dissipation of the ATP–ADP disequilibrium toward its equilibrium that

drives coupled reactions away from their equilibrium.

The classic textbook expression for free energy in terms of disequilib-

rium highlights the key concepts. Consider the reaction

A+ B C.

As a reaction proceeds from its initial concentrations toward its equilib-

rium, the change in free energy is proportional to

∆G ∝ log
Q
K
. (11.7)

The reaction quotient, Q, is the ratio of the product concentration to the

reactant concentrations,

Q = [C]
[A][B]

.

The equilibrium constant, K, expresses the reaction quotient at equilib-

rium,

K = [C]eq

[A]eq[B]eq
.
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The expression logQ/K measures disequilibrium. Thus, the change in

free energy measures the size of the initial disequilibrium that dissipates

as the system moves to its equilibrium.

The greater the initial disequilibrium of a driver reaction, the more

free energy (negative entropy) is available to drive other reactions.

The further a driven reaction is pushed away its equilibrium, the more

free energy must be expended by the driving reaction.

At equilibrium, a system has no free energy to drive other reactions,

no matter how much energy is concentrated in its chemical bonds.

Thermodynamic Driving Force and Reaction Rate

This subsection relates the change in free energy to the rate of reaction.

The key point is that faster reaction rate trades off against lower effi-

ciency. Reduced efficiency means more free energy is dissipated as heat,

decreasing the free energy available to drive other reactions.

A negative change in free energy drives a reaction forward, toward

its equilibrium. The greater the decrease in free energy, the faster the

forward reaction proceeds relative to the reverse reaction,

−∆G ∝ log
J+

J−
, (11.8)

in which J+ is the forward reaction flux, and J− is the reverse reaction

flux. The decrease in free energy, −∆G, is the driving force of the

reaction.

Section 11.2 links the driving force to the overall reaction rate. Here, I

focus on the consequences of a greater driving force for the associated

flux ratio, J+/J−. An increased flux ratio corresponds to a faster net

forward reaction rate but does not tell us the overall rate.

Greater loss of free energy, −∆G, increases the flux ratio, J+/J−, and

drives the net forward reaction faster. Loss of free energy relates to gain

in entropy. The additional entropy increase corresponds to a greater

dissipation of concentrated and ordered energy. Dissipated energy

typically flows away as lost heat, which cannot be used to do work.

In other words, an increased reaction rate burns more fuel. Here,

burning fuel means dissipating negative entropy as heat. That lost heat

cannot drive other reactions or do work.

Typically, organisms couple driving reactions that increase entropy by

∆S1 to driven processes that decrease entropy by −∆S2. In eqn 11.6, the
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efficiency −∆S2/∆S1 expresses the fraction of the entropy produced by

the driver reaction that is captured by the driven reaction in useful work

or in the building of ordered molecules.

These results link rate and efficiency. For coupled reactions, the closer

to zero the total amount of entropy produced, ∆St = ∆S1 +∆S2 > 0, the

more efficiently the driven process captures the available potential from

the driver reaction.

Greater efficiency means that −∆S2 is closer to ∆S1. The smaller

the difference, the less the total free energy decrease of the coupled

reactions,

−∆Gt = T∆St = T(∆S1 +∆S2)∝ log
J+

J−
.

The smaller the free energy decrease, the slower the net forward reaction

flux tends to be.

Maximum efficiency occurs as the entropy captured by the driven re-

action approaches the entropy produced by the driver reaction, −∆S2 →
∆S1, causing ∆Gt → 0. As the free energy change becomes small and

efficiency increases, the net forward reaction flux of the overall coupled

reaction declines toward zero. Reaction rate trades off against efficiency.

Free Energy and Entropy

As noted below eqn 11.5, the total entropy change and the free energy

change express the same quantity in slightly different ways as

∆St = −
∆G
T
.

The standard in chemistry is to use the term free energy when discussing

entropy changes in reactions.

Free energy is a useful perspective because the quantity is the degree

to which energy is concentrated or ordered and, through the dissipation

or disordering of that energy, work can be done. The work may be used

to drive other reactions or to do physical work.

Because free energy is the standard term, and also a useful one, I

will switch freely between that term and the more causally meaningful

entropy descriptions.
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11.2 Force and Resistance Determine Flux

Analyses of biochemical reactions often focus on free energy change

as the thermodynamic driving force. However, biochemical flux also

depends on the resistance that acts against reactions,

flux = force
resistance

. (11.9)

Biochemical flux is analogous to electric flux in Ohm’s law, in which the

electric flux (current) equals the electric potential force (voltage) divided

by the resistance.215,314 High voltage with no wire connecting the poles

produces no current. A chemical reaction with a large driving force but

high resistance proceeds slowly or not at all.

For example, combining hydrogen and oxygen yields water. The

reaction causes a large drop in free energy and thus has a powerful

thermodynamic driving force. Yet, at standard ambient temperature,

nothing happens when one mixes the two gases.

The oxygen-hydrogen reaction intermediate significantly reduces en-

tropy at ambient temperature and thus does not easily form. A reaction

intermediate with a large reduction in entropy corresponds to a high

activation energy, creating a resistant barrier to reaction.

Organisms modulate chemical flux by altering resistance or force.

Catalysts reduce resistance, which increases flux by lowering the activa-

tion energy. Adding reactants or removing products raises the forward

driving force, which enhances forward flux.

Changing the flux of a reaction alters the tendency for molecular

transformation versus stability. Metabolic transformation moves the

negative entropy in food into the highly ordered molecules needed for

life. Stability protects those useful ordered forms from their intrinsic

tendency to decay. Organisms control transformation and stability by

modulating the driving force and the resistance of reactions.

11.3 Mechanisms of Metabolic Flux Control

Three mechanisms alter metabolic flux.100 Each mechanism creates trade-

offs between flux and efficiency. Later chapters show how those tradeoffs

shape metabolic design (Fig. 11.1).
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Figure 11.1 Relating mechanism to the study of organismal design. (a) The
abstract problem and associated comparative predictions. Traits influence
reproduction and fitness. Demographic and environmental parameters alter the
fitness value of traits. Fitness value feeds back by natural selection to change
traits over time, influencing organismal design. (b) For biochemical aspects
of metabolism, we may consider particular mechanisms that influence trait
expression and the associated tradeoffs that follow.
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Short Timescale

On short timescales, changing the metabolite concentrations alters the

free energy driving force. When the initial driving force is weak, mod-

est changes in metabolite concentrations can significantly increase the

driving force. Greater driving force increases flux and reduces efficiency.

Lower efficiency means greater dissipation of metabolic heat and less

entropic driving force available to do beneficial work.

Lost benefits include storing less negative entropy in an ATP–ADP

disequilibrium, building fewer useful molecules, or doing less physical

work by molecular motors.

By contrast, altering metabolite concentrations to lower the driving

force enhances efficiency, potentially providing more free energy to build

molecules or do physical work. However, the extra usable free energy

typically comes more slowly because low driving force associates with

reduced reaction rate.

Intermediate Timescale

On intermediate timescales, modifying enzymes alters the resistance

against reactions. Organisms modify enzyme molecules by adding, re-

moving, or changing small pieces. Such covalent modifications of existing

enzymes can change their catalytic action. The catalytic change in reac-

tion rate may increase or decrease resistance, providing a mechanism to

control metabolic flux via reaction kinetics.

Cells often modulate reactions by covalent changes, catalyzed by

widely deployed enzymes. Covalent changes may be faster and the costs

of modification may be lower than controlling reaction resistance by

building or destroying enzymes.

Long Timescale

On long timescales, synthesis and degradation change enzyme concen-

trations. More enzyme lowers resistance and increases flux. Enzymes

may be complex molecules that are costly to build and slow to deploy.

For reactions with low driving force, significantly increasing net flux

requires a large change in resistance and thus a large and costly change

in enzyme concentration. When possible, changes in metabolite concen-

trations may be more effective and less costly.
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For reactions with high driving force, small changes in enzyme con-

centration significantly alter net flux. That sensitivity to enzyme concen-

tration allows rapid control of flux. However, the high driving force is

metabolically inefficient, typically providing benefit only when conditions

favor rapid flux.

Metabolite concentration and enzyme activity control force, resistance,

and flux. Other mechanisms may affect flux. For example, the surround-

ing environment in which metabolites float influences entropy, diffusion,

interference, and reactivity.86

Alternative control mechanisms have different consequences for flux

and timescale of action. Costs and benefits arise from changes in flux,

speed of adjustment, and thermodynamic efficiency.
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Driving Force

Organisms control metabolic flux by altering the thermodynamic driv-

ing force of biochemical reactions. Organisms also modulate flux by

altering the resistance that impedes reactions. This chapter focuses on

thermodynamic driving force. The next chapter considers resistance.

The total driving force depends on the initial food inputs and the final

products. Foods rich in free energy increase the potential driving force.

Final products made by passing electrons to strong attractors have low

free energy, increasing the potential driving force.

The metabolic cascade flows through many reaction steps. The driving

forces for the individual steps sum to the total driving force. Dividing

the total among the individual steps sets a key challenge in metabolic

design.

For example, low driving force and a slow reaction in one step impede

flux through the metabolic cascade. By contrast, high driving force and a

fast reaction dissipate a lot of free energy.

Free energy dissipated in one reaction must be balanced by reduced

driving force or lower metabolic efficiency for other reactions. The

metabolic cascade may fail if there is not enough remaining free energy

to drive all reactions.

The first section analyzes glycolysis. Recent advances measure the in

vivo driving force for individual reaction steps. Those data illuminate

how metabolic design modulates flux through the glycolytic cascade.

The second section discusses overflow metabolism. When a metabolic

cascade runs too fast, product concentrations build up, slowing or re-

versing key reaction steps. To relieve product inhibition, organisms may

excrete the inhibiting reaction products.

The excreted products contain usable free energy. Thus, fast metabolic

rate trades off against reduced efficiency. That tradeoff provides an

excellent model to study the forces that shape metabolic design.

The third section analyzes puzzles of design posed by overflow metab-

olism. Biochemical mechanisms such as product inhibition explain why
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excreting usable free energy may happen. But those mechanistic aspects

do not explain why cells sometimes grow fast and wastefully excrete

resources, while at other times cells grow more slowly and efficiently.

Environmental factors that alter fitness costs and benefits ultimately

determine design within the constraints imposed by biophysics.

The fourth section describes the alternative timescales for the evolu-

tionary analysis of design. Short-term lab studies typically focus on how

changed conditions alter physiological responses. Those studies often

reveal biophysical constraints, such as how limited numbers of proteins

in cells or limited membrane space constrain design.

Studies over several generations reveal how genetic variation provides

opportunity to alter design. In the medium term, altered design typically

occurs within the context of the current physiological system.

Comparing species or higher taxonomic levels reveals long-term evo-

lutionary changes in design, including those that modulate biophysical

constraints or alter the core physiological system. Such comparisons

associate varying environmental challenges with the varying design of

organismal traits. Overall, the different studies of metabolic design must

be understood in terms of their evolutionary timescales of analysis.

The final section considers alternative glycolytic pathways. The path-

ways vary in their driving force, in the ways that they capture and store

free energy, in the costs of running the cascades, and in the biochemical

benefits that they provide for other functions. Those variations raise

interesting puzzles of metabolic design.

12.1 Near-Equilibrium Glycolysis

Reactions with small free energy change are near equilibrium and pro-

ceed slowly (eqn 11.8). Small free energy change means that, after a

reaction occurs, the system retains most of its initial free energy. In a

reaction cascade, the retained negative entropy in one step can often be

used to drive other reaction steps.

Reactions near equilibrium also have the benefit of easy flux modula-

tion. Small changes in metabolite concentrations push the reaction away

from equilibrium. Deviation from equilibrium increases the force that

drives the system back toward equilibrium, increasing the reaction rate.

Thus, reactions near equilibrium save negative entropy and easily

modulate flux. Those advantages suggest that certain environments
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favor metabolic reactions to be regulated near equilibrium. However, it

has been difficult to measure the in vivo flux and free energy change.

Recent technical advances label metabolites to measure both forward

and backward fluxes.309,310,459 From eqn 11.8, repeated here,

−∆G ∝ log
J+

J−
,

measurement of flux in both directions specifies the free energy change

and deviation from equilibrium.

Measurements in a single environment can be difficult to interpret. For

example, high flux through one reaction and slow near-equilibrium flux

through another reaction may reflect the particular conditions rather

than a general attribute of system design. Comparison between environ-

ments provides more insight.

E. COLI under Changing Nitrogen Availability

Park et al.310 compared E. coli flux when grown in limited and abundant

nitrogen conditions. Cells grew slowly with arginine as the sole nitro-

gen source. After adding ammonia, a better nitrogen source, growth

increased within minutes by 170% and glucose uptake increased by 60%.

The concentrations of glycolytic intermediates did not change much,

posing the puzzle of how glycolysis keeps up with increased overall flux.

Under limited nitrogen, many steps of glycolysis were near equilib-

rium, with small driving force per reaction. Park et al. measured five

glycolytic transitions between the uptake of glucose and the output

of phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) near the end of glycolysis, just before

pyruvate production (Fig. 12.1).

The overall driving force was low between glucose input and PEP

output near the glycolytic endpoint. Most of the free energy change

occurred at the first input and final output reactions. The low overall

driving force when nitrogen is limited reflects low thermodynamic push

from slow glucose uptake and low pull on PEP from limited cellular

demand for growth.

Five minutes after adding ammonia to provide more nitrogen, the over-

all driving force approximately doubled. Most of the increase arose by

greater push from rising glucose uptake and greater pull from increased

growth demand for PEP and downstream products.
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Figure 12.1 Free energy change (∆G) between various intermediates in the
E. coli glycolytic pathway. (a) Some of the intermediate molecules between glu-
cose input and pyruvate output. The double-headed arrows indicate empirical
measurements for forward and reverse flux for those reversible transformations.
Most introductory biology books and biochemistry texts describe details for the
full glycolytic cascade. (b) The height of each rectangle shows the relative free
energy change between intermediates. The cumulative change is the sum of
the changes for intermediate components. Light gray indicates growth under
limited nitrogen conditions and dark gray indicates growth under abundant
nitrogen. For the first difference on the left, the change for nitrogen upshift
combines the heights of both rectangles. Redrawn from Fig. 3 of Park et al.310

The intermediate steps also increased their driving force and flux

to keep up with demand. Because the reactions were initially close to

equilibrium, significant increases in driving force and net flux arose from

relatively small changes in concentrations.

The initial near-equilibrium state and rapid response to reactant con-

centrations require high enzyme concentrations. If enzymes were at

low concentrations and nearly saturated, then greater incoming flux of

reactants would only partially increase reaction rates.
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The excess of enzymes near equilibrium adds a cost. Park et al.310

conclude that the benefit of being able to increase flux rapidly on nitro-

gen upshift by small changes in metabolite concentrations provides an

overriding benefit. With excess enzyme, increased flux demand can be

met by raising the net forward flux per enzyme molecule.

If, by contrast, the system reduced enzyme concentrations at low

growth conditions, then, upon nitrogen upshift, several different en-

zymes would have to be produced simultaneously to raise flux.

Park et al.310 also studied response to phosphorous upshift. Glu-

cose uptake increased by approximately four-fold, overall driving force

increased by about a quarter, and growth rate increased.

When compared to nitrogen upshift, the change in phosphorus is

associated with different initial and final driving forces for individual

reactions. However, the overall flux increase once again arose primarily

through greater driving force, although some enzymatic changes also

occurred that lowered the resistance of reactions and increased kinetics.

E. COLI Response to Oxygen Upshift

An upshift in oxygen availability causes a different pattern of change

when compared to increases in nitrogen and phosphorus. When oxygen

is limited, catabolic processing may end with glycolysis. As oxygen

concentration increases, greater flux through the subsequent TCA cycle

and electron transport becomes possible (Fig. 12.2).

Oxygen provides a strong electron acceptor that creates much greater

overall thermodynamic driving force from the initial uptake of glucose to

the final production of water and carbon dioxide. The enhanced driving

force enables much larger ATP generation per glucose molecule than

from glycolysis alone.

When Park et al.310 increased oxygen availability, cells decreased glu-

cose consumption and increased growth rate, consistent with greater

extraction of usable negative entropy per unit of food input. Additional

oxygen slowed glycolysis, which likely resulted in spare enzymatic ca-

pacity in the glycolytic steps, associated with a move toward equilibrium

and closer balance of forward and backward fluxes.

From a highly oxygenated state, a new increase in limiting nitrogen

or phosphorus could once again use the spare enzyme capacity of near-

equilibrium reactions to trigger a very rapid glycolytic increase.
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Figure 12.2 Rough sketch of the major catabolic pathways. Organisms vary
in many details, including the numbers of ATP, NADH, and FADH2 produced
and consumed. Foods composed of proteins or lipids are catabolized through
different initial pathways, typically producing pyruvate or acetyl-CoA. Cells may
excrete acetate, lactate, ethanol, or other glycolytic products rather than pass
those products through acetyl-CoA and the TCA cycle. Glycolysis produces two
pyruvate molecules, doubling the stochiometry of the lower pathways relative
to the initial glucose input. Electron transport and oxidative phosphorylation
use variable numbers of input NADH and FADH2 and convert a variable number
of ADP to ATP. For example, one glucose and the consequent two pyruvates
may associate with approximately 10 NADH and 2 FADH2 inputs and 28 ATP
outputs. Adding the 2 ATP from glycolysis and the 2 ATP from the 2 TCA cycles,
a single glucose molecule may yield approximately 32 ATP.428
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Differences between Species in Anaerobic Glycolytic Driving

Force and Free Energy Efficiency

When grown on glucose and with abundant nutrients, the anaerobic cellu-

lose digesters Clostridium acetobutylicum and Thermoanaerobacterium

saccharolyticum have strong glycolytic driving force and rapid growth

similar to anaerobically grown E. coli.

By comparison, the cellulose digesters C. cellulolyticum and C. ther-

mocellum grown on glucose have glycolytic driving force reduced by

80–90% and slower growth. Because these species dissipate less free

energy across glycolysis, they can potentially capture more usable nega-

tive entropy per glucose molecule, obtained as more ATP generated per

glucose input.193,310

Figure 12.3 illustrates the differences between the fast and slow

species.

Puzzles of Design

Why do species vary so much in glycolytic driving force and associated

efficiency in extracting and storing free energy? Why do species such

as E. coli respond to increased nutrients by rapidly enhancing glycolytic

free energy change, flux, and growth, whereas species such as C. cellu-

lolyticum retain low driving force and slow growth?

These challenges in understanding design often come down to three

issues. First, how do particular biochemical mechanisms constrain re-

sponse to changed conditions? Second, how do environmental and

demographic conditions alter the fitness costs and benefits of differ-

ent metabolic attributes? Third, how do the mechanisms and fitness

consequences combine to shape observed patterns of organismal design?

Comparative predictions provide the best approach to solving those

puzzles of design. Later chapters develop comparative predictions. This

chapter emphasizes observed patterns of variation and mechanistic

detail, the basis for formulating hypotheses about metabolic design.

12.2 Overflow Metabolism: Mechanisms

Aerobically metabolizing cells break down glucose through glycolysis, the

tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA), and the electron transport chain. Most of

the captured free energy comes from the coupling of electron transport
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Figure 12.3 Free energy change (∆G) between six intermediates in glycolysis
(Fig. 12.1a). The height of each rectangle shows the relative free energy change
between intermediates. The cumulative change is the sum of the changes for
intermediate components. Light gray for Clostridium cellulolyticium and dark
gray for C. acetobutylicum. For the first difference on the left, the change for
acetobutylicum combines the heights of both rectangles. Data from supplemen-
tary table 12 of Park et al.310

with oxidative phosphorylation to drive the ATP–ADP disequilibrium

(Fig. 12.2).

In environments with low glucose and sufficient oxygen and nutrients,

aerobically metabolizing cells process almost all of the sugar through

the full sequence. As glucose availability increases up to an intermediate

switch point, growth rate rises steadily and cells continue to catabolize

through the full sequence.

Additional glucose beyond that intermediate switch point changes

metabolic processing. Cells continue to pass some of their glycolytic

output through the TCA cycle but also excrete excess glycolytic products

such as acetate, ethanol, or lactate (Fig. 12.4).
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Figure 12.4 Catabolic flux and glycolytic overflow in cells capable of aerobic
respiration. As sugar intake and glycolytic flux rise, cells may excrete glycolytic
products. In E. coli at low sugar intake rate, all flux passes through the TCA
cycle and electron transport, with no glycolytic overflow.28 As intake rises,
post-glycolytic flux does not keep up and excess glycolytic flux overflows as
excreted acetate. In S. cerevisiae, rapid sugar intake associates with excreting
post-glycolytic flux as ethanol. After consuming the sugar, yeast cells may
shift to catabolizing the ethanol through the TCA cycle, electron transport, and
oxidative phosphorylation (dashed arrow).49

Increased glucose uptake and faster growth rate associate with gly-

colytic excretion in many bacterial, yeast, and mammalian cells. The

glycolytic excretion is called overflow metabolism.78,326,452 Yeast studies

typically label this process the Crabtree effect and mammalian studies

the Warburg effect.316

As glucose availability rises above the switch point for overflow metab-

olism, growth rate continues to increase (Fig. 16.2). But cellular efficiency

declines, measured as the biomass yield per gram of glucose taken up.326

The decline in efficiency associated with overflow metabolism likely

occurs because almost all ATP production per glucose molecule happens

in the post-glycolytic pathways (Fig. 12.2). Overflow metabolism excretes

most of the potentially available negative entropy that drives ATP pro-

duction. Oxygen and nutrients seem to be fully supplied, so it appears

that cells are wasting food resources.

In the following subsections, I describe several mechanisms that may

explain overflow metabolism.78 I then discuss how the mechanistic ex-

planations must be considered in the broader context of fitness costs

and benefits. Those design forces shape metabolism subject to the con-

straint forces imposed by mechanism. The interplay between design and

constraint forces provides the basis for comparative predictions.
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Thermodynamic Inhibition Reduces Glycolytic Driving Force

Overflow metabolism suggests that the post-glycolytic pathways hit some

limit. If flux slows through those later pathways, then the glycolytic

products build up in concentration.

When the concentration of a product rises to its equilibrium level, the

free energy driving force decreases to zero (eqns 11.7, 11.8). Thus, excess

glycolytic products extinguish the driving force of glycolysis, bringing

cellular metabolism to a halt. Excretion of glycolytic products relieves

this thermodynamic inhibition, increasing the glycolytic driving force.

Greater glycolytic driving force speeds the rate of glycolysis but also

discards a lot of free energy, reducing the capture of free energy in the

ATP–ADP disequilibrium. Overflow metabolism enhances catabolic rate

and reduces yield efficiency.

In environments that favor rapid growth, the fitness benefit of main-

taining rapid glycolytic ATP production may outweigh the cost of reduced

efficiency. In that case, the fitness benefit from rapid ATP production

provides a sufficient explanation for glycolytic overflow.316

Next, I summarize three mechanisms that may constrain flux down-

stream from glycolysis, causing thermodynamic inhibition.78

NADH–NAD+ Redox Imbalance Inhibits Flux

Thermodynamic inhibition in metabolism may be expressed in terms of

redox potential.467 I briefly describe redox potential. I then present the

NADH–NAD+ redox imbalance that may cause overflow metabolism.

In overflow metabolism, the excretion of glycolytic products suggests

that flux through post-glycolytic pathways has slowed. As those lower

pathways back up, cells discard some of their glycolytic products to

maintain thermodynamic driving force.

From a thermodynamic perspective, what exactly is backing up and

what is being discarded to bring the pathways back into thermodynamic

balance? In other words, what is the proper currency to measure backup,

excretion, and balance? Redox potential is the proper currency.467

Redox potential measures how strongly molecules attract and hold

electrons. Entropy increases as electrons attach to more strongly at-

tracting molecules. Molecules that hold electrons relatively weakly have

relatively lower entropy and higher free energy. Much of the negative

entropy in food arises from the relatively weakly held electrons.
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Entropy increases as the electrons flow through catabolism from

weakly attracting food to strongly attracting final electron acceptors,

such as oxygen. Catabolism is the orderly processing of that electron

flow, designed to capture food’s negative entropy in molecular forms

that can drive cellular processes.

Overflow metabolism arises from an imbalance in the electron flow

from electron donors to electron acceptors. Electron donors are de-

scribed as reducing their molecular partners because they transmit

negatively charged electrons that reduce the charge of the recipient mol-

ecules. Electron acceptors oxidize (increase) the electric charge of their

partners by taking away negatively charged electrons.

The flow of electrons between reduction-oxidation (redox) pairs deter-

mines much of the thermodynamic flux of entropy and free energy in

metabolic reactions.

In the process of breaking down food, catabolic processing transfers

some of the food’s weakly held electrons to special molecules that are

kept in disequilibrium, such as the transfer to ATP kept in disequilib-

rium against ADP. The disequilibrium of those special molecules hold

for later use relatively weakly held electrons and their high potential

thermodynamic driving force.

In glycolysis and the TCA cycle, some of the negative entropy in food’s

electrons is captured by the NADH–NAD+ disequilibrium in the reaction

NAD+ +H+ + 2 e− NADH.

An input of free energy can push the concentration of NADH above its

equilibrium level. The free energy comes from coupling this reaction

to a spontaneous catabolic reaction that loses free energy. The total

free energy change of the coupled reactions is negative, as it must be to

guarantee the increase of entropy required for all aggregate changes.

In later reactions, dissipating the NADH–NAD+ disequilibrium pulls

relatively weakly held electrons away from NADH toward a more attrac-

tive partner. That redox electron flow increases entropy, providing a

driving force for other reactions.

The loss of electrons from NADH to more strongly attracting molecules

is the primary driver of the electron transport chain, which transfers to

ATP the free energy contained in the relatively weakly held electrons of

NADH.
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We can now return to the problem of overflow metabolism. In essence,

some aspect of the TCA cycle or the electron transport chain fails to

keep up with the electron flux from highly reduced food toward more

strongly electron-attracting molecules.

Glycolytic products attract electrons more strongly than the initial

food source. But if those glycolytic products cannot pass their electrons

on to even more strongly attracting molecules in the downstream TCA

cycle and electron transport chain, then the electrons at that intermediate

redox level build up in those glycolytic products.

The buildup in the concentration of electrons with intermediate redox

potential in glycolytic products moves the system toward its equilib-

rium. That reduction in disequilibrium slows the thermodynamic flux

of entropy, impeding the flow of electrons through glycolysis. Cells

may relieve that electron flux inhibition by excreting glycolytic products,

maintaining sufficient disequilibrium.

What causes the backup in electron flux in the downstream TCA cycle

or electron transport chain?

In E. coli, the NADH–NAD+ ratio rises sharply at the onset of overflow

metabolism.423 That extreme disequilibrium means that there is little

NAD+ available to make NADH by accepting electrons that flow through

the TCA cycle. Overflow metabolism functions to excrete excess weakly

held electrons that cannot flow through a redox potential gradient in

the TCA pathway. Studies of the yeast S. cerevisiae also show that an

NADH–NAD+ imbalance associates with overflow metabolism.186,424

To study the role of the NADH–NAD+ ratio, Vemuri et al.423 created an

E. coli strain that overexpresses an NADH oxidase. That enzyme lowers

the NADH–NAD+ ratio. The lower ratio associates with more NAD+ to

accept electrons and produce NADH. Maintenance of the NAD+ electron

acceptor allows the continuous flow of electrons from glycolysis through

the later pathways at higher glucose uptake rates.

However, high glucose uptake rates often trigger repression of some

genes in the TCA cycle and electron transport. Reduced enzyme or

cytochrome levels constrain flux, creating another barrier to flow through

the post-glycolytic pathways.

To prevent repression of post-glycolytic pathways, Vemuri et al.423

knocked out a transcription factor gene, arcA. The combined excess

NADH oxidase and knockout of arcA restored electron flux balance and

allowed cells to catabolize more glucose through the TCA cycle and
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electron transport. Enhanced catabolic processing reduced or eliminated

overflow excretion of glycolytic products, even at high glucose uptake

rates.

Excess NADH oxidase causes futile cycling between electron accep-

tance that transforms NAD+ to NADH and electron loss that reverses the

transformation. The cycling is futile because the electron flow does not

drive useful biochemical transformations.348 Associated with that futile

cycling and waste of free energy, excess NADH oxidase reduces biomass

yield relative to the wild type.

In summary, a rise in the NADH–NAD+ ratio at high glucose uptake

rates causes redox imbalance and associates with excretion of glycolytic

products. The imbalance also associates with repression of the TCA and

electron transport pathways.

Excess NADH oxidase and loss of the repressor for later metabolic

pathways restore redox balance, enhancing flux through the full aerobic

catabolic pathway. However, the engineered mutant strain has lower

biomass yield per gram of glucose taken up. Reduced yield may occur

because of the futile cycling of NADH and NAD+ or the higher proteome

cost of the post-glycolytic aerobic pathways (p. 168).

Vemuri et al.’s423 experimental study shows that relieving the NADH–

NAD+ redox imbalance can restore post-glycolytic flux and reduce the

overflow excretion of glycolytic products. In natural isolates that suf-

fer NADH–NAD+ redox imbalance at high glucose uptake rate, what

mechanism causes the buildup of that redox imbalance? The following

subsections consider two possibilities.

Membrane Surface Tradeoff between Glucose Uptake and

Electron Transport

On E. coli’s inner cytoplasmic membrane, glucose transporters must

compete for membrane space with electron transporters. As growth rate

rises and demand on membrane proteins increases, a tradeoff may occur

between glucose uptake and electron transport.320,399,472

At moderate metabolic rate, there is enough membrane space for cells

to balance glucose uptake and the final electron transport steps of aero-

bic ATP production. At high metabolic rate, demand for glucose uptake

may crowd out electron transport. By this hypothesis, fast-growing cells

excrete excess glycolytic products because limited electron transport
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capacity prevents some glycolytic products from flowing through the

post-glycolytic pathways.399,472

Normally, the electron transport chain moves the relatively weakly

held electrons of NADH to oxygen, which strongly attracts electrons. That

process lowers NADH concentration and raises NAD+ concentration.

When electron transport capacity becomes limiting, the buildup of

NADH causes redox imbalance. Excreting glycolytic products slows

creation of NADH in the TCA cycle, which reduces the NADH–NAD+

disequilibrium and thermodynamic inhibition.

Szenk et al.399 studied the tradeoff between glucose uptake rate and

electron transport capacity under the assumption of limited membrane

space. In their theoretical analysis, abundant glucose favors allocating

additional membrane space to glucose uptake, causing more glycolytic

flux than can be processed by electron transport. With limited electron

transport capacity, cells must excrete overflow glycolytic products to

maintain catabolic flux.

According to Szenk et al.’s399 calculations, high glucose uptake and

glycolytic overflow maximize the efficiency of ATP production per unit

membrane area, enhancing the rate of ATP production.

Zhuang et al.472 suggested that eukaryotic cells may face a similar

membrane limitation. Glycolysis occurs in the cytosol, yielding pyru-

vate. Mitochondria take up pyruvate through active transport across

the inner mitochondrial membrane.272 Mitochondria also use their inner

membrane for the electron transport chain.

Limited mitochondrial membrane space may create a tradeoff between

electron transport and uptake of pyruvate or other nutrients. That

mitochondrial membrane limitation may cause cells to excrete excess

glycolytic products at high glucose uptake rates.

Proteome Tradeoff between Catabolism and Building Biomass

The proteome is the aggregate cellular protein content. The proteome

efficiency of a cellular process can be measured by the amount of protein

required to drive the process.

The proteome efficiency of catabolic pathways may be expressed as

ATPs produced per unit proteome. Molenaar et al.279 suggested that

glycolysis by itself is more efficient than the full catabolic pathway from

sugar uptake through final aerobic processing.
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In other words, glycolysis makes more ATPs per proteomic unit than

does full processing through the TCA cycle and electron transport, even

though glycolysis makes fewer ATPs per sugar molecule. Glycolysis is

more efficient per unit proteome, whereas full aerobic processing is more

efficient per unit carbon input.284

This theory predicts overflow metabolism. When the sugar uptake

rate is high, the associated fast growth rate imposes strong proteomic

demand for the proteins that aid in building biomass and replicating cells.

Strong proteome demand for growth favors glycolytic catabolism, which

is more proteome efficient. The switch toward glycolytic catabolism at

high sugar uptake rate causes overflow excretion of glycolytic products.

When sugar uptake rate is low, the associated slow growth rate im-

poses weak proteomic demand. Limited carbon imposes a stronger

constraint than does total protein. Cells gain by using the more carbon

efficient post-glycolytic pathway of aerobic respiration.

Basan et al.28 tested the prediction that stronger proteome limitation

increases glycolytic-dominated catabolism and overflow excretion. To

test this prediction, they overexpressed the LacZ protein in E. coli. The

more LacZ, the greater the proteome limitation will be for the expres-

sion of other proteins. They observed that greater proteome limitation

enhanced overflow metabolism, supporting their prediction.

The theory depends on the assumption that glycolysis is more pro-

teome efficient for ATP production than respiration via the TCA cycle,

electron transport, and oxidative phosphorylation. Basan et al.28 used

quantitative mass spectrometry and ribosome profiling to measure pro-

teome efficiency per ATP produced. They estimated that glycolysis is

approximately twice as efficient as respiration.

In summary, under high glucose uptake rate and fast growth, limited

proteome capacity constrains cells. Proteome limitation favors the more

proteome efficient glycolytic pathway over the less efficient respiration

pathways, leading to overflow excretion of post-glycolytic products.298

Under low glucose uptake rate and slow growth, limited carbon avail-

ability constrains cells. Carbon limitation favors using the more carbon

efficient respiration pathways rather than overflow excretion of post-

glycolytic products.
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12.3 Overflow Metabolism: Design Puzzles

Why do cells excrete glycolytic products, which contain most of food’s

potential free energy? The prior section summarized various mecha-

nistic explanations. For example, membrane space may be limited or

proteome costs may dominate. Those mechanistic explanations arise

from biophysical constraints.

Constraining mechanistic forces determine what is possible and there-

fore play a necessary role in the study of design. But constraining forces

are not sufficient to explain biological design. We must also consider

what I have called the design forces.

Design forces determine the relative strength of fitness components,

such as rate and yield. Rate is the speed at which cells reproduce. Yield is

the total amount of reproduction per unit of food intake. Environmental

and demographic factors influence the relative fitness value of growing

fast versus growing efficiently.

Constraint forces determine the directions along which design forces

can move traits. A crowded membrane surface imposes a tradeoff

between the density of glucose transporters and the density of electron

transporters. Increasing glucose uptake by adding more transporters

often increases growth rate. But the crowding of the membrane with

glucose transporters imposes reduced aerobic capacity, lowering yield.

Similarly, when demand for cytosol proteins exceeds space or re-

sources, a proteome constraint imposes a tradeoff between enzymes

for catabolism and enzymes for growth. Maximizing growth rate or

balancing rate and yield may depend on this mechanistic constraint.

At first glance, the forces of constraint seem most compelling. Lim-

ited room on membranes or within the cytosol must impose essential

tradeoffs. Experiments that push cells to their limits gain information

about those physical constraints. Observed cellular traits may follow

along the paths set by the constraints.

Do such studies of constraints solve the puzzles of design? No, for

two reasons.

First, constraints are rarely fixed with regard to biological function.

For example, glucose uptake may be enhanced by making the membrane

more permeable.318 Because space is not the only factor that influences

uptake, constraints based solely on membrane surface area can mislead.

Membrane permeability may also affect electron transport efficiency,
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creating an alternative physical constraint between glucose uptake and

aerobic respiration. In general, biological functions may be linked

through multiple physical factors.

Experimentally, one can choose to push up against any one of the

many physical factors that constrain a pair of traits. One will often see

significant consequences because physical constraints impose strong

forces. One finds what one looks for.

With regard to design, it is difficult to know which of the constraining

forces is most important. Different circumstances push cells up against

different limits. Potentially, all of them could be important. But under

normal operating conditions, only a few of the limits or maybe none of

them imposes strong constraining forces on design.

The second reason that studying constraints by themselves cannot

solve puzzles of design is that the forces of design can tune physical

constraints. For example, the mechanisms by which membrane per-

meability varies may allow partial decoupling of glucose uptake from

electron transport efficacy. Maybe a partial decoupling of those functions

requires extra cost. If it can be done, is it worth it?

The worth depends on the components of fitness affected by the

different functions. And the worth depends on how the fundamental

forces of design weight those different fitness components.

Maybe the fact that membrane permeability can also influence antibi-

otic defense is important.318 If so, then the forces of design may have to

balance the fitness components associated with sugar uptake, electron

transport, and antibiotic defense, subject to various physical constraints.

How to Study Design

At this point, the puzzles of design may seem hopelessly complicated.

And they are, if one tries to fit a particular explanation to a particular

organism.

For example, one will never understand how the forces of design have

shaped E. coli by studying a few alternative conditions that push the

organism against biophysical constraints. Such experiments are very

helpful. But they cannot solve puzzles of design.

Comparative predictions provide the best way to study the tuning of

design and the interaction with constraining forces. Chapter 16 presents

many comparative predictions for overflow metabolism.
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The remainder of this chapter provides additional background for

comparative predictions. For example, Section 12.4 discusses laboratory

evolution experiments, which push against particular constraints. The

evolutionary response reveals whether design follows the hypothesized

constraints or other forces override those constraints.

The following subsection considers natural genetic variation, which

suggests how organisms adapt to different conditions.

Natural Variation

The fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe has the capacity for aero-

bic respiration. That catabolic process typically transforms sugar into

carbon dioxide and water. The full cascade consumes essentially all of

the usable negative entropy in the initial food input, providing a large

free energy gradient to drive metabolism and physical work.

Many natural isolates of S. pombe limit catabolism primarily to the

initial glycolytic cascade, in spite of their capacity for full aerobic res-

piration. The cells excrete glycolytic fermentation products, a form of

overflow metabolism.

Kamrad et al.202 studied the balance between glycolytic fermentation

and post-glycolytic respiration in S. pombe. Among 161 isolates, 18

strains depended more strongly on respiration, whereas 143 depended

primarily on glycolysis.

The rare respiration-dominant strains associated with a low activity

variant of the pyruvate kinase gene. Pyruvate sits at a key branch point

between glycolytic and post-glycolytic pathways (Fig. 12.2).

The laboratory strain of this species has the low activity variant

and respiration-dominant metabolism. When the high activity variant

was substituted into the laboratory strain, its metabolism changed to

glycolytic-dominant.

A single nucleotide polymorphism determined the low and high activ-

ity kinase variants. The strains with increased pyruvate kinase activity

had broad transcription and protein expression changes relative to the

strains with low activity. Expression levels in the high activity strains

associated with enhanced glycolysis, reduced post-glycolytic pathways

of respiration, and other biochemical changes.163

Several other genetic variants also influenced the balance between

glycolysis and respiration. That genetic variability provides wide scope

for the forces of design to tune metabolic processing.
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What sort of tuning might be involved? In particular, what fitness com-

ponents might vary? Kamrad et al.202 studied four fitness components:

growth rate, biomass yield, survival, and stress resistance.

The 143 strains with higher pyruvate kinase activity had greater glu-

cose uptake rate and glycolytic flux. The greater glycolytic flux asso-

ciated with increased growth rate and decreased biomass yield when

compared with the 18 strains with lower pyruvate kinase activity and a

more respiration-dominant metabolism.

The high activity variants with greater glycolytic flux had a significantly

higher survival rate during stationary phase. Survival was measured as

the proportion of nondividing cells in stationary phase that divide after

adding more food. After 3 days in stationary phase, 25.3% of the high

glycolytic variants survived, whereas only 6.5% of the low glycolytic

variants survived.

The low activity variants with greater respiration were better at tol-

erating oxidative stress. Respiration normally produces free radicals

that impose oxidative stress.420 Those free radicals may enhance cellular

expression of mechanisms to tolerate oxidative stress.

Enhanced tolerance to internally caused oxidative stress may raise tol-

erance to external sources of oxidative stress. Other species or particular

environments can create strong oxidative stress by producing hydrogen

peroxide or other free radicals.381

In summary, the common variant with high activity pyruvate kinase

had enhanced glycolytic flux, reduced respiration, faster growth rate,

lower biomass yield, greater survival under starvation, and lower toler-

ance of oxidative stress.

Lab conditions are often thought to be especially favorable for high

growth rate. However, the lab strain of S. pombe has the low activity

variant of pyruvate kinase associated with relatively slower growth.

Lab conditions in this species may impose relatively strong oxidative

stress, against which the lab strain’s low activity variant provides better

protection than the high activity variant.202 If so, the lab strain is tuned

for oxidative stress resistance rather than high growth rate. Whether true

or not in this particular case, the possibility that cells tune metabolism

to raise tolerance to oxidative stress suggests that assuming growth rate

optimization may mislead about the forces of design.

In this example, design cannot be inferred from a single tradeoff im-

posed by a mechanistic constraint, such as membrane-constrained food

uptake versus electron transport. One must also consider how stress
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resistance and other design forces change the weighting of different

fitness components in response to changing environmental conditions.

To reveal the forces of design, one must make comparative predictions

about how changing environmental conditions alter traits along the paths

allowed by the forces of constraint.

12.4 Evolutionary Timescale

Constraints depend on evolutionary timescale. This section emphasizes

laboratory evolution experiments, which analyze a short timescale. To

set the context, I first discuss varying timescales in other types of study.

Physiological Variation

On a zero evolutionary timescale, the physiological response of a partic-

ular strain occurs in the context of a fixed genomic regulatory system.

Biophysical constraints limit the possible physiological responses.

Basan et al.28 measured the proteome constraint in E. coli (p. 168).

As glucose uptake and glycolytic flux rise, their analysis suggested that

a cellular limit on total protein favors overflow excretion of glycolytic

products rather than an increase in post-glycolytic flux.

Limits on the allocation of proteins to different cellular functions may

indicate a general force of constraint that acts on evolutionary design.

However, in the absence of an evolutionary comparison, there is no direct

evidence that a proteome constraint limits evolutionary change. During

an evolutionary response, cell size may change, altering the intensity of

the proteome size limit (p. 200). Or other constraints may dominate.

Genetic Variation

On a short evolutionary timescale, natural genetic variation may reveal

the forces of design. The evolutionary response associated with observed

genetic variation typically remains confined to small changes within the

current physiological system.

The prior section summarized genetic variation in natural isolates

of S. pombe. The observed genetic variation suggested that varying

oxidative stress in different habitats alters the fitness costs and benefits

associated with overflow metabolism. In that case, metabolism is shaped
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by evolutionary forces of design imposed by the environment rather

than by an internal constraint such as proteome limitation.

Taxonomic Variation

On a longer timescale, evolutionary analysis by the classic comparative

method contrasts different species, genera, and higher taxonomic groups.

The method associates varying environmental challenges with varying

organism traits.173

The comparative method also emphasizes correction for shared evo-

lutionary history. Suppose two closely related species of the same genus

differ from other organisms. In that case, it is likely that those two

species are similar because they inherited the same evolutionary modifi-

cation rather than separately evolved that modification in response to

the same evolutionary challenge.

Microbial Metabolic Design

My analysis of microbial metabolism emphasizes the shorter timescales.

On shorter timescales, one has a better chance to isolate forces and par-

tial causes of design. Longer evolutionary timescales make it increasingly

difficult to correct for other causes or to assume that those other causes

can be ignored.

Recent advances in lab studies, genomics, and other techniques have

opened the study of shorter timescales. The great diversity of microbes

and their rapid evolution provide good opportunities to match the scale

over which forces act to the scale over which traits change, allowing one

to isolate partial causation in the study of design.

Experimental Evolution

Laboratory evolution typically operates on a very short evolutionary

timescale. In the lab, one can impose a particular environment and then

observe evolutionary change in response to that environment.

The short timescale and strong selective pressure often push cells up

against particular physiological constraints. The evolutionary response

can provide insight into the interaction between conflicting design and

constraint forces.
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Figure 12.5 Plot of y = µ/q for yield, y , growth rate, µ, and glucose uptake
rate, q. The three curves from left to right are for µ = 1,1.55,2.1. The value of
µ is constant along each curve. Physiological constraints may impose a negative
tradeoff between growth rate and the maximum value of yield.

Cheng et al.’s65 recent experimental evolution study of overflow me-

tabolism in E. coli provides an interesting example. Glucose availability

and other conditions remained constant. Changes in traits reflect evolu-

tionary response to the constant experimental conditions.

Growth rate increased by approximately 50%, a very strong evolution-

ary response. Three other variables changed with increased growth rate:

glucose uptake rate, acetate excretion rate, and biomass yield.

To interpret the evolutionary response, consider the relations between

yield, growth rate, and glucose uptake rate (Fig. 10.1) as

y = µ/q. (12.1)

Here, y is yield in grams of biomass per gram of glucose, µ is growth

rate in grams of biomass per unit time, and q is the glucose uptake

rate in grams of glucose per unit time. This expression follows from the

definitions of the terms and does not require any particular assumptions.

For a given growth rate, µ, the other two variables have the inverse

relation shown in Fig. 12.5. The value of µ is the same along each curve.

An increase in µ shifts a curve to the right. The negative tradeoff between

uptake rate, q, and yield, y , arises from y ∝ 1/q in eqn 12.1.

In Cheng et al.’s65 study, all independently evolved lines significantly

increased their growth rates (Fig. 12.6). For similar growth rates, the

evolved lines varied widely in their biomass yield (y) and glucose uptake

(q) traits. The variability in those two traits followed along the tradeoff
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Figure 12.6 Experimental evolution increases growth rate, with biomass yield
changing in an apparently neutral and uncorrelated way. When the experimental
evolution (ee) starting strain was subjected to natural selection favoring faster
growth, the nine independently evolved lines changed to the endpoints. Redrawn
from Fig. 1A of Cheng et al.65

curves y ∝ 1/q in Fig. 12.5 imposed by the definition of the variables

(fig. 3A of Cheng et al.65).

In the evolved lines, why do the uptake rate and yield vary so widely

for similar growth rates? In these experiments, selection was imposed

in a way that limits time for growth rather than limits sugar for growth.

Because the imposed design force pushes strongly on biomass produced

per unit time (growth rate) and weakly on biomass produced per unit

sugar (yield), the yield is effectively a neutral trait.

Under these conditions, an evolutionary change that increases growth

rate is favored independently of its consequences for yield. Thus, the

various evolved lineages tend to explore alternative physiological mecha-

nisms to achieve the same level of increased growth.

In terms of the evolutionary forces of design, the interesting problem

concerns how the environment imposes particular fitness costs and

benefits. For example, an experiment that imposed selection on both

growth rate and yield would, in theory, favor phenotypes that followed

along the upper growth rate versus yield tradeoff line in Fig. 12.5. One

could alter the selection intensity on the rate and yield components,

potentially favoring movement of the evolved lineages along the rate-

yield tradeoff line.

In terms of the forces of constraint, the interesting problem concerns

how physiological and biophysical mechanisms impose limits on partic-

ular variables and associations between those variables. For example,

what mechanisms allow cells to evolve higher growth rates? What mecha-
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nisms relate the observed variations in glucose uptake rate to variations

in yield for a given growth rate?

This study did not directly measure mechanistic aspects associated

with the observed evolutionary changes. Instead, the authors used mod-

eling approaches to analyze plausible mechanistic explanations. For the

observed variation in glucose uptake rate and yield, their metabolic mod-

eling suggested a possible role for an NADH–NAD+ imbalance, discussed

earlier on p. 164.

By that mechanism, the more that cells process post-glycolytic prod-

ucts through the TCA cycle and the electron transport chain, the lower

the glucose uptake rate and the higher the yield for a particular growth

rate will be. Lower uptake rate also associates with lower post-glycolytic

excretion of acetate.

To increase post-glycolytic flux through the TCA cycle and electron

transport, cells must relieve the NADH–NAD+ imbalance that builds at

high growth rate. That imbalance may build because electron transport

cannot dissipate the NADH–NAD+ disequilibrium fast enough to offset

the increasing imbalance produced by the TCA cycle (p. 164).

The metabolic models by Cheng et al.65 suggest that cells may relieve

the NADH–NAD+ imbalance by switching to alternative, faster, and less

efficient electron transport components. For example, Zhuang et al.472

note that three different cytochromes used in electron transport trade

off speed versus efficiency. By adjusting the ratios of those cytochromes,

cells could adjust the speed versus efficiency of electron transport.

Less efficient electron transport captures less free energy in the

ATP–ADP disequilibrium, dissipates the NADH–NAD+ disequilibrium

faster, and increases flux through electron transport. That increased flux

through aerobic respiration lowers acetate excretion, raises yield, and

lowers the glucose uptake associated with a particular growth rate.

How should we interpret these details about evolutionary response

and physiological mechanisms? I prefer to synthesize the existing facts

and current theories into a series of comparative predictions. Those

predictions emphasize how environmental changes alter the evolutionary

forces of design and the associated weighting of the various fitness

components. Those evolutionary forces can tune traits via the particular

physiological mechanisms that impose forces of constraint.

Of course, we may misinterpret facts and develop incorrect theories.

Then the comparative predictions should fail, exposing the problem.
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I develop comparative predictions in Chapter 16. I finish here with

one brief prediction. As experimental environments impose stronger

selection on improved yield, the evolved lines should converge toward

more efficient metabolic pathways associated with lower glucose uptake

rate. For example, we may expect a tuning in electron transport, NADH–

NAD+ imbalance, or other pathways that enhance yield efficiency.

A couple of tentative conclusions follow. First, physiological mech-

anisms provide much insight into design. But mechanistic constraints

can rarely explain design. For example, constraints play different roles

in environments that favor high growth independently of yield versus

environments that strongly select on yield efficiency.

Second, one can study the forces of design without knowing about

physiologically imposed forces of constraint. Environments that fa-

vor growth more than yield will tend to produce different traits when

compared with environments that favor yield more than growth. That

comparative prediction does not depend on mechanism.

Sometimes the multiple overlapping tradeoffs and the complexity of

the underlying physiology imply that it is best to start with broad com-

parative predictions based on the forces of design, ignoring constraints

imposed by mechanism.

Ultimately, including constraints and potential evolutionary changes

in mechanism will provide more precise predictions and greater insight

into design. Chapter 16 develops many comparative predictions.

12.5 Alternative Glycolytic Pathways

Prior sections considered glycolytic design in terms of free energy driving

force, proteomic efficiency, ATP production, and membrane permeability.

Those attributes affect growth rate and biomass yield per gram of sugar

input. Glycolytic and membrane attributes also affect oxidative stress

and sensitivity to antibiotics.

This section compares alternative glycolytic pathways.208 The different

pathways reflect the forces that shape alternative metabolic designs.

Redox Gradients and Metabolic Products

Glycolysis begins by taking up glucose or changing molecules into forms

that can be passed into glycolysis. The initial food molecules typically
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hold electrons relatively weakly. Catabolic processing transfers those

weakly held electrons to stronger electron acceptors through a gradient

of redox reactions.

The cascade of catabolic steps captures some of food’s negative en-

tropy into various storage systems. Each storage system is a chemical

disequilibrium that can be used to drive other reactions. I mention a

primary function for each of the three major systems.

The NADH–NAD+ disequilibrium drives the ATP–ADP disequilibrium

through oxidative phosphorylation (Fig. 12.2). The ATP–ADP disequi-

librium powers much of cellular work, including biosynthesis, motive

force, and active transport.86 The NADPH–NADP+ disequilibrium drives

the building of complex molecules and the mitigation of oxidative

stress.394,428

We can describe the alternative glycolytic pathways by their negative

entropy capture in the three storage systems. We can also describe the

pathways by their proteomic cost for catalytic enzymes.

Alternative Pathways

The Embden–Meyerhof–Parnas (EMP) pathway occurs in all domains of

life. From glucose to pyruvate, the pathway drives the following two

reactions to increase the NADH–NAD+ and ATP–ADP disequilibria,428

2 NAD+ + 2 H+ + 4 e− 2 NADH

2 ADP+ 2 Pi 2 ATP.

We say that the pathway produces 2 ATP and 2 NADH per glucose mole-

cule to describe the increased disequilibria.

The Entner-Doudoroff (ED) pathway occurs in many Bacteria and some

Archaea.48,108,208 Among Eukarya the pathway has been described in

a few plants, apparently obtained by gene transfer from cyanobacte-

rial ancestors of plastids.64 The ED pathway yields 1 NADH,1 ATP, and

1 NADPH.

The hexose monophosphate pathway (HMP), also known as the pen-

tose phosphate pathway (PPP), occurs widely across the Bacteria and

Eukarya.394 Some Archaea contain parts of the HMP pathway and may

use other reactions to achieve similar function.

The HMP pathway produces 2 NADPH and also provides molecular

precursors for nucleic acids and some amino acids. In most organisms,
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this pathway drives maintenance, growth, and protection against oxida-

tive stress.394 Pentoses such as xylose, arabinose, and ribose may enter

glycolysis through this pathway.208

In summary, the typical disequilibrium productivities for the three

major pathways are

EMP 2 NADH+ 2 ATP

ED 1 NADH+ 1 ATP+ 1 NADPH (12.2)

HMP 2 NADPH.

The biochemistry and yield of these pathways vary across prokary-

otes.26,48,208

Key Attributes and Fitness Consequences

This subsection links glycolytic pathways to five components of cellular

performance and fitness. The following subsection outlines associated

puzzles of metabolic design.

1. Yield.—Equation 12.2 summarizes the standard storage disequilibrium

yields for the alternative glycolytic pathways. Cost-benefit analyses in

the literature typically consider only ATP.108 However, NADH and NADPH

disequilibria also provide benefit through alternative functions.

Different environmental challenges alter the benefits associated with

the different disequilibria. How do microbes tune their usage of al-

ternative glycolytic pathways and disequilibria in response to varying

environmental challenges? The next subsection considers that question.

2. Driving force and rate.—We can partition into components the total

free energy change of coupled reactions in a pathway,

∆G = ∆Gp −∆Gy .

The total change, ∆G, is the maximum potential change, ∆Gp, when the

pathway does not drive coupled reactions that decrease entropy. The

potential change must be discounted by ∆Gy , the free energy yield of

entropy-decreasing coupled reactions. In glycolysis, the storage disequi-

libria hold the free energy yield.

The ratio ∆Gy
/
∆Gp describes the yield capture efficiency, the fraction

of a pathway’s potential free energy change captured by the storage

disequilibria. Four consequences follow.
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First, greater yield efficiency reduces the overall driving force, ∆G.

Second, lower driving force reduces the pathway flux rate when hold-

ing constant the reaction resistance, caused by factors such as enzyme

concentrations. Thus, the yield per input molecule trades off against the

rate at which the pathway processes input molecules.

Third, the common method of counting the number of ATP, NADH, and

NADPH molecules produced may not accurately reflect the driving force

and yield. For example, if the NADH–NAD+ disequilibrium is relatively

high, then converting another NAD+ to NADH consumes more free energy

than if the NADH–NAD+ disequilibrium is relatively low. Similarly, the

potential free energy change through the pathway, ∆Gp , depends on the

concentrations of the molecules along the reaction sequence.

Fourth, metabolic efficiency can be described as the increase in the

storage disequilibria per input molecule (yield efficiency) or the increase

in the disequilibria per unit time (rate efficiency).

3. Proteome cost.—Another efficiency aspect concerns the amount of

enzyme used to catalyze a pathway. Greater enzyme concentrations

lower the resistance of reactions and increase the pathway flux rate.

Enzymes impose a protein production cost.

If proteome size is limited, then allocating more protein to glycolytic

throughput reduces the amount of protein that can be allocated to other

functions. We may consider the yield efficiency per unit proteome cost

and the rate efficiency per unit proteome cost.

4. NADPH relieves oxidative stress.—I first review redox biochemistry and

oxidative stress. I then turn to the key role of NADPH and its production

in the ED and HMP glycolytic pathways.

The driving force for cellular biochemistry comes from moving the

weakly held electrons in food to strong electron attractors. The move-

ment of electrons to strong attractors is called oxidation. Oxygen is a

common electron attractor in oxidation, but other electron attractors

also oxidize molecules.

The flow of electrons toward strong attractors in catabolism increases

entropy. Cells couple that increase in entropy to other processes that

lower entropy, such as driving storage disequilibria, building organic

molecules, or doing physical work. The coupled processes can happen

as long as the total entropy increases.
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When building molecules or driving storage disequilibria for later

use, reactions that enhance negative entropy often move electrons back

toward molecules that hold them relatively weakly. Adding electrons to

molecules is called reduction because more negatively charged electrons

reduce overall charge.

Organic molecules tend to be in a reduced state relative to commonly

encountered electron attractors that would oxidize them. Unwanted

oxidizing agents impose oxidative stress by pulling electrons away from

reduced molecules, which causes damage.396

Oxidation causes a fundamental tension of biochemistry. Moving

weakly held electrons from food molecules toward strong electron at-

tractors by oxidation provides the catabolic driving force of life. Moving

weakly held electrons from useful molecules to unwanted oxidizing

agents destroys life’s ordered molecules.

Cells carefully control oxidizing processes in catabolism. However,

unwanted oxidizers are common and very damaging. Cells have antioxi-

dants that can counter oxidative stress.57,396

Oxidative stress often arises from molecules with unpaired electrons,

which are highly reactive. The hydroxyl radical, •OH, and the superoxide

anion, •O−2 , are common free radicals in biology. Many other free radi-

cals occur. Free radicals arise spontaneously as products of chemical

reactions within cells. Free radicals in the environment enter the cell

through the membrane.

Cells use a variety of antioxidants to control free radicals. Antioxidant

processes tend to be reducing, that is, they tend to push electrons

toward other molecules to counteract electron-attracting oxidizers. Thus,

antioxidation requires a reducing driving force.

Cells often use an NADPH–NADP+ disequilibrium to drive antioxidant

reducing processes because the reaction

NADPH NADP+ +H+ + 2 e−

can be coupled with other reactions to push electrons toward mole-

cules.57 Thus, cells must drive the NADPH–NADP+ disequilibrium to

maintain a store of reducing power for protecting against oxidative

stress.385

Returning to glycolysis, the ED glycolytic pathway produces NADPH,

whereas the standard EMP pathway does not (eqn 12.2). Oxidative stress
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may favor the antioxidant power of the ED glycolytic pathway over the

EMP pathway.63

Electron transport in oxidative phosphorylation creates free radicals

and a strong potential for oxidative damage.42,221 Thus, greater aerobic

respiratory flux through electron transport may favor ED over EMP.

Alternatively, cells may process a portion of glycolytic flux through

HMP/PPP to build the NADPH–NADP+ disequilibrium.

5. Membrane transport.—Glycolytic flux depends on food uptake. Faster

uptake may associate with greater transport of external oxidative factors

into the cell, increasing oxidative stress and favoring ED over EMP.

Two studies provide circumstantial evidence that uptake of sugar may

influence the uptake of oxidizing agents.

First, greater nutrient transport alters the uptake rate for various

antibiotics.318 Some antibiotics damage cells by oxidation.

Second, particular outer membrane pores of Salmonella lowered their

permeability in response to external oxidizing agents.177 Mutants that

cannot reduce permeability suffered greater oxidative damage.

Thus, altered nutrient transport may influence membrane perme-

ability, affecting uptake of other molecules and sensitivity to external

oxidative stress.

If greater nutrient transport increases sensitivity to external oxidative

challenge, then greater glycolytic flux may favor ED over EMP to protect

against external oxidative stress.

Puzzles of Design

What factors favor one glycolytic pathway over another?

1. Differences in benefits and costs.—The pathways differ in their yields

for the three storage disequilibria (eqn 12.2). Each disequilibrium pro-

vides a different benefit. Matching disequilibrium production with the

associated demand and dissipation rate is likely to be a key challenge.

Greater disequilibrium yield reduces the net free energy change. All

else equal, greater yield lowers the driving force and the flux rate.

Oxidative stress favors NADPH production because of its antioxidant

properties. Oxidative stress rises with electron transport flux, external

oxidative challenge, and greater membrane permeability associated with

faster nutrient uptake.
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The pathways likely differ in matching glycolytic output to demand

from the TCA cycle and aerobic respiration. Similarly, the pathways

likely differ in excreting post-glycolytic overflow products.

Excreted glycolytic products can influence growth of neighboring cells,

which may be competitive or cooperative.

The pathways provide different anabolic precursors for building or-

ganic molecules.

The pathways accept different alternative nutrient molecules and

initiating reactions. For example, the HMP pathway takes pentose as a

nutrient input.

Proteome cost arises primarily from producing the enzymes to cat-

alyze reactions. More pathway reaction steps increase proteome cost.

Lower driving force requires more enzymes and higher proteome cost to

achieve the same flux rate.

2. EMP or ED versus HMP.—Kim & Gadd208 state that in E. coli grown

on glucose “about 72 percent of the substrate is metabolized through

the EMP pathway, and the HMP pathway consumes the remaining 28

percent.” HMP may be used for its NADPH–NADP+ disequilibrium or for

particular precursors needed for biosynthesis.

The split between EMP and HMP almost certainly varies with growth

conditions. How do cells adjust the split between pathways in response

to changes in the environment? Which of the many differing costs and

benefits dominate under different conditions? How do the forces of

design tune the adjustment? How do species vary in this split or in a

split between ED and HMP?

Kim & Gadd208 (their section 4.1.3) list alternative steps in the EMP

pathway in different bacteria. For example, the standard pathway uses

NAD+-dependent glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH).

Streptococcus bovis and other species have an NADP+-dependent variant

of GAPDH, which produces NADPH. EMP production of NADPH may be

important in species that lack the HMP pathway or other mechanisms to

generate NADPH.

3. EMP versus ED.—Flamholz et al.108 inferred from genome sequences

whether a species has EMP or ED. In over 500 genomes of Bacteria and

Archaea, most species have EMP only, relatively few species have ED only,

and some species have both. Aerobes have ED significantly more often

than anaerobes (Fig. 12.7).
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Figure 12.7 Distribution of EMP and ED glycolytic pathways among Bacteria
and Archaea. Presence of a pathway was determined by analyzing genomes for
the genes in that pathway. Redrawn from Fig. 6 of Flamholz et al.108 It would be
interesting to refine the analysis with phylogenetic comparative methods.173

EMP yields two ATP molecules per glucose and ED yields one (eqn 12.2).

Thus, EMP has the greater ATP yield per sugar molecule. Anaerobes often

rely on glycolysis for ATP production. Flamholz et al.108 suggest that the

strong bias of anaerobes for EMP arises from that pathway’s superior

ATP yield per unit carbon input.

For aerobes, most ATP comes from post-glycolytic pathways. Thus,

aerobes weight the benefit of ATP yield from glycolysis less than do

anaerobes. Instead, aerobes may be more strongly influenced by the cost

of running the glycolytic pathway.

Flamholz et al.108 suggested that EMP has a higher proteome cost than

ED to produce the same post-glycolytic flux. Because EMP has a higher

yield than ED, it likely has a lower thermodynamic driving force. The

lower the driving force, the more enzyme required to catalyze flux.

Because EMP demands more protein to catalyze flux, the net ATP

yield per unit proteome cost may be lower in EMP than in ED. Aerobes

may sometimes be more strongly limited by the protein cost of driving

glycolysis than by the limited ATP yield of glycolysis because most ATP

comes from post-glycolytic pathways. Thus, according to Flamholz et

al.,108 ED is more prevalent in aerobes than anaerobes.
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Alternatively, Chavarría et al.63 suggest that ED may be favored over

EMP in bacteria “to gear their aerobic metabolism to endure oxidative-

related insults.” They show that the greater NADPH production of

ED provides the aerobe Pseudomonas putida with better tolerance to

oxidative challenge by diamide and hydrogen peroxide.

Aerobic prokaryotes may face greater oxidative stress than anaerobes

because electron transport produces free radicals.42,221 Excess oxidative

challenge for aerobes may partly explain their use of ED over EMP.

Both proteome efficiency and oxidative tolerance provide reasonable

hypotheses. One could probably come up with other plausible alter-

natives to fit the observed pattern.256 However, only comparative hy-

potheses and tests can reveal the forces of design and the forces of

constraint.

4. ED lost from eukaryotes except in some plants.—The environmental

challenges and natural history of aerobic yeast are similar to many

aerobic prokaryotes. Why do aerobic yeast lack the ED pathway, whereas

aerobic prokaryotes often have that pathway?

Perhaps the presence of mitochondria in eukaryotes explains the

difference. Mitochondria confine the free radicals produced by aerobic

metabolism. Processes that detoxify mitochondrial oxidative stress

are separated from the cytosol, where glycolysis occurs. Thus, the

antioxidant benefits of the ED pathway may provide more value to

prokaryotes than they would to eukaryotes.

Currently, all eukaryotes are thought to lack the ED pathway except

some plants.64 If mitochondria and the associated processes of intracel-

lular oxidative stress and tolerance explain the loss of the ED pathway in

most eukaryotes, then why do some plants have that pathway?

Chen et al.64 suggest that plants are typically not carbon limited

because they produce their own carbohydrates by photosynthesis. Thus,

greater proteomic efficiency may be more important for some plants

than efficiency in ATP yield per food input, which could favor the ED

pathway over the EMP pathway.108

Alternatively, some plants may suffer particularly strong oxidative

stress77 that requires the additional antioxidant power of the ED pathway.

The puzzle remains unsolved.

In summary, the different pathways influence several costs and benefits.

A focus only on yield maximization, or proteome cost minimization, or
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another particular dimension may miss important factors. As always, it

is difficult to explain any particular aspect of design by itself because

many forces may be acting simultaneously.

Comparative hypotheses focus on how a changed environment alters

particular costs and benefits. Comparison isolates partial causation and

reduces interference by other simultaneously acting forces.

Before I develop broad comparative hypotheses about metabolic de-

sign, it is helpful to review additional facts of metabolism. The next

chapter turns to the modulation of resistance in metabolic reactions.
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13 Flux Modulation:
Resistance

Reaction rate depends on the thermodynamic driving force that pushes

reactants toward products and on the resistance that opposes the reac-

tion. Equation 11.9 expresses reaction flux by an approximate analogy

with Ohm’s law as flux = force / resistance.

Chapter 12 focused on the driving force of reactions, which is the

increase in entropy between reactants and products (eqn 11.4). This

chapter considers resistance, which impedes reactions.

The first section reviews how resistance alters chemical reaction flux.

The second section describes mechanisms that modulate resistance.

Constraints limit the control of resistance and flux.

The third section raises genetic drift as a fundamental constraining

force on design. In small populations, stochasticity in reproduction can

overwhelm any fitness differences between alternative traits. Drift may

be particularly important when analyzing the design of metabolic control

for individual biochemical reactions.

The fourth section highlights general challenges in the study of meta-

bolic control. The fifth section lists specific problems of reaction flux.

The final section notes gaps in current understanding and prospects for

further work.

The design of regulatory control provides a natural extension to this

book, setting a primary task for the future.

13.1 Resistance Impedes Flux

Activation Energy Barrier

Organisms inevitably decompose into water, carbon dioxide, nitrogen,

and other simple inorganic compounds. Those compounds have much

lower free energy than the organic compounds of life. The driving force

toward decay is strong. Yet decay happens slowly enough to allow life.

In other words, thermodynamic driving force tells us where things

end up in the long-run equilibrium. But the thermodynamics of decay
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does not by itself explain chemical kinetics on the timescales that matter

for life.

We must also consider the driving force of negative entropy from food,

flowing from the sun or from geochemical disequilibria. And we must

consider the resistance that opposes reactions.

With regard to resistance, consider that both diamond and graphite

are composed of carbon atoms bound to one another. Graphite has

lower free energy, so the thermodynamic driving force favors diamond

to decompose into graphite. However, that happens so slowly in the

conditions in which we live that essentially it does not happen. The

resistance is very high.

Resistance occurs because the transition requires diamond to break

its strong carbon-carbon bonds before reforming a different pattern

of carbon bonding in graphite. The intermediate stage with broken

carbon bonds has much higher free energy than the diamond crystal. So

the intermediate transition almost never forms spontaneously, and the

transformation to graphite almost never occurs.

In general, an intermediate reaction state with higher free energy than

the initial reactants is called an activation energy barrier. Figure 13.1

shows an example. The heights of the molecular forms correspond to

relative free energy levels.

The change from reactants to products, R P, decreases free energy

and has a strong thermodynamic driving force. However, the reaction

happens very slowly. The reaction must go through an intermediate,

R C P, in which thermodynamic driving force works against

the formation of the intermediate complex, C. Thus, C imposes high

resistance, impeding the driving force that favors R P flux.

Mechanisms that alter driving force and resistance include changes

in the concentrations of reactants and products, changes in conditions

such as pH or the surrounding solvation environment, barriers to dif-

fusion that resist encounters between reactants, catalysts that alter the

intermediate complex, and so on.

The variety of biophysical mechanisms can only roughly be divided

into abstract driving force and resistance categories. For example, re-

duced diffusion alters molecular concentrations and the thermodynamic

driving force. Alternatively, one may consider limited diffusion as a phys-

ical resistance mechanism that impedes molecular motion and reaction.

Nonetheless, the abstractions of force and resistance provide insight.
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(a)

R

C

P

(b)

R C P

(c)

R P

Figure 13.1 The activation energy barrier impedes a reaction with strong
thermodynamic driving force. (a) The initial reactant, R, must change into an
intermediate reaction complex, C, before completing the reaction by forming
the product, P. Greater height of a molecular form signifies higher free energy.
(b) Symbolic expression of reaction fluxes between states. We may denote each
rate of transition as kij , the transition from i to j. From the left panel, we can
derive the relative rates as kpc < krc < kcr < kcp . (c) When the intermediate
complex, C, decays rapidly and is not observed, one instead observes forward
and backward transitions between the reactants and products at rates kpr < krp .
Those rates depend on the free energy driving force between the reactants and
products and on the resistance imposed by the increased free energy of the
intermediate complex.

Short-Term Kinetic versus Long-Term Thermodynamic Control

Useful organic molecules must be sufficiently stable so that they do not

decay too rapidly. And those molecules must be sufficiently reactive so

that they can be changed into other forms or be destroyed as needed.

Figure 13.2 shows the tension between thermodynamically driven

decay and kinetically driven transformation between molecular forms.

We start with some reactant molecules, R. Very strong driving force

favors decay to inorganic products, P. But strong resistance greatly

slows decay because the high free energy intermediate complex, C, rarely

forms.

The initial reactants, R, can also change to an alternative molecular

state, S, that may be a useful variant form. The alternative state, S, has

only slightly lower free energy and relatively low driving force toward

formation. However, the resistance for R S is relatively low, causing

that transformation to happen relatively quickly.
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(a)

S

B
R

C

P

(b)

S R P

Figure 13.2 Kinetic versus thermodynamic control. Initial reactants, R, may
decay to P or be modified to an alternative molecular form, S. In the short term,
kinetics favors transformation to S because the lower activation barrier for B
makes R S relatively rapid. In the long term, thermodynamics favors the
transformation of molecules to P because molecular forms eventually move to
the lowest free energy state. (b) If the intermediates B and C transform into
other molecules very quickly, one only observes the fluxes between the more
stable molecular forms, represented by this diagram. See Mallory et al.260 for
flux analysis in relation to reaction barriers and thermodynamic driving force.

Figure 13.3 shows an example of the reaction dynamics. Initially, all

molecules are in state R. The alternative S form arises quickly (light

curve) because of the low resistance for the R S transformation. Over

a long period of time, all molecules move toward the lowest free energy

state, P, because thermodynamic driving force eventually dominates

(dark curve).

For cells to function, their high free energy organic molecules must

not decay rapidly to low free energy inorganic components. In other

words, the building, maintenance, error correction, and recycling of

organic molecules requires sufficient resistance to impede the long-term

driving force toward decay.

Given sufficient resistance to long-term thermodynamic decay in the

R P transition of Fig. 13.2, cells still have the short-term problem

of controlling the kinetics of the R S reaction. Altering short-term

resistance provides one mechanism to modulate flux.
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Figure 13.3 Kinetics dominates in the short term and thermodynamics domi-
nates in the long term. The plot shows an example of the dynamics implied by
Fig. 13.2. Initially, all molecules are in state R. The light and dark curves show
the fraction of molecules in states S and P, respectively. The dynamics are based
on linear transition rates krs = 60, ksr = 0.5, krp = 0.05, and kpr = 0.00001.

13.2 Mechanisms to Alter Resistance and Flux

Enzyme Concentration

A protein catalyst (enzyme) may reduce the free energy of the interme-

diate complex. Reduced activation energy lowers the resistance barrier

between reactants and products, increasing the reaction flux.

Changing the enzyme concentration provides a mechanism to control

flux. The concentration of a particular enzyme depends on four rate

processes.174 Transcription creates mRNA. Transcript decay removes

mRNA. Translation creates proteins in proportion to mRNA abundance.

Protein decay removes proteins.

Suppose decay rates are constant. Then enzyme concentration varies

with the transcription and translation rates. Cells can make the same

concentration by raising one of the rates and lowering the other. In

theory, fast transcription and slow translation produce approximately

the same concentration as slow transcription and fast translation.

In a comprehensive dataset, the combination of high transcription

and low translation rates rarely occurred.174
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What might favor relatively low transcription and high translation

rates? Perhaps the benefits of limiting expensive transcription outweigh

the costs of greater noise with low mRNA transcript numbers.

On the cost side, lower transcription rate increases noise. Noise

increases because the number of mRNA transcripts may drop to the

point at which stochastic production of one more or one less transcript

strongly influences output.271,293

On the benefit side, lower transcription rate increases observed growth.

Additional mRNA may be inefficient and costly for growth because each

transcript is used less often to make a given amount of protein.145,200,271

The rarity of high transcription and low translation suggests that the

loss in growth rate from excess transcription typically outweighs the

gain from suppressing noise.174

Comparative Predictions

The tentative conclusions about the biophysical constraining forces of

production cost and noise pose a puzzle about the control of enzyme con-

centration. How do the forces of design, which weight noise and growth

components of fitness differently in different environments, affect the

noise-growth tradeoff in transcription and translation? Comparatively,

can we predict how changes in the environment alter expression?

Comparative tests could be applied to whole genomes, analyzing the

overall tradeoff in metabolism between noise and efficiency. Or the tests

could be applied to particular reactions, analyzing the noise-efficiency

tradeoff in the control of particular metabolic steps.

The latter tests link flux control for particular aspects of metabolism

to the ways in which changed environments alter fitness components.

Natural history shapes biochemistry, the primary theme of this book.

Enzyme Modification

Modifying an enzyme can significantly change its catalytic properties. For

example, adding a phosphate group to a single amino acid can alter how

the enzyme binds to its substrates. Phosphorylation commonly occurs

by taking a phosphate group from ATP and adding that phosphate group

to an enzyme,

ATP+ E
kinase

ADP+ E−Pi,
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in which ATP gives up a phosphate group to produce ADP, and the

phosphate group is attached to the enzyme as E−Pi. A kinase enzyme

catalyzes the phosphorylation reaction.428

A phosphatase enzyme removes the phosphate group, reversing the

phosphorylation modification,

H2O+ E−Pi
phosphatase

Pi+ E.

An enzyme can have many hundreds of amino acids. Phosphorylation or

similar covalent modification typically changes only one small molecular

group on one amino acid. Altering flux by enzyme modification is

much faster and less costly than altering enzyme concentration through

protein production and degradation pathways.

Eukaryotes rapidly adjust enzymes by kinase-phosphatase pairs or

by other modifications.189 Several studies suggest that prokaryotes also

regulate flux via enzyme modification.56,158,232

Enzyme modification gains the benefits of speed and relatively low

cost. However, small modifications typically cannot provide the level of

enzymatic specificity and efficiency achieved by a custom enzyme for a

specific task. Different challenges acting over different timescales likely

favor different mechanisms for controlling reaction flux.100

Allosteric Control

Small molecules can bind to enzymes, changing enzyme structure. Such

allosteric change in structure often modifies the catalytic activity of the

bound enzyme.287,412

The aggregate catalytic activity of a target enzyme can be modulated

by altering the concentrations of small allosteric effectors. Allostery

provides another relatively fast and inexpensive way to control flux.319

Aspartate transcarbamoylase (ACTase) provides a classic example of

allostery.428 This enzyme catalyzes a key step in pyrimidine synthesis

and the production of nucleotides.

A later step in the pyrimidine synthesis pathway makes cytidine

triphosphate (CTP). Binding of CTP to ACTase reduces enzyme activ-

ity. This allosteric binding of CTP to ACTase creates a negative feedback

loop that prevents overproduction.

A separate nucleotide synthesis pathway makes purines. The cell

requires a balance between purines and pyrimidines. Balance arises by

an excess of purines stimulating pyrimidine production.
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Cells use the purine ATP to achieve positive feedback from purines

to pyrimidines. Binding of ATP to ACTase stimulates enzyme activity,

creating a positive feedback that balances purines and pyrimidines.

These two allosteric modifications of ACTase create a positive and

negative feedback pair that regulates nucleotide synthesis.

Transcription Factors and Physiological Response

A typical transcription factor is a protein that binds to DNA, altering

the rate of transcription and protein production of nearby genes.24,180

A single transcription factor may bind to multiple DNA sites, altering

expression for a set of genes.

Transcription factors regulate the production of enzymes that modu-

late the resistance and flux of reactions. Cells often initiate wide changes

in their biochemical flux pathways by altering the abundance of particu-

lar transcription factors.

Shifts in enzyme concentrations typically happen on a slower time-

scale than covalent modification or allosteric binding of enzymes.

Space and production costs may limit the total amount of protein,

including transcription factors. Suboptimal control of gene expression

may occur widely in prokaryotes because of limitations on the abundance

of transcription factors.329

Much research focuses on the biophysical structure of transcription

factors and the mechanisms by which they control the production of

proteins.315 Broader design puzzles have received relatively little atten-

tion. For example, how do the life history forces of design alter the

characteristics and expression of particular transcription factors?

Proteome Limitation

Space and resource constraints limit total protein production. Proteome

limitation implies tradeoffs in flux because cells cannot make enough

enzyme to control the flux of all reactions.28,165,454

Fast growing cells may reduce proteome limitation by increasing

ribosome count and protein production.343 Fast growing cells sometimes

have larger cell size,417,445 which may reduce proteome space constraints.

The potential for cells to modify constraints raises questions about

design. What environmental conditions favor cells to increase proteome

size? How do demographic factors influence the relative weighting of
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growth and other fitness components, setting the costs and benefits of

cell and proteome size?

Spatial Separation

Within the cellular cytosol, many reactions appear to be limited by

diffusion.355,359 In diffusion-limited reactions, chemical transformation

from the collision of reactants in one spatial location happens faster

than the time it takes for other potential reactants to re-equilibrate into

spatially homogeneous concentrations.

Uneven spatial distribution of reactants impedes reaction flux, increas-

ing resistance against the potential driving force. Creating localized

reaction centers and modulating diffusion within the cytosol provide

mechanisms to alter the resistance that impedes reactions.

Eukaryotes, with their internal membranes and phase-separated parti-

tions, have greater intracellular barriers than do prokaryotes.377 Within

prokaryotes, much diversity likely occurs in the mechanisms by which

reactions are localized, reactants are separated, and gradients are mod-

ulated and exploited.109,355,398 The study of separation mechanisms is

currently an active and controversial topic.233

Membranes and Disequilibrium

Membranes create a primary physical barrier that impedes reactions.

Cells modulate spatial gradients across membranes by altering diffusion

or transport.35,86

Changing the concentrations across membranes modifies the resis-

tance against reactions. Dissipating disequilibrium across membranes

can drive coupled reactions that would otherwise be unfavorable. Exploit-

ing flux across membranes to drive other processes provides a primary

force for much of life.86,467

Chemical gradients between cells also create resistance and disequilib-

ria. Groups of cells may exploit intercellular resistance and flux to create

physiological processes across a social network.35

Temperature and Thermodynamic Inhibition in Metabolism

Temperature affects reactions.10 Heat speeds things up, alters entropy

changes and driving force, and modifies resistance via diffusion. Tem-
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perature also influences the enzymes and regulatory mechanisms that

control flux.327

When temperature changes, flux may be perturbed, potentially leading

to product inhibition or otherwise creating bottlenecks. Temperature

may more strongly perturb reactions with low net free energy change be-

cause small perturbations significantly alter the flux of those intrinsically

slow reactions.

Organisms that live in stable temperatures may be tuned differently

from organisms that face fluctuating temperatures. With fluctuation,

organisms may require special designs to cope flexibly with altered rates.

They may also need special functions to clear product inhibition or

other bottlenecks that arise from concentration mismatches between

flux pathways.

Reactions typically occur as parts of pathways. Thus, temperature

effects must be considered in the context of pathway flux rather than as

a single reaction step.365

Multicellular eukaryotes often control their temperature, which influ-

ences metabolic flux. Do microbes alter temperature to change flux?141

13.3 Genetic Drift

This section notes a common constraint on design forces. Evolution-

ary processes are inherently stochastic. As population size declines,

stochasticity in reproduction between alternative traits may overwhelm

any fitness differences between those traits.71

Put another way, stochastic genetic drift imposes a constraint on

the potential for weak forces of design to shape traits. As always,

comparative predictions give the most insight. For example, Lynch254

showed that a reduction in population size and the associated increase

in genetic drift have shaped many aspects of genomes.

Lynch considers genetic drift as a nonadaptive force. I agree. In this

book, I typically label nonadaptive forces as forces of constraint.

For most problems discussed in this book, the forces of design are

likely to overwhelm the weak constraining force of genetic drift. However,

for the flux control of individual metabolic steps, drift may sometimes

be important.

The challenge is to formulate comparative predictions. How do

changes in population size and genetic drift alter expectations for the
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control of enzyme abundance levels? How do changes in robustness that

protect against perturbations alter the relative strength of design forces

and genetic drift (p. 107)?125,134

I leave those important questions and return to my main goal, clarify-

ing design forces and the best ways to study those forces.

13.4 Challenges in Control Design

Metabolic components must adjust to each other. The overall metabolic

system forms a major part of the environment for each component.

Functions of the metabolic system include sensing information, fil-

tering out false signals, correcting errors, speeding adjustment, and

enhancing stability. It can be difficult to match the particular biochemi-

cal mechanisms of metabolic components with their functional attributes

at the system level.227

Sometimes we can think directly about component design. For exam-

ple, the ATP–ADP disequilibrium provides a focal point for contrasting

the efficiency of free energy capture with the use of disequilibria to drive

growth. We can study how different environmental challenges alter the

balance between efficiency and growth.

However, it can be difficult to match abstract system aspects of met-

abolic control to observable biochemical components. For example,

error-correcting feedback can maintain overall system homeostasis, bal-

ancing allocations to stress resistance, maintenance, and growth. How do

we relate those system-level controls and functions to the biochemical

component traits that we can measure?

With those difficulties in mind, the next section lists a few problems

of flux control that arose in prior sections. The last section considers

the broader challenges and prospects for studying the design of control

systems. The key is to focus on functional aspects, such as sensing,

filtering, correcting, speed, and stability (Chapter 7).
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13.5 Problems of Flux Modulation

Driving Force versus Resistance

The prior sections raised several problems.

• Changes in reactant concentrations alter driving force. Changes in

enzymes and spatial barriers alter resistance. What conditions favor

controlling flux by modulating force or modulating resistance?

• Low resistance caused by excess enzymes or other causes typically

leads to near-equilibrium flux. Flux sensitivity to small changes in

driving force increases as resistance drops.

• On the benefit side, near-equilibrium flux reduces the loss of free

energy and raises sensitivity to force-altering changes in reactant

and product concentrations, providing a fast and simple way to

modulate flux.

• On the cost side, flux slows near equilibrium, product inhibition

stops or reverses flux, and low resistance may require costly produc-

tion of enzymes. How do differing conditions alter the weighting of

these costs and benefits for near-equilibrium flux?

• Far from equilibrium, flux becomes sensitive to small changes in

enzyme activity, or spatial barriers, or whatever is resisting flux.

Small changes in reactant concentrations have little effect on flux.

Reactions that are far from equilibrium dissipate a lot of free energy.

• When is it advantageous to regulate reactions near or far from

equilibrium? How do the biophysical mechanisms that influence

metabolic concentrations and resistance properties affect the design

of flux control?

These problems of biochemical control form a broad area of research.

Most of the work focuses on reaction dynamics and biophysical mecha-

nisms that alter flux.9,100,307,371,429

Cell Size and Proteome Size

Microbial cell and genome sizes vary widely.194,206,237,325,373,391,415 Size

correlates with environmental attributes and with many cellular traits,
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including lifespan, growth rate, and abundance. Size may influence

metabolic flux.

• Size alters the ratio between membrane surface area and cell volume,

which affects opportunities for membrane-based reactant gradients

and for internal diffusion barriers.

• Cell volume may limit proteome size, which influences tradeoffs

between the abundances of transcription factors, enzymes, and

modifiers of enzyme activity.

• Fast cellular growth correlates with larger cell size. How does

increased cell size alter the modulation of metabolic flux? Does a

rise in proteome size and the opportunity for more proteins shift

control in predictable ways?

• Larger cells for the same genome have more room for proteins. Does

varying cell size reveal the relative importance of limited proteome

space versus the limited genomic coding capacity?

• Advancing technology will improve measurements of kinases, tran-

scription factors, and other proteome components. How do the

forces of design shape allocations to these various classes?

• For example, do particular environmental changes favor greater

response speed, relatively more kinases, or enhanced allosteric

modification?

13.6 Limitations and Prospects

We can often measure how things change within cells. The problem of

design concerns understanding why they change.

Scale

The scale at which we measure often does not match the scale at which

function arises. Function has to do with how cellular traits affect compo-

nents of fitness. To understand design, we must match how a change in

a cellular trait alters the various components of fitness.
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Consider an example. We can often work out how one molecule affects

another. An increase in A may enhance or repress B. Similarly, B may

enhance or repress A and also affect C. The six paths between the three

molecules form a little network.

If we code each path as plus, minus, or no effect, then there are 13

possible network motifs between three molecules.9 It turns out that cells

use some motifs much more often than others.

We can think of each motif as a little input-output machine. An input

alters the dynamics of one molecule, such as its production or decay

rate. That input-induced change shifts the molecular abundances of the

network nodes, creating the output consequences of the input.

Each motif has different input-output properties. The properties

include such things as how a motif amplifies an input signal, filters noisy

inputs when producing outputs, or keeps the abundances of the three

molecules in relative balance by feedbacks.

These facts tell us how cells deploy biochemistry to make component

input-output modules. It is a bit like how computer components process

electron flow to create particular logical operations. Cells use those

small-scale biochemical modules to build larger networks that execute

cellular control programs.

Limitations

Large-scale computer programs depend on their small-scale logical com-

ponents. But we cannot understand the design of computer programs to

achieve particular real-world functions by knowing only how the under-

lying components manipulate electrons to create logical operations.

Similarly, we cannot understand the design of cellular control to

influence fitness components by knowing only how small biochemical

motifs process chemical input-output operations.

Many people have understood the need to match cellular control traits

to fitness components.190 A few studies have linked cellular traits to

growth rate or yield efficiency. Focus on those two fitness components

arises because common methods can measure them in the laboratory.

However, one cannot understand design by those common laboratory

methods of measurement. Studies must extend to the broader array of

environmental challenges and fitness components that matter.
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Prospects

The solution is always the same. Make comparative predictions about

how changing environmental challenges alter fitness components and

design. Figure out how to test those predictions.

For example, how does an increase in the genetic variation between

competitors alter flux control? How much does the understanding of

metabolic flux and biochemistry depend on such links to natural history?

This book does not develop comparative predictions for metabolic and

cellular control. That development requires synthesizing observations

and extending the formulation of the key control concepts in Chapter 7

to create an applicable framework. The study of cellular control design

remains an important open challenge for future work.
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Catabolic pathways create disequilibria to drive other processes. Cata-

bolic digestion also makes precursors to build molecules. Many catabolic

functions can be achieved by alternative pathways. What forces shape

variant pathways?

This chapter’s biochemical descriptions provide background. That

background sets the stage for linking variant pathways to fitness com-

ponents, such as growth rate, biomass yield, and performance under

varying conditions. Changed environments alter fitness components,

leading to comparative predictions about design.

The first section reviews alternative glycolytic pathways. Those path-

ways differ in their required enzymes, net driving force, precursors for

anabolic processes, and amounts of ATP, NADH, and NADPH produced.

Those variations provide an opportunity to analyze the forces of design

that favor one pathway over another.

The second section lists alternative final electron acceptors. A cata-

bolic cascade transfers weakly held electrons in food to relatively strong

electron acceptor molecules, such as oxygen or metal ions. The final

electron acceptor of a cascade influences the overall thermodynamic

force available to drive other processes.

The third section considers weak driving force gradients between the

initial food input and the final electron acceptor. Weak gradients pose

design challenges because of the low available driving force and the high

potential for product inhibition.

Microbes living on weak gradients process a variety of input molecules

as food, use a variety of final electron acceptors, and make diverse

products that other microbes can often consume. For example, the

electrons of hydrogen gas may flow to carbon dioxide, creating methane

on which other microbes feed. The biochemical variety of weak gradients

plays a key role in the geochemical cycles of free energy flow and in the

ecological interactions of biological communities.
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The fourth section describes the flow of electrons between species.

Indirect flow may occur when one species excretes a catabolic product

that could build up nearby, creating product inhibition and stopping cat-

abolic flux. A second species relieves the first species’ product inhibition

by feeding on that species’ output. Electrons flow through a free energy

gradient between species, following a distributed catabolic pathway.

Direct flow occurs when one cell transfers electrons to another cell.

A donor species may pass electrons to a different species that acts as

the first species’ final electron acceptor. Alternatively, a species may

transfer electrons between its cells. In that case, the receiving cell has

access to a stronger final electron acceptor than the donor cell, creating

a distributed electron flux gradient between cells.

The fifth section reviews alternative pathways within a single cell that

process different carbon sources for food input. Variant mechanisms

to shift between food sources influence fitness components in different

ways, providing a good opportunity for comparative study.

The sixth section briefly summarizes cellular shifts between complex

carbohydrate food sources. The great molecular diversity and highly

specific enzymatic digestion of complex carbohydrates create special

design challenges to cope with the vast biochemical diversity.

The final section synthesizes puzzles of design for the variant path-

ways. Those puzzles form the basis for future study. Progress requires

explicit comparative hypotheses and empirical tests.

14.1 Glycolytic Yield

I previously described the three common alternative glycolytic pathways

on p. 180. The typical storage disequilibrium yields per glucose molecule

for those pathways, from eqn 12.2, are

EMP 2 NADH+ 2 ATP

ED 1 NADH+ 1 ATP+ 1 NADPH

HMP 2 NADPH.

For EMP, the 2 ATP yield describes the common and most widely observed

pattern for that pathway. Describing pathways by their typical ATP yields

oversimplifies but does provide a useful starting point in the search for

potentially interesting patterns and hypotheses.
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For example, variant EMP pathways exist that yield more ATP. In

the cellulose digesting bacteria Clostridium thermocellum and C. cellu-

lolyticum, their EMP pathways have much lower thermodynamic driving

force than the typical EMP reactions.193,310

Associated with low driving force and slow catabolic rate, Park et al.310

inferred an EMP yield of 3 ATP per glucose in C. cellulolyticum, 1 more

than the standard 2 ATP for EMP.

Digesting cellulose into glucose may happen slowly, constraining the

rate at which cells can take up sugar.193,310 When uptake rate is slow, high

thermodynamic driving force and the potential for rapid flux provide

no benefit. Instead, greater benefit accrues for increased free energy

extraction efficiency per glucose molecule, which requires reduced net

thermodynamic driving force for the pathway.

The ATP–ADP disequilibrium is smaller in C. thermocellum than in

E. coli.193 This cellulose digesting species apparently has a relatively

lower rate of negative entropy uptake and a slower rate of negative

entropy capture in the ATP–ADP disequilibrium.

The smaller negative entropy store in the ATP–ADP disequilibrium

provides less driving force for growth and other cellular processes. The

smaller ATP–ADP disequilibrium also suggests that each ATP generated

requires less free energy because the free energy required to make an

ATP increases with the disequilibrium, a fundamental thermodynamic

fact that is frequently ignored.294

A smaller disequilibrium can provide a mechanism to enhance the

ATP yield per glucose molecule. The same mechanism applies to any

disequilibrium created as part of the catabolic yield.

Matching the slow rate of cellulose digestion to the reduced glycolytic

driving force and higher ATP yield is intuitively appealing. However,

several plausible tradeoffs suggest that understanding metabolic design

requires more careful thought and tests (p. 223).

14.2 Final Electron Acceptors

Catabolic cascades move weakly held electrons in food to relatively

strong electron acceptors. The final electron acceptor influences the

total free energy between a particular food molecule and the end of the

catabolic cascade.
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Stronger final electron acceptors increase the total free energy change.

The greater that change, the more free energy there is to be captured in

the storage disequilibria to enhance yield or to be dissipated to increase

flux and catabolic rate.

Weak final electron acceptors lower the total free energy change. A

smaller driving force often associates with reactions that are close to

equilibrium, which increases the risk that an intermediate product accu-

mulates and stops or reverses flux.467,468 Low driving force also makes it

more challenging to capture free energy in the storage disequilibria.

I mention a few alternative electron acceptors and associated path-

ways.208 In aerobic respiration, oxygen provides a strong final electron

acceptor, creating a large free energy gradient from glucose to its final ox-

idized products. That large gradient allows capturing much free energy

in the ATP–ADP disequilibrium, primarily by oxidative phosphorylation

through electron transport and proton motive force.

In anaerobic respiration, final electron acceptors other than oxygen

terminate electron transport chain phosphorylation. Typically, the driv-

ing force in the final catabolic steps comes from an electrochemical

gradient across a membrane, associated with electron flow and proton

motive force.

The final electron acceptors may, for example, be metal ions or oxi-

dized nitrogen, which can provide strong free energy gradients.208 How-

ever, those final acceptors attract electrons less strongly than oxygen.

Archaeal methanogens use carbon dioxide as an electron acceptor

to produce methane. Bacterial and archaeal sulfidogens use sulfate

or elemental sulfur as the final electron acceptor. Methanogens and

sulfidogens take up a variety of electron donors as food. The total free

energy gradient from electron donor to acceptor is often relatively small.

In anaerobic fermentation, typically a few post-glycolytic reactions

lead to the final electron acceptor, producing lactate, acetate, ethanol, or

similar molecules. The free energy gradient is often small from the food

electron donor to the final electron acceptor and fermentation products.

14.3 Weak Redox Gradients

Small free energy gradients relative to the demand for metabolic flux

impose strong tradeoffs. Increasing flux risks thermodynamic inhibition,
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in which the greater concentration of reaction products at any step along

a cascade may reduce or reverse flux.

Excretion of excess reaction products may relieve thermodynamic

inhibition. The overflow discards potentially usable negative entropy.

Extracting free energy yield into molecular stores of disequilibrium

reduces the already limited free energy potential to drive flux, further

slowing the potential flux rate.

These tradeoffs suggest how the forces of design and constraint may

shape metabolic traits. I briefly mention a few theories and observations.

Theories

Catabolic pathways with low driving force tend to operate near equi-

librium. If a bit of excess final product accumulates, the pathway may

suffer thermodynamic inhibition.

The final product typically arises when the catabolic flow of electrons

reduces the final electron acceptor. Three alternative designs mitigate

the flux inhibition caused by the accumulating final product.

First, different microbes may catabolize the same food source to

alternative electron acceptors and final products. Splitting the common

food source between different pathways lowers the flux of each pathway.

Lower flux reduces the concentration buildup of any particular final

product, partially relieving product inhibition.161

Second, a single microbe may catabolize the resource through a

branching pathway that ends with multiple distinct electron acceptors.

A branching pathway reduces the flux into each final electron acceptor,

lowering the rate at which the various final products accumulate.467

Mixed-acid fermentation and similar architectures may be examples.26,208

Third, a primary microbe may catabolize the initial food source to

a particular final product. A secondary microbe may then feed on the

primary microbe’s catabolic product, lowering the concentration of that

primary product. The second microbe becomes the electron sink for

the first microbe, relieving the thermodynamic inhibition of the primary

catabolic pathway.162,357

In summary, a limited free energy gradient is particularly sensitive to

concentration changes in product outputs and food inputs that alter the

driving force. Limited gradients may also impose strong tradeoffs be-
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tween growth rate, ATP yield, and biomass yield. Those factors influence

the architecture of catabolic pathways.

Observations

Methanogens typically have a small catabolic free energy gradient. Ar-

chaeal methanogen clades differ broadly in catabolic pathway archi-

tecture. Those architectural differences correlate with rate, yield, and

sensitivity to concentrations.407

The most recent clade, Methanosarcinales, uses cytochromes and

electron transport across the membrane to drive ATP production. The

other clades do not have cytochromes. Thauer et al.407 summarize the

broad differences between clades when the overall anaerobic catabolic

reaction is

4 H2 + CO2 CH4 + 2 H2O. (14.1)

H2 is the electron donor food source that reduces the electron acceptor

CO2 to produce methane and water.

The cytochrome group relative to the cytochrome-free group typically

requires higher H2 concentration (partial pressure), produces higher

ATP and biomass yield per H2 input, and grows more slowly. Most

likely, by transferring more free energy per H2 input into the ATP–ADP

disequilibrium, this group has a lower net free energy gradient to drive

the catabolic throughput and growth rate.

In natural environments with H2, the cytochrome-free group domi-

nates, perhaps because it requires lower H2 partial pressure and can

grow faster at a given H2 level.407

Dominance by the cytochrome-free group in H2 environments probably

explains why, in natural habitats, the cytochrome group mostly grows

on acetate, methanol, and methylamines. Those other electron donors

may provide less free energy than H2, consistent with the idea that the

cytochrome group is more efficient and can exploit weaker negative

entropy sources than the less efficient cytochrome-free group.

The glycolytic pathways discussed earlier provide additional examples

of weak redox gradients and their consequences.26,310
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14.4 Electron Flow between Cells

In oxic environments, oxygen provides the strong final electron acceptor

for catabolism. If one organism overflows intermediate products, another

takes up those products to complete oxidation.

Many external food molecules can be the initial electron donor. The

final oxygen electron acceptor creates a large redox gradient. If the full

redox gradient is separated between organisms, the sequential redox

gradients are typically sufficiently strong to proceed without requiring

coordination between species.

In anoxic environments, final electron acceptors are often much

weaker, lowering the maximum redox gradient that can be achieved.

To maintain the weak redox gradient, organisms need a steady supply of

the final electron sink to accept the outflow of electrons at the end of

catabolism. The need to find a final electron sink may become as great

as the need to find food, the initial electron donor.

Bacteria-Methanogen Syntrophy

A weak redox gradient is particularly susceptible to product inhibition.

For example, in bacteria that pass electrons to hydrogen and release

H2, hydrogen product buildup near the cells reverses the free energy

gradient, stopping catabolism.

Such bacteria require some mechanism to pull outflowing electrons

away from the cells, creating a strong electron sink.251,252,265,273

Many bacteria in anoxic environments form syntrophic relations with

archaeal methanogens.273 The bacteria degrade various organic and other

high free energy electron donors into products that retain much of the

free energy, such as hydrogen, acetate, and formate (Fig. 14.1).

Nearby methanogens digest those intermediate products to methane,

pulling the electrons in those intermediate products away from the

bacteria and allowing the bacteria to maintain their catabolic flux. The

distributed electron flux across species flows down a large free energy

gradient without intermediate product bottlenecks.

For example, some syntrophic bacteria oxidize propionate to make

acetate and H2 as214

CH3CH2COO− + 3 H2O CH3COO− +HCO−3 +H+ + 3 H2.
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Bacteria
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Figure 14.1 Electron flow pathways from bacteria to archaeal methanogens.
The methanogens use the incoming electrons plus sources of protons and
carbon to make methane, as in eqn 14.1. (a) Interspecies electron transfer
(IET) may happen by passing bacterial metabolic products, such as H2. (b)
Humic conducting materials in contact with both donors and recipients can
transfer electrons. Extracellular organic electron shuttles, such as phenazines,
may also transfer electrons between species. (c) Direct interspecies electron
transfer (DIET) may happen by physical contact between cells through wire-like
conducting pili or electron-transferring cytochromes in the membranes. (d)
DIET via inorganic conductors. These pathways may also transfer electrons to
inorganic electron acceptors, such as ferric iron. Redrawn from Fig. 1 of Martins
et al.265

Net flux goes in the forward direction only when the concentration of H2

remains low. Steady forward flux requires some process to remove H2.

In this case, archaeal methanogens can grow by scavenging the hydrogen

to make methane,

3 H2 +
3
4

HCO−3 +
3
4

H+
3
4

CH4 +
9
4

H2O,

lowering H2 concentration sufficiently to maintain forward thermody-

namic driving force for the coupled system.

Direct Electron Transfer between Species

A direct electron conduit between species may happen by a variety of

mechanisms251,252 (Fig. 14.1). For example, bacterial species of Geobacter

can donate electrons via pili that act as conducting wires.

In the lab, the methanogen Methanosaeta harundinacea accepts elec-

trons by direct contact with G. metallireducens, using those incoming
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electrons as their food to reduce carbon dioxide to methane.347 In this

syntrophy, electrons flow from ethanol input to methane output through

a two-species catabolic pathway connected by electric pili.

Electrically conductive biofilms composed of complex multispecies

communities often form on electrodes.228,261 Apparently, many microbial

species can function in long-range electron transport. In addition to

electrically conductive pili, membrane-based cytochromes also seem to

be important in electron flow.184,252

Cable Bacteria

Organisms in anoxic zones can significantly increase their catabolic

redox gradient by connecting their electron flux to oxic environments.

For example, cable bacteria in anoxic sediment donate electrons by

hydrolyzing hydrogen sulfide,151,152,210,368

H2S+ 4 H2O SO2−
4 + 8 e− + 10 H+. (14.2)

The cable bacteria pass an electric current through a contiguous fila-

ment of cells that contain nickel-protein conducting wires.45 The cellular

filament terminates in an oxic zone that may be a centimeter or more

away from the anoxic origin. At the oxic zone, the cable bacteria pass

the incoming electron flux to oxygen to form water,

2 O2 + 8 H+ + 8 e− 4 H2O, (14.3)

obtaining protons by the balancing flux of ions outside the cable.296

Cells in the oxic zone have little anabolic activity.151 The physiology

of the cells in the oxic zone may be designed for speed of electron flux,

acting solely as a wire to conduct electrons to a strong electron acceptor.

The terminal transmission of electrons in the oxic zone maintains a

strong electron flux and free energy gradient in the anoxic zone, where

cells exploit that gradient to enhance reproduction.

Why do oxic cells provide electron flux services for anoxic cells without

themselves gaining direct benefit or reproducing? I return to that puzzle

below (p. 225). A later chapter discusses additional puzzles of cable

bacteria design (p. 302).
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14.5 Alternative Carbon Sources

A microbe exposed to multiple carbon sources typically follows a re-

peatable preference hierarchy of food consumption. Alternative carbon

sources may fuel different growth rates, yield efficiencies, and precursor

supplies for anabolic processes.

How do changing forces of constraint and design alter the preference

hierarchy for alternative carbon sources? What determines the point at

which microbes switch usage from one source to another? When does it

pay to utilize multiple sources simultaneously? This section provides

background for these questions of design.

Diauxic Shift

A microbe often uses up a preferred carbon source before shifting to

use a less preferred source. A growth lag occurs during the diauxic shift

between carbon sources.380

In the classic theory, the growth lag arises because the proteins used

to digest the second source are repressed by the presence of the first

source. Depleting the first source relieves the repression of proteins for

the second source. It takes time to build up the second-source proteins.

I start with some details supporting this classic description. I then

summarize recent studies that show two complexities in the switching

between carbon sources.

First, individuals of a particular genotype may differ in their sugar

usage and regulatory control. The classic diauxic shift pattern focuses on

the aggregate population, ignoring the underlying individual variability.

Second, genotypes may differ in regulatory control.

Variability within and between genotypes suggests that heterogeneous

forces of design may shape the pattern of food usage.

Classic studies.—E. coli can grow on a mixture of glucose and lactose. At

first, the population consumes glucose and expands exponentially. The

glucose is eventually depleted. A growth lag follows. After a while, the

bacteria resume exponential growth while consuming lactose.380

Mechanistically, feeding on glucose represses the lac operon and the

production of the proteins required to feed on lactose. Depleting glucose

relieves the lac operon repression. The growth lag during the diauxic
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shift from glucose to lactose may arise because of the time required to

build up concentrations of the lactose-specific catabolic proteins.380

Erickson et al.97 argued that total proteome size imposes a strong lim-

iting constraint. In their model, the greatest growth rate arises by broad

regulatory remodeling of protein expression when switching between car-

bon sources. Mixed simultaneous usage tends to be inefficient because

of the large number of distinct proteins required for each source.

Several experiments on E. coli supported their model of shifting pro-

teome allocation in response to changing availability of alternative sugar

sources. Significant growth lags occurred during the proteome expres-

sion shifts.

The budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae follows an interesting

variant of the diauxic shift.49 When provided with glucose in an oxy-

genated environment, the cells often glycolytically ferment the sugar

to produce ethanol. Fermentation typically causes faster, lower yield

growth compared with full aerobic respiration.

When most of the glucose is used up, the yeast switch to feeding on the

ethanol by the slower and more efficient process of aerobic respiration.

The diauxic shift from glucose to ethanol associates with the typical

growth lag phase, relieves the previous glucose-induced repression of the

aerobic pathways, and builds the concentration of the aerobic-associated

proteins.

Yeast425 and bacteria typically prefer glucose over sugars such as

lactose, maltose, or galactose, following diauxic consumption patterns.

Variability within clones.—Those classic studies measured the aggregate

consumption of populations. The implicit assumption was that all cells

followed the same regulatory shifts and changes in protein expression.

Recently, several studies measured the gene expression patterns within

individual cells380 in the bacterium Lactococcus lactis and the yeast

S. cerevisiae.292,389,425,437

Lactococcus lactis follows a classic diauxic growth pattern on a mixture

of glucose and cellobiose.389 After glucose is consumed, a diauxic lag

phase occurs during which there is essentially no growth, followed by

consumption of cellobiose. By measuring single-cell gene expression,

the authors show that only a fraction of the population switches from

glucose to cellobiose consumption. The remainder does not switch and

stops dividing because no glucose remains.
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The higher the initial glucose concentration, the smaller the fraction

of cells that switch to cellobiose after glucose is depleted. A smaller

fraction of active cells on cellobiose causes a longer growth lag phase

during the diauxic shift.

After the depletion of glucose and the shift to cellobiose, populations

consist of some cells feeding on cellobiose and other cells in a nonfeeding

and glucose-activated state. The more cellobiose-activated cells, the

faster the population growth rate on cellobiose but the lower the initial

growth rate if the population encounters additional glucose.

Retaining a fraction of the glucose-activated cells after glucose deple-

tion may be a form of bet-hedging.159,389 Because the amount of further

glucose is unpredictable, fitness may be increased by a regulatory strat-

egy that does reasonably well under a variety of future glucose encounter

rates.

A lab strain of S. cerevisiae also expresses varying patterns of cellular

heterogeneity in response to varying initial concentrations of glucose and

galactose.425 High initial glucose concentration represses the galactose

pathway. Slow diauxic shift to galactose consumption follows after

depletion of glucose. By contrast, low initial glucose mixed with some

galactose causes all cells to induce the galactose pathway quickly.

Various intermediate initial combinations of the sugars split the pop-

ulation into a bimodal expression pattern. One group induces the galac-

tose pathway before glucose is depleted, whereas the other group does

not induce galactose utilization until after depletion of glucose.

With bimodal expression, the population shifts more quickly to galac-

tose consumption after glucose depletion. The faster shift associates

with a shorter growth lag. Bimodal expression may perform best when

environmental sugar mixtures vary unpredictably.

Variability among genotypes.—The prior studies suggest that unpre-

dictability favors cellular variability within clones. If so, then one might

expect strains in different habitats to experience different patterns of

sugar resource unpredictability and thus be tuned differently with regard

to the expression of cellular variability.

Two studies of diverse S. cerevisiae strains support the idea of alter-

native regulatory tuning by genotypes.380 New et al.292 exposed strains

to low glucose and high maltose. Some strains follow the classic diauxic

shift pattern, first consuming glucose and then, after a lag, growing on
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maltose. Other strains follow the same glucose then maltose consump-

tion pattern but do not have a growth lag during the shift.

Longer lag associates with faster initial growth on glucose. Shorter lag

outcompetes longer lag when glucose and maltose availability alternate.

New et al.292 suggest that short lags are a generalist strategy, gaining

an advantage across different environments but, in a glucose-dominated

environment, losing to the specialist strategy that maximizes growth on

glucose. Isolates may vary in their genetic tendency to lag because, in

nature, habitats differ in their sugar heterogeneity.

Wang et al.437 found similar diversity in the lag between glucose and

galactose usage among a wider set of S. cerevisiae strains. They directly

measured the expression of galactose pathway genes. When consuming

glucose, strains with long lag fully repress the galactose pathway. Strains

with short lag induced the galactose pathway and began consuming

galactose before glucose was fully consumed.

The shorter the lag after glucose consumption, the greater the expres-

sion level of galactose during glucose usage and the lower the growth

rate during the glucose consumption period.

In other words, early expression of the galactose pathway is costly,

reducing growth on glucose. Rapid adjustment between sugar sources

reduces growth rate on the preferred sugar. Once again, more hetero-

geneous environments may favor a broader generalist response rather

than a fast growth, specialist response.

What is fitness?—The explanations of diauxic regulatory variability as-

sume that growth rate is the primary design attribute. For microbes such

as S. cerevisiae grown in sugar-rich lab environments, growth rate may

be the most important fitness component.

The regulatory control of feeding in other microbes may be dominated

by different fitness components. Thus, it is useful to consider how other

forces of design may lead to the same observed pattern of diversity.

For example, longer lags may associate with less simultaneous expres-

sion of different pathway proteins, greater efficiency, and greater total

yield over the sequential consumption of a fixed amount of alternative

sugars. Different environmental and demographic conditions change the

relative fitness valuation of growth rate and yield (Section 17.1).

Early galactose pathway expression may induce competition for mem-

brane space between alternative sugar transporters. The simultaneous
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Figure 14.2 Sugar hierarchy of growth rate and gene expression in E. coli. Each
box shows the promoter activity level associated with sugar 1 (row) when paired
with sugar 2 (column). Diagonal elements correspond to single sugar treatments.
From Fig. 1 of Aidelberg et al.4

expression of alternative transporters can provide additional targets for

attack by bacteriophage and by antibacterial toxins.

Overall, growth rate typically sets the primary challenge in the lab.

Nature poses a broader set of challenges.

Sugar Usage Hierarchy

Studies can infer a microbe’s sugar preference hierarchy by analyzing

different sugar pairs. For example, Fig. 14.2 shows that E. coli prefers

sugars associated with higher growth rates over those associated with

lower growth rates.4,11 Individual sugars presented alone induce other

pathways at low and variable levels (Fig. 14.3).

Figures 14.2 and 14.3 summarize aggregate expression levels in pop-

ulations. Detailed studies show that cells vary in their expression lev-

els,33,212 as described in the previous subsection.
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Alternative Explanations and the Need for Comparison

Pathways for nonpreferred or absent sugars are often partly induced.

Induction happens in both pairwise and single-sugar measurements. Do

those induction patterns reflect designs to increase fitness?4

For example, in pairwise sugar environments, it could be that simul-

taneous consumption maximizes growth rate. In single sugar environ-

ments, it could be that inducing pathways for absent sugars reduces

growth lag if those absent sugars became available.

Alternatively, forces of design other than growth rate may dominate.

Yield efficiency may be favored. Or the forces of design may vary over

time and space, so that the observed traits at any point reflect complex

evolutionary dynamics.

Or it could be that forces of constraint dominate. Limited proteome

size may constrain the environmental sensors and transcription factors

that can be used to tune expression of alternative pathways in response

to environmental conditions.
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Or other evolutionary forces such as mutation or drift may work

against natural selection. If variant designs differ in fitness only by a

small amount, then natural selection may not be able to tune design to

the very best trait values.

The literature tends to emphasize consistent explanations of design

rather than testable hypotheses of design. For example, the bet-hedging

idea is consistent with some of the observed mixtures of sugar pathway

induction patterns. But how would we know if that is the right explana-

tion? How can we decide whether that explanation is better than many

other possible explanations?

Comparative hypotheses provide the only approach to studying design.

Section 17.1 develops comparative hypotheses for multiple food source

usage. Before developing those comparative hypotheses, we need to have

a good understanding of the observed patterns of metabolism that we

wish to understand, the topic of this background chapter.

14.6 Hierarchical Usage of Complex Carbohydrates

Some microbes can break down large carbohydrates into sugars or other

small molecules. Canonical metabolic pathways then process those small

molecules.

Large carbohydrates are complex and diverse. Each type requires its

own specific enzymes. Species vary in their hierarchical preferences for

different carbohydrate forms.137,160,332

To cope with that molecular diversity, Bacteroidetes genomes have

many polysaccharide utilization loci (PULs) to acquire and digest complex

carbohydrates. Each PUL comprises multiple co-regulated genes.

Among Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron, B. ovatus, and B. cellulosilyti-

cus WH2, each has approximately 100 PULs. The set of PULs differs

significantly between species pairs.160 Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron and

B. ovatus devote approximately 18% of their genomes to PULs.263 Other

groups seem to have smaller repertoires.374

Why do species vary in the number of alternative pathways they

encode? Why is there variation in hierarchical preferences? How do the

forces of design shape the molecular regulatory mechanisms that control

hierarchical feeding preferences?
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The complex food molecules are often too large to be taken up directly.

Instead, they must first be broken down externally. Exodigestion may be

accomplished by secreting enzymes or by binding food sources at the

cell surface and digesting the bound molecules. Surface digestion often

associates with significant loss of the digested products before the cell

can take them up.339

External digestion leads to public goods problems. Cells accomplish-

ing the external digestion pay the cost for the digestion process, but the

digested products are often available for neighboring cells to use. What

environmental aspects favor cooperative exodigestion?

Digestion requires a sequence of steps. What situations favor different

species to share in the multiple steps of distributed metabolism?

The broader forces of design inevitably modulate hierarchical prefer-

ences and exodigestion. Tradeoffs between growth rate, yield, and other

fitness components must shape the biochemistry of pathways, the flux

through pathways, and the regulatory controls of metabolism.

14.7 Puzzles of Design

Catabolic pathways vary because they must connect different food

sources to alternative final electron acceptors. The free energy change be-

tween food inputs and electron acceptor outputs can also shape pathway

design. Free energy gradients constrain flux through pathways and the

amount of free energy that can be captured by the storage disequilibria.

Within those biochemical and free energy constraints, the forces of

design alter pathway architecture and the tuning of flux within pathways.

Most of the literature emphasizes growth rate maximization as the

primary force of design that shapes metabolic pathways.27 Some articles

also consider yield maximization, either as ATP production or biomass

production per unit of food input.317

Rate and yield are primary fitness components. Most rate or yield

explanations of design that arise from an empirical study express a

consistent explanation with the data observed in that particular study.

Consistency is important. But it is also weak. Instead, we ultimately

need to consider how environmental and demographic changes alter

various fitness components and forces of design. And then, how do

changing forces of design alter metabolic traits?
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To start, it is useful to describe the puzzles of design that arise from

observed patterns. A few examples follow.

Preference Hierarchy

Microbes tend to consume available carbohydrates in a preferred order.

Figure 14.2 shows E. coli’s preference for sugars other than glucose, the

most preferred food. Higher preference corresponds to faster growth.

Human gut microbes also tend to prefer some complex carbohydrates

over others. Species differ in their preference rankings.

What explains the observed preference hierarchies within species and

the differences between species? Growth rate and yield are always likely

candidates for strong forces of design. However, other fitness compo-

nents may tune the regulatory mechanisms that control hierarchical

pathway expression.

Interestingly, the way in which cells repress or jointly express alter-

native pathways varies within a species.292,380,389,425,437 Temporal correla-

tions in the availability of various foods may influence those regulatory

tunings.

For example, the waiting time distribution between the consumption

of a sugar and the appearance of more sugar may be important. Short

wait times may favor continuously expressing the associated pathway.

Long wait times may favor shutting down and then expressing again upon

new stimulation. Broader temporal correlations between multiple food

sources would likely have broader consequences for pathway regulation.

What fitness components most strongly influence the tuning of path-

way regulation? Perhaps growth or yield. Maybe survival during periods

of starvation. Or the ability to grow relative to other genotypes rather

than the absolute growth rate itself.

Or, given that microbes often appear to devote much to warfare

against each other,148 perhaps attack and defense strongly shape traits.

If additional free energy goes to warfare traits, then better food sources

may leave growth rate or yield unchanged and instead alter success in

battle.

For complex carbohydrates, initial exodigestion sometimes breaks

food molecules into pieces that become available to neighbors. If so,

then the value of favoring some carbohydrates over others may depend

as much on the local community composition of microbes as on a cell’s

own internal regulation of preferences.
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Flux Tuning within Pathways

Preference hierarchy concerns the regulatory tuning that controls which

pathways are expressed. We may also consider the forces that tune

metabolic flux within particular pathways.

For example, the EMP glycolytic pathway typically yields 2 ATP per

glucose molecule. Park et al.310 inferred a yield of 3 ATP per glucose in

the cellulose digesting bacterium Clostridium cellulolyticum. Why does

this species alter its glycolytic flux tuning to yield an additional ATP?

Cellulose breakdown may occur slowly, limiting the rate of glucose

influx.193,310 If a cell cannot increase flux and growth rate, then it may

gain by reducing the net free energy driving force to match the flux

limitation. Lower driving force can be achieved by devoting more of the

total free energy gradient to ATP production.

At first glance, the match between slow influx, slow growth, and high

yield makes sense (p. 207). And it may be so. However, several possible

tradeoffs could alter tuning.

Making more glycoside hydrolase could potentially increase cellulose

breakdown and glucose flow rate. Making more surface transporters

could potentially increase glucose uptake rate. Greater uptake rate could

potentially favor greater glycolytic driving force, increased growth rate,

and reduced yield. The association between cellulose digestion and ATP

yield may also depend on environmental and demographic factors.

In other words, one achieves only a limited approach to understanding

design by intuitively matching difficult digestion to slow growth and

high yield. We need comparative predictions and tests.

Other puzzles of pathway tuning arose in earlier sections. In overflow

metabolism, what determines the balance between overflow excretion

of fermentation products and full processing through oxidative phos-

phorylation (Section 12.2)? In futile biochemical cycles, what forces

tune the dissipation of disequilibria and the generation of excess heat

(p. 167)? In oxidative phosphorylation, what tunes the balance between

ATP-generating efficiency and flux rate (p. 178)?

Pathway Architecture

For a given food input, differences in the final electron acceptor and total

free energy gradient may associate with broad pathway differences. An

obvious distinction occurs between anaerobic and aerobic pathways. The
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much larger free energy gradient when using oxygen as the final electron

acceptor associates with many additional biochemical steps in the TCA

cycle and oxidative phosphorylation.

Small total free energy gradients may diversify pathway architectures.

With a limited total gradient, slight variations in flux can strongly alter

the efficacy of a particular architecture. That amplification of conse-

quence may induce architecture variety to deal with various challenges.

For example, when the final electron acceptors follow soon after

basic glycolytic processing, various terminal pathways and branching

architectures occur. What forces cause termination in pyruvate, ethanol,

lactate, or other products? Why do some terminal pathways branch to

produce more than one final product?

Thermodynamic aspects may sometimes be important. For example,

it may matter how pathway variants relieve product inhibition, modulate

the total free energy gradient, change the free energy differences in

particular biochemical steps, and alter the free energy capture in storage

disequilibria.

Making comparative predictions may be challenging at the broad

scale of architectural differences. Nonetheless, we need comparative

predictions to go beyond intuitive matching between observed pattern

and hypothesized process.

An interesting contrast in pathway architecture occurs in the archaeal

methanogens (p. 210). The Methanosarcinales clade uses cytochromes

and electron transport across the membrane to drive ATP production.

The other clades do not have cytochromes.

The cytochrome group relative to the cytochrome-free group typically

grows more slowly and has higher yield per H2 molecule input. How-

ever, the cytochrome-free group dominates in H2 environments, perhaps

because it can grow faster at a given H2 concentration.407

The cytochrome group is found mostly in habitats where it can grow

on acetate, methanol, and methylamines. Those alternative food sources

may provide less free energy than H2. Perhaps the cytochrome group

can exploit weaker negative entropy sources more efficiently than the

less efficient cytochrome-free group. Stronger comparative predictions

and tests would be useful.
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Cooperative catabolism

Three examples pose interesting puzzles.

First, cable bacteria link cells to connect anoxic-zone hydrogen sulfide

electron donors to oxic-zone electron acceptors. The electron flow gradi-

ent causes rapid removal of electrons from anoxic-zone cells, enhancing

the free energy gradient for those cells. The oxic-zone cells pass the

incoming electrons on to the final oxygen acceptor (p. 213).

The anoxic-zone cells grow and divide. The oxic-zone cells do not.

If oxic-zone cells do not gain any growth advantage and instead are

effectively sterile altruists, why do they express the cooperative traits

that connect anoxic cells to the oxic zone?151

Most likely, the cells are genetically similar, favoring cooperation by

kin selection. Additionally, the cells may be randomly located in anoxic

versus oxic zones, which in certain conditions may favor cooperative

and nonreproductive expression in those cells that happen to end up in

the oxic zone.

If the cells move frequently, they may alternate between reproductive

and nonreproductive phases.151 Section 17.2 develops potential explana-

tions into comparative predictions.

In the second example, extracellular electron shuttles accept electrons

from some cells and donate electrons to other cells or to abiotic electron

sinks.250,409 Such shuttles have mostly been studied in experimentally

manipulated systems. Shuttles may be quinones, phenazines, or a variety

of other molecules.

In natural systems, extracellular shuttles would be available to any

nearby cells. It is not clear how often such shuttles are produced and

released by cells specifically for electron transport function. If it happens,

then cells that make shuttles would pay the cost of production and share

the benefits with neighbors (p. 311). Such publicly available resources

raise interesting aspects of conflict and cooperation in design.

Third, catabolic outputs excreted by one species may be taken up as

catabolic inputs by another species. For example, bacteria in anoxic envi-

ronments may release acetate, formate, H2, or other catabolic products

with significant negative entropy. Archaeal methanogens may catabolize

those molecules to methane and water (p. 211).

Methanogen uptake of the bacterial catabolic products relieves the

bacteria of potential product inhibition. Puzzles concern how the flux

of bacterial catabolic products depends on the environment, the free
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energy changes in various biochemical steps, and the resistance that may

oppose flux at any point in the two-species pathway flow.

Pathway characteristics may be tuned to variation in environmental

and demographic attributes. In addition, traits of one species may affect

the population dynamics of the other species,113 which in turn alters the

flux and free energy gradient of the cooperative catabolic pathway.
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In order to spend on one side, nature is forced to economise

on the other side.

—Goethe, quoted by Darwin74

Tradeoffs set the basis for design. To grow faster, it would seem that

resources must be taken away from some other function. If there were no

cost, why would the organism not already have achieved faster growth?

But focusing solely on tradeoffs will fail to reveal design. Suppose,

for example, that growth rate, yield, and defense trade off against each

other. Changed conditions may reduce allocation to defense, allowing

both growth rate and yield to rise.300 If we do not measure defense, the

rise in rate and yield would seem to contradict the rate-yield tradeoff.

There will always be another tradeoff not measured. One cannot win

solely by collecting more data. There has to be a proper method behind

the effort (Chapter 3).

Another problem is that organisms are not perfectly adapted. A

cell might evolve a more efficient catabolic enzyme, capturing more free

energy without costly reduction in another function. Some improvements

can happen without tradeoff.

If the study of tradeoffs often fails to reveal design, then why focus on

them? Because tradeoffs do play the central role in design. The problem

is not the importance of tradeoffs in shaping design. The problem is our

ability to infer the causes of design.

I have argued that comparative hypotheses provide the only approach

to inferring the causes of design. Tradeoffs are the building blocks

of comparative hypotheses. Before turning to comparative hypotheses

in the following chapters, it is useful to consider in this chapter the

potential tradeoffs that may be important in different situations.

We will never guess all of the important tradeoffs when developing

theory. And we will never measure all of them in empirical study. But

the more tradeoffs we know about and the more of those tradeoffs that
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we use to develop comparative predictions, the closer we will come to

understanding the forces that shape organismal design.20,104,209,379

Typically, one assumes that a tradeoff exists and then considers what

predicted consequences follow from that assumption. How does one

test for the tradeoff itself? As always, attempting direct measurement

provides a limited signal about the forces of design.

Testing a comparative hypothesis provides the way forward. How do

changing environmental conditions alter the likelihood that a particular

tradeoff influences design? To develop such comparative hypotheses,

one must have a good sense of the possible tradeoffs.

This chapter lists some tradeoffs for metabolic traits. These examples

encourage thought about what might be important. The examples also

provide the basis for developing broader lists, which would help to locate

the boundaries for possible explanations of design. The actual is always

a subset of the possible.

15.1 Biophysical Constraints and Cellular Allocation

How do physical limits, such as membrane surface area, impose tradeoffs

between alternative functions? How do cells split investment between

the structures needed for growth, such as ribosomes, and productive

investment in actual growth, such as making new proteins?

Limited Space

Cells allocate their limited membrane surface area and their limited

cellular volume to alternative functions. Those biophysical limits impose

particular tradeoffs.

• Limited membrane surface area imposes tradeoffs. For example,

food typically passes through membrane transporters. Oxidative

phosphorylation uses the membrane to conduct electron transport.

At high throughput, membrane space imposes a tradeoff between

food uptake and electron transport.399

• Limited cellular volume constrains the total number of proteins,

imposing tradeoffs. For example, the abundance of transcription
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factors that regulate cellular function trades off against the abun-

dance of structural proteins that carry out cellular function.329

• Cell crowding slows diffusion and limits biochemical reactions.16,359

To overcome slow diffusion, reaction cascades may colocalize into

phase-separated compartments.37 Tradeoffs likely arise in the main-

tenance of spatial partitioning within limited cellular volume. The

implications for cellular design remain an open problem.5,25,238

Resource Acquisition

Cells must acquire various nutrients. Tradeoffs occur between finding,

uptake, and efficiency.247 Tradeoffs also arise between the uptake of

different nutrients.

• Exploration for new food resources by motility trades off against ef-

ficient exploitation of local food sources.164,395,402 Tradeoff strength

increases as the cost rises for motility and the benefit rises from

the patchiness of food distribution.

• A related tradeoff occurs between costly motility for individual cells

and the beneficial tendency to be at the edge of a growing colony.

Motility in colonies segregates cells by their speed, potentially colo-

calizing cells with synergistic traits.474

• Patchy environments favor motility because of the high gains for

finding new food patches. However, in resource-poor environments,

rich patches tend to be rare, favoring the cost savings associated

with relatively low motility.299

• Nutrient transporter affinity trades off against cost.103 In rich envi-

ronments, low affinity and low cost transporters maximize nutrient

uptake rate per unit cost. In poor environments, higher affinity and

higher cost transporters achieve greater nutrient uptake efficiency,

as in the widely conserved ABC system.299

• Catabolic pathways for different food sources associate with match-

ing uptake systems.81 Tradeoffs may occur between alternative

uptake systems.
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Allocation to Alternative Aspects of Growth

Tradeoffs occur between growth-related functions.156,240,440,464

• The rate of protein production trades off against the yield efficiency

of resource usage.343 Species with more ribosomal RNA operons

make proteins faster, grow faster, and have lower biomass yield per

unit carbon uptake.

• Increasing resources favor protein production rate over yield. In

1167 bacterial species, ribosomal RNA copy number increases with

traits that are common in resource-rich environments, such as

chemotaxis and larger genome size.343

• Allocation to alternative proteins varies with environmental chal-

lenge, suggesting broad tradeoffs.188,240 Changes in the marginal

costs and benefits of flux through different pathways may explain

cellular shifts in proteome allocation to different cellular func-

tions.188

• In yeast, mitochondria mediate a growth rate versus yield tradeoff.

The mitochondria change from primarily a biosynthetic anabolic

hub during rapid fermentive growth to primarily a catabolic hub

during slower and more efficient respiration.83

• Limitation of essential elements induces tradeoffs between path-

ways. For example, in E. coli, phosphate limitation favored a mutant

with lower TCA cycle flux. That mutant had reduced fitness under

carbon limitation.32

• Rapid growth requires more phosphorus for ribosomes, whereas

other life histories demand relatively higher availability of carbon

or nitrogen.95,147,211,245,281

Free Energy Stores for Delayed Functions

Molecular storage includes glycogen, trehalose, polyphosphates, polyhy-

droxyalkanoates, various lipids, and occasionally polypeptides.208,378

When lack of essential nutrients limits current growth, microbes may

gain by storing available nutrients and free energy for future benefits.

Alternatively, tradeoffs between current and future benefits may favor

storage. Possible future benefits include the following.
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Figure 15.1 Biological phosphorus removal process. Redrawn from Fig. 17 of
Curtin et al.72

• Many yeast and bacteria store glycogen to use during starvation

conditions.450

• Storage may allow rapid transition between regulatory states. In

E. coli, rapidly accessible glycogen stores reduced the lag time during

shifts between alternative carbon sources.372

• Alternative glycogen molecular structures may trade off stabil-

ity versus rapid accessibility.438 Stability favors starvation resis-

tance. Accessibility favors rapid regulatory changes. Arguments

continue about how glycogen’s structural branching influences long-

term molecular stability versus short-term accessibility of free en-

ergy.438,450

Alternating Environments Favor Cycles of Storage and Growth

The microbiology of human-engineered water purification treatment

provides a good example of such cycles.72,88,297

Figure 15.1 shows a common process. Waste often contains com-

mon products of glycolytic fermentation, such as acetate. The first

purification step begins with anaerobic bacterial activity. In the absence

of oxygen or other strong electron acceptors, the bacteria cannot use

acetate to generate a free energy gradient for growth.

Instead, cells draw on internal stores to generate usable free energy.

They may derive glucose from stored glycogen or cleave phosphate
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Figure 15.2 Metabolic pathways of storage and growth for common phosphate-
accumulating bacteria in waste processing systems. (a) During the initial anaer-
obic phase, bacteria take up volatile fatty acids, such as acetate. Free energy
from polyphosphate or glycogen stores drives transformation of the fatty acids
into PHA storage. (b) During the subsequent aerobic phase, free energy obtained
by oxidizing the stored PHA drives biomass production and the building of
polyphosphate or glycogen stores. Metabolic variations occur among differ-
ent species. For example, glycogen-accumulating bacteria use relatively little
polyphosphate and so do not remove phosphates from the waste. When carbohy-
drates are present in the initial waste, anaerobic fermentation often transforms
those carbohydrates into volatile fatty acids. From Fig. 2 of Dorofeev et al.88

bonds in stored polyphosphate. The free energy from those reactions

drives uptake and transformation of acetate into polyhydroxyalkanoate

(PHA) stores (Figs. 15.2a and 15.3b).

After an anaerobic period, the treatment process aerates the waste.

Cells derive usable free energy by oxidizing the PHA stored during the

anaerobic phase. The free energy from PHA drives growth and biomass
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Figure 15.3 Bacterial uptake and storage of key nutrients over the cycle
of anaerobic and aerobic environments in phosphate-removal processes. (a)
Extracellular concentration levels of phosphate and volatile fatty acids (VFA),
such as acetate. (b) Internal cellular stores for phosphate-accumulating species.
In glycogen-accumulating species, the external phosphate changes relatively
little and the internal polyphosphate remains low. Instead, glycogen storage
falls more rapidly during the anaerobic phase and builds more rapidly during
the aerobic phase. From Fig. 1 of Dorofeev et al.88

production. Cells also use the free energy from PHA to replenish their

stores of polyphosphate or glycogen (Figs. 15.2b and 15.3b).

The bacterial biomass can be removed as waste sludge after one

or more anaerobic-aerobic cycles. Sludge removal discards any stored

carbon or phosphate, purifying the water.

One practical challenge concerns competition between bacteria that

build polyphosphate stores and bacteria that build glycogen stores. The

phosphate-accumulating bacteria provide efficient removal of phospho-
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rus from waste. The glycogen-accumulating bacteria leave much of the

phosphorus in the waste (Fig. 15.3). Tuning of the purification pro-

cess requires finding the steps and environmental setpoints that favor

phosphate-accumulating over glycogen-accumulating species.351

This system provides an excellent model for the study of metabolic

design.383 Although artificial, it captures the essence of alternating en-

vironments, the benefits of storage, the thermodynamic constraints

imposed by varying electron acceptors, and the shaping of long-term

fitness over a full demographic cycle.

Several tradeoffs likely influence the fitness of particular genotypes

and the competition between genotypes and species.383

• During the aerobic phase, cells trade off biomass production against

building polyphosphate or glycogen stores.

• Polyphosphate and glycogen production draw on the same ATP

supply. A tradeoff may occur between building those alternative

storage molecules.

• For example, polyphosphate and glycogen provide different precur-

sors for other metabolic processes. They make different demands

for uptake and membrane space. They likely have different redox

characteristics, temperature sensitivities, pH sensitivities, and other

chemical properties.

• During the anaerobic phase, uptake of volatile fatty acids may

trade off against uptake of food sources that could drive glycolytic

fermentation and growth. Limited membrane space or limited free

energy to drive active transport may impose the tradeoff.

Changes in Limiting Resources Cause Changes in Tradeoffs

Tradeoffs between alternative allocations often depend on context. Ac-

counting for context improves comparative tests.

• When lack of particular nutrients limits growth, cells may store avail-

able nutrients for future benefits.88,450 Building storage molecules

may trade off against current maintenance, repair, and survival.
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• By contrast, when available nutrients allow growth, the future bene-

fits of storage may trade off against current growth.

• Restricted phosphorus limits ribosome and protein production.95

Limited protein imposes a strong tradeoff between making proteins

for new growth and making proteins for other functions, such as

cellular regulation. Abundant phosphorus may relieve proteome

limitation and reduce the importance of protein allocation tradeoffs.

• Tradeoffs that may dominate in one context may be weak or absent

in another context. For example, limited free energy from available

food sources means that each free energy consuming function

trades off against all other free energy consuming functions.

• By contrast, free energy may be available in excess compared to an

elemental limitation, such as nitrogen. Elemental limitation changes

the particular tradeoffs that dominate design.

• In general, different elemental and resource limitations impose dif-

ferent costs and benefits for various cellular functions.66,67,101,104,249

Changes in costs and benefits alter the relative strength of tradeoffs

between different functions.

15.2 Exploration versus Exploitation versus Regulation

Cells explore their environment to gain information and exploit their

environment to gain resources. Cells use information obtained from

exploration to regulate exploitation. Tradeoffs arise between exploration,

exploitation, and regulation.

Cellular Constraints

Genome size, cell size, and limited resources impose tradeoffs.

• More resources devoted to exploratory information-gathering im-

ply fewer resources devoted to exploitation. For example, sensor

abundance may trade off against enzyme abundance.

• More resources devoted to regulation imply fewer resources devoted

to information and exploitation. For example, transcription factors

may trade off against information and exploitation proteins.329
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• Genome and cell size may trade off against exploration, exploitation,

or regulation. In oceanic surface prokaryotes, small genomes cor-

relate with nutrient-poor environments, slower growth, and fewer

genes associated with adjusting to alternative conditions.463

• Small genomes may benefit in poor environments by more efficient

maintenance and growth. Those benefits may trade off against a

reduced proteome for information and regulation.

Exploration versus Exploitation

Cells explore by moving through the environment and by using sensors

of internal and external environmental states. Costly exploration reduces

exploitation efficiency.

• Exploration by motility trades off against exploitation and growth

efficiency (p. 229).164,299,395,402

• In yeast, exploration by glucose sensors trades off against the ex-

ploitation efficiency of growth for already deployed glucose uptake

receptors and catabolic pathways.465 Yeast have a broad range of

sensors that regulate metabolism.67

Exploitation versus Regulation

Cells adjust by altering regulatory controls. Faster and more extensive

regulation may reduce exploitation efficiency and growth rate.

• Fast mRNA decay speeds transitions to new cellular states by in-

creasing message turnover. Fast mRNA decay also burns resources

and degrades exploitation. Excess resources reduce the exploita-

tion cost, favoring more rapid mRNA decay and regulatory adjust-

ment.285

• Growth rate trades off against the rate of regulatory change when

switching from one food source to another. Different regulatory

mechanisms mediate this tradeoff (Section 14.5).29,380
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• Greater mRNA transcription rate imposes costs, degrading exploita-

tion. Greater transcription rate also reduces stochastic fluctuations

in protein production, improving regulatory precision. Observations

across different genes and species follow this tradeoff between ex-

ploitation cost and regulatory precision.174

Dual Function

A membrane uptake receptor may also act as an information sensor.67

In general, dual function reduces tradeoffs if a molecule can be tuned

simultaneously for alternative actions.

Dual function does not contradict the central role of tradeoffs. Instead,

the forces of design favor simultaneous improvement over tradeoffs,

until further dual improvement cannot be achieved. At that point, im-

provement in one dimension often demands loss in another dimension.

The tradeoff has returned (Fig. 3.1).

15.3 Thermodynamics and Biochemical Flux

Thermodynamic driving force and resistance to chemical transforma-

tion determine flux. The mechanisms that modulate driving force and

resistance impose tradeoffs between components of success.

Regulatory Control Tradeoffs

Various cellular mechanisms influence flux.100 Gain from modulating

flux may trade off against loss in other components of success.

• Some glycolytic reactions have excess enzyme capacity and run

near equilibrium.310 Excess enzyme allows rapid increase in flux to

meet the demand from increased resource flow. The benefit of flux

adjustment trades off against the cost of excess enzyme.

• Raising enzyme concentration for a particular reaction and lowering

concentration for another reaction may be a slow process. The

efficiency gained by adjusting enzyme concentrations trades off

against the slow response to changed conditions.

• Cells modify small parts of enzymes. Enzyme modification changes

the resistance of reactions. Covalently modified enzymes provide
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cheap and fast flux control but may be less specific and efficient

than modulating the concentrations of custom-designed enzymes.

• Thermodynamic driving force rises with greater reactant concentra-

tions and smaller product concentrations. Stronger driving force

increases flux but also dissipates free energy, lowering efficiency.

Additional Mechanisms That Alter Force or Resistance

This subsection lists a few examples.

• Removing products to increase driving force may require costly

processing or excretion of otherwise useful molecules.

• Separation of reactants modulates resistance. Biophysical changes

to benefit one reaction may impose costly alteration of resistance

for other processes.

• For example, lowering resistance by increasing membrane flux for a

reactant may also increase the flux of toxins.

• Membranes impose resistance, maintaining chemical gradients and

potential driving force.35,86 Membranes also provide structural, sen-

sor, and active transport functions. Altering a particular membrane

property may influence the costs and benefits of several functions.

Rate versus Yield

Two commonly discussed tradeoffs arise.

• First, enhanced thermodynamic driving force increases the rate of a

reaction. That increased rate associates with a reduced free energy

yield that can do useful work.47,317,444 This rate versus yield tradeoff

arises from fundamental aspects of thermodynamics.

• Second, cellular growth rate often trades off against biomass yield.

This rate versus yield tradeoff arises in observations.257,326

• The two tradeoffs may be linked by assuming that cellular growth

rate depends on biochemical reaction rates and that biomass yield

depends on the usable free energy yield of reactions. Those assump-

tions often makes sense. But they are not guaranteed.
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Rate versus Thermodynamic Inhibition

When reaction products build up in concentration, thermodynamic driv-

ing force declines. In other words, reaction products thermodynamically

inhibit flux.

• The benefits of increasing reaction rate may trade off against the

costs of relieving product inhibition to maintain rapid flux. This

tradeoff shapes overflow metabolism (Section 12.2).

• When driving force is low, small increases in product concentrations

greatly reduce flux. Thus, low driving force’s gain in free energy

efficiency trades off against greater sensitivity to product inhibition.

• Fast reactions incur costs to maintain high flux, whereas slow reac-

tions incur costs to maintain positive flux.

• The total driving force over a metabolic cascade may be nearly

constant. Greater driving force in one step trades off against lower

driving force in another step. Reduced driving force of a step raises

the risk that product inhibition blocks the entire cascade.

• In a cascade, a stronger final electron acceptor increases the total

driving force. More steps reduce the force per step. Driving force

and product inhibition impose tradeoffs when altering the final

electron acceptor or the architecture of the cascade.

Rate versus Redox Imbalance

Cells maintain ratios of reducing and oxidizing compounds. Perturbed

redox ratios interfere with regulation of biochemical processes.

• Rapid catabolic flux trades off against redox imbalance. In E. coli423

and yeast,186,424 rapid flux creates an excess NADH–NAD+ redox

imbalance. Lack of NAD+ limits the necessary electron acceptor to

maintain flux through the TCA cycle.

• Electron transport takes electrons from NADH, yielding NAD+.

Rapid upstream catabolic flux may produce NADH faster than

electron transport can use it, creating an NADH–NAD+ imbalance

(p. 167).
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• Futile cycles dissipate the free energy in ATP–ADP and NADH–NAD+

disequilibria.348 Futile cycles suggest a tradeoff between some bene-

ficial process that creates redox imbalance and the potentially costly

dissipation of free energy to restore redox balance.

Strong Electron Acceptor versus Oxidative Damage

Oxygen is a strong electron acceptor that provides powerful thermody-

namic driving force to catabolic cascades. Reactive oxygen species (ROS)

also cause uncontrolled oxidative damage. Cells use various mechanisms

to mitigate ROS damage.

• Strong electron acceptors trade off enhanced driving force against

increased oxidative damage.467

• Growth rate trades off against ROS mitigation efficiency.12

15.4 Fitness Components and Life History

Life history analysis separates long-term success into fitness compo-

nents. Components include reproduction, survival, and dispersal.393

In microbes, we typically equate reproduction and growth. By contrast,

multicellular growth usually describes size increase from birth.

Life history emphasizes tradeoffs. Faster reproduction reduces sur-

vival. More dispersal lowers reproductive rate.

Fitness components may be divided into subcomponents by habitat,

age, or other factors. Survival in food-limited habitats may trade off

against reproduction in food-rich habitats. Dispersal out of old resource

patches may trade off against reproduction in young resource patches.

Age-specific tradeoffs are important in life history. For example,

reproduction early in life often trades off against reproduction late in

life. In microbes, a lineage’s reproductive age is relatively younger at

present and relatively older at a later time.

Lineages vary reproductively over time by accumulating damage or by

intrinsic fluctuations, causing variation in age-specific fitness.330 Senes-

cence occurs when age-specific fitness declines with age.3,345
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The following examples highlight tradeoffs between current reproduc-

tive rate and various fitness components. Typically, current reproductive

rate associates with a lineage’s metabolic traits and growth rate.

Growth Rate versus Biomass Yield

A faster rate of cell division trades off against the biomass yield per unit

of food intake. Prior sections described many examples of this tradeoff

and possible underlying mechanisms.65,97,103,104,207,246,257,326,343,369,463

Growth Rate versus Survival

Greater current reproduction may trade off against lower survival. Re-

duced survival decreases future reproduction.

• Faster growing Schizosaccharomyces pombe yeast cells die at a

faster rate.291

• Among 16 bacteriophage species that attack E. coli, thinner capsid

surfaces and more tightly packed genomes correlated with faster

growth and lower survival.79

Growth versus Maintenance and Stress Resistance

Faster growth may trade off against maintenance and stress resistance.

Such mechanistic links may explain the tradeoff between growth and

survival.

• In E. coli, a few transcription factors act as master regulators of

growth and maintenance. Stressed cells reduce growth and upregu-

late maintenance. Competition between these master regulators for

access to RNA polymerase and transcription may mediate growth

versus maintenance tradeoffs.266,301

• RpoS is a master transcriptional regulator of E. coli’s stress response.

Greater stress resistance associates with reduced catabolic process-

ing of diverse carbon sources. Widespread polymorphism in the

rpoS gene or its expression level occurs among strains, apparently

tuning stress resistance versus growth to local conditions.102
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• Variable membrane permeability trades off nutrient uptake against

susceptibility to oxidative stress.102,177

• In S. cerevisiae, slower growth and higher biomass yield correlate

with better stress resistance. That correlation occurs for different

environments, nutrients, or mutations. Genomic knockout analysis

reveals many mutations that mediate the tradeoff between growth

and stress resistance.466

• Similarly, in Schizosaccharomyces pombe, a high-flux variant of the

glycolytic enzyme Pyk1 associates with fermentation, fast growth,

and decreased oxidative stress resistance. The low-flux variant

causes a catabolic switch to respiration, slower growth, and greater

stress resistance.202

Growth Rate versus Aging Rate

Senescence occurs when survival or other fitness components decline

with age. Lineage age can be measured as a particular amount of time or

a particular number of cell divisions. The aging rate is the rate of decline

in age-specific fitness.

• Aging in a lineage associates with accumulating cellular damage. In

some species, damaged molecules segregate asymmetrically during

cell division. One cell suffers a decline in age-specific fitness. The

other cell maintains fitness or is rejuvenated.2,225,241,330

• Greater stress-induced damage enhances asymmetry’s growth bene-

fits.422 If greater asymmetry imposes higher costs on other fitness

components, then the increasing growth benefits of greater asym-

metry trade off against those higher costs.

• In E. coli, stress resistance mediates a tradeoff between aging and

growth. For example, increased expression of the general stress

pathway reduces the aging rate and lowers the growth rate.461

Tradeoffs with Dispersal and Dormancy

Most resource patches eventually disappear. New ones open up. A

lineage’s long-term success depends on colonizing new locations.
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In a stable habitat, a lineage gains by dispersing a fraction of descen-

dants to compete with others, reducing competition with itself.111,169

Dispersal may occur over time rather than across space. For example,

dormant spores reduce activity and protect themselves to survive the

journey to a later time.229

The benefits of colonizing different locations or later times trade off

against various costs.

• Dispersers typically pass through time or space nonreproductively.

• Dispersal often exposes microbes to mortality risk.

• Active movement requires resources.344 Dormant quiescence re-

quires storage and maintenance. Those dispersal-related resources

lower allocation to other functions.229

• Dispersal trades current reproduction for future reproduction in

a different location. The reproductive value of growth in different

patches depends on demographic processes. Reproductive value

translates a unit of reproduction in different classes into a common

valuation for long-term contribution to the population.61,122,405

• Similarly, dormancy trades current reproductive opportunity for

later opportunity. The reproductive value of current versus later

reproduction depends on demography.

• Decaying conditions favor allocation to distant opportunities.

15.5 Warfare versus Productive Traits

Microbes attack competitors and defend against assault. Attack and

defense trade off against productive growth, survival, and dispersal.

• Greater cell membrane permeability may enhance resource uptake

and growth. That growth benefit trades off against greater suscepti-

bility to antibiotics and other attack molecules that pass through

the membrane.177,318

• Many resource uptake receptors provide the site of attack by bacte-

riophage. Increased resistance to attack trades off against reduced

resource uptake.104
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• A significant fraction of microbial genomes may be devoted to

attack and defense. Limitations on total coding, transcription, and

proteome size impose tradeoffs between warfare and productive

functions.146,148,157

15.6 Cooperative Traits

Analyses of metabolic design typically focus on the success of a clonal

lineage. How fast does the lineage grow? How efficiently does the lineage

transform resources into biomass?

However, many studies identify microbial traits that reduce a lineage’s

success while enhancing the success of other lineages.441 The tradeoff

between growth rate and biomass yield provides a good example.317

A lineage that reduces its growth rate leaves more resources for

neighboring lineages, including itself. We must weigh a lineage’s cost

for reduced growth against the yield benefit provided to neighboring

lineages.

Ultimately, natural selection can favor traits that directly reduce the

success of a lineage and indirectly increase the success of similar traits

in other lineages. Hamilton’s166 classic tradeoff compares a lineage’s

direct cost, c, to the benefit for other lineages, b, weighted by the genetic

similarity between lineages, r .

When a lineage is by itself, then all neighbors are the lineage itself,

and r = 1. As neighbors become increasingly different from the focal

lineage, r declines.

A cooperative trait is favored when the similarity-weighted benefit

outweighs the direct cost, rb > c. For example, when considering

slower growth, cooperation depends on how the similarity-weighted

yield benefit trades off against the direct growth cost.

An alternative aspect of similarity can also be important.122,405 Instead

of measuring how a lineage’s cooperative trait benefits genetically similar

neighbors, we can measure how a lineage’s cooperative neighbors provide

benefit to the focal lineage (Section 5.2).

In this second case, a lineage that enhances group success has similarly

cooperative neighbors in proportion to r . We once again get the condition

rb > c for a cooperative trait to be favored. The distinction is that,

in the first case, benefits flow from our focal cooperative lineage to

genetically similar neighbors, whereas in the second case, benefits flow

from phenotypically similar neighbors to our focal cooperative lineage.
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The distinction is important because, in the second case, the cause of

similarity between neighbors does not have to be genetic. For example, a

lineage could have cooperative neighbors of a different species.113 Thus,

similarity does not necessarily depend on kinship or pedigree, although

common ancestry can be one cause of similarity.

Cooperative traits may also gain by payback through an ecological

loop.73 For example, a lineage may excrete a useful metabolic product,

the loss of which directly reduces the lineage’s success.

That costly excretion may ultimately be favored by a synergistic feed-

back loop. Suppose an excreted product enhances the growth of another

lineage that, in turn, excretes a product beneficial to the first lineage. In

that case, the initial secreting lineage trades off an immediate cost for a

later return benefit.

Cooperative tradeoffs have been widely discussed in the microbial

literature, with many examples. The point here is that we must consider

such tradeoffs when trying to understand the design of metabolic traits.

In essence, sociality shapes biochemical and metabolic design.

Similarity Selection

A lineage may trade the lost success from expressing cooperative traits

for the benefits received from similar neighbors.

• Reduced growth rate imposes the cost of slower reproduction.

Neighbors benefit from the resources left unused. In a yeast experi-

ment, the relatively high similarity-weighted benefit from neighbors,

rb, outweighed the cost of reduced growth, c, favoring a low growth

and high yield strain.258

• Oil emulsions limit diffusion and keep beneficial unused resources

close to a slow-growing cell. The smaller neighborhood also in-

creases the similarity, r , between nearby strains. In laboratory

evolution experiments, greater r favored slower growth and higher

yield,21 with additional tradeoffs possibly playing a role.401

• Microbes often secrete exoenzymes to break external food mole-

cules into smaller pieces.335,473 The secreting cell pays the cost of

enzyme production. All nearby cells gain the benefit of extracellu-

lar digestion. A producing cell trades off the similarity-weighted

digestion benefit, rb, against its production cost, c.
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• In marine bacteria, extracellular enzymes break chitin into smaller

pieces. Cooperative secretion of those enzymes decreases when

diffusion of usable pieces exceeds uptake by nearby cells.92 Fast

diffusion increases the spatial scale of benefits and reduces r , the

similarity of neighbors that share benefits.

Cooperative Cross Feeding

A lineage may trade its direct immediate success for a later return benefit

through an ecological feedback loop.

• In an experiment, Salmonella enterica evolved costly secretion of

methionine to enhance the growth of a methionine-dependent E. coli

strain. The enhanced growth of E. coli increased its secretion of

waste acetate, on which S. enterica depended for its growth.170

• A follow-up experiment supplied lactose, which catabolically splits

into glucose and galactose. Escherichia coli evolved to secrete galac-

tose, boosting the growth of S. enterica and thus increasing the

methionine supply on which that E. coli strain depends. This second

step established mutually cooperative cross feeding.171

15.7 Timescale Tradeoffs

A beneficial trait on one evolutionary timescale may be a costly trait

on another evolutionary timescale. Timescale tradeoffs pose one of the

great challenges in the study of design.133

Consider a canonical problem of microbial life. A patch opens up with

a fixed amount of resources. A colonizing microbe lands on the patch

and begins to grow. A mutant arises that grows faster than its progenitor

lineage but is less efficient at converting resources into biomass.

The mutant overgrows its competitors, dominating the population.

Growth depletes local resources, ending the patch life cycle. Over the

life cycle, some cells disperse and colonize new patches.

Over the short timescale of a cellular generation within the patch,

direct competition favors rapid growth.236 Over the long timescale of the

full life cycle, dispersal typically favors greater biomass production in a

patch to increase the potential number of dispersing cells.
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This tradeoff between growth rate and biomass yield expresses a

design conflict between short and long timescales. Short-acting processes

favor rapid growth to outcompete neighbors.236 Long-acting processes

favor efficient yield to increase colonization of new patches. Different

conditions cause different timescales to dominate (Section 5.9).129,130

Various timescale tradeoffs arise in the study of design. A few exam-

ples follow.

Short-Term versus Long-Term Gains

A rapidly growing mutant lineage that outcompetes neighbors is similar

to cancerous overgrowth.135 The short-term reproductive benefit favors

highly competitive design.

Over longer timescales, a growth-enhanced cancerous design loses to

yield-efficient designs tuned to increase dispersal success over the full

demographic cycle of local growth and subsequent dispersal.

The particular design that is ultimately favored depends on the bal-

ance between short-term gains by local competitive growth versus long-

term gains by dispersal.

The following list summarizes a few of the timescale tradeoffs.

• Short-term local gain trades off against long-term global gain.

• Rate versus yield compares gains on short versus long timescales.

• Short-term reproductive gain within a patch trades off against long-

term dispersal gain between patches.

• Short-term competitive gain between genomic subsets within an

individual trades off against the individual’s long-term success.

Multilevel Selection

Natural selection can act at multiple levels. The different levels of

selection associate with different timescales.133,446

For example, growth rate affects relative success against neighbors

within a locally competing group. Growth rate competition within groups

happens over shorter timescales.

Biomass yield affects the productivity of a lineage or group when

competing against other groups for dispersal and colonization of new
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resource patches. Biomass yield competition between groups happens

over longer timescales.

Selection can also happen on a lower level, between genomic subsets

within an individual. That low-level genomic competition happens on a

shorter timescale than competition between individuals.

For example, plasmids may compete within cells over short timescales

while lowering the success of host cells over relatively longer timescales.

At a higher level, selection can act more slowly between species or

clades. A clade can outcompete other clades ecologically over broad

spatial and temporal scales.

A clade can also reproduce in the sense of splitting into descendant

lineages. On a relatively slow timescale, we can consider species births

and deaths, determining the relative dominance of genera in terms of

numbers of species.

The designs that we see in nature depend on the balance between

selective success acting at these different timescales. In general, the

lower levels and faster timescales dominate because selection almost

always happens more quickly and intensely at lower levels.446

Selection at a lower, faster level may trade off against selection at a

higher, slower level.168

Evolvability: Tradeoffs between Exploration and Exploitation

Organisms continually face new challenges. Long-term success demands

the ability to adapt. Organisms gain by exploring alternative designs.

Greater exploration speeds the rate of adaptation to new challenges and

lowers the chance of lineage extinction.311,436

Mechanistically, higher mutation rates and more mixing of genomes

to create new gene combinations increase exploration of alternative

designs.267,308 Other variation-generating mechanisms may also speed

adaptation.443

Mechanisms that generate variation and improve exploration often

reduce efficiency in exploiting current resources. Long-term evolvability

trades off against short-term fitness.

For example, most mutations are deleterious in the short term. Greater

mutation rate reduces short-term exploitation success. However, as the

environment changes, a higher mutation rate may allow faster adaptation

to changing conditions by exploring a wider range of alternative designs.
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15.8 Bet-Hedging Tradeoffs

Bet-hedging is another form of exploration versus exploitation. Bet-

hedging describes alternative states for a trait.131,144,370

The different states may be alternatives for a single individual. For

example, an individual may feed in different locations to hedge its bets

against settling in a lower quality patch.

Or the states may be alternatives for different individuals from the

same genetically identical clonal lineage. For example, some cells may

stay and exploit a good patch, whereas other cells may disperse.

The clone’s overall success is the aggregate performance of its dif-

ferent bets on local versus distant gains. If the local patch disappears

suddenly, the clone persists through its dispersers.

Bet-hedging may increase the success of a lineage by trading off the

potential gains of exploration against the losses of reduced exploitation.

Exploration across Space and Time

Exploration may occur spatially through motility and dispersal or tem-

porally through persistence, dormancy, and sporulation.

• If an individual’s motility randomly samples alternative locations,

then its bet-hedging movements trade off against motility costs.

• Cells in a clone may split into dispersers versus nondispersers,

dormant versus active cells, and spores versus nonspores. These

polymorphisms hedge a genotype’s bets across space and time.

• Cells within a clone may transiently enter and leave a persistent

state that resists antibiotics.421 For example, a temporary period

of cellular reproductive quiescence protects against molecules that

attack replicating DNA.

• Cells in a quiescent state trade a clone’s growth for a hedge against

attack.

• During starvation, a clone may hedge between rapid resumption of

growth and resistance to attack.282 Cells in an active state resume

growth rapidly. Cells in a quiescent state may survive antibiotic

attack. A clone hedges by maintaining some cells in alternative

states, achieving both rapid growth and resistance.
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• Traits such as quiescence or dispersal may arise inevitably from

biophysics rather than from the biological forces of design. Inter-

preting design depends on tests of comparative hypotheses.

Exploration of Alternative Food Sources

In the classic diauxic shift, cells first feed on a preferred carbon source

until it is depleted. A lag period follows during which cells shift gene

expression to prepare the catabolic system for feeding on a second, less

preferred carbon source (p. 214).

• After the preferred source is depleted, some cells may switch to the

secondary source. Other cells may remain activated for the primary

source. The primary-activated cells do not grow in the absence of

the primary source but remain ready to resume growth rapidly if

more of the primary source arrives.

• Similarly, some cells may switch to the secondary source before

the first source is depleted. Having some cells pre-activated for

the secondary source reduces the clone’s growth lag when the first

source runs out.

• In each case, a clone adjusts more rapidly to changing availability

of the two resources when it hedges between the alternative states.

Hedging trades lower immediate growth for more rapid adjustment

to changing conditions.

15.9 Control Tradeoffs

Control adjusts traits to internal and external conditions. Linking meta-

bolic control to demography and life history poses a challenge for future

work. Here, I briefly repeat a few key tradeoffs developed in Chapter 7.

• Error-correcting feedback trades off against the costs of control.

Error is the difference between a trait’s value and the target value

for the current environment. Costs arise from measuring the error

and adjusting traits.

• Robust error correction at the system level trades off against error-

prone system components.
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• Fast adjustment trades off against stability. Fast adjustment re-

quires a strong push, which risks overshooting the target. Overshoot

destabilizes a system, potentially causing it to move dangerously

far from its viable range.

• Responsiveness trades off against homeostasis. The more easily a

system can respond to change, the more easily it can be perturbed

from its homeostatic setpoint.

15.10 Summary

This chapter emphasized broad conceptual issues and common tradeoffs.

That general scope provides a sense of the potential challenges of design

faced by organisms.

In practice, tradeoffs can be very specific. Consider the title: “Evolu-

tionary trade-off between vocal tract and testes dimensions in howler

monkeys.”91

For microbial metabolism, nearly every biochemical and physiological

detail could be associated with some tradeoff. In spite of that specificity,

it is important to retain a broad sense of the main forces and tradeoffs

that shape all of life.

Combining a wide conceptual approach with the specific understand-

ing of natural history in each particular application emphasizes the

many biological challenges and the many different tradeoffs faced by

organisms.

The shifting dominance by different tradeoffs as conditions change

raises a common difficulty in the study of design. As an example, I

mentioned previously the complexity of analyzing tradeoffs between

rate, yield, and antitoxin defense.

In a lab study that excludes interspecies toxin warfare, one may ob-

serve both rate and yield increasing. That joint increase may arise

because rate trades off against antitoxin defense, and yield also trades

off against defense. In the absence of attack, investment in defense

declines, and both rate and yield increase.

One cannot test whether a tradeoff between two traits is important

simply by measuring how the two traits change. Instead, one must

develop comparative hypotheses about partial causation. For example,
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how does preventing attack alter the rate versus yield tradeoff in shaping

design?

Comparative hypotheses do not solve all problems. But if observations

tend to support a comparative prediction under a variety of conditions,

then one may be on the right track. Further progress follows by adding

additional partial causes to improve the success rate for predictions.

Finally, there remains a gap between the biochemical detail of prior

chapters and the emphasis on fitness components in this chapter. Bridg-

ing that gap remains a central challenge in the study of design. The

following chapters make a start.
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Overflow Metabolism

Ever tried. Ever failed. No matter. Try again. Fail again. Fail

better.

—Samuel Beckett30

Every study that analyzes biological design should clearly state a com-

parative prediction. This book is about why we need such predictions

and how to formulate predictions that reveal the causes of design.

This chapter develops predictions for overflow metabolism. Overflow

happens when cells excrete intermediate metabolic products that contain

usable free energy. Why do cells dump usable food?

The following chapter adds predictions for variable sugar usage, dis-

tributed electron flux, and alternative free energy stores in fluctuating

environments.

These predictions provide a rough draft on which others may build

or, for the more aggressive, a target to attack. No matter, as long as the

result improves.

The first section restates the basic structure of comparative predic-

tions. The second section recaps key observations about metabolic over-

flow. Those observations set the puzzles, highlight important concepts,

and recommend overflow as a model for studying biological design.

The third section considers proteome limitation as a solution to the

puzzle of overflow. Cell volume imposes a biophysical constraint on the

number of proteins. Dumping usable food may happen because protein

limitation imposes a tradeoff between growth rate and efficiency.

However, biophysical constraints alone mislead. Those constraints

set broad boundaries on traits. Within those boundaries, changes in

demography or in genetic variability between competitors may greatly

alter design. This section presents observations and new predictions to

clarify how natural history and biophysical constraints interact.
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The fourth section evaluates limited membrane space as an alterna-

tive constraining force. More membrane transporters for food reduce

the membrane space for electron transport and oxidative phosphoryla-

tion. Thus, faster food uptake and metabolic flux may reduce aerobic

respiration, causing cells to overflow intermediate metabolic products.

Combining proteome and membrane constraints gives a sense of the

multidimensional biophysical boundaries that limit possible metabolic

designs. Comparative predictions evaluate the various forces that alter

traits within that space of possible designs.

The fifth section describes a single genetic change that broadly alters

metabolic flux. In fission yeast, fast versus slow pyruvate kinase activity

shifts cells from glycolytic overflow and reduced aerobic respiration to

limited overflow and nearly complete aerobic processing.

Natural populations contain both genetic variants. Apparently, some

environmental conditions favor fast metabolic flux, rapid growth, and

reduced yield associated with overflow excretion. Other environmental

conditions seemingly favor the opposite.

The slow allele associates with greater tolerance of oxidative stress.

Perhaps environments vary in oxidative challenge, explaining the differ-

ent metabolic designs. Alternatively, other environmental challenges

may dominate.

16.1 Comparative Predictions and Partial Causes

Restating briefly, a comparative prediction may be expressed by P→ F→
T. As the environmental parameter, P, increases, the trait, T, increases,

mediated by the force of design, F. Environmental means any causal

factor, which could be external or internal to an organism (Chapter 3).

We may have decreasing relations given by ⊣ instead of →, leading to

four basic expressions for partial causes.

The causes are partial because other causes may also influence the

trait. Ultimately, all partial causes combine to determine the overall

cause. However, we almost never know all partial causes.

I focus on partial causes because each pathway expresses how a force

of design partially shapes a trait. We test a prediction by studying many

instances of a change in P under many distinct circumstances.

Ideally, the different circumstances randomize the other partial causes

sufficiently so that the focal pathway has significant effect. If that
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randomization succeeds, then the predicted direction of change should

happen more often than not.

Obviously, a lot can go wrong. The best we can do is mitigate con-

founding factors that we identify and openly accept the limitations for

those factors that we cannot identify.

Mitigating known factors often means identifying other pathways of

partial causation. If there is a second causal parameter, P̃, we might

predict that when P̃ is high, we expect P → T, and when P̃ is low, we

expect P ⊣ T. We must also consider common ancestry, a frequent

confounding cause in evolutionary studies.173

The benefits of comparison in causal analysis are well known. How-

ever, in the study of design, it is often difficult to obtain meaningful

comparative data. It is particularly hard to get the right scale over which

parameters change and organisms respond such that the comparative

tests reveal design.

The fact that it is hard does not alter the need to think in this way.

Developing comparative predictions starts the process.

The individual statements of partial cause form the building blocks

for simple empirical tests and for understanding more complex combi-

nations of causal interactions.

16.2 Background

The faster a cell takes up simple sugars, the more it tends to excrete

glycolytic products. The glycolytic products contain almost all of the

potentially usable free energy (Fig. 12.2). With more rapid digestion, the

catabolic cascade seemingly overflows (Section 12.2).

The Importance of a Good Puzzle

We do not expect cells to dump potentially usable food unless strong

forces or powerful constraints favor such losses. Several aspects of

metabolism likely play a role. Thus, overflow metabolism is a particularly

good puzzle because its solution will likely reveal many facets of design.

In a typical case, overflow metabolism occurs in cells capable of aero-

bic respiration. Such cells can pass a simple sugar through glycolysis, the

TCA cycle, electron transport, and oxidative phosphorylation (Fig. 16.1).

Glycolysis yields only a small amount of ATP and usable free energy.
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sugar glycolysis

over!ow

TCA electron
transport

Figure 16.1 Catabolic flux and glycolytic overflow in cells capable of aerobic
respiration. As sugar intake and glycolytic flux rise, cells may excrete glycolytic
products. In E. coli at low sugar intake rate, all flux passes through the TCA
cycle and electron transport, with no glycolytic overflow.28 As intake rises,
post-glycolytic flux does not keep up and excess glycolytic flux overflows as
excreted acetate. In S. cerevisiae, rapid sugar intake associates with excreting
post-glycolytic flux as ethanol. After consuming the sugar, yeast cells may
shift to catabolizing the ethanol through the TCA cycle, electron transport, and
oxidative phosphorylation (dashed arrow).49 This diagram is a copy of Fig. 12.4,
repeated here for convenience.

Nearly all of the ATP and usable free energy that the cell could extract

comes from catabolizing the glycolytic products. Why not process the

glycolytic products through the TCA cycle and electron transport?

The following subsections list possible solutions mentioned in prior

chapters. After that review, I develop some comparative predictions.

Thermodynamic Product Inhibition

Net forward flux halts when reaction products accumulate. In cells

capable of aerobic respiration, glycolysis would halt if glycolytic products

are made more quickly than they can be processed through the TCA

cycle and electron transport. Cells may excrete glycolytic products to

relieve that product inhibition.

Redox Imbalance

What might cause post-glycolytic flux limitation? The TCA cycle trans-

forms NAD+ to NADH. An excess NADH–NAD+ disequilibrium impedes

flux through the TCA cycle by product inhibition. NADH is a strong

reducing agent. To maintain TCA flux, cells must dissipate the redox

imbalance caused by an excess NADH–NAD+ disequilibrium.

Membrane Space Limitation

What might limit the rate of dissipating the NADH–NAD+ disequilib-

rium? The NADH–NAD+ disequilibrium drives electron transport, which
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drives oxidative phosphorylation. When electron transport flux does

not keep up with NADH production in the TCA cycle, the NADH–NAD+

disequilibrium builds up and reduces TCA flux.

Rapid glycolytic flux requires additional membrane transporters for

food uptake. Those additional transporters may limit the membrane

space available for electron transport. Limited electron transport re-

quires excretion of glycolytic products to reduce TCA flux and the

NADH–NAD+ disequilibrium.

Elemental Limitation

Alternatively, elemental limitation may slow post-glycolytic flux. Scarcity

of oxygen or other final electron acceptors reduces electron transport

flux. Scarcity of certain metals or other elements may limit particular

catalysts or electron-transport cytochromes in ways that reduce TCA or

electron-transport flux more strongly than glycolytic flux.

Proteome Limitation

Constrained cellular space and resources limit total protein abundance,

limiting the protein catalysts that drive flux. Limited catalysts impose

flux tradeoffs between alternative pathways.

As sugar uptake rate and glycolytic flux increase, cells often grow

faster. That faster growth requires more catalysts to drive anabolic

processes. The extra catalysts for growth must be balanced against

fewer catalysts for other processes.

If glycolytic flux produces ATP at a sufficient rate to sustain fast

growth, then cells can limit flux through the TCA cycle, electron trans-

port, and oxidative phosphorylation. The proteome fraction that might

have been used to drive those post-glycolytic processes can instead be

used for anabolic processes.28

With reduced TCA flux, cells must excrete post-glycolytic products,

leading to overflow metabolism.

Reproductive Rate versus Yield

Overflow metabolism associates with high reproductive growth rate and

low reproductive yield per unit of food. Cells often grow faster by

excreting glycolytic products but, by discarding usable free energy, their

reproductive yield declines.
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Design forces shift the balance between rate and yield. For exam-

ple, more competition between distinct genotypes favors greater rate

and lower yield, causing a rise in overflow. Changes in dispersal and

demography also tend to shift the favored rate-yield balance.

Thermodynamic Rate versus Yield

In a catabolic cascade, the more free energy yield that is captured and

stored for later use, the less the total free energy will change. Less free

energy change means lower thermodynamic driving force and slower

flux. Thus, the flux rate of a catabolic cascade trades off against the

captured free energy yield (Section 11.1).

In the literature, the thermodynamic rate versus yield tradeoff is often

discussed implicitly or directly as the cause of overflow metabolism and

the reproductive growth rate versus yield tradeoff. Thermodynamics

inevitably plays a key role. But we must consider carefully the potential

connections between thermodynamics, metabolic flux rates, overflow

metabolism, and reproductive tradeoffs.

First, thermodynamic driving force influences flux rate but does not

determine it. Resistance also strongly influences flux. Resistance may be

altered by catalysts and by the spatial movement of molecules. Changes

in proteome allocation for catalysis may influence reproductive tradeoffs

between growth rate and biomass yield. Other resource reallocations may

also affect the balance between growth and yield fitness components.

Second, to analyze overflow metabolism, we compare the excretion of

a post-glycolytic product with the processing of that product through

respiration. That comparison contrasts two alternative reaction cascades.

Thermodynamic constraints influence reaction cascades, but tradeoffs

between flux rate and free energy yield capture may be complex when

comparing alternative cascades.

Tradeoffs with Other Fitness Components

Overflow typically associates with increased growth rate and decreased

reproductive yield. Thus, conditions that favor rapid growth rate may

favor overflow metabolism.

Emphasis on rate and yield highlights two fitness components. How-

ever, other fitness components may also be important. For example,

greater aerobic respiration associates with enhanced tolerance of oxida-
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tive stress. Many environmental factors cause oxidative stress, including

chemical warfare between microbial species.

Variations in oxidative stress and survival may tip metabolism more

strongly toward or away from glycolytic overflow. For example, an

increase in oxidative stress favors aerobic respiration, causing declines

in glycolytic excretion and growth rate (Section 16.5).

The extra reproductive yield associated with efficient respiration may

be lost to increased death through oxidative stress. The net effect of

rising oxidative stress could be an overall decline in rate, yield, and

overflow. Tradeoffs always depend on broader context.

Challenges of Analyzing Design

Why does cellular metabolism overflow? That puzzle poses the question

of design: What makes the organism as we see it?

However, that question is too hard. Many different forces have acted

over many different timescales. We cannot evaluate all of those forces.

We must ask different questions. How does a particular force influ-

ence what we currently see in the context of the other forces currently

operating? How many such partial causes can we identify? How do those

partial causes interact?

We may think of those questions as a local analysis. How can we

understand what makes the organism as we see it relative to nearby

alternatives that might occur?

Comparative predictions link partial causes to nearby alternatives.

Those predictions provide the pieces that must be fit together to solve a

particular puzzle of design.

The following sections extend three prior studies, considering a wider

range of constraints and fitness components. I highlight those constraint

and design forces through comparative predictions.

16.3 Proteome Limitation

Overflow metabolism occurs in E. coli. At sugar uptake rates below

a critical threshold, aerobically catabolizing cells process most sugar

through glycolysis, the TCA cycle, and oxidative phosphorylation. Faster

sugar uptake associates with faster growth.28
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Figure 16.2 Overflow metabolism in E. coli. Symbols show various strains grown
under different conditions. Growth rate is measured per hour, with doubling
per hour at log(2) = 0.69 h−1. Acetate overflow is given as excretion rate per
hour per unit of bacterial biomass. With increasing overflow, biomass yield
per gram of sugar taken up declines. See Section 12.2. From Figure 1 of Basan
et al.28

Above the uptake-rate threshold, cells transform the additional sugar

that passes through glycolysis into excreted acetate. Faster sugar uptake

associates with more excreted acetate and faster growth (Fig. 16.2).

Proteome limitation may explain the observed patterns of sugar uptake

and overflow acetate excretion28,279,313 (Fig. 16.3). The cell must allocate

its limited number of proteins between aerobic respiration to make ATP

and anabolic construction to make new cells.

When growth is slow and protein is not limiting, then allocating protein

to both glycolysis and post-glycolytic pathways extracts the greatest

value from food.

As growth rate increases, demand for protein rises. Cells increas-

ingly favor enhanced efficiency per unit of protein allocated to different

functions.

Glycolytic fermentation and acetate excretion apparently have a higher

efficiency of ATP production per unit protein than does the TCA cycle.

Greater growth rate and anabolic demand may favor cells to enhance the

more protein-efficient glycolytic fermentation pathway relative to the

TCA pathway.
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Figure 16.3 Overflow metabolism arises from proteome limitation. At high
sugar uptake rate, limited protein imposes a tradeoff. Additional protein may
be allocated either to TCA catalysis or to anabolic cellular processes of growth
and reproduction. Augmented TCA catalysis reduces glycolytic overflow and
increases catabolic efficiency but limits growth and reproduction. Alternatively,
protein allocated to augmented growth reduces TCA catalysis, forcing overflow
of some glycolytic products.28,279,313

Basan et al.’s28 experiments support proteome limitation as a key

constraining force. The proteomic constraint explains the changing

physiological response of various E. coli strains to changing laboratory

conditions.

Basan et al. conclude that overflow metabolism in diverse prokaryotic

and eukaryotic cells likely follows from proteome limitation. In other

words, the proteomic constraining force may be sufficient to solve the

widespread puzzle of overflow metabolism.

However, most experiments have focused on the physiological re-

sponse of a few lab strains to a limited set of conditions. Different

environmental conditions or different genotypes or different species may

push up against different constraining forces.

Additionally, various forces of design may alter the favored balance

between efficiency in terms of growth rate and efficiency in terms of

biomass yield per unit of sugar taken up. Greater weighting of efficiency

in biomass yield and less weighting of growth rate may favor increased

protein allocation to catalyzing the TCA cycle, pushing cells toward

reduced overflow.

Forces of design may also change the limitations imposed by con-

straints. For example, selection may modulate speed versus efficiency

tradeoffs in electron transport by altering the properties of membranes
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and cytochromes (Section 16.4). Changes in electron transport modify

throughput bottlenecks in catabolism and shift the relative valuation of

different proteome allocation strategies.

Comparative predictions highlight the various forces of constraint

and design.

Proteome Constraint

The broad comparative hypothesis is

proteome limitation→marginal benefit fermentation→ overflow.

As protein becomes more limiting, fermentation’s marginal benefit rises

because of its greater ATP productivity per unit protein. Greater marginal

benefit for fermentation favors more overflow. Protein limitation can be

increased by the following methods to test this prediction.28

• Overexpressing a particular protein crowds out other proteins.

• Reducing mRNA translation slows protein production.

• Increasing sugar uptake and growth raises proteomic demand.

• Dissipating free energy raises catabolic and proteomic demand.

In each case, greater protein limitation predicts increased overflow me-

tabolism. The physiological response of E. coli lab strains grown in batch

culture supports these predictions.28 The observed quantitative changes

matched predictions from a simple model of proteome limitation, ex-

ceeding this qualitative summary.

Alternative Constraints

In Basan et al.’s28 laboratory environment, proteome limitation domi-

nated the expression of overflow metabolism. Many natural environ-

ments may impose the same dominant constraining force. However,

some environments may push cells up against different constraints.

Earlier in this section, I described alternative constraints, such as

membrane space limitation or elemental limitation. Those alternative

constraints may cause post-glycolytic thermodynamic inhibition, leading

to the broad comparative hypothesis

post-glycolytic inhibition ⊣marginal benefit respiration ⊣ overflow.
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The buildup of thermodynamic product inhibition within the TCA cycle or

oxidative phosphorylation reduces the benefit of additional respiratory

flux. The reduced benefit of passing additional glycolytic products

through the TCA cycle favors increased overflow of those products

through fermentation pathways.

Particular causes of thermodynamic inhibition suggest specific predic-

tions. Causes of inhibition include

• Excess NADH–NAD+ disequilibrium and redox imbalance.

• Flux limits through electron transport or oxidative phosphorylation.

• Elemental constraints that limit post-glycolytic catabolic enzymes.

• Limited oxygen or other post-glycolytic final electron acceptors.

In addition to these particular causes of thermodynamic inhibition,

any necessary reaction in the TCA cycle and respiratory cascade may

impose a flux limit and post-glycolytic inhibition. In flux = force /

resistance, limited flux in a particular reaction may arise by restricted

thermodynamic driving force or by increased resistance from proteome

constraints on enzyme availability.

Lab Studies and the Forces of Constraint

Lab studies often emphasize the forces of constraint. Two reasons favor

that emphasis.

First, such constraints clearly play an important role in shaping design.

For example, if the total protein content of a cell is constrained, then

more proteins allocated to one function leave fewer proteins available

for other functions.

Second, manipulating the lab environment pushes cells up against

various constraints. For example, limitation of a particular nutrient

enhances certain constraints. Excess of another nutrient shifts the

dominating constraint to a different factor.

Various stresses can be manipulated. Genetic knockouts may force

compensatory responses that push against previously latent constraints.

Enhanced gene expression or novel genes may find the physiological

boundaries of yet other constraints.
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Forces of Design Modulate Traits

The forces of design operate over longer evolutionary timescales than

the physiological responses that reveal short-term forces of constraint.

Consequently, fewer studies directly analyze environmental changes that

influence the forces of design. Nonetheless, such forces play a key role.

This section focuses on proteome limitation, a particular constraining

force that may influence overflow metabolism. How can we relate the

forces of design to proteomic constraints and overflow metabolism? In

general, how do the forces of design modulate traits within the context

of constraining forces?

Under proteome limitation, more catalysts for anabolic growth mean

fewer catalysts for the TCA cycle. The constraining force of limited

protein causes a tradeoff between growth rate and the yield-enhancing

efficiency of post-glycolytic catabolism.

The constraining force of proteome limitation by itself does not set

the relative allocation to faster growth versus more efficient yield. In-

stead, the forces of design tune trait values within the context of that

constraining force.

If environmental conditions change such that the forces of design

favor faster growth and lower yield, then the relative proteome allocation

will tend to shift more strongly toward anabolic processes and away from

post-glycolytic catabolism, increasing the tendency toward overflow of

post-glycolytic products.

What about the constancy of the constraints? In other words, can

design forces drive evolutionary change that modulates the constraints?

For example, limits on proteome size arise partly from traits that

evolve. Cell size may change, altering the space available for proteins.

Cells can trade off making more proteins against other cellular functions.

Often, evolution can alter the relative importance of different tradeoffs.

It is easy to identify those broad conceptual issues. But can we

understand how actual forces shape the design of observed traits?

As always, there is no simple way. Comparative predictions provide

the best path forward. To suggest how one might start, I briefly review

three general aspects in the context of proteome limitation. For each, I

sketch the preliminary comparative hypotheses that follow.
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Evolutionary constraints.—Many lab studies push cells up against physio-

logical constraints. How important are those physiological constraints

for the evolutionary design of traits?

On the one hand, there must be limits to how fast cells can take up

sugar or create membrane ion gradients that drive ATP production. On

the other hand, evolutionary changes may modulate physiological limits.

For example, modified receptors may alter limits on uptake rate. Mod-

ified catalysts may alter flux limits. Evolutionary changes may increase

or decrease the constraining rate limits.

In other words, evolutionary change can modulate physiological con-

straints. But there must be some constraints on evolutionary change.

Those evolutionary constraints play a key role in biological design.

Evolutionary constraints can be difficult to observe. Cheng et al.’s65

experimental evolution study of E. coli provides some clues (p. 175).

The independently evolved lines increased growth rate by approxi-

mately 50%. Overflow acetate excretion and biomass yield also evolved

(Figs. 16.4 and 16.5).

Acetate overflow increased with glucose uptake and declined with

biomass yield, as expected from biochemistry. Interestingly, the evolved

increase in growth rate did not associate strongly with changes in uptake,

yield, or overflow. Instead, for a given evolved growth rate, the yield, y ,

and the uptake rate, q, varied widely along the inverse relation y ∝ 1/q
set by the definitions of the variables (Fig. 12.5 and eqn 12.1).

The evolutionary independence of growth relative to the other met-

abolic variables contrasts with the strong physiological associations

observed in other studies. Physiologically, growth rises with glucose up-

take rate. Above a growth rate threshold, acetate excretion rises linearly

with uptake and growth rates (Fig. 16.2).

The difference between evolutionary and physiological tradeoffs sug-

gests that evolutionary response can modulate physiological constraints.

Thus, one cannot draw strong conclusions about design based on ob-

served physiological constraints. Instead, one must evaluate limits on

the potential paths of evolutionary change caused by constraining forces.

Put another way, physiological limits certainly exist and shape design.

However, observed physiological tradeoffs are not the same as absolute

biophysical limits.

How should we analyze design, given the complexity of tradeoffs

arising from physiological and evolutionary constraints? In my prior
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Figure 16.4 Experimental evolution shows how the forces of design modulate
physiological constraints. Various isolates of E. coli fall along the gray line
when grown under different physiological conditions (Fig. 16.2). Basan et al.28

suggested that the close fit of the isolates to that line arises by a growth
rate versus biomass yield tradeoff imposed by the physiological constraint of
proteome limitation. Cheng et al.’s65 experimental evolution study shows that
design forces can move traits off the constraint line. When the experimental
evolution (ee) starting strain was subjected to natural selection favoring faster
growth, the independently evolved lines changed to the endpoints. For a given
growth rate, greater acetate overflow corresponds to higher glucose uptake rate
and lower biomass yield (eqn 12.1). Redrawn from Fig. 1B of Cheng et al.65

discussion of Cheng et al.’s65 study, I proposed a new interpretation of

the observed relations between growth rate, yield, sugar uptake rate, and

acetate excretion rate (p. 175).

The experiment imposed selection in a way that limits time for growth

rather than limits sugar for growth. Because the imposed design force

pushes strongly on biomass produced per unit time (growth rate) and

weakly on biomass produced per unit sugar (yield), the yield is effectively

a neutral trait.

Under these conditions, natural selection favors increased growth rate

independently of the consequences for yield. Thus, the various evolved
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Figure 16.5 Experimental evolution increases growth rate, with biomass yield
changing in an apparently neutral and uncorrelated way. By contrast, isolates
grown under different conditions follow a rate versus yield tradeoff, as reported
in Basan et al.28 and illustrated in Fig. 16.2. Redrawn from Fig. 1A of Cheng
et al.65

lineages explored alternative physiological mechanisms to achieve simi-

lar levels of increased growth. A given level of growth associated with

different levels of biomass yield, y , and uptake rate, q, with values along

the curve y ∝ 1/q set by the definition of those quantities.

As always, tradeoffs depend on context. The common tendency to ap-

ply tradeoffs without considering context leads to a poor understanding

of design. This particular study considered the physiological tradeoffs

revealed by previous data but did not emphasize the special evolutionary

context of the experimental setup.

Comparative predictions focus the conceptual issues and provide a

way forward. For Cheng et al.’s experiment, the apparent neutrality

of yield among the experimentally evolved lines calls attention to the

tradeoff between growth rate and yield. For example,

sugar limitation→marginal benefit yield→ rate-yield tradeoff. (16.1)

As sugar becomes more limiting, the benefit from enhanced biomass

yield per unit sugar intake increases. The greater the marginal benefit of

yield, the more strongly gains in growth rate trade off against the loss

from reduced yield.

In this particular experimental design, each bout of growth begins

with abundant sugar. Cells grow to approximately mid-exponential phase
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and are then passaged to a renewed environment, never approaching

stationary phase.65,219

Abundant sugar means little sugar limitation, low benefits of yield,

and a weak tradeoff between growth rate and yield. We can express the

same idea in terms of time limitation rather than sugar limitation,

time limitation ⊣marginal benefit yield→ rate-yield tradeoff. (16.2)

As time becomes more limiting, the benefit declines for using sugar

efficiently to enhance yield. With limited time, growing as quickly as

possible independently of yield often provides the highest fitness.

These predictions about sugar and time limitation may be tested by

varying both in a controlled way. How finely can the forces of design tune

growth rate and yield? What biochemical and physiological processes

impose the most important forces of constraint? What environmental

factors push cells up against different constraints and result in different

tradeoffs in evolutionary tuning?

Returning to the experimental results of this particular study, yield

varied inversely with glucose uptake rate among the evolved lines. In

other words, the full aerobic catabolic cascade did not keep up with

increasing sugar uptake. What might cause that tradeoff between up-

take rate and yield? Mechanistically, is there a particularly important

bottleneck in the catabolic cascade?

Cheng et al.’s65 metabolic modeling pointed to NADH–NAD+ disequi-

librium, a catabolic bottleneck that I have mentioned several times. High

TCA cycle flux creates a strong NADH–NAD+ disequilibrium. Failure to

dissipate that disequilibrium sufficiently rapidly causes the catabolic cas-

cade to slow and intermediate products to accumulate. Acetate overflow

and low yield provide one solution.

Typically, much of the NADH–NAD+ disequilibrium dissipates by driv-

ing electron transport and oxidative phosphorylation. The disequilibrium

may build if electron transport flux does not keep up with TCA flux. One

solution to an excess NADH–NAD+ disequilibrium, emphasized by Cheng

et al., is to dissipate the disequilibrium more rapidly.

Electron transport and oxidative phosphorylation can increase the rate

at which they convert NADH to NAD+ by using that driving force less

efficiently. In other words, a lower number of ADPs converted to ATPs

per NADH to NAD+ conversion means less free energy capture, greater
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thermodynamic driving force, faster dissipation of the NADH–NAD+

disequilibrium, and more rapid flux through electron transport.

Lower ATP yield and greater flux rate may associate with less efficient

cytochromes in electron transport or a leaky membrane that partially

dissipates the proton gradient used to drive oxidative phosphorylation.

Those mechanisms would lower the yield for flux through the respira-

tion pathway. However, the reduced yield for less efficient respiration

may be small relative to the reduced yield for increased acetate overflow.

Comparing yield between different pathways takes us back to the role of

proteome limitation, which may affect pathways differently.

Preliminary data suggest that cells may be able to use less efficient

cytochromes to increase flux and reduce yield.472 It would be interesting

to test comparative hypotheses. Conditions that strongly favor both

fast growth rate and high yield may favor an evolutionary response that

maintains respiratory flux rather than increases overflow excretion, with

faster and less efficient cytochromes or a leakier membrane with respect

to the proton motive force that drives oxidative phosphorylation.

Theory of rate versus yield.—This section began with proteome limitation

as a possible cause of overflow metabolism. Proteome limitation imposes

a physiological force of constraint. Presumably, evolutionary forces of

design interact with that constraining physiological force.

The experimental evolution study of Cheng et al. provides insight into

interactions between forces of design and constraint. In my interpreta-

tion, their experimental setup created design forces that acted strongly

on growth rate and weakly on biomass yield.

With only weak design forces acting on yield, any constraining forces

that may couple rate and yield became relatively unimportant. Thus,

yield and acetate overflow drifted in an approximately neutral way rela-

tive to evolutionary changes in growth rate.

That tentative interpretation focuses attention on the design forces

that shape growth rate and biomass yield. Alternative conditions may

impose strong design forces on both rate and yield, leading to different

predicted outcomes for evolutionary response. To make further progress,

we must consider comparative predictions.

I presented many rate-yield predictions in earlier chapters. I mention

a few here to illustrate application. In Section 4.1, the prediction

mixing ⊣ relatedness ⊣ rate
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states that greater genetic mixing decreases the relatedness among com-

petitors. Lower relatedness favors higher growth rate because individuals

gain by outgrowing genetically different competitors. That general pre-

diction from kin selection theory refines the predicted influence of time

limitation on growth rate (eqn 16.2).

For example, when sugar is limited, relaxing time limitation favors

slower growth and greater yield. However, high genetic mixing and low

relatedness favor faster growth and lower yield.

With two distinct causes that have different predicted effects, one can

study a broader range of design forces that may tune growth rate and

yield. Extensions to the experimental setup of Cheng et al. provide an

opportunity to manipulate those forces and test comparative hypotheses.

Section 4.1 also presented the prediction

patch lifespan→marginal yield ⊣ rate.

Here, we may consider patch lifespan as a natural cause of time con-

straint, in which a longer patch lifespan with fixed resources relaxes

time limitation for growth. We then recover a variant of the prediction

in eqn 16.2 that links the laboratory experiments to natural history.

Section 10.3 lists several predictions about growth rate. For example,

attack→marginal defense benefit ⊣ rate

states that increased attack by neighbors raises the marginal benefit

of investment in defense. Greater investment in defense may reduce

resources for growth rate.

In Cheng et al.’s setup, what sort of metabolic changes might evolve

in response to intense attack? Would reduced overflow and greater

post-glycolytic flux arise in order to capture more free energy that could

be used for warfare? Or would intense warfare require greater free

energy flux rate at the expense of lower metabolic efficiency? Or perhaps

warfare would reduce expected survival time in the local resource patch,

favoring rapid growth and dispersal to escape attack.

How would investment in warfare trade off against growth rate and

biomass yield? Would biophysical constraints of membranes become im-

portant, with tradeoffs between sensitivity to attack, nutrient uptake, and

electron transport leakiness? New theory that clarified the comparative

predictions would be useful, along with direct empirical tests.
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With regard to proteome limitation, we may consider environmental

factors such as time constraints and sugar constraints and warfare. How

does varying those factors affect physiological changes within particu-

lar strains in relation to proteome limitation? How does evolutionary

response tune allocations to alternative functions in the context of con-

straining protein limitation?

What do we learn by comparing physiological limits within strains with

the contours of trait changes in short-term evolutionary responses? Per-

haps evolutionary response reveals more clearly the strong biophysical

limits within the broad genetic architecture of a strain, whereas phys-

iological limits may also include constraints of the specific regulatory

control responses of that genotype.

A lab study favoring high yield.—Typical lab protocols for experimental

evolution use large mixed populations in which cells compete globally

for resources. Such mixing favors growth rate over yield.

Bachmann et al.’s21 novel experimental protocol favors yield over rate.

They created many isolated populations, each typically founded by a

single cell. Each isolated population consists of a water-based droplet of

growth medium separated from other droplets by an oil phase.

An isolated clone in a droplet grows without competition from other

clones. After a period of growth, the clonal outputs are mixed into a large

population. A new round of isolated droplets then forms by colonization

from the mixed population.

If the droplet phase uses up most local resources, then fast initial

growth provides no benefit. Instead, over the full demographic cycle,

those clones that use food with the greatest reproductive efficiency will

yield the greatest number of progeny. Design forces favor high yield.401

This study analyzed the evolutionary tuning of growth rate versus

yield by competing two strains of Lactococcus lactis. The wild-type

bacterium transforms the glycolytic product pyruvate into excreted

lactate. A mutant strain without lactose dehydrogenase transforms

pyruvate into excreted acetate (Fig. 16.6).

Lactate production yields 2 ATP per glucose molecule taken up. Ac-

etate production yields 3 ATP. Comparing pathways, the lower ATP yield

for lactate associates with faster growth and lower biomass yield per

gram of glucose.
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Figure 16.6 Alternative fermentation pathways in the anaerobic bacterium
Lactococcus lactis. Lactate production associates with lower ATP yield, lower
biomass yield, and faster growth rate compared with the alternative fermen-
tation pathway leading to acetate, ethanol, or other products. A knockout of
lactose dehydrogenase (ldh) creates a strain that follows the low rate and high
yield pathway. Redrawn from Fig. 1C of Bachmann et al.21

In a mixed environment with direct competition between strains, the

lactate-producing genotype won because it grows faster. For the water

droplet in oil demography, the acetate-producing mutant won because it

has a higher yield.

High-rate and low-yield lactate excretion is not typically described as

overflow metabolism. But conceptually it is the same as overflow. In

both cases, cells grow faster by dissipating usable free energy and have

a higher ATP production rate at the expense of reduced ATP yield.

This particular experiment competed two alternative genotypes. Com-

petition between qualitatively distinct alternatives does not provide

insight into the quantitative tuning of metabolism in response to vary-

ing design forces. But the experiment does suggest new protocols for

studying the evolutionary tuning of metabolism.

My previous summary of Cheng et al.’s65 experimental evolution study

of E. coli described how an increased design force favoring high growth

rate altered metabolism. In a study that favored high yield, such as

the oil emulsion protocol, what evolutionary changes in outcome and

mechanism would occur for growth rate, ATP and biomass yield, post-

glycolytic excretion, and TCA cycle flux?

If it is possible to create a demography that imposes strong forces

favoring both fast growth and efficient yield, how would those forces

tune electron transport and oxidative phosphorylation with respect

to cytochrome efficiency, membrane leakiness for proton gradients,
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dissipation of the NADH–NAD+ disequilibrium, and ATP production

efficiency? What environmental changes would push cells up against

different limits and impose different dominant tradeoffs?

Rephrasing those questions as comparative predictions would sharpen

thought, highlight open conceptual and empirical problems, and lead to

testable hypotheses.

Summary

Lab studies often push cells up against constraining physiological and

biophysical forces. Basan et al.’s28 detailed analysis of proteome limita-

tion provides a good example.

An observed limiting factor raises two questions. Is that the dominant

force of constraint that sets the primary tradeoff shaping design? If so,

how do varying forces of design modulate traits in the context of that

dominant tradeoff?

Speculating, organisms likely live within a high-dimensional space

bounded by many constraining forces. Various changed conditions push

individuals up against different physiological and biophysical limits.

Each limit enhances the importance of particular tradeoffs and lessens

the importance of other tradeoffs. Design forces move organisms within

that bounded space over the short term and can sometimes alter the

bounds over the long term.

With regard to overflow metabolism, constraints other than proteome

limitation and design forces other than growth rate versus yield may

often be important.

The next section considers membrane space limitation as an alter-

native constraint. The following section discusses growth rate versus

survival against oxidative stress as an alternative design force.

16.4 Membrane Space Limitation

Different aspects of efficiency influence overflow metabolism. In a clonal

population structure with limited resources, ATP yield per gram of food

dominates. The greatest yield is achieved by aerobic respiration.

More competition between genotypes favors faster growth rate. ATP

yield per unit time dominates. The best way to increase the ATP produc-

tion rate depends on how various factors limit rate.
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Proteome limitation may occur as growth rate increases.279 For ATP

production rate per unit protein, glycolysis is more efficient than the TCA

cycle.28 Excreting glycolytic products rather than passing them through

the TCA cycle raises efficiency.

Alternatively, membrane surface area may limit nutrient uptake and

electron transport, constraining growth rate. Membrane limitation favors

greater rate efficiency of ATP production per unit surface area.399,472

This section develops the membrane limitation hypothesis. I then

contrast the membrane limitation and proteome limitation arguments.

Each limit favors particular aspects of efficiency and catabolic design.

Overview

Nutrient uptake may compete with electron transport for membrane

space. Increasing nutrient uptake requires more membrane-bound trans-

porters. Greater respiratory flux uses more membrane space for cyto-

chromes and ATP synthase.

Electron transport provides efficient ATP yield per food molecule but

a low ATP production rate per membrane area. Calculations for E. coli

suggest:399 “Acetate fermentation can . . . produce the same amount of

ATP [per second] as respiration using roughly a quarter of the membrane

space, at the expense of a much lower ATP yield per glucose.”

If membrane area becomes limiting at higher catabolic throughput,

cells may enhance ATP production rate by relatively greater allocation

of membrane space to nutrient uptake and less allocation to electron

transport. Reduced electron transport imposes a TCA cycle bottleneck.

The TCA cycle increases the NADH–NAD+ disequilibrium. Electron

transport dissipates that disequilibrium to drive ATP production. Limited

electron transport raises the net NADH–NAD+ disequilibrium, favoring

glycolytic overflow and reduced TCA flux.399,472

Predictions

Comparatively,

uptake & growth→membrane competition→ overflow.

Rising nutrient uptake and growth increase competition for membrane

space, which increases glycolytic overflow. Escherichia coli data support

the association between membrane crowding and overflow (Fig. 16.7).
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Figure 16.7 Percentage of the E. coli inner membrane occupied by electron
transport chain (ETC) complexes at different growth rates. Observed occupancy
is shown relative to the estimated maximum protein content on the membrane.
As growth rate increases from zero, greater glucose uptake and catabolic flux
raise membrane demand for respiratory proteins. The curve shows the theoreti-
cal minimum ETC occupancy needed to maintain full aerobic respiration with no
acetate overflow. For these data, the observed acetate overflow excretion begins
at 0.27 h−1. As growth rate continues to increase, acetate overflow rises and
observed ETC occupancy declines with the decrease in TCA flux and electron
transport. At higher growth rates, the membrane fraction devoted to glucose
transporters may rise, crowding out ETC components. However, that space
competition has not been demonstrated empirically. Redrawn from Fig. 2 of
Szenk et al.399 Original data from Valgepa et al.418,419

Additional comparative predictions provide further insight.472 For

example,

membrane crowding→membrane competition→ overflow.

Greater membrane crowding increases competition for membrane space,

which increases overflow metabolism.

Membrane crowding may be increased experimentally by overexpress-

ing a membrane-bound protein. In nature, environmental challenges

such as a rising deficiency in iron or other nutrients may require more

surface receptors, which could increase membrane crowding and over-

flow metabolism.

In prokaryotes, the surface area to volume (S/V) ratio determines

the membrane area relative to the metabolic processes driving demand.
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The S/V ratio in rod-shaped E. coli depends primarily on cellular radius.

Length has little effect. Cells grow primarily by elongation, maintaining

a roughly constant S/V ratio during cellular growth and division.31

Starved E. coli cells become smaller and more spherical, increasing

their S/V ratio.224 Other causes of changing S/V ratio may occur. If

membrane limitation partially causes overflow metabolism, then

S/V ratio→ available membrane ⊣ overflow metabolism.

As always, one must consider other partial causes. In this case, the

need for scarce resources may demand more surface receptors and a

greater S/V ratio. If the extra membrane relative to volume is taken up

by specialized receptors, then the available membrane for respiration

may not increase.

For E. coli, Zhuang et al.472 mention several interesting predictions with

regard to the three cytochrome oxidases of electron transport, Cyo, Cyd-I,

and Cyd-II. These predictions emphasize efficiency in ATP production

rate per unit membrane area.

Cyd-II relative to Cyo has greater respiratory throughput and lower

ATP yield per O2 consumed.34 Thermodynamically, Cyd-II likely dissi-

pates more free energy to increase flux rate and produces less proton

motive force to drive ATP synthase and ATP–ADP disequilibrium.

Although Cyd-II is less efficient in ATP yield per food molecule and O2

consumed, its greater respiratory flux may create greater efficiency of

ATP production rate per unit membrane area. Comparatively,

glucose uptake→membrane competition→ fast cytochrome.

Faster glucose uptake increases membrane demand for both glucose

transporters and cytochromes, which favors greater expression of space-

efficient Cyd-II relative to yield-efficient Cyo.

Cyd-I has greater affinity for oxygen than Cyo, raising Cyd-I’s relative

efficiency under low oxygen concentration.34,413 Comparatively,

O2 concentration ⊣ benefit of affinity→ Cyd-I over Cyo.

Decreasing oxygen raises the benefit of affinity, which favors Cyd-I

expression over Cyo expression.

At fast growth rates, if glucose transporters and cytochromes compete

for limited membrane space, then knocking out the cytochromes should
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raise the glucose uptake rate,

cytochrome knockout ⊣membrane competition ⊣ glucose uptake.

Similarly, when membrane area limits growth, raising the expression

of space-efficient Cyd-II relative to the less efficient cytochromes may

reduce membrane competition and increase glucose uptake,

Cyd-II expression ⊣membrane competition ⊣ glucose uptake.

Shifts may also occur in the excretion rate of glycolytic products, typically

acetate for E. coli under common lab conditions.

In eukaryotes, glycolysis in the cytosol leads to pyruvate uptake and

electron transport on the mitochondrial membranes. Those compart-

ments alter various surface and volume tradeoffs.399,472

Overall, the strongest gains and losses that shape traits may vary

between limited time, limited food, limited proteome, or limited space.

Combining Proteome and Membrane Limitation

Basan et al.28 claimed that proteome limitation dominates membrane

limitation:

Our findings in response to useless protein expression and

energy dissipation are difficult to reconcile, even qualitatively,

with . . . constraints of the cytoplasmic membrane.472

Szenk et al.399 do not claim victory for the membrane limitation theory

over the proteome limitation theory, but they do argue for a way to a

decisive win:

A key prediction that distinguishes the membrane real estate

hypothesis from . . . [proteome limitation]28 is that it predicts

that . . . [the growth rate at which acetate overflow begins] is

more sensitive to the overexpression of “dummy” proteins

that reside in the inner membrane rather than the cytosol,

as the former directly competes with the electron transport

chain for membrane space.

The current data do not resolve these opposing theories. But is it sen-

sible to present these two constraining limits as exclusive alternatives?
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Figure 16.8 Growth rate at which acetate overflow begins in different experi-
mental studies of E. coli. Varying lab conditions and different strains complicate
the comparison between measurements. For our purposes, it is sufficient to
note the significant variation between environments and genotypes. Redrawn
from Fig. 4 of Szenk et al.399

This question poses a broader fundamental question: Should we be

looking for the exclusive dominating constraint that shapes design?

The answer is often no. Different environmental challenges push or-

ganisms up against different limits. Alternative limits shift the dominant

tradeoffs that shape design.

Proteomes and membranes may each limit respiratory flux under

different conditions. The relative dominance of those constraining forces

likely shifts with the environment. Some environments may push up

against both constraints, shaping characters by the interaction between

the different partial causes.

Consider, for example, the growth rate at which acetate overflow

begins (Fig. 16.8). Both proteome and membrane limits may influence

that switch point.

The proteome constraint depends on cellular volume, which limits the

amount of cellular protein. The membrane constraint depends on the

total cellular surface area.

As the volume of a regularly shaped cell increases, the surface to

volume (S/V) ratio declines. That geometric relation influences the

relative importance of the proteome and membrane constraints.

Faster E. coli growth associates with rising cell volume and decreasing

S/V ratio (Fig. 16.9). That association between growth and cell geometry

causes the proteome and membrane limitations to oppose each other,

S/V ratio→ proteome limitation ⊣ overflow onset

S/V ratio ⊣membrane limitation ⊣ overflow onset.
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Figure 16.9 E. coli cell volume rises with growth rate, causing the surface to
volume (S/V) ratio to decline. Redrawn from Fig. 1 of Szenk et al.399 Original
data from Volkmer & Heinemann.430

For the first prediction, rising volume and declining S/V ratio expand

the proteome, reducing proteome limitation. Less proteome limitation

weakens the tradeoff between growth and TCA flux (Fig. 16.3), allowing

cells to increase growth rate to a higher level before facing the proteomic

tradeoff that induces overflow.

For the second prediction, a declining S/V ratio reduces the membrane

surface relative to the volume of catabolic flux. Greater membrane

limitation causes overflow onset at a lower growth rate.

These two predictions highlight the opposing forces of proteome

and membrane limitation. The interaction between those forces may

influence the S/V ratio and overflow onset.

Electron transport can also influence proteome and membrane lim-

itation and the onset of overflow metabolism. On the E. coli inner

membrane, altering the balance of the various cytochromes changes the

electron transport chain (ETC) rate.

The ETC rate measures the production rate of ATP per unit membrane

area. Cytochromes with a faster rate have a lower yield of ATP per

unit food input. The ETC rate may have opposing effects through the

alternative constraints

ETC rate→ proteome limitation ⊣ overflow onset

ETC rate ⊣membrane limitation ⊣ overflow onset.
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Figure 16.10 Outer and inner membranes in gram negative bacteria. OmpA
and murein are abundant lipoproteins that provide structural integrity. From
original by Jeff Dahl, Creative Commons CC BY-SA 4.0 license, via Wikimedia
Commons.

Higher ETC throughput may increase TCA flux. More TCA flux raises cat-

alytic demand, possibly increasing proteome limitation. Simultaneously,

greater ETC rate reduces membrane limitation. These opposing partial

causes may influence the growth rate at which overflow onset begins.

In this case, a rise in ETC rate associates with a decline in ETC yield.

Different environmental conditions may favor rate or yield. When con-

ditions favor different efficiency metrics, the balance of forces may

change with respect to the constraining forces imposed by proteome and

membrane limitations.

In summary, multiple constraints may act simultaneously when condi-

tions push cells against physiological or biophysical limits. This subsec-

tion identified potentially important partial causes and possible interac-

tions arising from proteome and membrane limitations.
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Other Limits Imposed by Membrane Surface Area

Membranes serve many functions. The biophysical links between those

different functions create constraints and tradeoffs.35,104,360,399 Addi-

tional constraints can influence overflow.78

Gram negative bacteria such as E. coli have an outer membrane and

an inner membrane (Fig. 16.10). Porin molecules on the outer membrane

create diffusion openings for external molecules (but see Ude et al.416).

The inner membrane includes active transporters and the ETC system. I

summarize and extend some tradeoffs mentioned by Szenk et al.399

• If outer porins limit nutrient uptake, then changes in surface area,

porin density, and pore characteristics alter maximum nutrient flux.

• Reduced S/V in larger and faster growing cells lowers maximum

nutrient uptake per unit volume. An increase in cell size to mitigate

proteome limitation may increase the constraint imposed by the

outer membrane diffusion barrier.

• Increased pore size may enhance diffusive nutrient uptake at the

expense of greater uptake of toxins or other modes of attack.

• Reduced limits on diffusion imposed by the outer membrane in-

crease the marginal gain for inner membrane transporters, raising

the intensity of competition for space on the inner membrane be-

tween nutrient transporters and the ETC.

• Strong outer membrane diffusion limits reduce the benefit of ad-

ditional inner membrane nutrient uptake, decreasing competition

between nutrient receptors and the ETC.

• Porins and other diffusion pathways may be leaky, causing cells

to expend much free energy to maintain concentration gradients

across membranes.

• The more strongly free energy constrains cellular fitness, the more

intensely a greater S/V ratio and leakier porins reduce cellular

performance by dissipating free energy to maintain gradients.
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16.5 Response to Environmental Challenge

Tradeoffs Change with Conditions

With limited food, proteome metabolic demand remains below capacity.

The extra capacity allows cells to prepare for new challenges.51

In E. coli, limited food and slow growth associate with greater pro-

teome allocation to stress response. The primary stress response regula-

tor RpoS increases in concentration with declining growth rate.39 Stress

tolerance rises.

Similarly, food-limited cells express proteins needed to catabolize

many absent substrates.191 Faster growth increases metabolic demand

on the proteome, repressing pathways for absent food sources.

A three-way tradeoff arises for the proteome.51 A catabolic part ex-

tracts free energy. An anabolic part builds new molecules. A look-ahead

part prepares for new challenges.

This three-way partition illustrates how constraints and tradeoffs

change with conditions. For example, when food is limiting,

food→metabolic gain ⊣ look-ahead allocation.

Increasing food enhances the gain from allocation to metabolic functions,

which decreases the allocation to look-ahead preparation for stresses or

alternative food sources.

With limited food, the proteome compartment does not constrain

growth. As food continues to increase, metabolism and growth eventually

become limited by the proteome. Catabolic and anabolic functions trade

off against each other, potentially leading to overflow metabolism.

Proteome limitation can be increased experimentally by overexpress-

ing a protein.28 Increased proteome limitation predicts a lower growth

rate at which the dominant tradeoff switches from metabolism versus

look-ahead function to catabolism versus anabolism. The change in

dominant tradeoffs with conditions is a primary theme of this book.

How much can forces of design alter the constraining tradeoffs? For

example, more bouts of environmental stress or more frequent changes

in the mix of available foods might enhance the benefit of the look-ahead

allocation fraction,

unpredictability→ look-ahead gain→ growth vs look-ahead.
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Greater environmental unpredictability increases the marginal gain for

look-ahead function, which strengthens the proteome tradeoff between

allocation to growth versus allocation to look-ahead functions.

Metabolism versus Oxidative Stress Resistance

In fission yeast, a three-way tradeoff arises between growth rate, biomass

yield, and oxidative stress resistance (p. 172).202

Genotypes with a relatively more active pyruvate kinase isoform in-

crease glycolytic flux. Cells grow faster, produce lower biomass yield,

and overflow more glycolytic fermentation products.

The fast genotype also reduces oxidative stress tolerance, measured

by exposure to hydrogen peroxide or diamide.

Among 161 natural isolates, 143 have the fast pyruvate kinase variant.

The commonly studied lab strain is among the 18 with the slow variant.

In the lab strain, replacing the slow variant by the fast variant altered

phenotype toward fast growth, low yield, and reduced stress tolerance.

Thus, pyruvate kinase activity explains at least part of the phenotypic

differences between genotypes.

Why does nature maintain genetic variation in pyruvate kinase? Do

varying forces alter the relative benefit of rate versus yield, as discussed

in earlier chapters?

Does varying oxidative stress tolerance arise indirectly as a correlated

response to forces acting on metabolism? Or do naturally varying forces

act directly on oxidative stress tolerance?

The current data give few clues. Making a list of comparative predic-

tions provides a start. Many predictions will be wrong. Experts will think

of better predictions. Nonetheless, predictions are the way forward.

The following subsections focus on proteome limitation, pathway flux

control, the primary redox disequilibria that drive cellular physiology,

and the relation between redox reducing power and oxidative stress

resistance. These factors provide insight into metabolic design.

Proteome Limitation

Proteome limitation might connect metabolism to stress resistance, for

example,

rate→ proteome limit ⊣ stress tolerance.
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Faster growth rate increases proteomic demand, which limits allocation

to oxidative stress tolerance. Manipulating the proteome size may reveal

how a constrained proteome connects growth rate to stress resistance.

Some facts about pathway flux and oxidative stress resistance suggest

more specific predictions.

PPP Flux and the NADPH Disequilibrium

The pentose phosphate pathway (PPP) yields precursors for biosynthesis

and plays an important role in other metabolic functions (p. 180).394

Here, I focus on the PPP’s role in oxidative stress resistance. I emphasize

results from commonly studied yeast species fed on glucose.163,202

Incoming glucose is transformed into glucose 6-phosphate, which may

continue through the PPP or through alternative glycolytic pathways.

The initial steps of the PPP produce two NADPH, increasing the NADPH–

NADP+ disequilibrium (Fig. 16.11).

The NADPH–NADP+ disequilibrium provides the redox reducing power

that ultimately drives electrons toward oxidatively damaging molecules,

such as hydrogen peroxide, neutralizing oxidative stress as in the trans-

formation

H2O2 + 2 e− + 2 H+ 2 H2O.

The actual cascade may begin with NADPH passing electrons to glu-

tathione, which acts directly as the antioxidant that reduces hydrogen

peroxide to water.

The NADPH–NADP+ disequilibrium also drives many important biosyn-

thetic pathways, such as the production of various lipids, nucleic acids,

and sugars. When the PPP is knocked out, cells can typically maintain a

sufficient NADPH–NADP+ disequilibrium to drive biosynthesis.

PPP negative cells fail to tolerate oxidative stress, suggesting that cells

need the NADPH created via the PPP for antioxidant function. The PPP

may also upregulate other essential antioxidant and repair mechanisms,

such as providing nucleotides for repairing oxidative DNA damage.

Response to Oxidative Challenge

In budding yeast, an oxidative challenge causes a rapid shift in flux

toward the PPP.163 On the order of seconds, oxidation of the enzyme

glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase inhibits flux in upper glycol-
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Figure 16.11 Alternative flux pathways through glycolysis and the PPP. Greater
PPP flux enhances oxidative stress resistance. A slower variant of pyruvate ki-
nase (PYK) reduces glycolytic flux and enhances PPP flux. Abbreviations: glucose
6-phosphate (G6PH), pentose phosphate pathway (PPP), phosphoenolpyruvate
(PEP).

ysis, shifting flux to the PPP. On the order of minutes, the rapid initial

increase in PPP flux is supported by enhanced gene expression of glucose

6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PDH), the first catalytic step from G6PH

into the upper branch of the PPP (Fig. 16.11).

Pyruvate Kinase Variants Alter PPP Flux

The final step in glycolysis transforms phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) into

pyruvate, catalyzed by pyruvate kinase (PYK). As noted above, high

activity and low activity variants of PYK occur. Budding yeast carry both

high and low activity PYK isoforms, which can be alternatively expressed.

When comparing high activity versus low activity PYK, the greater

catalytic activity increases flux through the later glycolytic steps. That

greater flux through pyruvate associates with reduced PPP flux, higher

sensitivity to oxidative stress, more overflow of fermentation products,

and reduced aerobic respiration.

The low activity variant causes greater PPP flux and improved oxidative

stress tolerance. Low activity PYK also associates with greater respiration
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and higher flux through oxidative phosphorylation, which may increase

intrinsic oxidative stress.

Most eukaryotes394 and some bacteria, including E. coli,469 have mul-

tiple genes for pyruvate kinase. The different isoforms can be variably

expressed. Those isoforms may allow physiological tuning of fermenta-

tion, respiration, and oxidative stress resistance.

Tuning of Flux and Oxidative Stress Resistance

Interestingly, fission yeast have only a single pyk gene.290 High and low

activity variants occur polymorphically among natural isolates (p. 283).

Most individual microbial cells physiologically tune metabolic flux and

oxidative stress resistance by changing expression of PYK isoforms. By

contrast, fission yeast populations evolutionarily tune their response by

changes in the frequency of alternative pyk alleles.

Comparative Predictions for Species with PYK Isoforms

We know relatively little about the dominant natural causes of oxidative

stress.192 Certain physical processes create reactive oxygen species (ROS)

in the environment. Competitors often deploy ROS. Higher oxygen

concentration increases endogenous cellular generation of ROS.

Whatever the cause, comparatively,

oxidative stress→ NADPH benefit→ PPP flux.

Greater oxidative stress enhances the benefit of the NADPH–NADP+

disequilibrium, which favors increased PPP flux.

The correlations of PPP flux with growth rate, yield, respiration, and

overflow suggest related predictions. For example, increased competition

between different genotypes may favor faster growth rate at the expense

of reduced yield. Mechanistically, faster growth often arises from greater

glycolytic flux and fermentation overflow, which may require faster PYK

catalysis. Comparatively,

relatedness ⊣ competitive gain→ fast PYK.

More genetic mixing and lower relatedness enhance the competitive gain

of growing faster than neighbors, which favors more rapid glycolytic flux

and faster PYK activity. In the same way, various demographic changes

that increase the gain for fast growth also favor fast PYK.
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Fast PYK correlates with increased overflow, reduced respiration, lower

PPP flux, and lower tolerance of oxidative stress.

These multiple correlated traits lead to alternative partial pathways of

causation. For example, the causal pathways may begin by changes in

oxidative stress or by changes in genetic mixing between competitors.

Other partial causes may occur. Suppose, for example, that an over-

flow fermentation product such as acetate increased significantly in

environmental concentration. Cells may no longer be able to drive excre-

tion of the fermentation product. Or there may be a reverse flow back

into the cell.96,278 Comparatively,

overflow concentration ⊣ overflow growth benefit→ growth rate.

High external concentration of overflow products reduces the benefit

of overflow for growth rate, which lowers the potential growth rate.

Consequently, the benefit of the fast PYK isoform for increased growth

rate declines, potentially favoring the slower isoform, slower growth,

more respiration, and greater oxidative stress tolerance.

Evolutionary Tuning of Physiological Response

A burst of oxidative challenge reduces the catalytic activity of enzymes in

upper glycolysis. That reduced upper-glycolytic activity shifts flux to the

PPP (Fig. 16.11), causing a fast rise in the NADPH–NADP+ disequilibrium

and the detoxification of ROS.

Some cells initially express a fast PYK isoform and reduced oxidative

stress tolerance. An oxidative challenge may trigger those cells to switch

to a slower PYK isoform that enhances PPP flux and ROS detoxification.

Switching isoform expression associates with various changes in gene

expression and flux. Those broad cellular responses happen relatively

slowly (minutes). By contrast, rerouting flux through PPP in response to

oxidative block of upper-glycolytic catalysis happens relatively quickly

(seconds).163

How might design forces evolutionarily tune the physiological re-

sponse of switching gene expression between PYK isoforms? In other

words, what shapes the phenotypically plastic response?82,139,321,356

Consider oxidative challenge as a time varying input signal. If chal-

lenge happens as short bursts, with little temporal correlation between a
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burst and a subsequent challenge, then a switch from a fast to a slow

isoform should not begin in response to a short oxidative burst.

By contrast, if an initial burst commonly associates with a longer

challenge period, then a rapid start to isoform switching may be favored

in response to an initial burst. In general, the temporal characteristics of

the challenge input signal may evolutionarily tune the response pattern.

Comparatively,

informative signal→ response benefit→ isoform switch.

The more an input signal informs about a changed environment, the

greater the response benefit and associated switch in isoform expression.

Control theory provides a framework to analyze signal information

and response benefits (Chapter 7). Predictions may be tested by compar-

ing environments with different signal information properties. Or experi-

mental evolution may study how altered signal information changes the

physiological response.

Comparative Predictions for Species with pyk Genetic Variants

Fission yeast have only a single pyk gene, as noted above. Fast and slow

allelic variants occur among natural isolates.

Environments that favor oxidative stress tolerance or high yield select

the slow allele over the fast allele. Environments that favor rapid growth

and impose limited oxidative challenge select the fast allele.

Environments inevitably vary. The theory of fitness in variable envi-

ronments provides predictions (Section 5.10).

If environmental fluctuations affect all individuals carrying a particular

allele in the same way, then the average fitness of an allele is significantly

discounted by its variability in fitness, favoring the allele with the highest

geometric mean fitness.

By contrast, if individuals carrying a particular allele experience or

respond to environmental fluctuations in an uncorrelated way, then the

allele with the highest average fitness tends to dominate. Comparatively,

correlation→ benefit of reduced variance→ geometric dominance.

Greater fitness correlation between individuals with the same allele raises

the benefit of reduced variance in fitness, causing greater dominance by

the allele with the higher geometric mean fitness.
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Equivalently, greater independence of fitness between individuals with

the same allele lowers the benefit of reduced fitness variance and raises

dominance by the allele with the highest arithmetic mean fitness.

Outcome depends on demography. In this example, individuals re-

spond to environmental fluctuations, then compete globally for transmis-

sion to the next generation. Alternatively, local competition would alter

how variability in fitness and correlations between individuals affect

relative allelic success.131,144

Individual Responsiveness versus Genetic Variation

What causes some populations to respond by individual adjustments

to the environment and other populations to respond by changes in

allele frequencies? Matching each individual’s response to its environ-

ment would seem to dominate, all else being equal. What might not be

equal?82,321,356

Perhaps the proteomic demand or other costs associated with sensing

the environment and switching expression outweigh any benefits. Or

switching isoform expression and the associated pathways may happen

more slowly than environmental fluctuations.

In budding yeast, which has alternative isoforms, knockout strains

could be created that have only one of the isoforms.

Experiments could compete the multi-isoform and single-isoform

types under different conditions. Although the comparison is artificial,

it may be possible to find environmental conditions and evolutionary

changes that favor single-isoform types. Follow-up may yield clues.

Design

This section emphasized two constraints. Proteome limitation imposes a

tradeoff between stress response proteins and catabolic enzymes. Gly-

colytic flux limitation imposes a tradeoff between PPP flux and alternative

pathway flux. PPP flux increases oxidative protection by enhancing the

NADPH–NADP+ disequilibrium at the expense of slower catabolic flux.

Those constraints impose physiological limits on metabolism. The rel-

ative benefit of the growth rate and biomass yield components of fitness

may modulate metabolic design significantly within those constraints.

For example, mixing of genotypes enhances the benefit of fast growth

to outcompete neighbors. That enhanced benefit may favor an evolution-
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ary shift in the relative proteome allocation from stress resistance to

catabolic flux. Greater benefit for fast growth may also shift the balance

from PPP flux to alternative glycolytic flux.

16.6 Summary

The fundamental duality between the forces of constraint and design

recurs in every case study. Physiological and biophysical constraints set

boundaries on the possible. Within those boundaries, natural selection

often has wide scope for modulating design.

The constraining boundaries may be modified. For example, changes

in cell size alter proteome limitation. Changes in membrane porosity

alter the way surface area constrains respiration.
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17 Predictions: Diauxie,
Electrons, Storage

This chapter links Part 1’s theory for biological design to Part 2’s prob-

lems of microbial metabolism.

The first section analyzes diauxie, the switch between alternative food

sources. Microbes typically prefer some foods over others. The more

strongly a cell focuses on a preferred food and represses the catabolic

machinery for an alternative food, the longer it may take to switch to the

second food after the first has been consumed.

How does temporal and spatial variation in food availability shape

catabolic regulation? That question links metabolic design to theories

of demography, life history, kin selection, and evolution in variable

environments.

The second section considers the catabolic need for a final electron

acceptor. Catabolic free energy comes from moving the weakly held

electrons in food to strong electron acceptors, such as oxygen.

Finding an electron terminus becomes a primary catabolic challenge

in the absence of oxygen or another abundant electron acceptor. Some

microbes solve this challenge by transporting catabolic electrons to

distant acceptors outside the cell.

Distributed electron flux raises many interesting problems of design.

For example, some cells may produce extracellular electron shuttle mole-

cules that carry electrons from the cell surface to a distant acceptor.

The extracellular shuttles, once released, may be used by neighboring

cells. Such publicly shareable resources set many interesting design chal-

lenges. This section develops aspects of spatial scale and competition

that arise for shareable public goods.

The third section evaluates cellular storage in complex life cycles. Cell

lineages often pass through multiple habitats. Some habitats may lack

food or final electron acceptors, preventing catabolism and requiring the

use of stored free energy.

Building up and using resource stores often imposes tradeoffs. In a

habitat that prevents catabolism, a bit more stored free energy used for
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growth means less available to maintain survival if the famine continues.

The life cycle influences the relative costs and benefits for growth versus

survival and thus for building and using storage.

This third section develops a wastewater treatment example that links

alternating habitats and metabolic biochemistry to theoretical concepts

of microbial design. Industrial microbiology provides many excellent

models to study the forces that shape design.

The final section relates the particular models of microbial life history

in this chapter to the broader problems of biological design. The primary

challenge often concerns how to match the changes that we can study

directly by observation or by dynamical models to the underlying forces

that explain the motion, leading to Lanczos’ advice “to focus on the

forces, not on the moving body.”222

17.1 Switching between Food Sources

Microbes often prefer particular foods (Section 14.5). For example, S. cere-

visiae feeds first on glucose. It then shifts to feeding on other food

sources, such as galactose.98,340

While feeding on a preferred sugar, cells that express catabolic genes

for an alternative sugar may suffer reduced growth.437 In spite of that

cost, pathway expression for the inferior food occurs in some cells.340

What forces shape mixed expression? This section illustrates how the

core theory of Part 1 leads to comparative predictions.

Patch Lifespan and Cycle Fitness

Suppose a habitat divides into several isolated resource patches. Each

newly formed patch contains an initial allocation of two sugars. No new

sugar flows into an existing patch.

The first sugar provides a better food source for growth than the

second one. How do design forces shape the pattern by which microbes

consume the two food sources?

Comparatively, shorter patch lifespan favors high growth rate over

efficient yield (Fig. 4.1). Intuitively, if a patch disappears before the

resources are used up, efficient yield provides little benefit.

This age-specific force shapes how cells use the two different sugars.

In this case, age means the time passed since a patch was colonized.
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Age-specific forces can often be analyzed by demographic cycle fitness

(Section 5.7).

A simple model links catabolic regulation to cycle fitness. Existing

patches die in each small time increment at a rate λ. New patches arise

at the same rate. Each patch contains genetically homogeneous microbes,

with genetic variation between patches.

In each time increment, migrants from existing patches colonize the

new patches. All migrants to a new patch come from a single existing

patch. The probability that an existing patch produces successful mi-

grants is proportional to the current patch biomass, which measures

population size and migration potential.

Demographic cycle fitness for a genotype is the sum, over all time

increments of its patch’s lifespan, of the patch biomass at a particular

time, b(t), multiplied by the probability of surviving to that time, t, as

w =
∫
b(t)λe−λtdt,

with average patch lifespan, 1/λ. The caption of Fig. 17.1 describes the

dynamics for the availability of the two sugars, the proteome expression

levels for the pathways to catabolize each sugar, and the biomass.

The dynamics follows an intrinsic tradeoff between growth rate and

biomass yield. Mechanistically, higher catabolic expression allocates

more resources to increase growth rate, reducing resources available to

produce biomass yield.

For each of four average patch lifespans, 1/λ = 1,2,4,8, I maximized

fitness subject to the rate-yield tradeoff mediated by catabolic expres-

sion level. In Fig. 17.1, the increasingly lighter shading of the curves

corresponds to increasingly longer patch lifespans.

As patch lifespan increases, growth rate slows and biomass yield

increases (Fig. 17.1a). In addition, the lag between consumption of the

two sugars declines.

The catabolic expression levels explain the reduced lag (Fig. 17.1b).

The top and bottom sets of curves show expression levels for the first

and second sugar, respectively.

With longer patch lifespans, expression level for the primary sugar

increases more slowly. Lower expression reduces growth rate, lowers

the proteome cost for catabolism, and raises the biomass yield.

Proteome expression for the first sugar represses catabolic expression

for the second sugar. As the expression level for the first sugar declines
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Figure 17.1 Patch lifespan alters the sequential consumption of two sugars.
Average patch lifespan increases with lighter shading of curves. (a) Biomass
change with time shows the growth rate during different periods of sugar con-
sumption. (b) Expression level shows the proteomic allocation to the catabolic
cascade. The top set of curves in this panel corresponds to expression for
catabolism of the first sugar, the bottom set for the second sugar. See text for
explanation of dynamics, which is given by the variables, xi, yi, b, for sugar
concentration, proteome expression, and biomass, with i = 1,2 for the first
and second sugar, and tildes for initial values, with ẋi = −xiyib, and ẏi =
γixiyi(f −yi/5)+(ỹi−yi)/2−ciy1y2, and ḃ = b(x1y1+0.9x2y2)(1−f), with
γ1 = 1, γ2 = 0.35, c1 = 0, c2 = 12, r1 = 1, r2 = 0.9, x̃i = 10, ỹi = 0.01, b̃ = 0.1.

The value of f maximizes fitness, calculated by
∫ 30
0 b(t)λe−λtdt for average

patch lifespans 1/λ = 1,2,4,8. This model extends Frank’s130 analysis for a
single resource.
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with longer patch lifespan, the catabolic expression for the second sugar

rises.

During the initial feeding on the first sugar, greater expression for the

second sugar reduces the lag between growth on the two sugars.

Empirically, two key puzzles of sequential sugar usage often arise.

Why is significant expression level for the second sugar sometimes main-

tained during consumption of the first sugar? What explains variability

in the lag time between growth on the first and second sugars?

Testable comparative predictions follow from the simple patch life-

span model. For example, increasing patch lifespan emphasizes yield

over rate, which favors a more balanced catabolic expression for the two

sugars and shorter lags between growth on alternative food sources.

Competition and Relatedness

Figure 17.1 assumes a single type in each patch. If the types mixed and

competed within patches, that competition would favor faster growth

and lower yield (Section 4.1).

The relatedness between competitors measures the intensity of compe-

tition (Section 5.2). The more mixing of types during patch colonization,

the lower the relatedness and the more intense the competition between

different types for local resources.

How does increasing competition between types affect the consump-

tion of multiple resources? Chapter 5 provides the concepts to analyze

relatedness and demography. I limit comments here to likely compara-

tive tendencies based on a simple qualitative approach.130

Lower relatedness and greater competition favor faster growth rate

and reduced biomass yield. In Fig. 17.1, decreasing relatedness has a

similar effect to shorter patch lifespan (Fig. 4.1).

The benefit of faster growth alters the regulation of sequential re-

source consumption. The particular change depends on the tradeoffs

imposed by the mechanistic basis of regulation.

The commonly studied lab species are often tuned for competition

and fast growth. By contrast, natural environments vary widely in de-

mography and relatedness. Broad comparative changes likely occur.
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Figure 17.2 Reduced proteome limitation allows higher catabolic expression
for a second food source, shortening the lag time for the switch between food
sources. Same model as in Fig. 17.1, with c2 = 2 to reduce the repressive effect
of catabolic expression for the first food source on the expression level for the
second food source.

Proteome Limitation

In Fig. 17.1b, catabolic expression for the first food strongly represses

expression for the second food. Repression may arise because of pro-

teome limitation, which imposes a tradeoff between catabolic protein

expression for the alternative foods.
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What happens under reduced proteome demand, which weakens the

tradeoff between catabolic expression for alternative foods?

To study that question, Fig. 17.2 analyzes the same model, with a

reduced intensity for the repressive effect of the catabolic proteins for

the first food on the catabolic expression for the second food.

Figure 17.2b shows that less intense proteome limitation allows main-

tenance of greater catabolic expression for the second food source while

consuming the first source. That greater expression reduces the lag time

between growth on the alternative food sources (Fig. 17.2a).

As always, this comparative prediction describes a partial causal effect.

Reduced proteome demand may also affect other causes. Those other

causes may alter the net effect on catabolic expression.

If so, then reduced proteome demand may sometimes fail to increase

the catabolic expression for the second food source. However, the

tendency over different cases should be in the predicted direction.

Unpredictable Resource Influx

The prior examples assumed that each resource patch starts with a

fixed amount of the two alternative sugars. What if the temporal and

spatial patterns of resource flux vary? Six simplified scenarios highlight

important partial causes (Section 5.10).

Environmental fluctuations favor catabolic expression that buffers against

variability in performance.—Suppose the environment divides into many

separate patches. Each patch contains a single genotype. At the start

of each of n identical time intervals, a random amount of each sugar

arrives and is split equally among the patches.

After the final time interval, all patches contribute migrants to a

global pool. Each patch contributes migrants in proportion to its final

population size.

The current patches disappear. New patches arise. One genotype

colonizes each new patch. A genotype’s frequency in the migrant pool

determines its colonization success.

In this scenario, what pattern of catabolic expression improves suc-

cess? To answer, we must consider the sequence of growth in each patch

in response to the random influx of additional sugar.

Suppose population size in a patch increases by a multiplicative factor

λij in time interval i for genotype j. Total reproductive yield for genotype
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j over a complete demographic cycle is the product of the λij values

over the sequence of time intervals (Section 5.10).

A multiplicative product of values scales with the geometric mean of

those values. Thus, the total-yield measure of fitness over a complete

demographic cycle scales with the geometric mean of growth values over

the sequence of time intervals.

In terms of regulatory control, the forces of design favor catabolic

expression for the two sugars that increases geometric mean growth.

The geometric mean rises with the arithmetic average of the interval

growth values, λij , and declines with variability in those values.

Comparatively, more variable mixtures of sugars often favor more

balanced catabolic expression. Balanced catabolic expression enhances

the geometric mean growth when the gain for reducing the variability in

growth outweighs the loss for reducing the arithmetic average.

For example, more variable resource influx will sometimes present

cells with a relatively high amount of the less preferred sugar. To prevent

low efficiency because of unused high expression for the preferred sugar,

cells may tend to balance their initial expression for the two sugars.380

That bet-hedging386 between alternatives relates to timescale. The

highest geometric mean maximizes the expected growth rate over the

full demographic cycle. A higher expected success over the full cycle may

associate with lower success in particular intervals of resource influx.

Spatially correlated variability and global competition.—In the prior ex-

ample, the final population size of each patch is the product of growth

during each episode of resource influx. That multiplication of periodic

growth leads naturally to a geometric mean measure of fitness. After

several episodes of local resource influx and growth, migrants mix and

recolonize new patches.

An alternative demographic cycle may occur. New patches form, each

containing the same mixture of the two sugars. The particular mixture

varies at the start of each cycle. Microbes grow by consuming the initial

sugar allocation. Following a period of growth, the microbes disperse,

mix globally, and colonize new patches.

Suppose there are two genotypes. A focal genotype has frequency q.

The alternative has frequency 1 − q. After one cycle, the frequency of

the focal genotype is

q′ = w1q
w1q +w2(1− q)

, (17.1)
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in which w1 is the multiplicative fitness factor by which the focal geno-

type increases its population size during its period of growth within its

patch, and w2 is the fitness for the alternative genotype.

Because the resource mixtures vary over time, the fitness values will

also vary. As in the prior scenario, we assume that the different geno-

types have different patterns of catabolic regulatory expression for the

alternative sugars. Those different expression patterns cause differences

in fitness between the genotypes.

Once again, the favored genotype has the highest geometric mean

for its temporal sequence of fitness values. For example, suppose the

resource influx has two equally probable states with fitnesses w1 = 1±δ
and w2 = 1± (δ+ ϵ), with δ, ϵ > 0.

The arithmetic average fitness for both genotypes is 1. The geometric

mean fitness is greater for w1 because of its lower variability in fitness

values. The genotype with the higher geometric mean fitness increases

against the alternative genotype.80,144,153

A genotype with a lower arithmetic average fitness can increase if its

fitness varies less between environments, leading to a higher geometric

mean. If, between two environments, w1 = 1 for both environments

and w2 = {0.82,1.2} for the two environments, then the arithmetic and

geometric means for w1 are both 1, and for w2 are 1.01 and 0.992.

In this case, the first genotype typically increases in frequency because

it has the higher geometric mean fitness, in spite of its lower arithmetic

mean fitness. Using eqn 17.1 with an initial frequency of q = 0.5, after

one episode of each environment, q = 0.504.

Dominance of the geometric mean implies that genotypes may gain

by trading a reduced arithmetic mean success for a reduced variability

in success across environments.

Comparatively, the more variable the environment over time, the more

strongly catabolic regulation may trade reduced arithmetic success for

reduced variability in success.

Spatially uncorrelated variability and global competition.—In the prior

examples, resources flow into each patch in the same way. Alternatively,

resource flows may be uncorrelated between patches.

If much of the variability in resource flows occurs spatially, then a

genotype experiences nearly all of the alternative environments in each

time period. The total contribution of that genotype to the migrant pool
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at the end of the growth cycle depends on the arithmetic average success

over the different spatial environments.

If arithmetic average success over spatial patches varies little over

time, then the geometric mean success of the genotype over time is very

close to the arithmetic average over space.

Comparatively, the more weakly correlated resource flows are between

patches and the more closely the spatial distribution matches the tempo-

ral distribution of patch characteristics, the more strongly the arithmetic

mean will dominate over the geometric mean.

The particular catabolic expression patterns that maximize arithmetic

versus geometric mean success depend on the details. Typically, the

geometric mean favors reduced variability in success.

Thus, less spatial correlation implies greater dominance by the arith-

metic mean, less emphasis on reducing variability in success, and less

bet-hedging in the expression of catabolic regulation.

Stochastic gene expression reduces spatial correlation.—Catabolic expres-

sion may vary stochastically between individuals of the same geno-

type.380 Such variability can reduce the spatial correlation in fitness.

Lower correlation between individuals tends to reduce the variability

in genotype success. Lower variability raises the geometric mean.

Comparatively, increased environmental variability favors greater

stochasticity in gene expression to reduce genotypic variability and

raise geometric mean fitness.

That comparative prediction highlights a partial causal effect. The

particular details influence the overall value of stochastic variability.

Local competition for colonization and rare-type advantage.—Prior ex-

amples emphasized spatial correlations in environments and in trait

expression between individuals. Spatial properties define demographic

aspects of populations.

This example focuses on the spatial scale of competition, another

key demographic property. As before, suppose that each patch begins

with a single genotype and a random allotment of the two sugars. Cells

consume the sugars and increase their population. A migrant pool forms,

colonizes new patches, and repeats the cycle.

In prior examples, all new patches receive their colonists from a global

migrant pool. In this example, the global set of patches divides into

many distinct regions.
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Each region forms its own migrant pool, which then colonizes only

the newly formed patches in the local region. Occasionally, a global cycle

of migration and colonization occurs. Most of the time, competition for

colonization happens locally within regions.

Comparatively, greater local competition increases the amount of

genetic variability maintained in the global population.

That increase in genetic variability occurs because environmental

fluctuations favor rare types. Equation 5.19, repeated here, illustrates

the rare-type advantage,

µ1 − q1ρ1σ 2
1 > µ2 − q2ρ2σ 2

2 .

The two competing genotypes, with subscripts i = 1,2, have arithmetic

fitness means, µi, frequencies, qi, fitness correlations between individu-

als of the same genotype, ρi, and variances in fitness, σ 2
i .

This expression describes the conditions for genotype 1 to gain against

genotype 2, assuming that fitness fluctuations are small and the correla-

tion between genotypes is zero.

The smaller a genotype’s frequency, qi, the less the overall fitness

discount that arises from the variability in success, σ 2
i . That rare-type

advantage tends to maintain genetic variability. For example, if we

assume equal arithmetic means and equal correlations, then overall

fitnesses in the above expression become equal when

q1

q2
= σ

2
2

σ 2
1

.

Less variability in success increases the equilibrium frequency of a geno-

type.

However, when competition occurs in a single global population, fluc-

tuations in frequencies often cause extinction of the genotype with more

variable success. Ultimately, the less variable genotype tends to dominate

the global population.

By contrast, when competition for colonization happens locally across

many separate regions, the global frequencies arise by averaging over the

local regions. Averaging many independent local events lowers the global

fluctuations. With lower fluctuations in frequencies, the equilibrating

tendency of the rare-type advantage dominates, maintaining genetic

diversity.
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Local competition for resources.—The prior examples assumed a single

genotype in each isolated resource patch. Mixing genotypes in patches

would impose local competition for resources. Such local competition

typically favors higher growth rate at the expense of reduced yield.

With regard to variable environments, within-patch competition alters

how patterns of catabolic expression affect arithmetic mean fitness

and the fluctuations in fitness. Mixtures within patches also induce

correlations between genotypes with regard to environmentally caused

fluctuations in fitness.

It would be interesting to develop theory that combined direct compe-

tition between genotypes and spatially induced correlations in fitness.

Both causal paths influence the favored patterns of catabolic expression.

17.2 Distributed Electron Flux

Catabolism generates free energy by passing electrons through a redox

gradient. Roughly speaking, the initial food source holds electrons

relatively weakly. The final electron acceptor holds electrons relatively

strongly. The electron gradient flows from low to high entropy or,

equivalently, from high to low free energy.467

The catabolic free energy potential depends on the strength and

availability of the final electron acceptor. Finding a strong, renewable

receptacle for electrons forms a primary challenge of metabolism.

Many organisms pass electrons to oxygen, the basis for aerobic respi-

ration. Some habitats lack sufficient free oxygen. Alternative electron

acceptors create broad metabolic diversity in microbes.

Electron flux typically happens between coupled biochemical reac-

tions within cells. However, some microbes move free electrons from

donor molecules to spatially distant receptor molecules, creating an

extracellular electric current (Section 14.4).

Cable Bacteria

Cable bacteria transmit electric currents across thousands of connected

cells.277 The current passes electrons to oxygen or nitrate. The terminal

cells act solely as conduits, failing to grow.151

Cooperation between the connected cells and the reproductive sacri-

fice of the terminal cells pose interesting puzzles (p. 225). Before turning
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to those puzzles, I briefly review the biology (p. 213).

Genomic analysis suggests a broad array of catabolic pathways in

cable bacteria.210,289 A particularly interesting catabolic cascade follows

two steps. First, in a habitat without free oxygen, cells feed on hydrogen

sulfide by splitting that molecule with water to make sulfate, free protons,

and free electrons (eqn 14.2).

Second, multiple cells physically link to form a cable that stretches

from the anoxic zone to a region that has free oxygen.151,152,210,368 Elec-

trons flow along nickel-protein wires in the cellular periplasmic space

between the inner and outer membranes, creating an electric link from

the anoxic zone to the oxic zone.45 At the oxic terminal, the incoming

electrons combine with oxygen and protons to make water (eqn 14.3).

More than 90% of the cells reside in the anoxic zone. The remaining

nonreproductive cells in the oxic zone act solely as wires that conduct

electrons to the oxic region. Why would the oxic cells act altruistically,

providing a benefit to the anoxic cells without gaining any growth benefit

for themselves?151

The unusual natural history raises other questions. How do the cables

form and grow? Do long cables sometimes split into smaller cables? If

so, how do the buds compete with each other spatially? How do the

bacteria colonize new resource patches?

Limited empirical information prevents convincing comparative pre-

dictions. However, more observations will soon follow because cable

bacteria occur widely in aquatic sediment and may play a key role in

geochemical cycles.53,248,342,361

I first summarize the details of metabolism and the life cycle. From

that sketch of the natural history, I then consider the forces that may

shape metabolic design. Compelling puzzles of microbial life history

arise.

Altruistic oxic terminal cells.—Cells in the oxic zone do not assimilate car-

bon and do not divide.151,152 The rapid electron influx typically reduces

oxygen to water, perhaps causing strong oxidative stress.210,368

Oxic zone cells are likely related to their connected cable partners by

recent cell divisions, causing high genetic similarity between cells in a

cable. That high genetic similarity provides the most likely explanation

for the oxic cells’ sacrifice of their own reproduction to benefit their

anoxic partners (Section 5.2).
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Other processes may explain oxic cellular sacrifice. Alternatives in-

clude randomization with regard to their role as contributor to or recipi-

ent of benefits to neighbors, synergistic fitness benefits between partners

with low relatedness, and positive ecological feedback.126 However, initial

focus should be on the simple explanation of high relatedness before

considering more complex processes.

The forces that shape cable bacteria altruism and life history depend

on how cables form, grow, compete, and disperse. A few limited studies

provide initial observations.

Cable growth, cell number, and length.—Geerlings et al.152 observed

cable growth in the lab. Cables grew rapidly when connected to both the

anoxic electron source and the oxic electron sink. Loss of contact at one

terminal stopped growth.

Cell length is approximately 2–3 µm.259,354 Cable length increases up

to a few cm, with about 4000 cells cm−1.

Movement.—Bjerg et al.41 observed cable movement in slide preparations.

The center of the slide contained anoxic sediment. Slide edges provided

an oxic interface. Cables actively moved toward the oxygen boundary.

The leading filament tended to stop when in contact with the oxic zone.

As the oxygen boundary moved, cables followed.

Cables may elongate from an oxic zone boundary down into the anoxic

sediment. Cables are relatively straight near the oxic boundary. Cables

may coil into a terminal snorkel toward the sulfide electron source.354,462

Population density.—Schauer et al.354 collected deep sediment, likely

below the zone at which cables could connect to the oxic zone. They

incubated the sediment with the upper layer exposed to oxygen. The

initial cable bacteria density was below their threshold detection for

cables at 104 filaments cm−3 or, for single cells, at 1.5× 106 cells cm−3.

At initial incubation, anoxic-zone sulfide occurred within 1 mm of the

anoxic-oxic interface. After 10 days of incubation and consumption by

the growing cable bacteria, most sulfide retreated to a boundary 2–8 mm

below the oxic zone, dropping to 20 mm by day 53.

In the 0–15 mm depth interval, at 10 days, the cable bacteria density in

each cm2 increased to approximately 1 km of cables. At 21 days, density

per cm2 approximately doubled to over 2 km, or about 8× 108 cells cm−3.
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Habitat heterogeneity and fragment length distribution.—Various phys-

ical and biotic processes perturb sediments. Disruption may break

bacterial cables, preventing growth.259 Disruption may also create new

opportunities to link anoxic sulfide zones to oxic zones.

For example, parchment worms build tubes into the sediment, creating

novel oxic zones. Abundant cable bacteria occur near those tubes. The

tubes can be structurally stable for several months.8

Measured cable lengths near tubes were up to 1 mm, approximately

400 cells. A few mm away from tubes, measured cable lengths tended

to be 5–15 cells. However, this study’s measurement methods could not

rule out fragmentation during sample processing.8

Overall, the size distribution of unconnected cables remains an open

problem. A recent lab culture found single cells and short cables in a

growing population289 (see below).

ATP generation.—Overviews of cable bacteria metabolism typically em-

phasize the half reactions in eqns 14.2 and 14.3, repeated here,

H2S+ 4 H2O SO2−
4 + 8 e− + 10 H+ (17.2a)

2 O2 + 8 H+ + 8 e− 4 H2O. (17.2b)

The first reaction, in the anoxic zone, hydrolyzes hydrogen sulfide.

The generated electrons flow to the oxic zone through bacterial cables,

and the protons flow extracellularly over the pH gradient. The second

reaction, in the oxic zone, combines the influx with oxygen to make

water. Variant reactions occur. For example, nitrate may be used instead

of oxygen as the electron acceptor in the second reaction.

These reactions focus on the flow of electric current. But they leave

open three questions. How do cells generate ATP to drive growth? Can

cables grow when not connected across habitats? How do single cells

grow when alone?

The following discussion fills in background. The background includes

significant biochemical detail. The effort to follow that detail is repaid

when we arrive at a hypothesis for the cable bacteria life cycle. That life

cycle presents a fascinating challenge for understanding microbial life

history and the forces that shape metabolic design.

Genomics provides the first piece of the background. Cable bacte-

ria genomes encode diverse metabolic processes. Two studies found

genes for ATP-generating pathways on alcohols, hydrogen, and sulfur
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compounds. The genomes from marine210 and groundwater289 habitats

differed with regard to the presence of particular genes.

ATP from elemental sulfur and growth of single cells.—Müller et al.289

developed a hypothesis for how cable bacteria generate ATP from sulfur.

Their model arose from culture under different conditions, in which they

grew cable bacteria obtained from groundwater.

In one culture, elemental sulfur was the only electron donor source.

That growing culture did not favor significant electron flux over cables,

suggesting ATP generation and growth in the absence of electron flux.

The culture contained single cells and cables up to several hundred

µm in length. As populations grew, they seemed to contain longer cables

and more cables relative to single cells. This culture suggests that single

cells may grow into populations with small cables.

Growth on elemental sulfur required an additive that scavenged sul-

fide. When comparing the classic summary of cable bacteria metabolism

and electricity in eqns 17.2, it is not immediately clear why the only

sulfur-related requirements for growth are adding elemental sulfur, S0,

and removing sulfide, S2 – , which may occur as H2S or HS – .

Many bacteria, including species closely related to cable bacteria, use

S0 as their electron-donor source of free energy.105,289 The cable bacteria

genome analyzed in this study contained the necessary genes for that

elemental sulfur pathway.289

For example, an overall transformation may be105

4 S0 + 4 H2O SO2−
4 + 3 HS− + 5 H+. (17.3)

Dropping the protons simplifies the reaction to

4 S0 + 4 O2− SO2−
4 + 3 S2−. (17.4)

The unusual biochemical aspect arises because the transformation hap-

pens by a combination of two coupled redox reactions,

S0 + 4 O2− SO2−
4 + 6 e− (17.5a)

3 S0 + 6 e− 3 S2−, (17.5b)

in which S0 is the electron donor in the first oxidation reaction and the

electron acceptor in the second reduction reaction. This disproportiona-

tion of sulfur105 may be summarized as

SO2−
4 4 S0 3 S2−. (17.6)
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Figure 17.3 Increasing sulfide (HS – ) concentration stops metabolism of S0

by product inhibition, raising the free energy change above zero. Dotted line
shows the threshold. The reaction summarizes the sulfur-disproportionation
pathway in eqns 17.3–17.5. Theoretical calculation at 4 ◦C and 28 mM SO2 –

4 .
Higher temperature (25 ◦C) or less sulfate (3 mM) roughly doubles the sulfide
threshold for the reaction to proceed. Redrawn from Fig. 1 of Finster.105

The left-side oxidation of sulfur to sulfate can produce ATP, providing

the free energy disequilibrium to drive growth.

A buildup of sulfide inhibits this metabolic pathway. Figure 17.3

shows that increasing sulfide concentration blocks the reaction.

The sulfur cycle.—One study289 showed that cable bacteria can grow on

S0. How does that relate to the commonly cited pathway for generating

electron flux in eqn 17.2a, which begins by uptake of sulfide, S2 – ?

Figure 17.4 provides a model for local sulfur cycling, ATP generation,

and electron flux over cables.

In that model, all suboxic cells can oxidize sulfide to sulfur, S2−

S0 + 2 e−, which does not generate ATP. The electrons flow up the cable

to the oxic zone to reduce oxygen to water.

When the sulfide concentration is sufficiently low, suboxic cells dispro-

portionate sulfur into sulfate and sulfide, as in eqn 17.6. The S0 SO2−
4

pathway generates ATP.

Cells excrete SO2 –
4 . Sulfate-reducing bacteria are common.197 They use

essentially the same reactions as disproportionation but, compared with
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Figure 17.4 Model for sulfur cycling by cable bacteria and sulfate-reducing
bacteria (SRB). See text for the steps in various pathways. The cells on the right
show the inner membrane (IM), outer membrane (OM), and electron cable (EC)
over which long distance electron transport (LDET) runs. Redrawn from Fig. 4
of Müller et al.289

eqn 17.6, they run the sulfate-sulfur reaction in reverse,

SO2−
4 S0 S2−, (17.7)

which regenerates sulfide and completes the local cycle.

The overall model in Fig. 17.4 distinguishes three zones. First, the

upper zone uses the incoming electrons to reduce oxygen or nitrate.

Second, the middle zone runs a complete sulfur cycle. Cable bacte-

ria take up sulfide and produce sulfate. The sulfate-reducing bacteria

transform sulfate into sulfide. Little net change may be observed. That

apparent stasis misleadingly suggests limited metabolic activity.

Third, near the anoxic cable ends, sulfide concentration may rise

because the cable bacteria do not take it up sufficiently quickly. High sul-

fide concentration blocks the ATP-generating sulfur disproportionation

pathway. Thus, the anoxic ends may act as nongrowing sulfide oxidation

uptake terminals, passing their electrons up the cable.

This model completes the summary of metabolism and the life cycle.

With that background, I turn to the forces that shape life history.
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Habitat niche construction.—In the sulfur-cycle model, high sulfide con-

centration inhibits the sulfur disproportionation pathway (eqn 17.6)

that provides ATP for growth. A nongrowing cable terminal, down in a

sulfide-rich zone, could lower the sulfide concentration by oxidation,

S2− S0 + 2 e−,

sending the electrons up the cable and raising the nearby S0 concentra-

tion (Fig. 17.4). Once the sulfide concentration drops sufficiently, the

pool of S0 provides food for growth. S0 may also diffuse upward into the

active growth zone, providing additional food to enhance reproduction.

This niche construction302 process makes the habitat better for growth.

A cable that improves the habitat for itself also improves conditions for

neighboring cables.

Put another way, lowering the sulfide concentration by electron con-

duction over the cable provides a shareable public good for neighbors.

The neighbors include connected cells attached to the same cable and

the many separate cables that likely reside nearby.

The extensive theory for public goods evolution applies. That the-

ory leads to a wide variety of comparative hypotheses in relation to

demography and the genetic structure of populations (Chapter 5).

Most simply, greater genetic relatedness typically favors more invest-

ment in public goods. In this case, separate cables with more closely

related cells are more likely to improve high sulfide environments in a

way that benefits all neighbors.

Demographically, long-lived patches typically gain more from niche

modifications than short-lived patches.

Tuning of rate versus yield.—Initial studies tend to focus on habitats with

high bacterial density. It is easier to find and observe a lot of bacteria

than it is to study sparse populations.

High density often associates with genetic mixing. More mixing favors

faster growth rate at the expense of reduced yield (Section 4.1).

Isolated resource patches inevitably come and go. Such patches often

contain more highly related populations, which tend to favor greater

yield and reduced growth rate. Patch lifespans and rates of resource

influx also vary, altering the forces that favor rate versus yield.

Demographically, short-lived patches typically favor faster growth.

Long-lived patches with limited resources typically favor higher yield.
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Those abstract forces apply widely across microbes. It would be

particularly interesting to study the mechanisms by which those forces

tune the unusual metabolism of cable bacteria.

The scale of competition and dispersal.—Public goods and high yield

provide cooperative benefits to neighbors, enhancing group success.

High relatedness typically favors those cooperative traits. However, if

neighbors also compete for resources, that competition can offset the

benefits and disfavor the cooperative traits (p. 72).

Demography plays a role. For example, public goods, such as beneficial

niche construction, may affect close neighbors. By contrast, competitive

interactions, such as dispersal and colonization of new patches, may

happen between distant competitors.

Comparatively, the more intensely cooperation happens locally be-

tween close relatives and the more intensely distant competition happens

globally against unrelated individuals, the more strongly natural selec-

tion will favor cooperative traits.122

Spatial scaling of cooperation and competition depends on movement.

Cables actively move, as summarized above. Movement may primarily

serve to maintain electron flux between anoxic and oxic zones.

Additional movement in excess of what is needed to maintain electron

flux may occur in order to increase dispersal distance, reducing compe-

tition between close relatives. Comparatively, more local competition

between relatives favors greater excess dispersal.111,169

Budding and breakpoints in the formation of new cables.—As cables grow,

they must eventually break into smaller pieces. Those buds are the

cables’ progeny.150

A long cable could produce many single cells and short cables. Or it

could break near the middle, making fewer large buds. Demographically,

the number of offspring trades off against the size per offspring.387

Changing conditions alter the relative reproductive value of small and

large offspring (Section 5.6). For example, short-lived resource patches

favor dispersal, which likely values many small progeny more highly

than a few large progeny.

By contrast, a strong growth premium for cables that connect anoxic

to oxic zones likely values a few long progeny over many short ones.

Mechanistically, the breakpoint tendency between various cells may

evolve in response to changing design forces on progeny size.
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Many aspects of resource distribution, demography, and genetic struc-

ture influence the design forces that favor different-sized offspring. I

leave the development of comparative predictions as an open challenge.

Hookups between cables.—Can a suboxic cable dump excess electrons by

physically connecting to a cable with an oxic terminal? There are a few

clues but no direct evidence.

Reimers et al.338 placed a carbon electron-accepting anode into river

estuary sediment. After 412 days, they found cable bacteria filaments

of more than 40 cells firmly attached to the electrode. Presumably, the

short filaments in the anoxic habitat dumped their excess electrons

through their physical connection to the electrode.

Competitive habitats may favor hookups between cables. Linking

cables increases the rate at which short filaments can span zones to

transmit electrons. Interspecies links may bring synergistic metabolic

pathways into proximity, allowing joint exploitation of new resources.252

Extracellular Electron Shuttles

Other microbes transmit electrons extracellularly. This subsection fo-

cuses on shuttle molecules that pick up electrons at the cell surface,

move by diffusion, and dump the electrons on a distant recipient.

Those freely diffusing shuttle molecules can potentially be used by

any nearby cells. Some cells may not make any shuttles, instead using

the shuttles made by other cells.

The public goods problem arises when a cell produces a shareable

resource that diffuses away and can be used by any neighbor (Chapter 5).

The producer pays the cost. All neighbors can benefit.

The overall costs and benefits of diffusible shuttles depend on the

molecular mechanisms, the similarity or relatedness between neighbors,

and demography.

Thermodynamic background.—Catabolic cascades move electrons from

donor molecules to recipient molecules. Donor molecules provide food.

Recipient molecules provide an electron sink.

Electrons come from food, pass through the catabolic cascade, and

must be dumped after use. The thermodynamic driving force depends

on electron flux through the full path. Cells fuel life by capturing free

energy from that electron flux.
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For microbes that can access and use oxygen, finding an electron sink

provides little challenge. For microbes in anaerobic conditions, accessing

a good electron sink may be just as challenging as obtaining food.

In some cases, the internal catabolic cascade provides the final electron

sink. For example, the molecules that accept electrons to make acetate

may be the final electron sink for anaerobic fermentation.

Often a cell must dump the fermentation product to prevent product

inhibition. In essence, the overflowing cells dump the recipient electrons

to keep the sink open for further electron flow.

Extracellular electron sinks.—Cable bacteria in anaerobic habitats reach

an oxygen electron sink by aggregating to make a wired link. Electrons

flow over the cellular wires to the distant oxygen source.

Microbes use a variety of extracellular mechanisms to dump electrons

to various sinks217,252,376 (Fig. 14.1). Some species make extracellular

electric pili. Those pili pass electrons directly to inorganic electron sinks

or to cells of other species.

Electric pili have been studied mostly in Geobacter. Conducting pili

have been observed in several other genera. Homologous genes for

electric pili are widely distributed throughout Archaea and Bacteria.253

Other mechanisms of direct electron transfer by physical contact have

been documented in many species.252,458 For example, an electron shuttle

sequence moves electrons between the inner membrane and the thick

outer cell wall of gram-positive Thermincola. Surface cytochromes on

the cell wall can transfer electrons extracellularly.

Diffusible extracellular shuttles.—Cells could potentially dump electrons

to various sinks. However, many potential electron sinks are insoluble

and occur at a distance from cells.

For example, insoluble forms of ferric iron, Fe3+, occur widely.203 Un-

der many conditions, ferric iron takes up electrons to make the reduced

ferrous form, Fe2+.

Diffusible extracellular shuttles can transport electrons from cell

surfaces to distant Fe3+ or other electron sinks. Most studies use human-

placed electrodes as electron sinks.217,252,376,458

Experimentally manipulating diffusible electron transport alters cat-

abolism, survival, or growth. Manipulations include introducing the

electrode, adding potential shuttles to the medium, or replacing the

medium with fewer potential shuttles.
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Genes associated with extracellular electron transport occur widely

among microbes, suggesting broad functional significance.242,276 Ge-

netic manipulations and knockouts of putative shuttle-pathway com-

ponents provide direct evidence for the function of particular mole-

cules.155,213,242,243

Extracellular shuttles have multiple functions.195,203 In addition to

dumping electrons to enhance catabolism, extracellular electrons can

also enhance cellular iron scavenging by reducing insoluble ferric iron to

soluble ferrous iron, Fe3+ Fe2+.

Siderophore analogy.—Microbes often produce siderophores, an alterna-

tive type of extracellular shuttle to scavenge iron.216,235

We know much more about siderophores than about electron shuttles.

Analogies with siderophores provide the best way to develop comparative

predictions for electron shuttles.

I outline the forces that act on siderophore design. I then relate the

siderophore analogies to prospects for studying electron shuttles.

Siderophore biology.—Iron often limits microbial growth.15 The metal

mostly occurs in the insoluble ferric form. Cells compete for soluble

ferrous iron, which often remains too rare to satisfy demand.

To obtain the additional required iron, microbes secrete siderophores.

Those extracellular iron shuttles can bind insoluble Fe3+. Cells take up

the diffusible iron complexes.

Individual cells produce siderophores. Free siderophores can be used

by any neighboring cell. A user requires the matching receptor to bind

free siderophores and the associated pathways to take up the iron.

Nonproducing cells often express receptors for several different sider-

ophore specificities, including those made by other species. Producing

cells may also take up variant siderophores made by others.

Individual production and shared use define public goods. Making a

public good is often described as a cooperative trait because it enhances

neighbors’ success.

Nonproducers may loosely be described as competitive cheaters be-

cause they use their neighbors’ products without themselves contributing

to group success.

Several classic forces of design shape siderophore traits. The following

summarizes a few of those forces. Genetic structure and the diversifying

forces of competition play particularly important roles.
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Figure 17.5 Percentage of genome coding for siderophore-related genes. Circles
represent 101 bacterial species from 239 human stool samples. Relatedness
measures genetic similarity within human hosts relative to the population of
hosts. Redrawn from Fig. 3 of Simonet & McNally.384

Genetic structure.—In terms of genetic transmission to the future, a

public good has the same beneficial effect whether it returns to the

original producer or to a genetically similar neighbor. Thus, greater

relatedness typically favors more production of public goods.

Simonet & McNally384 rephrased this prediction by using genomic

coding for siderophores as a proxy for public goods production. Species

with a greater tendency to live near genetic neighbors devote more of

their genome to siderophores. Figure 17.5 supports that prediction.

Comparison: matching the change in force to the change in traits.—

Classic comparative studies contrast traits between species or higher-

level taxa.173 Ideally, one compares each past environmental change with

the associated divergence in species’ characters.

I have used the same logic throughout this book. In particular,

parameter→ force→ trait,

a change in an environmental parameter changes a fundamental force,

which changes a trait. Ideally, one matches the timescales over which

environments and traits change.

Relatedness measures the genetic structure of a population. I have

often mentioned varying relatedness as a consequence of changing en-

vironmental parameters. A shift in relatedness alters the fundamental

force of kin selection (Section 5.2).
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Relatedness likely changes over short temporal and spatial scales. By

contrast, genomes likely change more slowly than relatedness. Thus,

comparing short-term estimates of species-level genetic relatedness to

long-term changes in genomic attributes provides an interesting but

rather weak analysis (Fig. 17.5).

In other cases, environmental change may happen slowly on the same

timescale as species differences. For example, broad changes in envi-

ronmental habitats and the evolved capacity to live in those different

habitats may change relatively slowly.

For many microbial traits, the evolutionary tuning of expression may

happen quickly in response to environmental changes. For example,

expressing more or less of a public good may evolve rapidly.

Microbes provide unique opportunities to study short timescales for

both environmental and evolutionary change. Matched timescales best

reveal how fundamental evolutionary forces shape design.

Alternative timescales expose different aspects of design. However,

the longer the timescale, the more difficult it becomes to trace pathways

of partial causation from changed environments to changed traits.

Nonproducers arising from cellular heterogeneity in vigor.—In theory,

vigorous cells pay a smaller marginal cost for secretion than weak cells

because an incremental cost forms a smaller fraction of a large resource

pool than a small resource pool (Section 5.5).

Comparatively, increasing vigor reduces marginal costs. Lower mar-

ginal costs raise secretion. Weak cellular vigor may associate with high

relative costs and nonproduction.

Greater heterogeneity in vigor between cells increases the heterogene-

ity in marginal costs of production, which predicts greater heterogeneity

in cellular secretion. Higher cellular heterogeneity in vigor may associate

with more nonproducing cells.

Diversifying forces of competition.—Cells often gain by using the sidero-

phores produced by others.216 Taking up foreign siderophores requires

the matching receptor.179,334

A producer can limit foreign usage by making a private receptor-

binding motif. Privacy favors usurpers to evolve new matching receptors.

Continual conflict between private usage and usurpation diversifies

siderophore specificities.55,137,295
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Several species express diverse siderophores and matching receptors.

Some species express diverse receptors to take up siderophores made

by other species.19,60,68,69,178

Siderophore receptors provide a site of attack by bacteriophage and

toxic bacteriocins.179 Attack imposes an alternative force favoring recep-

tor diversity.

Comparatively, greater mixing of genotypes or species favors more

cross-type uptake and enhanced diversity. The habitat’s biophysics

affects the mixing of types and the pressure to diversify.

Similarly, greater intensity of attack by bacteriophage and bacteri-

ocins favors greater receptor diversity. The spatial scale of movement

influences the intensity and diversity of attack.

Biophysics may dominate.—Diffusion sets spatial scale, influencing many

aspects of siderophore biology.149,218,235,275

Secreted siderophores benefit a local group only when the sidero-

phores do not diffuse away too rapidly. Nonproducers gain by taking

up others’ siderophores only when the siderophores diffuse sufficiently

rapidly to reach the nonproducers.

Cells may mix on a different spatial scale from the siderophores. For

example, cells may attach to surfaces but interface with a high-diffusion

medium. Or a viscous medium may cause different movement patterns

by the differently sized siderophores and cells.

The challenge of partial causation.—How does increased diffusion rate

alter siderophore traits? The overall effect depends on the interaction

between several pathways of partial causation.

Greater diffusion may mix cells, shrinking the spatial scale of geneti-

cally related neighbors. Changes in relatedness can strongly influence

the benefits of secreting diffusible siderophores. Diffusion can also alter

the spatial scale of competition for resources.

In addition, greater diffusion may increase the opportunity to use

siderophores produced by others. Nonproducers may increase.

Media that reduce diffusion favor biophysical modifications of sider-

ophores to increase their diffusion rate. Diffusive media favor sidero-

phores that remain attached to the cell surface. Observations support

those associations between biophysics and siderophore traits.218

When analyzing siderophores, several studies focus solely on genetic

relatedness, competition, and spatial scaling. Those generic fundamental
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forces broadly influence traits in many different circumstances.

Other studies focus on biophysical processes, such as diffusion. Al-

tered diffusion changes genetic relatedness, which shapes siderophore

expression level. In a different partial causal path, varying diffusivity of

media alters biophysical properties of siderophores, which may in turn

modify spatial scale, relatedness, and demography.

Useful explanations arise by parsing the individual partial pathways

and then analyzing how those pathways shift in dominance and interact.

Design forces for catabolism via diffusible shuttles.—We know less about

electron shuttles than about siderophores. Preliminary data suggest sim-

ilarities and the potential to develop analogous comparative predictions.

For both shuttles and siderophores, some cells release extracellular

vehicles. Neighboring cells can reuse those vehicles. Both types of

vehicles target ferric iron, although shuttles also target other sources.

Shuttles may enhance publicly usable iron when dumping an electron

to reduce insoluble ferric iron to soluble ferrous iron, Fe3+ Fe2+.

Differences occur. Habitat structure and target distribution affect

electron sinks differently from iron acquisition. Electrochemical de-

mands differ, likely altering how biophysical properties influence costs,

diffusibility, local density, and reuse.

We lack the background information needed to develop compelling

comparative predictions for electron shuttles. I briefly summarize some

additional facts from preliminary studies.

Public use, private use, and diversity of shuttles.—The foodborne pathogen

Listeria monocytogenes can use flavin shuttles to carry electrons to

extracellular ferric iron sinks. Under some laboratory conditions, growth

requires extracellular electron shuttling.242,243,353

The primary natural function of extracellular iron reduction remains

unclear. It may function in catabolism, iron scavenging, or both.195

Genomes of 31,910 prokaryotic genomes show widespread distribution

of genes involved in flavin-mediated extracellular electron functions.276

Listeria monocytogenes cannot produce flavin shuttles for extracellular

electron transport.242 In its natural environment, sufficient extracellular

flavins commonly occur.187,328 Public use of flavins may be common.

Uptake by nonproducers may favor private shuttle-receptor pairs. I

did not find any relevant studies.
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Figure 17.6 Biological phosphorus removal process. Alternating anaerobic and
aerobic periods influence the biochemical transformations by bacterial species.
Shown previously as Fig. 15.1, where the text provided details. Redrawn from
Fig. 17 of Curtin et al.72

17.3 Storage When Resources Fluctuate

Tradeoffs arise between the current use of free energy and the storage

of free energy for later use. Microbial wastewater treatment illustrates

those tradeoffs.

Wastewater Treatment: Demography and Storage

An earlier section introduced a particular microbial wastewater treatment

cycle (p. 231). Here, I briefly review the cycle. I then use the demography

as a model challenge in the study of design (Section 5.6).

Figure 17.6 summarizes the cycle. The influent contains phosphorus

and organic carbon waste. Alternating anaerobic and aerobic bacterial

processing cleans the influent.

The engineering challenge seeks the optimal sequence of environ-

ments. However, once the treatment begins, subsequent uncontrolled

bacterial change may limit success.

In the treatment cycle, ecological processes favor colonization and ex-

tinction by different bacteria. Evolutionary processes alter the metabolic

flux of particular species.

The treatment parameters induce demographic forces, which favor

certain microbial traits over others. The ideal treatment cycle optimizes
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Figure 17.7 Bacterial transformations in wastewater treatment. The transforma-
tions summarize the composite changes by various bacterial strains and species.
Abbreviations: short-chain fatty acids (CnH2nO2), phosphate (P), polyphosphate
storage (PP), glycogen storage (GLY), and polyhydroxyalkanoate storage (PHA).
These drawings simplify the more complete descriptions in Figs. 15.2 and 15.3.

the initial bacterial composition and the subsequent ecological and evo-

lutionary changes.

Figure 17.7 shows the key biochemical transformations and bacte-

rial traits. With regard to engineering goals, the waste influent starts

with phosphate (P) and organic carbon in various short-chain fatty acid

fermentation products (CnH2nO2), such as formate, acetate, or butyrate.

In the anaerobic phase, bacteria lack an electron acceptor to catabolize

the fatty acids. Instead, they use internal polyphosphate (PP) or glycogen

(GLY) to generate ATP. That free energy drives the transformation of

fatty acids into polyhydroxyalkanoate (PHA) storage.

The aerobic phase uses the PHA store to drive biomass synthesis and

to rebuild the PP or GLY stores.

From an engineering perspective, the net transformations oxidize

organic carbon to CO2 and bind external P into cellular PP stores. Dis-

carding the residual bacteria as waste sludge cleans the water.
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One problem concerns GLY versus PP storage. In the aerobic phase of

Fig. 17.7, limited resources impose a tradeoff between making GLY or PP.

If dominant strains tend to build more GLY, then the system does not

clear P contaminants.

In practice, GLY-favoring strains sometimes do increase.351,383 Appar-

ently, those GLY-favoring strains gain survival or growth advantages over

the life cycle.

What sort of environmental changes would enhance the relative fitness

of the beneficial PP-favoring strains? That question demands more

detailed information than we have at present.

To set a foundation for future work, I briefly consider how fitness

arises from the interaction between demographic and physiological

tradeoffs. I do so in an abstract way, relating demography to general

forces of design.

Demography and the Forces of Design

The life cycle has two generic aspects. First, cells pass through alternative

habitats. Second, internal stores drive growth in one habitat and drive

other fitness components in the alternative habitat.

I illustrate how to analyze simple forces of design in a complex life

cycle. I do not try to match the particular biochemical dynamics shown

in Fig. 17.7. Instead, I consider abstractly how internal cellular storage

may influence growth and survival in two different habitats.

After illustrating the analysis of generic forces, I discuss how these

methods may be applied to complex life cycles. Such life cycles must be

common in nature but remain difficult to study.

Industrial microbiology provides many examples of complex life cycles.

Often, the uncontrolled evolutionary response of microbes sets a primary

challenge for successful application. Such systems are good models for

studying the forces of design.

I use the word evolutionary in a broad way. In nonrecombining mi-

crobes, every distinct genotype competes as a variant. Some variants may

be mutant strains of a species. Other variants may be distinct species.

The system evolves by the changing abundances of the variants.

Growth, storage, and survival in two habitats.—Suppose microbes en-

counter two different environmental conditions. In the first habitat, H1,
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Figure 17.8 Life cycles that alternate between two habitats. Arrows show the
fitness contribution of each habitat to subsequent habitats. The A matrices
on the right summarize the fitness contributions, in which each entry, wij
represents the contribution of habitat j to habitat i.

they use a fraction y of their resources for growth and a fraction 1−y
to build intracellular storage. In the second habitat, H2, survival depends

on the intracellular store.

Figure 17.8a shows a life cycle that alternates between the two habitats.

In habitat H1, allocating y resources to growth increases the cellular

population by cyb, in which c and b are parameters.

Because the life cycle alternates between habitats, the full cycle fitness

is the product of growth in H1 and survival in H2, thus w = cyb(1−y).
The optimal allocation is z∗ = b/(b + 1), which is obtained from the

standard maximization procedure of evaluating dw/dy = 0 at y = z∗.
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The simple life cycle in Fig. 17.8a allows us to write the fitness expres-

sion directly. For the more complex life cycles in Fig. 17.8, it helps to

evaluate components of fitness in relation to demography.

Demography and reproductive value.—We can use life cycles in Fig. 17.8

to illustrate demographic analysis (Section 5.6). Those methods highlight

general forces of design that apply to complex life cycles.

Equation 5.10, which expresses fitness within its full demographic

context, is repeated here,

W =
∑
ij

viwijuj = vAu. (17.8)

In the matrix A, each element wij defines the fitness contribution of

habitat j to habitat i. The matrices in Fig. 17.8 show A for each scenario.

The column vector u gives the fraction of the total population in each

habitat. The greater the population size in a habitat, the more that

habitat contributes to the future of the overall population.

The values in u influence the overall design force that shapes traits.

That overall force combines the force in each habitat weighted by the

population size in that habitat. A force that acts locally on relatively few

individuals contributes little to the overall force.

The row vector v gives the reproductive value of each individual in

each habitat. Reproductive value describes the expected contribution of

an individual to the future of the population.

An individual in a poor habitat typically contributes relatively little,

whereas an individual in a good habitat typically contributes relatively

more. Forces acting on individuals with low reproductive value matter

less than forces acting on individuals with high reproductive value.

We can analyze the various scenarios in Fig. 17.8 by noting that all

share the same form of the fitness matrix as

A =
(

0 n
s t

)
, (17.9)

in which each entry is a function of individual trait value, y and, in some

cases, also the average trait value, z, of a local group. Optimal trait

values at equilibrium occur at y = z = z∗.

The population grows at rate λ, the dominant eigenvalue of A, ob-

tained by solving

λ2 − tλ− sn = 0,

in which we evaluate the terms at their equilibrium trait values, z∗.
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From Frank [122, p. 147], the equilibrium habitat population sizes and

individual reproductive value weightings are proportional to

u∝
(
n∗ λ

)
v∝

(
s∗ λ

)
,

showing the column vector u as a row. I use the ‘∗’ superscripts to

emphasize that this analysis measures the demographic context at equi-

librium, y = z = z∗. I comment below on the equilibrium assumption.

The overall fitness expression in eqn 17.8 divided by λ2 is

W = (sn∗ + s∗n)/λ+ t. (17.10)

The unstarred functions, s, n, and t, depend on variable trait values, y
and z.

This fitness expression accounts for the way in which genes pass

through various habitats over the life cycle. For example, the lower

diagonal element of A, which is t, contributes directly to the same

habitat in the next time step.

By contrast, the off-diagonal elements, s and n, send genes through

the alternative habitat. For example, s accounts for the fitness effect

of variable traits in the first habitat with respect to transmission to the

second habitat.

The second habitat then multiplies by n∗ the initial transmission

from the first habitat, in which we take the future multiplications at

the equilibrium value. Thus, we can think of trait variation as causing

an instantaneous perturbation of force. We then follow that perturbing

force through the life cycle in its equilibrium context.

To transit through the cycle, the two-step paths for the off-diagonal el-

ements require one more step than the on-diagonal elements. Thus, with

an extra time step, the two-step contributions happen as the population

has grown by an additional amount, λ. Those two-step contributions

must therefore be devalued by the population expansion factor.

The two off-diagonal entries experience the same devaluation relative

to the on-diagonal element. Thus, the term (sn∗ + s∗n)/λ describes the

valuation of the two-step paths relative to the one-step path, t. In more

complex life cycles, the method tracks the pathways through various

environments, weighting each path by its relative contribution to the

future population.
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Figure 17.9 Fraction of resources allocated to growth, z∗, with the remaining
fraction 1 − z∗ allocated to storage and survival. Based on the life cycle in
Fig. 17.8a, in which individuals pass alternately through growth-favoring and
survival-demanding habitats. The optimal allocation depends on b, which
determines the marginal gains for growth relative to survival, leading to the
solution in eqn 17.13.

Forces acting on traits.—We evaluate forces by studying how changes in

traits alter fitness. If we take the demographic context at equilibrium,

then we have the fitness expression, W , in eqn 17.10.

As an individual makes small changes in its trait, y , fitness changes

by dW/dy evaluated at demographic equilibrium and at trait value

equilibrium, y = z = z∗, yielding

dW
dy

= (s′n∗ + s∗n′)/λ+ t′,

in which primes denote differentiation with respect to y evaluated at

trait value equilibrium. We can find a candidate optimum by setting this

expression to zero. Multiplying by λ/s∗n∗ yields

s′

s∗
+ n′

n∗
+ t′

s∗n∗/λ
= 0. (17.11)

At the optimum, for each fitness component, any normalized marginal

gain with respect to changing trait value is balanced by an equal marginal

loss in the other fitness components. These marginal changes follow

from the force perturbations caused by trait variations near equilibrium.
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Figure 17.10 Optimal growth allocation in relation to p, which determines
the fraction of the life cycle spent in survival-demanding (H2) versus growth-
favoring (H1) conditions. A rise in c increases the relative efficiency of convert-
ing resources into growth versus storage. Based on the life cycle in Fig. 17.8b
and the solution in eqn 17.14.

Marginal growth benefit.—For the case in Fig. 17.8a, the marginal valua-

tions at the optimum are

n′

n∗
= − s

′

s∗
,

which yields

b
z∗
= 1

1− z∗ , (17.12)

leading to

z∗ = b/(b + 1) (17.13)

for the optimal fraction of resources allocated to growth in H1 instead

of survival in H2. The marginal benefit for growth rises with b, favoring

more investment in growth, z∗, and less in survival, 1− z∗ (Fig. 17.9).

Repeated survival challenge and reproductive value.—The life cycle in

Fig. 17.8b splits survivors from the nonreproductive habitat, H2, into a

fraction p that return to the reproductive habitat and a fraction 1− p
that remain in H2. When remaining in H2, survival depends on continued

use of stored resources.
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The extended periods in H2 raise the valuation of survival relative

to growth. Demographic analysis provides a way to study the relative

values of alternative fitness components.

Using the general solution in eqn 17.11 and assuming b = 1 to high-

light the demographic factors in the life cycle, we obtain the optimum

fraction of resources allocated to growth instead of storage and survival

as

z∗ = 1− p −√cp
1− p − 2

√cp . (17.14)

Figure 17.10 illustrates the solution. As p declines, individuals increas-

ingly remain in H2, where they must survive on their stored resources.

That greater valuation weighting for survival decreases the optimal frac-

tion of resources allocated to growth.

By contrast, an increase in c enhances the relative efficiency of con-

verting resources to growth versus storage, favoring greater allocation

to growth.

Rate versus yield and the genetic structure of populations.—For the life

cycle in Fig. 17.8c, growth in habitat H1 includes competition between

different genotypes. Fitness in that habitat follows the basic tragedy of

the commons scenario from eqn 5.1. When c = 1 we have

w = y
z
(1− z),

in which y is a random focal individual’s fractional allocation to growth,

and z is the local group of competitors’ average allocation to growth.

Using the methods in Section 5.2, the optimal allocation to growth when

applied to this fitness component alone would be

z∗ = 1− r ,

in which r is a generalized notion of a kin selection coefficient as r =
dz/dy , the slope group phenotype on the focal individual’s phenotypic

value that transmits to future generations. At the optimum, with y =
z = z∗, fitness is w = r .

The optimum expresses a simple rate versus yield tradeoff. As relat-

edness, r , increases, the allocation to growth, z∗, declines. With less

allocation to growth, the competition between different types for local

resources also declines.
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Figure 17.11 Mixed-type competition in the growth habitat, H1, induces a
growth rate versus biomass yield tradeoff that alters the growth versus storage
allocation. As the parameter r rises, less mixing occurs, favoring greater overall
yield efficiency and less allocation to growth. Based on the life cycle in Fig. 17.8c
and the solution in eqn 17.15.

Lower short-term growth rate and resource competition increase fit-

ness, effectively raising the yield per unit of available resource.

Alternatively, lower relatedness causes more competition between

types, faster short-term growth, and lower efficiency and long-term yield.

In this life cycle, the tragedy of the commons in H1 embeds within a

broader demographic context. For the full demography in Fig. 17.8c, and
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with c = 1 for simplicity, the optimum is

z∗ =
(

p
1+ p

)
(1− r), (17.15)

with fitness at the optimum of W = 1+ pr , illustrated in Fig. 17.11.

Demographically, lower p values increase the time that individuals

spend in the survival-demanding habitat, H2, favoring greater allocation

to storage over growth.

Applications to Industrial Microbiology

In the wastewater treatment cycle of Fig. 17.6, controlling microbial

competition and evolution sets a primary challenge in application. Many

applied microbiology problems face similar challenges of managing

microbial evolution.

How can we connect the simple abstract models to those real problems

and their complex life cycles? That question defines a significant and

challenging unsolved research goal.

One often gains the most insight by analyzing the same problem with

multiple analytical and conceptual approaches. If attacking this chal-

lenge myself, I would consider initially a classical differential equation

analysis and an agent-based computer simulation, allowing all potentially

interesting assumptions about the biology.

I would then try to parse the complex dynamics into understandable

forces. How do those forces dominate as causes of variation in outcome?

Can I formulate partial causes that can be expressed as testable compar-

ative hypotheses? Almost always, progress in understanding will depend

on simple, clear comparative hypotheses.

It may be possible to improve control by analyzing dynamical models

of how populations change. However, such control by dynamical analysis

alone is often achieved without a clear understanding of the underlying

forces that drive the change. Without that understanding, solutions tend

to be fragile. By contrast, understanding the forces allows us to predict

how an altered force changes motion.

Industrial microbiology provides great opportunities for the study of

microbial design. Progress in understanding the forces of design will

improve efficiency in application.
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17.4 Challenges in the Study of Design

The simple models we have discussed have strengths and weaknesses.

On the strong side, the models highlight the three fundamental forces

of design.122 Marginal values set the tradeoffs between alternative al-

locations for limited resources. Reproductive values account for how

demography weights fitness components, such as growth, survival, and

success in different habitats. Generalized kin and similarity selection

measure how interactions between different types alter the transmission

of traits through time.

These fundamental forces recur in essentially every natural situation.

Changes in the environment often influence design by altering these

fundamental forces.

For example, biophysical properties such as diffusion of resources

or viscosity-limited cellular movement may have several consequences.

They can alter the marginal gains obtained in return for resources allo-

cated to different traits, modify the demography of the population, and

change the amount of mixing between genetic variants.

On the weak side, these simple models face various difficulties. Opti-

mal traits in equilibrium rarely exist in nature. In any particular situation,

many unmodeled environmental parameters alter trait values and popu-

lation dynamics. The list goes on.

Why have I emphasized simple models, given their certain failure to

explain exactly what we see in any application?

Because this book is about isolating component forces and partial

causes. Studying how natural processes design organisms is profoundly

difficult. We have no chance unless we can break down the complexity

into smaller pieces that we can potentially study and understand.

Simple models, with a focus on fundamental forces, provide one tool

to study design. Other analyses, such as standard models of differential

equations and dynamics, provide different tools.

When building something complex, we require multiple tools. To say

that simple models are misleading because they are not sufficient by

themselves is like saying that a screwdriver will disrupt making a house

because you cannot build a house with just a screwdriver.

In the simple models, I emphasized component forces. Those compo-

nent forces isolate partial causes. We understand design by building up

understanding from partial causes.
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To make progress on real systems, we often need a combination of

tools. Standard dynamical models and agent-based computer simulations

allow description of detailed natural history and biophysics, with a

connection to measured parameters. One gets a sense of how things

change. The moving body tells the story of evolutionary design.

The simple models analyze the fundamental forces that act implicitly

in dynamical models. As Lanczos222 said, to enhance understanding of

causes, it often pays “to focus on the forces, not on the moving body.”

The plot revealed.

Ultimately, the deepest understanding comes from combining the

alternative perspectives of motion and force into a unified narrative.
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To understand biological design, general principles must meet the facts

of nature. Part 1 gave the principles, Part 2 the facts.

Only in Chapters 16 and 17 did I start on joining the two sides. Given

the divide that remains between principles and application, why did I

write this book? Because building up the two sides highlights the divide.

A good failure clears the way forward.

The way forward begins with a method for how to study organismal

design. How do we join general principles about the forces of design to

the constraining biophysics and facts of nature?

No norms specify the proper method across all biological disciplines.

Comparative predictions sometimes occur. Yet, in many fields, that

comparative approach applies inconsistently, implicitly, or not at all.

Every comment about design should derive from a comparative hy-

pothesis. As conditions change, we expect traits to change in a predicted

way. Inferred causality arises from comparing altered conditions to

changed traits, revealing the forces of design.

This book discussed many difficulties with this approach. But there is

no better way.

Traditional phylogenetic methods of comparison between species and

higher taxa have always had the right idea.75,173 However, those broad

taxonomic scales of observed change often do not match the smaller

scales over which conditions change and forces of design act.

Microbes provide the opportunity to match the scales of change to

the underlying scales of force. Rapid generations, large populations, and

great diversity at all scales allow wide choice in focal points for study.

Comments about design often arise as add-ons to studies done for

other reasons. This book emphasized the failure of haphazard infer-

ence. Instead, the complexity of biological design demands a disciplined

approach matched to the empirical problem.
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and, 179–182, 186–188,
206–207

driving coupled reactions,
147–148

driving force and, 152, 165
in aerobic metabolism, 162, 208
in balance between efficiency and

growth, 199
in cellulose digesting species, 207,

223
overflow metabolism and, 164
powering cellular work, 180
storing negative entropy,

145–146, 180
attack

by bacteriophage and
bacteriocins, 316

growth rate and, 138, 140, 270
membrane pores and, 281
See also warfare

bacteriocins, 316
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bacteriophage, 218, 241, 243, 316
Bacteroides, polysaccharide

utilization by, 220
bath surrounding the system, 143,

146
bet-hedging, 79, 82, 216, 220,

249–250, 298
biofilms

electrically conductive, 213
gene expression and, 131

Bode plots, 110

cable bacteria, 213, 225, 302–311
altruistic traits, 225, 303–304
ATP generation by, 305–308
budding and breaking, 310
competition and dispersal in, 310
cooperation in, 225, 310
electron acceptors for, 213,

302–303, 305, 308, 312
electron sink of, 213, 312
growth rate–yield tradeoff in, 309
habitat heterogeneity, 305
habitat niche construction, 309
hookups between cables, 311
interspecies links, 311
lengths of cables, 304–305
movement of cables, 304, 310
nickel-protein wires, 213, 303
population density, 304
sulfur cycling by, 307–308

cancer-like overgrowth mutants
rate-yield tradeoff and, 35–38,

247
timescales of forces and, 72

carbon dioxide, and methanogens,
208, 210, 213

carbon limitation, and aerobic
respiration, 169

carbon sources
preference hierarchies, 214, 218,

220–222
See also complex carbohydrates;

diauxic shift
catabolism

branching pathways, 209, 224

design of variant pathways, 121,
221–226

major pathways, 160
proteome efficiency of, 168
tradeoffs with anabolism,

282–283
catalysts, 150

See also enzymes
causal inference

comparative predictions and, 2,
18–19, 116, 227, 331

direction of causation and, 25
partial causes and, 24–26, 39

cell size
proteome constraint and, 174,

197, 200–201, 229, 281
spatial partitioning and, 229
See also surface to volume (S/V)

ratio
cellulose digesting bacteria, 207,

223
cheater control, 56–58
chemical warfare

antibiotic resistance and, 130, 132
excluded in lab study, 251
oxidative stress caused by, 259

chemostats, 134–135
clades, selection between, 248
Clostridium cellulolyticum, 207, 223
Clostridium thermocellum, 207
colony life cycle, stage-dependent

traits in, 65–68
comparative predictions

advantage of, 18
aggregated over different

conditions, 18, 34, 125, 127,
135

alternative descriptions of, 39,
126

by Darwin, 21–22, 116
causal inference and, 2, 18–19,

116, 227, 331
direction of change and, 2, 19, 21,

26, 34, 116, 255
environmental changes and, 174,

178
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experimental evolution and,
134–136

for complex dynamics, 328
for growth rate, 32–34, 84–85,

137–139
for membrane space limitation,

274–277
for tradeoffs, 19–22, 34–35, 126,

139–140, 252
for traits, 26–27, 32–34, 252, 254,

331
general tendency and, 124–125
genetic drift and, 198
Lactobacilli as foundation for

testing, 127–128
mechanisms and, 85
natural isolates in lab studies and,

131–133
natural populations for testing of,

128–131
not emphasized in the literature,

117
partial causes and, 116, 254–255,

328
PYK isoforms and, 286–287
structure and notation of, 26–27
testing of, 35, 127–137
tradeoffs as building blocks of,

227–228
competition

antibiotic resistance genes and,
130–132

by nonproducers, 18, 49, 313,
315–316

in cable bacteria, 310, 311
in two-habitat life cycle, 326–328
kin or similarity selection and, 12,

13, 30–31, 46–47, 49–51
local vs. global, 69–70, 72–73
of E. coli strains in experimental

evolution, 136
of mixed species in experimental

evolution, 135–136
opposing partial causes and, 24
pyruvate kinase variants and,

286–287

relative fitness and, 77
repression of, 56–58
sequential resource consumption

and, 295
spatial scale of, 69, 72–73, 77,

79–80, 300–302
stage in colony life cycle and,

67–68
timescale of, 69–70, 72, 77

complex carbohydrates, 27, 29, 40,
220–222, 245

cellulose digesting bacteria and,
207, 223

complex life cycles, 320–328
confounding factors

causal inference and, 24–26
comparative predictions and, 116,

125–126, 255
tradeoffs and, 19, 21

consistent explanations, 117, 220,
221

constraints
as nonadaptive forces, 198
cellular allocation and, 228–235
design forces and, 23, 163,

170–171, 174, 175, 178–179,
264–265, 273

evolutionary timescale and,
174–175, 178

genetic drift as, 198–199
mechanisms and, 163, 170, 179
modified by cells, 196–197
on evolutionary change, 265–269
sugar usage patterns and, 219
See also membrane space

limitation; proteome limitation
control

frequencies of input and, 110,
112

of temperature, 198
performance metrics for,

102–104, 106, 109–110
principles of, 97–104
production of food receptor and,

95
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response to challenge signal and,
287

signal amplification in, 105, 112
small-scale biochemical modules

and, 202
tradeoffs in, 106, 108–113,

236–238, 250–251
See also error-correcting

feedback; feedforward control
cooperation

between species, 52–54
in cable bacteria, 225, 310
kin or similarity selection and, 12,

13, 18, 23–24, 49, 225
spatial scale of, 72–73
stage in colony life cycle and,

67–68
tradeoffs involving, 244–246
variant catabolic pathways and,

225–226
See also altruistic traits; public

goods; tragedy of the commons
counterfactual analysis, 26
coupled disequilibria, 145–148
covariate, 24–26

See also confounding factors
Crabtree effect, 163
cross feeding, 246
cytidine triphosphate (CTP), 195
cytochromes

ATP production in E. coli and,
276–277, 279

elemental limitation affecting,
257

extracellular electron transfer by,
312

in archaeal methanogens, 210,
224

interspecies electron transfer by,
212, 213

membrane space for, 274
trading off speed vs. efficiency,

178, 269

Darwin, Charles, 21–22, 116
decay rate

of secreted exoenzymes, 41
of transporters, 37, 38

demographic cycle
challenge of empirical study, 15
long-term fitness and, 35–36,

138–139
with two food sources, 292–295,

297–302
demography, 12–13

fitness value of traits and, 151,
161, 170, 197, 221

in alternating habitats, 320–328
patch lifespan and, 32, 39, 41
reproductive value and, 12–13, 23,

44–45, 60–65, 243, 322–323
wastewater treatment and, 318

design forces
changes in, 115
comparative predictions and,

26–27, 35, 39, 254, 331
constraint forces and, 23, 163,

170–171, 174, 175, 178–179,
264–265, 273

control systems and, 99
environmental changes and, 174,

178, 221, 264, 314, 329
fitness components and, 170, 171
focus on clear understanding of,

328–330
fundamental forces, 12–14, 23,

26, 27, 29, 39, 41, 68
genetic drift and, 198–199
genetic variation and, 172, 174
in a complex life cycle, 320–328
in simple models, 329–330
mutational overgrowth and, 38
partial causes and, 23–26
physiological variation and, 174
pyruvate kinase isoforms and,

287
rate-yield balance and, 258
siderophore traits and, 313–317
sugar usage patterns and, 219
within-group vs. between-group,

69
See also design, biological
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design, biological
advantages of microbes for

studying, 117, 175, 331
biochemical mechanisms and,

151, 161
causes of, 115–116, 227
central role of tradeoffs and, 227
challenges in understanding of,

161
choice of glycolytic pathways and,

184–188
environmental factors and, 151,

156
fitness value of traits and, 151
insufficient focus on comparison

and, 117
of cellular control, 98–99, 202

diauxic shift, 214–218
bet-hedging and, 220, 250
classic studies, 214–215
gene expression patterns,

218–220
glucose as typically preferred

sugar, 215
glycogen stores and, 231
growth rate–regulatory tradeoff

and, 236
patch lifespan and, 292–295
proteome limitation and, 215,

296–297
variability among genotypes,

216–217
variability within clones, 215–216,

218
with unpredictable resource

influx, 297–302
differential equation analysis, 328,

329
diffusion

across membranes, 197, 281
limited cellular volume and, 229
of electron shuttles, 311–313
of siderophores, 316
similarity and, 245
temperature and, 197

diffusion-limited reactions, 197, 229

disequilibria
coupled, 145–148
free energy change and, 148
membranes and, 197
See also ATP–ADP disequilibrium;

NADH–NAD+ disequilibrium;
NADPH–NADP+ disequilibrium;
storage disequilibria

dispersal
as fitness component, 13
bet-hedging and, 249
in class-structured model, 60–65
in demographic cycle, 35–36
of cable bacteria, 310
patch lifespan and, 39, 41, 125,

126, 139
population growth rate and, 63,

65
reproductive value and, 68, 243
tradeoff with growth rate, 125,

126, 136, 138
tradeoff with reproduction, 13
tradeoff with survival, 60, 62–64
tradeoffs involving, 242–243, 247

dormancy, 131, 242–243, 249
driving force

flux control and, 150, 152–153
flux rate and, 150, 182, 184, 258
flux ratio and, 148
free energy of food inputs, 155
in glycolysis, 157, 161
mechanisms to modify, 190
of electrons flowing toward

attractors, 182–183
proteome cost and, 185–186
tradeoffs involving, 237–240
weak redox gradients and, 205,

208–210
yield efficiency and, 181–182, 184

dual function of a molecule, 237
dynamical models, 329–330

E. coli
bacteriophages that attack, 241
cross feeding with Salmonella

enterica, 246
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cytochromes in, 276–277, 279
diauxic shift in, 214–215, 231
growth rate–maintenance

tradeoff, 241
growth rate–motility tradeoff, 136
membrane space limitation,

274–276, 278–279
overflow metabolism, 163,

176–178, 256, 259–261,
265–268, 274, 278–279

phosphate or carbon limitation,
230

proteome limitation, 278–279
pyruvate kinase isoforms, 286
redox imbalance in, 239
stress response, 241, 242, 282
sugar usage hierarchy, 218, 222
surface to volume ratio, 276, 278,

279
ED (Entner-Doudoroff) pathway,

180–188
efficiency of reactions

as useful fraction of entropy,
146–147, 149

flux trading off against, 148–153
See also yield efficiency

electrodes, multispecies biofilms on,
213

electron acceptors
alternative, 208, 302
carbon dioxide for methanogens,

208, 210, 213
elemental sulfur, 208, 306–309
entropy increase in catabolism

and, 165, 302
ferric iron, 212, 312
for cable bacteria, 213, 302–303,

305, 308, 312
nitrate for cable bacteria, 302,

305, 308
overflow metabolism due to

scarcity of, 257, 263
strength of, 207–208
sulfate, 208
variant pathways leading to, 209,

224

See also electron sinks; oxygen as
electron acceptor

electron donors, 211
cable bacteria in anoxic sediment,

213
See also food sources

electron flow between species,
211–213

electron shuttles, extracellular, 212,
225, 291, 311–313, 317

electron sinks
abiotic, 225
challenge of anoxic conditions

and, 211, 312
extracellular, 312
of internal catabolic cascade, 312
See also electron acceptors

electron transport
by extracellular shuttles, 225
in anaerobic respiration, 208
in archaeal methanogens, 210,

224
inner bacterial membrane and,

279, 281
membrane space limitation and,

167, 171, 256–257, 274, 275,
281

NADH–NAD+ disequilibrium and,
165, 168, 178, 256–257,
268–269, 274

oxidative damage associated with,
184, 187

oxygen availability and, 159
proteome allocation and, 262
speed vs. efficiency of, 178, 269
tradeoff with food uptake,

167–168, 228
See also cytochromes

elemental limitation, 235, 257, 263
EMP (Embden–Meyerhof–Parnas)

pathway, 180–181, 183–188
variants of, 206–207, 223

energy, 142–145
See also free energy

Entner-Doudoroff (ED) pathway,
180–188
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entropy change, 142–145, 147–149,
182

environmental change
design forces and, 174, 178, 221,

264, 314, 329
frequencies of control input and,

110, 112
generative processes enhanced by,

85
switch in isoform expression and,

288
timescales and, 315

environmental conditions
altering fitness costs and benefits,

161, 170
design forces and, 174, 178–179
in experimental evolution, 175,

177, 178
in two habitats, 320–323
modifying proteome size and,

196–197
environmental fluctuations

fitness and, 287–289
in resource flows, 297–302

environmental heterogeneity
favoring evolvability, 139, 140
growth lag in diauxic shift and,

217
enzymes

elemental constraints and, 263
metabolic flux control and,

152–153, 193–196, 237
nitrogen upshift and, 158
oxygen upshift and, 159
phosphorus upshift and, 159
phosphorylation of, 194–195
proteome limitation on, 196
shifts in concentrations of,

193–194, 196, 237
transcription and translation

rates, 193–194
transcription factors for, 196
See also exoenzymes

equilibrium, 147–148
equilibrium constant, 147–148
error-correcting feedback, 96–97

costs of, 250
design architecture and, 98–100
optimal control and, 103–104
performance metrics for,

102–103, 106, 109–110
robust design and, 97, 106–108,

111, 250
signal amplification in, 105, 112
steering a car and, 105–107

eukaryotes
almost all lacking ED pathway,

187
enzyme modification in, 195
localization of reactions in, 197
mitochondrial membrane, 168,

277
overflow metabolism in, 163
pyruvate kinase isoforms, 286
See also yeast

evolutionary constraints, 265–269
evolutionary rate, and generative

processes, 85
evolutionary response

in complex life cycles, 320
physiological constraints and,

265–266, 271
vs. organismal response, 22–23
See also natural selection

evolutionary stochasticity, 198–199
evolutionary theory, and

comparative predictions, 117
evolutionary timescale, 174–179,

264, 315
See also experimental evolution

evolvability
growth rate and, 139, 140
tradeoffs involving, 248

exoenzymes, 23, 41, 47
for digesting complex

carbohydrates, 27, 29, 40,
221–222, 245

experimental evolution, 175–179
favoring yield over rate, 271–273
limited by taxonomic level, 137
of overflow metabolism in E. coli,

176–178, 265–268
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rate-yield tradeoff in, 134–136,
245

See also evolutionary timescale

FADH2, 160
fecundity

colony life cycle and, 65–68
See also reproduction

feedback. See error-correcting
feedback

feedforward control, 95, 99, 100,
106

See also open loop control
fermentation

anaerobic, 208
in S. cerevisiae diauxic shift, 215
mixed-acid, 209

ferric iron, 212, 312, 313, 317
See also siderophores

ferrous iron, 313, 317
Fisher information, 111
fitness, 11–12

absolute vs. relative, 75–77
colony life cycle and, 65–66
defined, 11
difficulty of fully measuring, 16,

27
environmental fluctuations and,

287–289
fundamental forces and, 12–14,

68
genetic drift and, 198
in class-structured model, 61–64
in two alternating habitats,

322–328
lowered by variation in

reproduction, 73–75
organismal design and, 151
similarity and, 46–51
spatial scale of competition vs.

cooperation and, 72–73
See also reproductive success;

success
fitness components

cellular control traits and, 202
colony life cycle and, 65–66

design forces and, 170, 171, 174,
178

marginal gains and losses of, 68
reproductive values of, 13, 44,

60–62, 68
spatial scales and, 73
tradeoffs involving, 240–243

fitness landscape
multipeak, 90
phenotypic plasticity and, 90–93
stochasticity and, 87–90, 93

fitness matrix, 61–63
flavin shuttles, 317
flux

as force divided by resistance,
150

tradeoff with captured free
energy yield, 182, 184, 258

tradeoff with redox imbalance,
239

tradeoffs between efficiency and,
150–153

See also reaction rate
flux modulation, 155

enzymes and, 152–153, 193–196
genetic drift and, 198
mechanisms for, 150–153,

193–198
metabolite concentrations and,

152–153, 156
of near-equilibrium flux, 156, 200
overflow metabolism and, 155
problems of, 200–201
See also driving force; resistance

against flux
flux ratio, 148, 149, 157
food sources

negative entropy in, 143, 145–146,
150, 164

of archaeal methanogens, 210
pathways for absent sources, 282
tradeoffs in acquisition of, 229
tradeoffs involving limitations of,

234–235
See also carbon sources

force, metabolic. See driving force
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forces of design. See design forces
free energy change

entropy change and, 142,
144–145

equilibrium and, 147–148
final electron acceptors and,

207–208, 223–224
fraction captured by storage

disequilibria, 181
reaction rate and, 148–149

free energy, of intermediate
complex, 190–191, 193

free radicals, and oxidative stress,
173, 183, 187

frequencies of competing genotypes,
76–80

frequencies of control input, 110,
112

futile cycling, 167, 223, 240

gene expression
explanations of sugar usage and,

218–220
patterns in lab studies, 131–134
transcription factors and, 196
variability in diauxic shift and,

215–217
generative processes, 85
genes, horizontally vs. vertically

transmitted, 14
genes-first pathway to new traits, 86,

92
genetic drift, 198–199
genetic mixing, and growth rate, 33,

84, 137
genetic variation, and design forces,

174
genome size, 200, 230, 235–236, 244
genomic competition within cells,

247
genomic rearrangements, 85
genotypes-first pathway to novelty,

86, 92
Geobacter, conducting pili of, 212,

312
geochemical cycles

cable bacteria in, 303
weak driving force gradients and,

205
geometric mean, 74–75

of individual’s reproductive
success, 81

spatial scale of competition and,
79–80

Gibbs free energy. See free energy
glucose uptake

membrane limitation and,
276–277

proteome demand for building
biomass and, 169

tradeoff with electron transport,
167–168, 274

uptake of oxidizing agents and,
184

See also nutrient uptake;
transporters, cell surface

glucose uptake rate, and yield,
265–268

glucose, ATP yield of, 160
glycogen, storage of, 231–234,

319–320
glycolysis, 156–161

alternative pathways of, 179–188
catabolic pathways connected to,

160
in eukaryotes, 277
nitrogen or phosphorus upshift

and, 157–159
oxygen upshift and, 159
proteome efficiency of, 168–169,

274
species differences in anaerobic

driving force, 161
thermodynamic inhibition of

driving force, 164–169
weak redox gradients in, 210
with excess enzyme, 237
See also overflow metabolism

group selection, 51
growth

as reproduction in microbes, 240
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evolutionary timescale and,
136–137

of multicellular organisms, 240
storage molecules and, 231–234,

319
growth rate

anaerobic glycolytic driving force
and, 161

as primary fitness component in
labs, 217

comparative predictions for,
32–34, 84–85, 137–139

definitions of, 170, 176
fast PYK isoform and, 286
literature emphasizing

maximization of, 221
long-term, 123–124, 139
mechanistic basis of, 84–85
oceanic bacterial genomes and,

130
overflow metabolism and, 163,

169, 260–261
oxidative damage and, 240
patch lifespan and, 33–34
phosphorus requirement and, 230
proteome demand and, 168–169
proteome limitation and,

196–197, 257
stress response and, 242, 282
timescales of competition and,

246–247
See also population growth rate

growth rate tradeoffs
with aging rate, 242
with dispersal, 138, 140
with long-term success, 139
with maintenance, 241
with motility, 136
with nickel tolerance, 130–131
with regulatory control, 236
with stress resistance, 241–242
with survival, 241
with yield and maintenance, 125,

127, 129
growth rate–yield tradeoff, 1, 30–32,

123–124, 241

biochemical reaction rates and,
238

cell surface transporters and, 30,
36, 37, 84–85

comparative predictions for,
34–35, 269–270

competition among mixed species
and, 135–136

confounding factor and, 21, 251
cooperation with other lineages

and, 244
demographic factors and, 170
design forces acting on, 269–270
environmental factors and, 170
in cable bacteria, 309
in chemostat, 134–135
in experimental evolution,

266–268
in sequential sugar usage, 293
in two-habitat life cycle, 326–328
increased resources and, 85,

128–129, 134, 138, 139
long-term success and, 139
mitochondria in yeast and, 230
overflow metabolism and, 164,

257–259, 261
patch lifespan and, 31–32, 35–38,

124, 126, 140, 270, 309
proteome limitation and, 264
pyruvate kinase variants and, 173,

283
resource reallocations and, 258
ribosomal number and, 128–130,

230
sugar availability and, 34
time limitation and, 268, 270
timescales and, 246–247
with cancer-like overgrowth

mutants, 35–38, 247

Hamilton’s rule, 47, 244
heat, 143–146, 148, 152
HMP (hexose monophosphate)

pathway, 180–182, 184–185
homeostasis

internal sensors for, 110
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performance metric and, 102–103
vs. responsiveness, 108–110, 112,

251
human gut microbes, 222
hydrogen

as methanogen food source,
210–212, 224

cable bacteria generating ATP
with, 306

in bacteria-methanogen
syntrophy, 211

hydrogen sulfide, hydrolyzed by
cable bacteria, 213, 225,
302–309

inclusive fitness, 51, 244
industrial microbiology. See

wastewater treatment
intermediate reaction complex, 150,

190–191, 193
interspecies electron transfer,

211–213
intervening variable, 25
iron. See ferric iron; ferrous iron;

siderophores

kin or similarity selection
as fundamental design force, 12,

68, 329
as interchangeable phrases, 52
as mediating force, 115
between different species, 72
cooperative tradeoffs and, 245
genetic relatedness in a patch

and, 31
growth rate–yield tradeoff and,

269
in cable bacteria, 225
in multicellular organisms vs.

microbes, 71–72
in simple models, 329
publicly shared factors and, 18
reproductive value and, 61
timescales and, 71–72
See also similarity

kinases, 195

kinetic control, 191–193
kinship group, 51

Lactobacilli, for testing comparative
hypotheses, 127–128

Lactococcus lactis, 215–216, 271–272
life cycles. See colony life cycle;

complex life cycles
life history analysis, 61, 240–243
Listeria monocytogenes, electron

shuttles, 317

maintenance
rate–yield association and, 125,

127, 129–130
transcription factors and, 241

mammalian cells, overflow
metabolism in, 163

marginal value, 13–14, 68, 329
tragedy model and, 55–56

mechanisms
altering driving force and

resistance, 190
comparative predictions and,

84–85, 178
constraints and, 163, 170, 178
of metabolic components, 199
tradeoffs and, 19–20
understanding design and, 161

mediating force, 24, 27, 115–116,
126

membrane permeability
design forces and, 171
oxidative stress and, 184, 242
susceptibility to attack and, 238,

241, 243
membrane space limitation

cell surface transporters and, 167,
170, 217, 228, 257, 274–277,
281

combined with proteome
limitation, 277–280

comparative predictions and,
274–277

electron transport and, 256–257,
274, 275, 281
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overflow metabolism and,
167–168, 273–281

tradeoffs imposed by, 228, 281
membranes

disequilibrium and, 197
of gram negative bacteria,

280–281
tradeoffs involving, 238

metabolic rate. See flux
metabolite concentrations, 152–153,

156
metagenomic analysis, 130, 131
metal ions, as final electron

acceptors, 208
Methanococcus maripaludis, 129
methanogens, archaeal

allocation to maintenance, 129
bacterial syntrophy with,

211–212, 225
carbon dioxide as electron

acceptor, 208, 210, 213
cytochromes in, 210, 224

Methanosarcinales clade, 210, 224
mitochondria in yeast, and growth

rate–yield tradeoff, 230
mitochondrial membrane

free radical confinement by, 187
glycolytic overflow and, 168
surface and volume tradeoffs, 277

mixed-acid fermentation, 209
motility, 136, 229, 236, 249
mRNA, tradeoffs of, 236
mutants, fast-growing, 35–38, 247
mutations

as traits, 85
similarity and, 51
tradeoffs involving, 248

mutualism, 54

NADH–NAD+ disequilibrium
alternative glycolytic pathways

and, 180–182
driving ATP–ADP disequilibrium,

180
in major catabolic pathways, 160

overflow metabolism and, 166,
168, 178, 256–257, 263,
268–269, 274

NADH–NAD+ redox imbalance,
164–167, 178, 239, 256

NADPH–NADP+ disequilibrium
alternative glycolytic pathways

and, 180–187
oxidative stress and, 180,

182–184, 187, 284, 286, 287,
289

primary functions of, 180
natural history, 194, 203, 251
natural selection

at multiple levels, 247–248
climbing a fitness gradient, 91, 92
constraints setting boundaries on,

290
cooperative traits and, 244
evolutionary forces working

against, 220
forces of, 23
growth rate in experimental

evolution and, 265, 267
making small adjustments in

traits, 85
phenotypic plasticity and, 90–92
reducing variation in

performance, 75
within-group vs. between-group,

70
near-equilibrium flux, 156, 200, 209
near-equilibrium glycolysis,

156–161, 237
negative entropy

captured in disequilibria, 179–181
in food, 143, 145–146, 150, 164

nickel tolerance to toxicity, 130–131
nickel-protein wires, 213, 303
nitrate, as electron acceptor for

cable bacteria, 302, 305, 308
nitrogen upshift, and glycolysis,

157–159
nitrogen, oxidized, as final electron

acceptor, 208
nonadaptive forces, 198
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nucleotide synthesis, regulation of,
195–196

nutrient uptake
alternative systems for, 229
membrane space limitation and,

274, 275, 281
oxidative stress and, 184
See also glucose uptake;

transporters, cell surface

observable effect, 115–116
observable partial cause, 115
oceanic prokaryotes

extracellular enzymes of, 246
genome size, 236
rare vs. dominant bacteria, 130
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